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About This Document

About This Document

This document is Volume 1 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide, a 10-volume handbook
supporting the OCTAVE-S methodology. This volume provides an overview of OCTAVE-S
and is written for people who already have some familiarity with the basic concepts and principles of the OCTAVE approach.
The volumes in this handbook are
•

Volume 1: Introduction to OCTAVE-S – This volume provides a basic description of
OCTAVE-S and advice on how to use the guide.

•

Volume 2: Preparation Guidelines – This volume contains background and guidance for
preparing to conduct an OCTAVE-S evaluation.

•

Volume 3: Method Guidelines – This volume includes detailed guidance for each
OCTAVE-S activity.

•

Volume 4: Organizational Information Workbook – This volume provides worksheets for
all organizational-level information gathered and analyzed during OCTAVE-S.

•

Volume 5: Critical Asset Workbook for Information – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as information.

•

Volume 6: Critical Asset Workbook for Systems – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as systems.

•

Volume 7: Critical Asset Workbook for Applications – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as applications.

•

Volume 8: Critical Asset Workbook for People – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as people.

•

Volume 9: Strategy and Plan Workbook – This volume provides worksheets to record the
current and desired protection strategy and the risk mitigation plans.

•

Volume 10: Example Scenario – This volume includes a detailed scenario illustrating a
completed set of worksheets.
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Abstract

Abstract

The Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM (OCTAVE®) approach defines a risk-based strategic assessment and planning technique for security.
OCTAVE is a self-directed approach, meaning that people from an organization assume responsibility for setting the organization’s security strategy. OCTAVE-S is a variation of the
approach tailored to the limited means and unique constraints typically found in small organizations (less than 100 people). OCTAVE-S is led by a small, interdisciplinary team (three
to five people) of an organization’s personnel who gather and analyze information, producing
a protection strategy and mitigation plans based on the organization’s unique operational security risks. To conduct OCTAVE-S effectively, the team must have broad knowledge of the
organization’s business and security processes, so it will be able to conduct all activities by
itself.
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Purpose

1 Purpose and Scope

This document is the first volume of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide. In all, the guide
contains 10 volumes of material supporting the Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM (OCTAVE®)-S methodology, including background materials, guidance, worksheets, and a detailed example scenario. The purpose of this document is to
•

provide readers with a basic understanding of the OCTAVE-S, v0.9, methodology

•

assist readers in determining whether OCTAVE-S, v0.9, is appropriate for their organizations

OCTAVE-S and the OCTAVE Method are two methods developed at the Software Engineering Institute (SEISM) consistent with the OCTAVE criteria, the essential requirements of an
asset-based, strategic assessment of information security risk. The OCTAVE Method was
developed first and applies to large, hierarchical organizations. Volume 1 of the OCTAVE
Method Implementation Guide [Alberts 01a] provides an introduction to that method.
OCTAVE-S was developed to meet the needs of smaller, less hierarchical organizations. The
document Introduction to the OCTAVE Approach [Alberts 03] provides a more comprehensive overview of the OCTAVE approach and SEI’s OCTAVE-consistent methodologies.
People unfamiliar with the OCTAVE approach should read the Introduction to the OCTAVE
Approach before deciding which method is best suited to their organization. This version of
the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide is written for people who already have some familiarity with the basic concepts and principles of OCTAVE. For example, anyone already familiar
with the OCTAVE Method will likely find OCTAVE-S to be relatively easy to understand
and use, since both methods share a common basis.
Note that there are only very minor differences between OCTAVE-S v0.9 and v1.0. These
consist primarily of editorial changes. There was one correction to Volumes 9 and 10, step
25, Collaborative Security Management, Staff Awareness. The last sentence had the phrase
“contingency, disaster recovery, and business continuity plans” changed to “collaborative
security management policies and procedures.”

SM

®

Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation and SEI are service marks of
Carnegie Mellon University.
OCTAVE is registered in the United States Patent and Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon University.
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What Is OCTAVE-S?

2 What Is OCTAVE-S?

This section provides an overview of OCTAVE-S, highlighting the basic process, outputs,
and scope of application. However, before looking specifically at OCTAVE-S, a brief overview of the OCTAVE approach is provided for additional context.

2.1 Overview of the OCTAVE Approach
For an organization looking to understand its information security needs, OCTAVE is a riskbased strategic assessment and planning technique for security. OCTAVE is self directed,
meaning that people from an organization assume responsibility for setting the organization’s
security strategy. The technique leverages people’s knowledge of their organization’s security-related practices and processes to capture the current state of security practice within the
organization. Risks to the most critical assets are used to prioritize areas of improvement and
set the security strategy for the organization.
Unlike typical technology-focused assessments, which are targeted at technological risk and
focused on tactical issues, OCTAVE is targeted at organizational risk and focused on strategic, practice-related issues. It is a flexible evaluation that can be tailored for most organizations. When applying OCTAVE, a small team of people from the operational (or business)
units and the information technology (IT) department work together to address the security
needs of the organization, balancing the three key aspects illustrated in Figure 1: operational
risk, security practices, and technology.
The OCTAVE approach is driven by two of the aspects: operational risk and security practices. Technology is examined only in relation to security practices, enabling an organization
to refine the view of its current security practices. By using the OCTAVE approach, an organization makes information-protection decisions based on risks to the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of critical information-related assets. All aspects of risk (assets,
threats, vulnerabilities, and organizational impact) are factored into decision making, enabling an organization to match a practice-based protection strategy to its security risks. Table
1 summarizes key differences between OCTAVE and other evaluations.

2.2 Overview of OCTAVE-S
OCTAVE-S is a variation of the OCTAVE approach that was developed to meet the needs of
small, less hierarchical organizations. It is tailored to the more limited means and unique constraints typically found in smaller organizations. Although the “look and feel” of OCTAVE-S

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 1
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differs from than of the OCTAVE Method, the technique produces the same types of results,
including an organization-wide protection strategy.

Figure 1: OCTAVE-S Emphasizes Operational Risk and Security Practices

Table 1:

Key Differences Between OCTAVE and Other Approaches

OCTAVE

Other Evaluations

Organization evaluation

System evaluation

Focus on security practices

Focus on technology

Strategic issues

Tactical issues

Self direction

Expert led

Before attempting to use OCTAVE-S, you need to understand the following two unique aspects of the method:
1.

4

A small interdisciplinary analysis team of three to five people leads OCTAVE-S. Collectively, analysis team members must have broad insight into the organization’s business
and security processes, sufficient to conduct all of the OCTAVE-S activities. For this
reason, OCTAVE-S does not require formal data gathering workshops to kick-off the
evaluation.
CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 1
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OCTAVE-S includes a limited exploration of the computing infrastructure during Phase
2. Since small organizations frequently outsource their IT services and functions, they
typically have not developed organizational capabilities for running and interpreting the
results of vulnerability evaluation tools. However, the lack of an organizational capability for running such tools does not preclude an organization from establishing a protection strategy. Rather than using vulnerability data to refine its view of its current security
practices, an organization conducting an OCTAVE-S evaluation examines the processes
employed to securely configure and maintain its computing infrastructure. Any deficiencies in organizational capability are noted and considered during Phase 3, when the organization develops its protection strategy.

2.3 OCTAVE-S Process
OCTAVE-S is a self-directed information security risk evaluation. It requires an analysis
team to examine the security risks to an organization’s critical assets in relation to its business objectives, ultimately yielding an organization-wide protection strategy and asset-based
risk mitigation plans. By implementing the results of OCTAVE-S, an organization stands to
better protect all information-related assets and improve its overall security posture.
OCTAVE-S is based upon the three phases described in the OCTAVE criteria [Alberts 01b],
although the number and sequencing of activities differ from those used in the OCTAVE
Method. This section provides a brief overview of the phases, processes, and activities of
OCTAVE-S.

2.3.1 Phase 1: Build Asset-Based Threat Profiles
Phase 1 is an evaluation of organizational aspects. During this phase, the analysis team defines impact evaluation criteria that will be used later to evaluate risks. It also identifies important organizational assets and evaluates the security current practice of the organization.
The team completes all tasks by itself, collecting additional information only when needed. It
then selects three to five critical assets to analyze in depth based on relative importance to the
organization. Finally, the team defines security requirements and defines a threat profile for
each critical asset. Table 2 illustrates the processes and activities of Phase 1.

2.3.2 Phase 2: Identify Infrastructure Vulnerabilities
During this phase, the analysis team conducts a high-level review of the organization’s computing infrastructure, focusing on the extent to which security is considered by maintainers of
the infrastructure. The analysis team first analyzes how people use the computing infrastructure to access critical assets, yielding key classes of components as well as who is responsible
for configuring and maintaining those components.

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 1
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Processes and Activities of Phase 1

Phase

Process

Activity

Phase 1: Build AssetBased Threat Profiles

Process S1: Identify Organizational
Information

S1.1 Establish Impact Evaluation Criteria
S1.2 Identify Organizational Assets
S1.3 Evaluate Organizational Security Practices

Process S2: Create Threat Profiles

S2.1 Select Critical Assets
S2.2 Identify Security Requirements for Critical Assets
S2.3 Identify Threats to Critical Assets
S3.2 Analyze Technology-Related Processes

The team then examines the extent to which each responsible party includes security in its
information technology practices and processes. The processes and activities of Phase 2 are
shown in Table 3.
Table 3:

Processes and Activities of Phase 2

Phase

Process

Activity

Phase 2: Identify Infra-

Process S3: Examine Computing

S3.1 Examine Access Paths

structure Vulnerabilities

Infrastructure in Relation to Critical

S3.2 Analyze Technology-Related Processes

Assets

2.3.3 Phase 3: Develop Security Strategy and Plans
During Phase 3, the analysis team identifies risks to the organization’s critical assets and decides what to do about them. Based on an analysis of the information gathered, the team creates a protection strategy for the organization and mitigation plans to address the risks to the
critical assets. The OCTAVE-S worksheets used during Phase 3 are highly structured and
tightly linked to the OCTAVE catalog of practices [Alberts 01c], enabling the team to relate
its recommendations for improvement to an accepted benchmark of security practice. Table 4
depicts the processes and activities of Phase 3.

2.4 OCTAVE-S Outputs
Information security risk management requires a balance between reactive and proactive activities. During an OCTAVE-S evaluation, the analysis team views security from multiple
perspectives, ensuring that recommendations achieve the proper balance based on the organization’s needs.

6
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Processes and Activities of Phase 3

Phase

Process

Activity

Phase 3: Develop Secu-

Process S4: Identify and Analyze

S4.1 Evaluate Impacts of Threats

rity Strategy and Plans

Risks

S4.2 Establish Probability Evaluation Criteria
S4.3 Evaluate Probabilities of Threats

Process S5: Develop Protection

S5.1 Describe Current Protection Strategy

Strategy and Mitigation Plans

S5.2 Select Mitigation Approaches
S5.3 Develop Risk Mitigation Plans
S5.4 Identify Changes to Protection Strategy
S5.5 Identify Next Steps

When forming recommendations for improving the organization’s security practices, the
team assumes a proactive point of view, analyzing security issues from both an organizationwide perspective and an asset-specific perspective. At any time during the evaluation, a team
might also take a more reactive stand by identifying actions items intended to address specific weaknesses. These action items are considered to be more reactive in nature because
they often fill an immediate gap rather than improving the organization’s security practices.
The main results of OCTAVE-S are thus three-tiered and include
•

organization-wide protection strategy – The protection strategy outlines the organization’s direction with respect to its information security practice.

•

risk mitigation plans – These plans are intended to mitigate risks to critical assets by improving selected security practices.

•

action list – These include short-term action items needed to address specific weaknesses.

Other useful outputs of OCTAVE-S include
•

a listing of important information-related assets supporting the organization’s business
goals and objectives

•

survey results showing the extent to which the organization is following good security
practice

•

a risk profile for each critical asset depicting a range of risks to that asset

Each phase of OCTAVE-S produces usable results, so even a partial evaluation will produce
information useful for improving an organization’s security posture.

2.5 Scope of Application
OCTAVE-S was developed and piloted with small organizations, ranging from 20 to 80 people in size. The pilot organizations shared a couple of common characteristics. First, their
CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 1
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organizational structures were relatively flat, and people from different organizational levels
were accustomed to working with each other. Second, people were often required to multitask, exposing staff members to the processes and procedures used across the organization.
Thus, those organizations were able to assemble a team of three to five people that
•

included people from multiple organizational levels, including senior management

•

had broad knowledge of the organization’s business and security processes

The breadth of an analysis team’s knowledge, rather than size of an organization, becomes a
key differentiator between OCTAVE-S and the OCTAVE Method. No matter the size of an
organization, if it can assemble a team of three to five people who have broad insight into the
organization’s business and security processes, then the organization is potentially a good
candidate to conduct OCTAVE-S.
For example, a 200-person company with a flat organizational structure, where many people
have rotated throughout the company’s departments over the years, may be a candidate to
conduct OCTAVE-S. That organization could plausibly assemble an analysis team whose
members have sufficient knowledge of business processes employed across the company.
On the other hand, a company of 80 people dispersed across multiple sites and with an extremely stovepiped organizational structure (e.g., 9 distinct departments whose personnel do
not have much interaction) might not be a candidate for OCTAVE-S. That organization
probably will not be able to assemble an analysis team whose members have insight into all
departments.

2.5.1 Should You Use OCTAVE-S?
The following set of questions should be used to help determine the applicability of
OCTAVE-S to your organization:
•

Is your organization small? Does it have a flat or simple hierarchical structure?

•

Can you find a group of three to five people for the analysis team who have a broad and
deep understanding of the company and also possess most of the following skills?
−
−
−
−
−

problem-solving ability
analytical ability
ability to work in a team
at least one member with leadership skills
ability to spend a few days working on this method

•

Do you outsource all or most of your information technology functions?

•

Do you have a relatively simple information technology infrastructure that is well understood by at least one individual in your organization?

•

Do you have limited familiarity with vulnerability evaluation tools within the context of
information-related assets or are you unable to obtain the use of this expertise from current service provider to interpret results?

8
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Do you prefer a highly structured method as opposed an open-ended method that can be
more easily tailored?

If you can answer “yes” to all of these questions, OCTAVE-S should work for you. A majority of “yes” answers implies that it will probably work for you, but caution is advised. While
OCTAVE-S may still be useful outside of these boundaries, the results cannot be guaranteed.

2.5.2 Words of Caution
Some people might consider using OCTAVE-S within individual projects, lines of business,
or departments, subsequently integrating the results to get the organization-wide perspective.
Theoretically, using OCTAVE-S in this manner could work; however, we have neither empirical data to support this theory nor any guidance about what the “integration” process
might require.

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 1
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Available Materials

3 Available Materials

OCTAVE-S can be downloaded from the Web at <http://www.cert.org/octave>. The following list describes the materials that are provided:
•

Volume 1: Introduction to OCTAVE-S – This volume provides a basic description of
OCTAVE-S and advice on how to use the guide.

•

Volume 2: Preparation Guidelines – This volume contains background and guidance for
preparing to conduct an OCTAVE-S evaluation.

•

Volume 3: Method Guidelines – This volume includes detailed guidance for each
OCTAVE-S activity.

•

Volume 4: Organizational Information Workbook – This volume provides worksheets for
all organizational-level information gathered and analyzed during OCTAVE-S.

•

Volume 5: Critical Asset Workbook for Information – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as information.

•

Volume 6: Critical Asset Workbook for Systems – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as systems.

•

Volume 7: Critical Asset Workbook for Applications – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as applications.

•

Volume 8: Critical Asset Workbook for People – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as people.

•

Volume 9: Strategy and Plan Workbook – This volume provides worksheets to record the
current and desired protection strategy and the risk mitigation plans.

•

Volume 10: Example Scenario – This volume includes a detailed scenario illustrating a
completed set of worksheets.

OCTAVE-S is not as completely documented as the OCTAVE Method. The materials provided for OCTAVE-S constitute the minimal set of materials needed to perform the evaluation.

3.1 Navigation Aid for Downloadable Materials
Each volume of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide contains an initial section describing
the contents of that volume. The navigational aid contained in this introductory volume provides an overall map of the contents of the guide. The process chart, which begins on the next
CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 1
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page, is a cross-reference of the processes, activities, and steps of OCTAVE-S with the volumes in which you will find the associated worksheets. As you conduct an OCTAVE-S
evaluation, you can use the process chart as a quick reference to worksheets or to reorient
yourself should you lose track of where you are in the process.
When you are ready to begin an OCTAVE-S evaluation, you should start by looking at Volume 2: Preparation Guidelines to help you plan and structure the evaluation. You can use
Volume 3: Method Guidelines to learn about how to conduct each process, activity, and step.
You will find the OCTAVE-S worksheets in Volumes 4-9. Finally, you can use Volume 10:
Example Scenario to better understand the type of results you should get from applying
OCTAVE-S.

12
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As you evaluate each security practice area using the survey from Step 3a, document
detailed examples of

3a
3b

S1.3 Evaluate Organizational Security Practices

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 1

Determine to what extent each practice in the survey is used by the organization.

2

S1.2 Identify Organizational Assets

After completing Steps 3a and 3b, assign a stoplight status (red, yellow, or green) to
each security practice area. The stoplight status should reflect how well you believe
your organization is performing in each area.
Document action items identified during Process S1.
Document notes and recommendations identified during Process S1.

-----

what your organization is currently not doing well in this area (organizational vulnerabilities)

what your organization is currently doing well in this area (security practices)

4

•

•

Identify information-related assets in your organization (information, systems, applications, people).

Define a qualitative set of measures (high, medium, low) against which you will evaluate a risk’s effect on your organization’s mission and business objectives.

1

S1.1 Establish Impact Evaluation
Criteria

Description

Step

Process Chart

Activity

Process S1: Identify Organizational Information

OCTAVE-S V1.0

Volume 9: Notes and Recommendations

Volume 9: Action List

Volume 4: Security Practices

Volume 4: Security Practices

Volume 4: Security Practices

Volume 4: Asset Identification

Volume 4: Impact Evaluation Criteria

Volume: Worksheet

13

Available Materials

14

For each critical asset, record the most important security requirement on that asset’s
Critical Asset Information Worksheet.

Record assets that are related to each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset Information Worksheet. Refer to the Asset Identification Worksheet to determine which assets are related to the critical asset.

9

11

Record a description for each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset Information
Worksheet. Consider who uses each critical asset as well as who is responsible for it.

8

Record the security requirements for each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset
Information Worksheet.

Record your rationale for selecting each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset Information Worksheet.

7

10

Start a Critical Asset Information Worksheet for each critical asset. Record the name of
the critical asset on the appropriate Critical Asset Information Worksheet.

6

S2.2 Identify Security Requirements for Critical Assets

Review the information-related assets that you identified during Step 2 and select up to
five (5) assets that are most critical to the organization.

5

S2.1 Select Critical Assets

Description

Step

Process Chart (cont.)

Activity

Process S2: Create Threat Profiles

Available Materials

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 1

Volumes 5-8: Critical Asset Information

Volumes 5-8: Critical Asset Information

Volumes 5-8: Critical Asset Information

Volumes 5-8: Critical Asset Information

Volumes 5-8: Critical Asset Information

Volumes 5-8: Critical Asset Information

Volume 4: Critical Asset Selection

Volume: Worksheet

OCTAVE-S V1.0
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Record the strength of the motive for deliberate threats due to human actors. Also record how confident you are in your estimate of the strength of the actor’s motive.
Record how often each threat has occurred in the past. Also record how accurate you
believe your data are.
Record areas of concern for each source of threat where appropriate. An area of concern
is a scenario defining how specific threats could affect the critical asset.
Document action items identified during Process S2.
Document notes and recommendations identified during Process S2.

14
15
16
-----

As you complete this step, if you have difficulty interpreting a threat on any threat tree,
review the description and examples of that threat in the Threat Translation Guide.

Complete all appropriate threat trees for each critical asset. Mark each branch of each
tree for which there is a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the asset.

Record specific examples of threat actors on the Risk Profile Worksheet for each applicable actor-motive combination.

12

S2.3 Identify Threats to Critical
Assets

Description

Process Chart (cont.)

13

Step

Activity

Process S2: Create Threat Profiles (cont.)

OCTAVE-S V1.0

Volume 9: Notes and Recommendations

Volume 9: Action List

Volumes 5-8: Risk Profile

Volumes 5-8: Risk Profile

Volumes 5-8: Risk Profile

Volumes 5-8: Risk Profile

Volumes 5-8: Threat Translation Guide

Volumes 5-8: Risk Profile

Volume: Worksheet

15

Available Materials

Process Chart (cont.)

16

Review paths used to access each critical asset and select key classes of components
related to each critical asset.

18a

Determine which classes of components serve as intermediate access points (i.e., components that are used to transmit information and applications from the system of interest to people).
Determine which classes of components, both internal and external to the organization’s networks, are used by people (e.g., users, attackers) to access the system.
Determine where information from the system of interest is stored for back-up purposes.
Determine which other systems access information or applications from the system of
interest and which other classes of components can be used to access critical information or services from the system of interest.

18b

18c
18d
18e

Determine which classes of components are part of the system of interest.

Select the system(s) of interest for each critical asset (i.e., the system most closely related to the critical asset).

17

S3.1 Examine Access Paths

Description

Step

Activity

Process S3: Examine Computing Infrastructure in Relation to Critical Assets

Available Materials
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Volumes 5-8: Network Access Paths

Volumes 5-8: Network Access Paths

Volumes 5-8: Network Access Paths

Volumes 5-8: Network Access Paths

Volumes 5-8: Network Access Paths

Volumes 5-8: Network Access Paths

Volume: Worksheet
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Process Chart (cont.)

For each class of components documented in Step 19a, note the extent to which that
class is resistant to network attacks. Also record how you came to that conclusion.

21
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For each class of components documented in Step 19a, note the person or group responsible for maintaining and securing that class of component.

20

Document notes and recommendations identified during Process S3.

---

Revise the stoplight status for a security practice when appropriate (Step 4).

Revise documented security practices and organizational vulnerabilities by adding
additional details when appropriate. Identify and document new security practices
and/or organizational vulnerabilities when appropriate (Step 3b).

Revise documented areas of concern by adding additional details when appropriate. Identify and document new areas of concern when appropriate (Step 16)

Mark any additional branches of the threat trees when appropriate (Step 12). Be
sure to document appropriate context for each branch you mark (Steps 13-16).

Document action items identified during Process S3.

•

•

•

•

Refine Phase 1 information based on the analysis of access paths and technologyrelated processes. Update the following, if appropriate:

---

---

For each class of components documented in Step 19a, note which critical assets are
related to that class.

19b

Finally, document any additional context relevant to your infrastructure analysis.

Determine the classes of components that are related to one or more critical assets and
that can provide access to those assets. Mark the path to each class selected in Steps
18a-18e. Note any relevant subclasses or specific examples when appropriate.

19a

S3.2 Analyze Technology-Related
Processes

Description

Step

Activity

Process S3: Examine Computing Infrastructure in Relation to Critical Assets (cont.)

OCTAVE-S V1.0

Volume 9: Notes and Recommendations

Volume 9: Action List

Volume 4: Security Practices

Volumes 5-8: Risk Profile

Volume 4: Infrastructure Review

Volume 4: Infrastructure Review

Volume 4: Infrastructure Review

Volume 4: Infrastructure Review

Volume: Worksheet

17

Available Materials

Document action items identified in Process S4.
Document notes and recommendations identified in Process S4.

24

-----

S4.3 Evaluate Probabilities of
Threats

18

Using the probability evaluation criteria as a guide, assign a probability value (high,
medium, or low) for each active threat to each critical asset. Document your confidence
level in your probability estimate.

23

S4.2 Establish Probability Evaluation Criteria

Define a qualitative set of measures (high, medium, low) against which you will evaluate the likelihood of a threat occurring.

Using the impact evaluation criteria as a guide, assign an impact value (high, medium,
or low) for each active threat to each critical asset.

22

S4.1 Evaluate Impacts of Threats

Description

Step

Process Chart (cont.)

Activity

Process S4: Identify and Analyze Risks

Available Materials
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Volume 9: Notes and Recommendations

Volume 9: Action List

Volume 4: Infrastructure Review

Volume 4: Probability Evaluation Criteria

Volumes 5-8: Risk Profile

Volumes 5-8: Risk Profile

Volume 4: Probability Evaluation Criteria

Volume 4: Impact Evaluation Criteria

Volumes 5-8: Risk Profile

Volume: Worksheet
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S5.5 Identify Next Steps

29

S5.4 Identify Changes to Protection
Strategy

30

---

28

Select a mitigation approach (mitigate, defer, accept) for each active risk.

27

S5.3 Develop Risk Mitigation
Plans

Transfer the stoplight status of each security practice area from the Security Practices
Worksheet to the “Security Practice Areas” section (Step 26) of each critical asset’s
Risk Profile Worksheet.

26

S5.2 Select Mitigation Approaches

Determine what your organization needs to do to implement the results of this evaluation and improve its security posture.

Document action items identified in Process S5.

Next, review the protection strategy, including proposed changes. Determine whether
you intend to make any additional changes to the protection strategy. Record any additional changes on the Protection Strategy Worksheet.

Determine whether your mitigation plans affect your organization’s protection strategy.
Record any changes on the Protection Strategy Worksheet.

As you complete this step, if you have difficulty coming up with potential mitigation
activities for a security practice area, review examples of mitigation activities for that
area in the Mitigation Activities Guide.

Develop mitigation plans for each security practice area selected during Step 27.

For each risk that you decided to mitigate, circle one or more security practice areas for
which you intend to implement mitigation activities.

For each security practice area, identify your organization’s current approach for addressing that area.

Transfer the stoplight status of each security practice area to the corresponding area on
the Protection Strategy Worksheet.

25

S5.1 Describe Current Protection
Strategy

Description

Step

Process Chart (cont.)

Activity

Process S5: Develop Protection Strategy and Mitigation Plans

OCTAVE-S V1.0

Volume 9: Next Steps

Volume 9: Action List

Volume 9: Protection Strategy

Volume 9: Mitigation Plan

Volumes 5-8: Risk Profile

Volume 4: Security Practices

Volumes 5-8: Risk Profile

Volume 4: Security Practices

Volume 9: Protection Strategy

Volume: Worksheet

19

Available Materials

20

Available Materials
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Available Materials

3.2 Additional Sources of Help
The OCTAVE approach and the two methods were developed to be self-directed (i.e., performed by an organization on itself, using external assistance only as required or desired).
However, given that OCTAVE-S is a beta version, some organizations may need additional
assistance. Training is recommended for those with little or no experience with the OCTAVE
approach. Another source of additional information and background is the book, Managing
Information Security Risks [Alberts 02]. Anyone who has already had OCTAVE Method
training, used the OCTAVE Method, or read the book is in a better position to understand
and use OCTAVE-S. For more information about training and the book, see
<http://www.cert.org/octave>.

For other information, see also
•

OCTAVE Criteria technical report [Alberts 01b]

•

Introduction to the OCTAVE Approach [Web paper, see <http://www.cert.org/octave>]

•

OCTAVE Method Implementation Guide, V2.0 [Alberts 01a]
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Available Materials
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About This Document

About This Document

This document is Volume 2 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide, a 10-volume handbook
supporting the OCTAVE-S methodology. This volume provides guidance and worksheets for an
organization preparing to conduct an OCTAVE-S evaluation.
The volumes in this handbook are
•

Volume 1: Introduction to OCTAVE-S – This volume provides a basic description of
OCTAVE-S and advice on how to use the guide.

•

Volume 2: Preparation Guidelines – This volume contains background and guidance for
preparing to conduct an OCTAVE-S evaluation.

•

Volume 3: Method Guidelines – This volume includes detailed guidance for each OCTAVE-S
activity.

•

Volume 4: Organizational Information Workbook – This volume provides worksheets for all
organizational-level information gathered and analyzed during OCTAVE-S.

•

Volume 5: Critical Asset Workbook for Information – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as information.

•

Volume 6: Critical Asset Workbook for Systems – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as systems.

•

Volume 7: Critical Asset Workbook for Applications – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as applications.

•

Volume 8: Critical Asset Workbook for People – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as people.

•

Volume 9: Strategy and Plan Workbook – This volume provides worksheets to record the
current and desired protection strategy and the risk mitigation plans.

•

Volume 10: Example Scenario – This volume includes a detailed scenario illustrating a
completed set of worksheets.
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Abstract

Abstract

The Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM (OCTAVE®) approach
defines a risk-based strategic assessment and planning technique for security. OCTAVE is a selfdirected approach, meaning that people from an organization assume responsibility for setting the
organization’s security strategy. OCTAVE-S is a variation of the approach tailored to the limited
means and unique constraints typically found in small organizations (less than 100 people).
OCTAVE-S is led by a small, interdisciplinary team (three to five people) of an organization’s
personnel who gather and analyze information, producing a protection strategy and mitigation
plans based on the organization’s unique operational security risks. To conduct OCTAVE-S
effectively, the team must have broad knowledge of the organization’s business and security
processes, so it will be able to conduct all activities by itself.
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Overview of Preparation

1 Overview of Preparation

Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM (OCTAVE®)-S preparation
activities are important because they set the stage for a successful evaluation. During preparation,
you determine how your organization will conduct OCTAVE-S. In addition, you directly address
the following key success factors:
•

getting senior management sponsorship for the evaluation

•

selecting the analysis team to lead the evaluation

•

setting the scope of the evaluation

There are many ways in which organizations can prepare to conduct OCTAVE-S. In this section,
we focus on a likely scenario for many organizations and make the following assumptions:
•

There is a champion – someone internal to the organization with an interest in conducting
OCTAVE-S.

•

OCTAVE-S is an appropriate choice for the organization.

•

The analysis team does not exist prior to gaining senior management approval.

If your circumstances are different, you may need to adjust the activities or the order in which
they occur to suit your organization. The champion should help the organization’s senior
managers understand the benefits of OCTAVE-S and gain their sponsorship for conducting the
evaluation. After the managers decide to use OCTAVE-S, they work with the champion to select
members of the analysis team. The analysis team then becomes the focal point for completing all
evaluation activities. Table l summarizes the preparation activities. Later sections in this
document describe these activities in detail.
The next section begins to examine how an organization prepares for the evaluation by presenting
a few ideas about developing senior management sponsorship of OCTAVE-S.

SM

®

Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation is a service mark of Carnegie Mellon
University.
OCTAVE is registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon University.
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OCTAVE-S Preparation Activities

Activity

Step

Description

Worksheet

S0.1

Obtain Senior
Management
Sponsorship of
OCTAVE-S

---

A person or team from the organization (i.e., a
champion for OCTAVE-S) works with the
organization’s senior managers to gain their
sponsorship of the evaluation. This person or
team is responsible for making the managers
aware of the evaluation process, the expected
outcomes, and what commitments of time and
personnel must be made.

---

S0.2

Select and Train
Analysis Team
Members

---

The organization’s senior managers designate
someone in the organization to select analysis
team members. Alternatively, the senior
managers can select team members. Once
analysis team members have been selected,
they need to become familiar with OCTAVE-S
through formal training or informal means.

Preparation
worksheet

S0.3

Set the Scope of the
Evaluation

---

The analysis team guides the organization’s
senior managers in selecting which operational
areas to examine during OCTAVE-S.

Preparation
worksheet

S0.4

Plan to Conduct
OCTAVE-S

The analysis team develops a plan and schedule
for conducting OCTAVE-S. The team also
tailors the evaluation as needed during this
activity.

OCTAVE-S
Checklist
worksheet

S0.5

Prepare to Conduct
Each OCTAVE-S
Process

Before starting any OCTAVE-S process, the
analysis team must ensure that
•
all entry criteria for that process have been
met
•
all team members understand their roles
•
any supplemental team members (i.e.,
people providing unique skills, experience,
and expertise required by that process)
understand their roles as well as the
OCTAVE-S process in which they will
participate
•
an approach for making decisions that is
understood by all participants has been
agreed upon
•
rooms for all meetings have been reserved
•
any required equipment (e.g., overhead
projectors, flip charts) is available and has
been reserved

OCTAVE-S
Checklist
worksheet

2
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Senior Management Sponsorship

2 Obtain Senior Management Sponsorship of
OCTAVE-S (Activity S0.1)

Senior management sponsorship is the top critical success factor for information security risk
evaluations. A successful evaluation requires an investment of people’s time. If senior managers
support the process, people in the organization tend to participate actively. If senior managers do
not support the process, then staff support for the evaluation will dissipate quickly. OCTAVE-S
does require an investment of time on the part of analysis team members, and the organization’s
managers must ensure team members are able to participate as required by the process.

2.1 What Is Sponsorship?
Sponsorship implies the following conditions:
•

visible, continued support of OCTAVE-S activities

•

active encouragement of staff participation

•

delegation of responsibility and authority for accomplishing all OCTAVE-S activities

•

commitment to allocate the necessary resources

•

agreement to support implementation of the results of the evaluation

The last item is particularly important, because any evaluation loses its value if little or nothing is
done with its results and recommendations. An evaluation that goes nowhere is, in fact, worse
than no evaluation at all because staff and managers will be less inclined to do another one in the
future.

2.2 Getting Sponsorship
Although sponsorship from senior managers is vital to conducting a successful OCTAVE-S, there
is no simple formula for obtaining it. In some cases, an organization’s senior managers will take
the initiative in implementing OCTAVE-S in their organizations. In those cases, sponsorship
already exits. However, this is not typical.
Often, one person in the organization learns about the OCTAVE approach and decides that
OCTAVE-S is the appropriate version of OCTAVE to conduct in his or her organization. This
person is referred to as the champion. To develop senior management sponsorship of OCTAVE-S,
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the champion needs to set expectations for the evaluation by informing appropriate senior
managers of the evaluation process, the expected outcomes, and the expected time and personnel
commitments. An “appropriate senior manager” is defined as anyone high enough in the
organization to commit the organization and its resources to this effort. These senior managers are
often chief executive officers, directors, or members of an organization’s governing board.
Part of setting expectations for OCTAVE-S requires developing a shared understanding of the
goals of the evaluation. For example, the goal might be to comply with a regulation. In other
cases, the evaluation might be a response to a recent security incident. The goal in that case might
be to reduce the risk of a major incident occurring in the future. It is important that the managers
express their goals for the evaluation early in the process. Doing this helps set expectations and
provides valuable information when the analysis team subsequently sets the scope of the
evaluation.

2.2.1 Regulations and Standards of Due Care
Regulations are becoming more common in many industry segments these days. For example, the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [HIPAA 98] establishes a standard
of due care for information security for healthcare organizations, while Gramm-Leach-Bliley
[Gramm 01] legislation does the same for financial organizations. Most information security
standards of due care require an organization to conduct an information security risk evaluation
and to manage its risks. If your organization must perform an information security risk evaluation
because of regulations, you can bring this to the attention of your organization’s managers. Senior
managers in some organizations have sponsored information security risk evaluations after
learning about regulations and the requirements for complying with those regulations.

2.2.2 Anecdotal Information
Although there is no substantial “return on investment” data currently available with respect to
security improvement activities [Berinato 02, Braithwaite 01, Oberndorf 00, Proctor 03, SBQ 01],
you can use anecdotal information to inform senior managers about the benefits of using
information security risk evaluations.1 You can emphasize how some organizations use these
evaluations as the central component of a security improvement initiative. Those organizations
often view a security improvement initiative as a competitive advantage.

2.2.3 Conducting a Limited Evaluation
One technique that has proven to build sponsorship in some organizations is conducting a limited
evaluation. A limited evaluation focuses on one area of the organization (often on a single asset).

1

4

Some anecdotal information can be found at
<http://www.cert.org/features/green/business_case.html#bib> from which the references in this
document were drawn.
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The analysis team performs a limited-scope evaluation and presents the results to senior
managers. This approach enables senior managers to see what the results of the evaluation look
like and can be a good way to get them interested in expanding the effort.

2.2.4 Using Example Results or Case Studies
Another possibility is using the example results to illustrate to senior managers the types of
results that are expected from this evaluation. It is more beneficial to have results similar to your
own domain; however, such example results are currently limited. Volume 10 of this method
implementation guide contains the sample results for a small medical facility.
In the end, there is no universal way to get sponsorship for conducting an evaluation like
OCTAVE-S. The ideas presented in this section should help you think about how to begin
building sponsorship of OCTAVE-S in your organization. The next section examines the selection
of analysis team members.
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3 Select and Train Analysis Team Members
(Activity S0.2)

The analysis team is the focal point for conducting OCTAVE-S. This team is responsible for the
ultimate success of the evaluation. Because the analysis team plays a pivotal role, it is important
to select a core team that has sufficient skills, experience, and expertise to lead the evaluation.

3.1 Who Is on the Analysis Team?
The general guidelines for selecting analysis team members for OCTAVE-S include the
following:
•

The core analysis team is generally three to five people in size.

•

Supplemental team members can be added to any process to provide specific skills or
knowledge.

•

The team typically includes people from across the organization, including a mix of staff and,
where possible, managers.

•

The team must have broad insight into the organization’s business and information
technology processes and capabilities.

•

Both business/mission and information technology perspectives are represented on the team
to the extent possible.

The champion often assembles the analysis team after senior management sponsorship of the
evaluation is obtained. Senior managers might also designate someone in the organization to
work with the champion or to lead the selection of the analysis team. Note that when the
evaluation is scoped, business units or operational areas are selected to be included in the
evaluation. Some organizations decide to select people from these operational areas to be on the
analysis team. In that case, this activity, Select and Train Analysis Team Members, is performed
after the next activity, Set Scope of Evaluation (see Section 4).
In many small organizations, the information technology (IT) representatives on the analysis team
are those people who work closely with service providers or work most closely with the
technology. Many small organizations do not have full-time IT staff members. Analysis teams in
these organizations must include people who are most familiar with the organization’s technology
base.
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In OCTAVE-S, the analysis team is empowered to represent the global perspective of security for
the organization. Only the analysis team members participate in activities during OCTAVE-S;
there are no facilitated knowledge elicitation workshops like those used during the OCTAVE
Method [Alberts 01a]. Thus, it is very important to select the appropriate team members.

3.1.1 Using Managers on the Analysis Teams
During the OCTAVE-S pilots, the analysis teams included both managers and staff members from
the organizations. This type of composition provided insight from multiple organizational levels
as well as a diverse set of team skills. These staff members and managers tended to work closely
together on a routine basis. Because organizational positions did not get in the way of information
sharing, it was possible to include both management and staff on the analysis team.
Mixing managers and staff on an analysis team might not work in all small organizations,
especially in very hierarchical organizations. In some organizations, the presence of managers
becomes a barrier to open communication of risks and issues. Some staff members might not be
willing to share their concerns openly when their managers are present. This type of situation will
adversely affect the results of the evaluation. Instead of managers, senior staff members or people
who have been with the organization for a long time and are very familiar with the organization’s
plans and business goals are also good selections.

3.1.2 Roles and Responsibilities
The analysis team helps to set the scope of the evaluation. It also is responsible for identifying
key issues and analyzing information. The roles and responsibilities of the analysis team include
•

working with senior managers to set the scope of the evaluation

•

scheduling OCTAVE-S activities

•

conducting the evaluation activities

•

gathering, analyzing, and maintaining evaluation data during the evaluation

•

coordinating logistics for the evaluation

Logistics can be handled by one member of the core analysis team, or an additional person can be
assigned to the analysis team specifically to address logistics. (Coordinating logistics for
OCTAVE-S is discussed in Section 5 of this document.)

3.1.3 Skills and Knowledge Needed to Conduct OCTAVE-S
OCTAVE-S relies upon the experience and expertise of the analysis team members. For an
effective evaluation, team members must have broad insight into

8
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•

how systems and information are used to support the organization’s business processes across
the organization

•

organizational policies and processes

•

the processes used to configure and maintain the organization’s computing infrastructure

OCTAVE-S is not a typical vulnerability evaluation that focuses solely on technological issues.
Because it addresses both business and technological issues, OCTAVE-S is an operational risk
evaluation that is similar to typical business process or management evaluations. It is helpful if
someone on the analysis team is familiar with or has done assessments or evaluations. At least
one member of the analysis team must have some familiarity with the organization’s computing
infrastructure or must be the point of contact with the providers who configure and maintain the
computing infrastructure. The person who has familiarity with the infrastructure needs to
understand the organization’s basic information security processes.
One characteristic of all successful analysis teams is that team members must have good working
relationships, enabling them to openly share their concerns about security in the organization.
Keep this in mind as you form your team.
The specific skills needed for each OCTAVE-S process are detailed in the OCTAVE-S Checklist in
the appendix of this document. By reviewing the suggested skills for each process, you can
determine whether it is necessary to supplement the skills of the core analysis team by including
an additional person for a selected process. In general, the skills required for the core members of
the analysis team are
•

ability to manage group meetings

•

good communication skills

•

good analytical skills

•

knowledge of the organization’s business environment

•

knowledge of the organization’s information technology environment and how the business
staff legitimately uses information technology in the organization

The analysis team can add supplemental team members to particular activities as needed (e.g., an
operational area manager to help with planning, someone from a specific operational area during
asset identification). These additional people augment the skills of the core team by providing
unique abilities needed during designated activities. It is also important to consider team
chemistry when you augment your team for a particular activity. Possible supplemental members
may include those with
•

knowledge of the organization’s planning practices

•

ability to develop plans
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3.2 Guidance for Selecting an Analysis Team
Selecting an analysis team for OCTAVE-S requires you to identify people who have broad
knowledge of business processes and how the computing infrastructure supports those processes.
The analysis team should also be balanced to provide perspectives of people throughout the
organization. You should consider including both managers and staff members if possible.
Use the Preparation worksheet when you are selecting analysis team members. (The Preparation
worksheet can be found in the appendix of this document.) The worksheet breaks the selection of
analysis team members into the following two parts:
•

business-related areas

•

information technology department

Start with the business-related areas of the organization (Part A of the worksheet). People from
the business-related areas should have broad insight into how systems and information are used to
support the organization’s business processes and/or insight into organizational policies and
processes. You can include up to 3 analysis team members from the business-related units.
Next, you must think about who has the most insight into the organization’s computing
infrastructure (Part B of the worksheet). Many small organizations do not have an IT department
and many completely rely on third parties (e.g., contractors or service providers) for their
information technology needs. In that case, you should include whoever works most closely with
the third party. Depending on your organization’s relationships with contractors and service
providers, you could also include people third-party organizations on the analysis team.
IT-related analysis team members should have insight into your organization’s computing
infrastructure and/or how the systems and networks are configured and maintained. You may also
select someone from a contracting organization or service provider who has insight into how
systems and networks are configured and maintained and who could participate in the evaluation.
You can include up to 3 IT-related analysis team members.

3.3 Training the Analysis Team
Once analysis team members have been selected, at least one team member needs to become
familiar with OCTAVE-S. Ideally, all team members would become acquainted with the
OCTAVE-S methodology. However, organizational constraints (e.g., funds available, size of
organization) might limit the number of people who can invest time to become familiar with the
process. Team members who are tasked with learning about OCTAVE-S can participate in formal
training or become familiar with the process by working on their own. (For example, through
reading and understanding the material in the OCTAVE-S Method Implementation Guide.)

10
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If an analysis team decides to get started without training, there are some things it can do to
facilitate the learning process. First, all team members should spend time reading about
OCTAVE-S and discussing it among themselves. The team would then perform a very limited
pilot by selecting one asset that team members consider to be critical to the organization. Once it
completes the analysis for one asset, the team can then expand the evaluation to look at other
critical assets.
Working through a limited pilot of the OCTAVE-S can go a long way toward understanding each
evaluation process and how to work with information generated throughout the evaluation. As
you complete your pilot, you should talk about what was easy and what was difficult. You should
also review the guidance for the processes and begin to prepare and plan for an expanded
evaluation. You can also use your results from the pilot to help convince senior managers to
sponsor a more extensive evaluation. As a final note, if you choose to proceed without formal
training, make sure your managers understand that you are learning as you go and that the
evaluation might take longer than planned.
Once the analysis team has been selected and is trained in OCTAVE-S, it can set the scope of the
evaluation. This topic is addressed in the next section.
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4 Set the Scope of the Evaluation
(Activity S0.3)

In OCTAVE-S, you can focus the evaluation on selected areas of the organization. Setting a
manageable scope for the evaluation reduces its size, making it easier to schedule and perform the
activities. It also allows you to prioritize the areas of an organization for the evaluation, ensuring
that the highest risk or most important areas can be examined first or more frequently.

4.1 Setting the Scope of the Evaluation
In many small organizations, it is possible to evaluate the entire organization during OCTAVE-S.
Organizations with a focused mission requiring most of its staff to support it directly may be able
to evaluate the entire organization during an OCTAVE-S evaluation.
Small organizations with multiple business units, or operational areas, might be required to select
a subset of those areas to evaluate. This is especially true if operational areas in the organization
tend to be stove-piped. When selecting operational areas to evaluate, the analysis team typically
works with the organization’s senior managers. They consider the following guidelines when
choosing operational areas:
•

Select business units or operational areas that reflect the primary operational or business
functions as well as the important support functions of the organization. Operational areas
selected for the evaluation should represent those most critical to the success of the
organization or those with the highest risk.

•

At least four operational areas are generally recommended, one of which must be the
information technology or information management department (or people familiar with the
computing infrastructure if such a department does not exist).

•

If the organization outsources most or all of its information technology or information
management to service providers, select the person(s) who work most closely with the service
providers or include representatives from the service providers on the analysis team.

•

If the information technology or information management department is dispersed, or
managed as separate support groups, select a cross section of those groups.
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•

Consider the time commitment that personnel will be required to contribute. Determine
whether there will be significant conflicts with ongoing operations.

•

Consider areas that require electronic information to accomplish their functions.

Remember that these are only guidelines. Senior managers and analysis team members need to
use their best judgment when selecting areas to include in the evaluation.

4.2 Guidance for Setting the Evaluation’s Scope
Use the Preparation worksheet when you are setting the scope of the evaluation. Turn to Part C of
the worksheet. Consider the following questions as you select areas of the organization to include
in the evaluation:
•

Which operational areas of your organization are most critical to achieving its mission?

•

Which operational areas would affect the organization’s ability to function if those areas were
unable to function?

•

In which operational areas do you believe information and/or systems are most at risk?

Record the names of the selected operational areas on the worksheet. If the analysis team was
selected prior to setting the scope of the evaluation, make sure that team members have an
understanding of the operational areas being evaluated. If the team does not have sufficient
insight into one or more areas, you might need to adjust the composition of the team.
At this point, you should be ready to plan how you intend to conduct the evaluation. The next
section focuses on planning considerations.

14
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5 Plan to Conduct OCTAVE-S (Activity S0.4)

You must plan for OCTAVE-S as you would plan for any project in your organization. An
analysis team must work as a group during each OCTAVE-S activity, requiring each individual to
set aside sufficient time for completing each evaluation activity.

5.1 Scheduling Considerations
You will find the OCTAVE-S Checklist in the appendix of this document. It consists of a
collection of entry/exit criteria for each process, including preparation. The checklist comprises
the following sections for each process:
•

Entry Criteria – These are the items that a team should complete prior to starting a process.

•

Skills Required – This area of the checklist documents the types of skills that the analysis
team should have. This guidance can help a team determine whether it needs to augment its
skills for any given activity.

•

Participants – The participants required for each process must be identified before the
evaluation. Participants typically include only analysis team members. However,
supplemental personnel can be selected to augment the analysis team’s skills for any given
process.

•

Time Estimates – This area of the checklist provides a range of time estimates for completing
each activity. The low end of the range provides an estimate of how long it would take
someone with expertise in security and OCTAVE-S to complete that activity. The high end of
the range provides an estimate of how long it would take less experienced practitioners to
complete that activity.

•

Exit Criteria – These are the items that a team should complete during a process.

During planning, you develop a schedule for the evaluation. You should review the information in
the checklist for each process as you develop the overall plan for the evaluation. During planning,
you must
•

decide when the team will conduct each OCTAVE-S process

•

decide whether additional personnel will be required for any processes or activities

•

determine how much preparation time will be required for each process
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estimate the time required to complete each process (for both experienced and inexperienced
teams)

When developing the project plan, you need to consider how familiar team members are with the
OCTAVE-S process, information security, and operational risk management. Teams attempting to
conduct the evaluation for the first time should reference times for inexperienced teams to avoid
building an overly optimistic schedule.
OCTAVE-S is conducted using a series of meetings; the schedule for conducting those meetings
is quite flexible. The shortest possible timeframe for completing an entire evaluation is
approximately two days. This estimate assumes a full-time, dedicated analysis team that is
experienced with the process and an evaluation that is narrowly scoped (e.g., for one to two
operational areas). Practical constraints can extend the calendar time required to conduct
OCTAVE-S. When scheduling evaluation activities, you should
•

consider any organizational constraints

•

allocate sufficient time to complete all preparation activities

•

remember that all plans are estimates

•

revise the project plan to reflect appropriate changes

5.2 Tailoring OCTAVE-S
During planning, a team must also determine the extent to which it will tailor OCTAVE-S to best
meet the organization’s needs. Section 7 provides a discussion of the tailoring options that can be
considered. Depending upon the nature of the tailoring, the team could invest a considerable
amount of time to update activities and artifacts before beginning the evaluation. Make sure you
investigate the depth of tailoring you want to do before your plan and schedule are finalized.

5.3 Guidance for Developing a Project Plan for
OCTAVE-S
You should document your project plan for conducting OCTAVE-S according to the practices and
standards required by your organization. There is no standard worksheet or template provided for
you to document the project plan for conducting OCTAVE-S in your organization.
As you develop your plan, review the information on the OCTAVE-S Checklist. Pay particular
attention to
•

whether additional personnel will be required for any processes or activities

•

how much preparation time will be required for each process

•

the time estimates for each process

16
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For each process determine
•

when it will occur

•

who will participate

•

any potential constraints or risks

Make sure that all team members agree to the plan’s content. You may also need senior
management review and approval of the plan before proceeding. At this point, you should be
ready to start the evaluation.
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6 Prepare to Conduct Each OCTAVE-S
Process (Activity S0.5)

One key to conducting an effective evaluation is ensuring that the team is prepared for each
evaluation activity. Preparation includes
•

being ready to conduct each process

•

ensuring that all logistics have been addressed

6.1 Preparing to Conduct a Process
Before starting any OCTAVE-S process, the analysis team must ensure that all entry criteria for
that process have been completed. Completing these criteria indicates that the team is ready to
start the process. In addition, analysis tem members must understand their roles and how to
perform the activities required by the process.
If any supplemental members (i.e., people providing unique skills, experience, and expertise
required by a process) are selected to augment the analysis team’s skills, those participants must
also understand their roles and the OCTAVE-S process in which they will participate.
Finally, team members must agree upon an approach for making decisions that is understood by
all participants in a process. Doing this provides an unambiguous way for the team to resolve any
conflicts and make decisions.

6.2 Addressing Logistics
The steps for coordinating logistics are straightforward and easy to understand, but they can
present some of the bigger obstacles that you will face during the evaluation. Logistics includes
scheduling workshops, making sure that equipment is available for meetings, and coordinating
the schedules of team members.
One member of the analysis team should be the focal point for coordinating logistics for
conducting OCTAVE-S. Be sure to consider the following types of items when you address
evaluation logistics:
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•

Reserve rooms for all workshops.

•

Ensure that any required equipment (e.g., overhead projectors, flip charts) is available.

•

Allow time to complete all preparation activities.

•

Address any unexpected events, such as scheduling additional meetings and notifying any
supplemental personnel of meeting times and locations.

6.3 Guidance for Preparing for OCTAVE-S Process
Review the information on the OCTAVE-S Checklist for the process that you are about to conduct.
The logistics coordinator for the team should reserve a meeting room and ensure that all
participants know the time and location of the meeting. Any equipment required for the meeting
should be signed out and ready to use by the team.
Review all entry criteria as you prepare to begin a process to ensure you have met them. The
entry criteria for a process indicate the extent to which a team is ready to begin that process. If
any criteria have not been completed, ensure that you address them before starting that process.
Ensure that all core analysis tem members understand their roles as well as how to perform the
activities required by the process. Contact any supplemental personnel who have been selected to
augment the analysis team’s skills prior to the meeting. Ensure that all additional personnel
understand their roles as well as the activities in which they will be participating.
Finally, select an approach for decision making (e.g., consensus, majority voting, multi-voting)
and ensure that all team members understand the approach. This provides an unambiguous way in
which the team will resolve any conflicts and make decisions. Note that this could be the same
approach used for all processes or it could vary depending upon the process.
At this point, you should be ready to conduct the process. The last topic that is addressed in this
document is a brief discussion of tailoring considerations.

20
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7 OCTAVE-S Tailoring

An analysis team determines the extent to which it will tailor OCTAVE-S during planning.
The ideas presented in this section provide a few tailoring options for OCTAVE-S, not an
exhaustive list. As you read this section, you should think about your organization’s unique
needs and which aspects of the method you need to adjust to meet those needs. There are two
optional tasks in OCTAVE-S for which an analysis team must make tailoring decisions:
probability and approval for evaluation results. Those issues are addressed first.

7.1 Probability
Probability is the likelihood that an event (i.e., threat) will occur. Estimating the probability
for each active threat is considered to be optional in OCTAVE-S. For information security
risks, probability is a more complex and imprecise variable than is normally found in other
risk management domains, because risk factors are constantly changing. Probability is highly
subjective in the absence of objective data and must be used carefully during risk analysis.
A qualitative version of probability is provided with OCTAVE-S. It depends upon your
analysis team’s ability to estimate the motive and history of different types of attacks or
threats. You should review the Risk Profile worksheets in Volumes 5-8 to determine if you
intend to use probability.
If you do choose to use probability, you should remember that the decision-making process of
OCTAVE-S relies primarily on impact. You use impact to decide whether to mitigate or
accept a risk. Probability, when used, helps determine which mitigation plans to implement
first. You must determine the extent to which you will incorporate probability in your
decision making.
For example, you might use scarce resources to address a medium-impact, high-probability
risk in the near term. Later on, you might be able to free up enough resources to address a
medium-impact, medium-probability risk. In this case, you are using probability to refine
your priorities by determining when to implement mitigation plans. You are not using
probability to drive the decision of whether to accept or mitigate the risk.
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7.2 Approval of Evaluation Results
Depending on the composition of the analysis team and the degree to which it was
empowered, the organization’s senior managers might need to approve the results of the
evaluation before any formal action is undertaken to implement those results.
For example, the analysis teams from the OCTAVE-S pilot organizations included
representation from the organization’s senior management. The managers on the team had the
authority to approve all mitigation plans. However, if a team does not have such authority, it
must determine how to present the results of OCTAVE-S to senior managers for their
approval. This likely will require an additional meting with the organization’s senior
managers after the end of Process S5. This approach has proven to be effective for
organizations that have conducted the OCTAVE Method.

7.3 Other Tailoring Activities
Other tailoring activities should be undertaken at the discretion of the analysis team. You
should be aware that since OCTAVE-S worksheets are highly structured, tailoring is not
always a simple proposition. The remainder of this section examines some potential items
you might want to modify as you implement OCTAVE-S in your organization.

7.3.1 Catalog of Practices
The catalog of practices is a general catalog of accepted security practices. OCTAVE-S
tightly integrates the catalog of practices with the following artifacts:
•

Security practices survey – The practices in the survey are derived from the catalog of
practices.

•

Protection strategy – The content of the protection strategy used in OCTAVE-S is
abstracted from the catalog of practices.

•

Mitigation plan – Suggestions for potential mitigation activities were derived from the
catalog of practices.

If you must comply with a specific standard of due care (e.g., HIPAA), you can modify the
catalog to ensure that it addresses the range of practices in the standard. You can add specific
practices unique to your domain or remove practices that are not relevant. You can also
modify the catalog to make it consistent with the terminology used in your domain. The goal
is to have a catalog of generally accepted, good security practices against which you can
evaluate your current security practices. The catalog must be meaningful to your
organization. If you modify the catalog of practices, you must ensure that all artifacts derived
from the catalog are also modified in an appropriate manner.

22
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7.3.2 Generic Threat Profile
Before you start OCTAVE-S, you can tailor the generic threat profile to meet your evaluation
needs. As a general guideline, make sure that your organization’s threat profile addresses the
range of threats known to affect your operational environment. When tailoring the generic
threat profile, you can
•

add a new threat category

•

add new threats to an existing category

•

delete inapplicable threats from a category

•

“decompose” or add depth to a threat category

For some organizations, the standard categories are sufficient. Other organizations might
require additional categories of threat. Threat categories are contextual and are based on the
environment in which an organization must operate. The standard categories are a good
starting place. As you implement OCTAVE-S, you may start identifying unique threats that
require the creation of new threat categories.
The following example addresses tailoring of the threat actors for the Human Actors Using
Network Access category of threat. The basic threat tree for this category focuses on two
types of threat actors: actors inside the organization and actors outside the organization.
Depending on the evaluation needs of an organization, this classification of actors could be
too broad. For example, an organization that deals with national security issues would
probably want a more detailed classification of threat actors. The following list is an
expanded classification of threat actors:
•

non-malicious employees – people within the organization who accidentally abuse or
misuse computer systems and their information

•

disgruntled employees – people within the organization who deliberately abuse or misuse
computer systems and their information

•

attackers – people who attack computer systems for challenge, status, or thrill

•

spies – people who attack computer systems for political gain

•

terrorists – people who attack computer systems to cause fear for political gain

•

competitors – people who attack computer systems for economic gain

•

criminals – people who attack computer systems for personal financial gain

•

vandals – people who attack computer systems to cause damage

The asset-based threat profile could be modified to include the above classifications and more
detailed motives. In addition, other forms of tailoring can be applied to add detail to the
access paths. Separate trees could be created for different means of network access or for
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different means of physical access. If tailored in this manner, the trees do become more
complicated, and the additional detail could make the subsequent analysis more complex. For
many organizations, the generic set of trees will be sufficient.

7.3.3 Asset Categories
Asset categories are contextual for any organization and must be defined in order to conduct
a meaningful evaluation. The categories considered in OCTAVE-S are
•

systems

•

information

•

applications

•

people

You can tailor the list by adding or deleting categories to meet your organization’s needs. If
you add asset categories, you must also tailor all critical-asset-specific worksheets for
consistency with the new asset categories.

7.3.4 Security Requirements Categories
The categories of security requirements are contextual for any organization and must be
defined in order to conduct a meaningful evaluation. The categories considered in OCTAVES are
•

confidentiality

•

integrity

•

availability

You can tailor the list by adding or deleting categories to meet your organization’s needs. For
example, some organizations might want to add authenticity and/or non-repudiation to their
list of security requirements. First, you need to decide what categories of security
requirements you will incorporate into the evaluation, and then you need to use those
categories consistently throughout all activities. You must add corresponding outcomes to the
generic threat profile for any categories of security requirements you add. For example, the
outcome associated with confidentiality is disclosure.

7.3.5 Impact Evaluation Criteria
Impact evaluation criteria are a set of qualitative measures against which an analysis team
determines the extent of the potential impact on an organization resulting from each threat.
Impact evaluation criteria define high, medium, and low impacts for an organization. These
criteria are highly contextual. For example, while $1,000,000 may be a high impact to one
24
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organization, it could be only a medium or low impact to another. Also, some organizations
will have risks that result in a loss of life, but this is not true for all organizations. The
contextual nature of evaluation criteria is the reason why every organization must define its
own criteria.
An analysis team evaluates impact across multiple categories, or impact areas. These areas
are related to an organization’s mission and business objectives. The standard set of areas
considered in OCTAVE-S is
•

reputation/customer confidence

•

safety/health issues

•

fines/legal penalties

•

financial

•

productivity

•

other

The impact areas are contextual and should be tailored to meet the needs of your
organization. Before you conduct an evaluation, you should determine which impact areas to
consider. One way to determine unique areas for your organization is to consider your
organization’s business objectives and make sure that impact areas are linked to your key
business objectives. For example, a military organization may add combat readiness as an
area of impact.

7.3.6 Worksheets
Any OCTAVE-S worksheet can be modified to suit the particular needs or standards of an
organization or domain. Worksheets can be combined, split apart, and rearranged to be more
efficient or adaptable to a particular database or other automated tool. Formatting and other
types of simple “look-and-feel” changes will generally have little effect on the processes
themselves. However, moving pieces of information from one worksheet to another or other
content types of changes can be more difficult to make. Analysis teams should look for
dependencies between worksheets in terms of information flow as well as other cascading
effects that could be the result of content changes.
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Appendix: OCTAVE-S Worksheets

This appendix contains the following worksheets that are used during preparation for OCTAVES:
•

Preparation worksheet – This worksheet is used to help guide the selection of analysis team
members and to set the scope of the evaluation.

•

OCTAVE-S checklist – The entry/exit criteria are used to help the analysis team develop its
project plan for the evaluation. They are also used as the team prepares to conduct each
process to ensure that all entry criteria for that process have been met, that all personnel
understand their roles as well as the activities they will be conducting, and that all logistics
for the process have been addressed.
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Preparation Worksheet
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Description:

Selecting an analysis team for OCTAVE-S requires you to identify people who have broad
knowledge of business processes and how the computing infrastructure supports those
processes.
Select analysis team members for the following:
A. business-related areas
B. information technology department
Directions are provided for each part.

A. Business-Related Areas
Directions:

1. Consider the two questions below when selecting analysis team members from the
business units.

Questions
1.

Who from your organization has broad insight into how systems and information are used to support
the organization’s business processes?

2.

Who from your organization has insight into organizational policies and processes?

B. Information Technology Department
Directions:

1. Consider the three questions below when selecting analysis team members from the
information technology department.

Questions
1.

Who from your organization has insight into how systems and networks are configured and
maintained?

2.

Who from your organization has insight into your organization’s computing infrastructure?

3.

Who from a contracting organization or service provider has insight into how systems and networks
are configured and maintained and could participate in the evaluation?
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A. Business-Related Areas
2. Select up to three business unit representatives for the analysis team.

Analysis Team Members
1.

_________________________________________________________

2.

_________________________________________________________

3.

_________________________________________________________

B. Information Technology Department
2. Select up to three information technology representatives for the analysis team.

Analysis Team Members
1.

_________________________________________________________

2.

_________________________________________________________

3.

_________________________________________________________
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Description:

Setting the scope of OCTAVE-S requires you to complete the following:
C. Select key operational areas of the organization to participate in the OCTAVE-S
evaluation.
Directions are provided to guide the selection of operational areas.

C. Selecting Key Operational Areas
Directions:

1. Consider the three questions below.

Questions
1.

Which operational areas of your organization are most critical to achieving its mission?

2.

Which operational areas would affect the organization’s ability to function if those areas were unable
to function?

3.

In which operational areas do you believe information and/or systems are most at risk?
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C. Selecting Key Operational Areas
2. Based on your answers to the questions, select up to five operational areas to assess in the evaluation.
Operational Areas
1.

Information Technology Department

2.

_________________________________________________________

3.

_________________________________________________________

4.

_________________________________________________________

5.

_________________________________________________________
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OCTAVE-S Preparation
Entry/Exit Criteria
Entry Criteria
 The organization’s senior managers sponsor the OCTAVE-S evaluation and have allocated funds and
staff for OCTAVE-S.
 A person in the organization is designated as the focal point for selecting analysis team members.
Skills Required for OCTAVE-S
Preparation
 An in-depth understanding of OCTAVE-S and the benefits it can provide
 Insight into the knowledge, skills, expertise, and experience of people throughout the organization who
might serve as analysis team members
 The ability to work with senior managers and/or operational area managers to select analysis team
members
 A broad understanding of the organization, its mission, and business objectives for setting the scope of
the evaluation
 Knowledge of the organization’s operational areas
 Project planning skills
 The ability to coordinate logistics for conducting the evaluation
 Good communication and presentation skills for building an awareness of OCTAVE-S
Analysis Team and Operational Areas
Core Analysis Team Members

Operational Areas Being Evaluated

Name

Area

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

Note: Designate specific roles if appropriate.
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OCTAVE-S Preparation
Entry/Exit Criteria (cont.)
OCTAVE-S Preparation Time Estimates
Activity

Estimated Time to Complete
Experienced Team

Inexperienced Team

S0.1

Obtain Senior Management
Sponsorship of OCTAVE-S

S0.2

Select and Train Analysis
Team Members

S0.3

Select Operational Areas to
Evaluate

1 hr

1 day

S0.4

Develop Project Plan for
Conducting OCTAVE-S

2 hr

4 hr+

S0.5

Prepare to Conduct Each
OCTAVE-S Process

1 hr/process

1 hr

Never*

3 days

1 week+

4 hr+/process

Exit Criteria
 An analysis team for the organization has been selected. The team includes both business and
information technology representation.
 At least one analysis team member has become familiar with OCTAVE-S through formal training or
informal means.
 The scope of the evaluation has been decided – operational areas have been selected.
 A plan and approach for conducting OCTAVE-S has been developed, and it has been documented to
the extent required by the organization.
 One member of the analysis team or some member of the organization has been assigned the
responsibility for coordinating logistics for the evaluation.
 The analysis team has identified its preferred approach for decision making during the evaluation.
 The entry criteria for OCTAVE-S Process S1 have been met.

* Senior management sponsorship of OCTAVE-S is essential for a successful evaluation. If after using all available
means you are unable to develop sponsorship from your organization’s senior managers, you might want to consider
discontinuing the evaluation.
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Process S1: Identify Organizational Information
Entry/Exit Criteria
Entry Criteria
 All participants understand the activities and steps of Process S1.
 The analysis team has defined roles and responsibilities for Process S1.
 Additional people to augment the analysis team have been identified (if necessary).

Skills Required for Process S1
 A broad understanding of the organization’s business environment and the information-related assets
used by the organization
 An understanding of the organization’s information technology environment
 Good communication skills
 Good analytical skills

Analysis Team Members
Core Team Members and Roles
Name

Supplemental Team Members
Role

Name

Skill/Expertise

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

Note: Designate specific roles if appropriate.
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Process S1: Identify Organizational Information
Entry/Exit Criteria (cont.)
Process S1 Time Estimates
Activity

Estimated Time to Complete
Experienced Team

Inexperienced Team

S1.1

Establish Impact
Evaluation Criteria

1 hr

3 hr+

S1.2

Identify Organizational
Assets

1 hr

3 hr+

S1.3

Evaluate Organizational
Security Practices

2 hr

6 hr+

Total

4 hr

12 hr+

Exit Criteria
 Impact evaluation criteria for the organization have been documented.
 Impact evaluation criteria are based upon the organization’s unique operational environment and
reflect the organization’s business objectives.
 The analysis team received sufficient input from the organization’s management when creating impact
evaluation criteria, and/or the criteria have been approved by the organization’s management.
 A set of information-related assets have been identified and recorded.
 The set of information-related assets includes representation from all operational areas being
evaluated.
 The security practices survey has been completed, and a stoplight status has been assigned to each
security practice area.
 The results of the security practices survey adequately reflect the current state of the organization’s
security practices.
 All action items have been documented.
 All relevant notes and recommendations have been documented.
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Process S2: Create Threat Profiles
Entry/Exit Criteria
Entry Criteria
 Process S1 exit criteria have been completed.
 All participants understand the activities and steps of Process S2.
 The analysis team has defined roles and responsibilities for Process S2.
 Additional people to augment the analysis team have been identified (if necessary).

Skills Required for Process S2
 A broad understanding of the organization’s business environment and the information-related assets
used by the organization
 An understanding of the organization’s information technology environment
 Good communication skills
 Good analytical skills

Analysis Team Members
Core Team Members and Roles
Name

Supplemental Team Members
Role

Name

Skill/Expertise

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

Note: Designate specific roles if appropriate.
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Process S2: Create Threat Profiles
Entry/Exit Criteria (cont.)
Process S2 Time Estimates
Activity

Estimated Time to Complete
Experienced Team

S2.1

Select Critical Assets

S2.2

Identify Security
Requirements for Critical
Assets

S2.3

Inexperienced Team

1 hr

2 hr+

1 hr

6 hr+

Identify Threats to Critical
Assets

2 hr

12 hr+

Total

4 hr

20 hr+

Exit Criteria
 Up to five of the organization’s information-related assets have been designated as critical assets.
 The rationale for selecting each critical asset has been documented.
 Security requirements have been documented for each critical asset.
 The most important security requirement for each critical asset has been documented.
 A threat profile has been created for each critical asset.
 Each threat profile contains the following information:



•

a set of completed threat trees

•

specific examples of all active human-based threats

•

the strength of the motive (where applicable) and the associated confidence level

•

the history of each threat and associated accuracy estimate, and areas of concern where
appropriate

All action items have been documented.

 All relevant notes and recommendations have been documented.
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Process S3: Analyze Computing Infrastructure With Respect to Critical Assets
Entry/Exit Criteria
Entry Criteria
 Process S2 exit criteria have been completed.
 All participants understand the activities and steps of Process S3.
 The analysis team has defined roles and responsibilities for Process S3.
 Additional people to augment the analysis team have been identified (if necessary).
Skills Required for Process S3
 A broad understanding of the organization’s business environment and how business staff legitimately
uses information technology in the organization
 A basic understanding of the organization’s information technology environment and knowledge of the
organization’s network topology
 Good communication skills
 Good analytical skills
Analysis Team Members
Core Team Members and Roles
Name

Supplemental Team Members
Role

Name

Skill/Expertise

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

Note: Designate specific roles if appropriate.
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Process S3: Analyze Computing Infrastructure With Respect to Critical Assets
Entry/Exit Criteria (cont.)
Process S3 Time Estimates
Activity

Estimated Time to Complete
Experienced Team

S3.1

Examine Access Paths

S3.2

Analyze TechnologyRelated Processes

Inexperienced Team

1 hr 30 min

4 hr+

1 hr 30 min

4 hr+

3 hr

8 hr+

Total

Exit Criteria
 A system or systems of interest have been identified for each critical asset.
 Network access paths to the system(s) of interest have been examined for each critical asset with
network-based threats. The following have been identified: key components, intermediate access
points, internal and external access points, backup sites for information, and other systems that can
access the system of interest.
 The party responsible for managing and securing each key class of components has been identified.
 The extent to which each key class of components is resistant to network attacks has been documented.
 Any additional, contextual information relevant to the infrastructure analysis is documented.
 All action items have been documented.
 All relevant notes and recommendations have been documented.
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Process S4: Identify and Analyze Risks
Entry/Exit Criteria
Entry Criteria
 Process S3 exit criteria have been completed.
 All participants understand the activities and steps of Process S4.
 The analysis team has defined roles and responsibilities for Process S4.
 Additional people to augment the analysis team have been identified (if necessary).

Skills Required for Process S4
 A broad understanding of the organization’s business environment
 An understanding of the organization’s information technology environment
 Good communication skills
 Good analytical skills

Analysis Team Members
Core Team Members and Roles
Name

Supplemental Team Members
Role

Name

Skill/Expertise

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

Note: Designate specific roles if appropriate.
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Process S4: Identify and Analyze Risks
Entry/Exit Criteria (cont.)
Process S4 Time Estimates
Activity

Estimated Time to Complete
Experienced Team

S4.1

Evaluate Impacts of
Threats

S4.2

Establish Probability
Evaluation Criteria
(optional)

S4.3

Evaluate Probabilities of
Threats (optional)
Total

Inexperienced Team

2 hr

10 hr+

30 min

1 hr+

1 hr

8 hr+

3 ½ hr

19 hr+

Exit Criteria
 Each active threat was assigned an impact value (high, medium, or low) for each applicable impact
area based on the impact evaluation criteria defined for that area.
 Probability evaluation criteria for the organization have been documented (optional).
 Probability evaluation criteria were based upon a review of the known history of threats to the
organization’s critical assets (optional).
 Each active threat was assigned a probability value (high, medium, or low) and a confidence level for
that probability value (optional).
 All action items have been documented.
 All relevant notes and recommendations have been documented.
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Process S5: Develop Protection Strategy and Mitigation Plans
Entry/Exit Criteria
Entry Criteria
 Process S4 exit criteria have been completed.
 All participants understand the activities and steps of Process S5.
 The analysis team has defined roles and responsibilities for Process S5.
 Additional people to augment the analysis team have been identified (if necessary).

Skills Required for Process S5
 A broad understanding of the organization’s business environment
 An understanding of the organization’s information technology environment
 An understanding of the planning practices of the organization
 The ability to develop plans
 Good communication skills
 Good problem-solving and analysis skills

Analysis Team Members
Core Team Members and Roles
Name

Supplemental Team Members
Role

Name

Skill/Expertise

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

Note: Designate specific roles if appropriate.
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Process S5: Develop Protection Strategy and Mitigation Plans
Entry/Exit Criteria (cont.)
Process S5 Time Estimates
Activity

Estimated Time to Complete
Experienced Team

S5.1

Describe Current
Protection Strategy

S5.2

Select Mitigation
Approaches

S5.3

Develop Risk Mitigation
Plans

S5.4

Identify Changes to
Protection Strategy

S5.5

Identify Next Steps

Total

Inexperienced Team

1 hr

4 hr+

30 min

6 hr+

2 hr

8 hr+

30 min

3 hr+

30 min

1 hr+

4 ½ hr

22 hr+

Exit Criteria
 The current protection strategy for the organization has been documented.
 The analysis team members agreed upon their decision-making factors for selecting mitigation areas.
 Up to three security practice areas were selected as mitigation areas.
 All risks that will be mitigated by the selected mitigation areas were designated as “mitigate” on all
appropriate risk profiles.
 All risks that will not be mitigated by the selected mitigation areas were designated as “accept” or
“defer” on all appropriate risk profiles.
 A mitigation plan was developed for each selected mitigation area.
 Changes to the protection strategy driven by mitigation plans are documented.
 Other changes to the organization’s current protection strategy are supported by additional details
documented in the appropriate mitigation plans.
 Next steps for implementing the results of the evaluation were documented.
 All action items were documented.
 Senior management approval of the evaluation results was obtained.
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About This Document

About This Document

This document is Volume 3 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide, a 10-volume handbook
supporting the OCTAVE-S methodology. This volume provides the detailed guidelines for
conducting an OCTAVE-S evaluation.
The volumes in this handbook are
•

Volume 1: Introduction to OCTAVE-S – This volume provides a basic description of
OCTAVE-S and advice on how to use the guide.

•

Volume 2: Preparation Guidelines – This volume contains background and guidance for
preparing to conduct an OCTAVE-S evaluation.

•

Volume 3: Method Guidelines – This volume includes detailed guidance for each
OCTAVE-S activity.

•

Volume 4: Organizational Information Workbook – This volume provides worksheets for
all organizational-level information gathered and analyzed during OCTAVE-S.

•

Volume 5: Critical Asset Workbook for Information – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as information.

•

Volume 6: Critical Asset Workbook for Systems – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as systems.

•

Volume 7: Critical Asset Workbook for Applications – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as applications.

•

Volume 8: Critical Asset Workbook for People – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as people.

•

Volume 9: Strategy and Plan Workbook – This volume provides worksheets to record the
current and desired protection strategy and the risk mitigation plans.

•

Volume 10: Example Scenario – This volume includes a detailed scenario illustrating a
completed set of worksheets.
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Abstract

Abstract

The Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM (OCTAVE®)
approach defines a risk-based strategic assessment and planning technique for security.
OCTAVE is a self-directed approach, meaning that people from an organization assume
responsibility for setting the organization’s security strategy. OCTAVE-S is a variation of the
approach tailored to the limited means and unique constraints typically found in small
organizations (less than 100 people). OCTAVE-S is led by a small, interdisciplinary team
(three to five people) of an organization’s personnel who gather and analyze information,
producing a protection strategy and mitigation plans based on the organization’s unique
operational security risks. To conduct OCTAVE-S effectively, the team must have broad
knowledge of the organization’s business and security processes, so it will be able to conduct
all activities by itself.
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Introduction

Introduction

This document contains the Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM
(OCTAVE®)-S method guidance. This volume provides detailed guidelines and some specific
examples for each activity in OCTAVE-S. A complete example showing the key worksheets and
results is provided in Volume 10 and can be used as an aid in understanding the method guidance.
The worksheets referred to in the guidance are all contained in Volumes 4 through 9 of this
handbook.

SM

®

Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation is a service mark of Carnegie Mellon
University.
OCTAVE is registered in the United States Patent and Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon
University.
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General Activities

Activities Applicable to All Phases and
Processes

The following activities can occur during any phase or process of OCTAVE-S:
•

Develop action list

•

Document notes and recommendations
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Develop Action List

Develop Action List
All Phases, All Processes, All Steps

Develop Action List
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Action List (Vol. 9)

none

Background/Definitions
Action list – a list of near-term action items identified during OCTAVE-S activities
An action item is something that an organization intends to complete in the near term. Action items
generally don’t require
•

specialized training

•

policy changes

•

changes to roles and responsibilities

Instructions
During the evaluation, you will likely identify near-term actions that need to be completed. As you
identify an action item, document that action on the Action List Worksheet (Vol. 9). Include the
following information for each action item:
•

a description of the action

•

responsibility for completing the action

•

a date for completing the action

•

any management actions that could help facilitate completion of the action
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Document Notes and Recommendations

Document Notes and Recommendations
All Phases, All Processes, All Steps

Document Notes and Recommendations
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

none

Background/Definitions
Notes – background information that you believe is relevant to record (i.e., information that you
might want to refer to during a later activity)
Recommendations – ideas that you want to consider when you create mitigation plans or update
your protection strategy during Process 5

Instructions
1.

During the evaluation, you will likely think of notes or recommendations that you want to
consider at a later time. Document each note or recommendation on the Notes and
Recommendations Worksheet (Vol. 9).

2.

Before you begin each process, review the notes and recommendations to reset context.
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Phase 1

Phase 1: Build Asset-Based Threat Profiles

Phase 1 is an evaluation of organizational aspects. During this phase, the analysis team defines
impact evaluation criteria that will be used later to evaluate risks. It also identifies important
organizational assets and evaluates the current security practice of the organization. The team
completes all tasks by itself, collecting additional information only when needed. It then selects
three to five critical assets to analyze in depth based on relative importance to the organization.
Finally, the team defines security requirements and a threat profile for each critical asset. Table 1
illustrates the processes and activities of Phase 1.
Table 1:

Processes and Activities of Phase 1

Phase

Process

Activity

Phase 1: Build AssetBased Threat Profiles

Process S1: Identify Organizational
Information

S1.1 Establish Impact Evaluation Criteria
S1.2 Identify Organizational Assets
S1.3 Evaluate Organizational Security
Practices

Process S2: Create Threat Profiles

S2.1 Select Critical Assets
S2.2 Identify Security Requirements for
Critical Assets
S2.3 Identify Threats to Critical Assets
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Process S1: Identify Organizational Information
This process focuses on developing criteria for evaluating the impact of risks for the organization,
identifying the organization’s assets, and evaluating the organization’s security practices.
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S1.1: Establish Impact Evaluation Criteria

S1.1 Establish Impact Evaluation Criteria
Phase 1, Process S1, Step 1

Activity S1.1: Establish Impact Evaluation Criteria
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Impact Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

none

Background/Definitions
Impact – the effect of a threat on an organization’s mission and business objectives
Impact value – a qualitative measure of a specific risk’s impact to the organization (high, medium,
or low)
Impact evaluation criteria – a set of qualitative measures against which each risk’s effect on an
organization’s mission and business objectives is evaluated. Impact evaluation criteria define ranges
of high, medium, and low impacts for an organization.

Instructions
Step 1
1.

Define a qualitative set of measures (impact evaluation criteria) against which you will be able
to evaluate a risk’s effect on your organization’s mission and business objectives. Document
your criteria on the Impact Evaluation Criteria Worksheet (Vol. 4). At a minimum, consider the
following impact areas:
•

reputation/customer confidence

•

life/health of customers

•

fines/legal penalties

•

financial

•

productivity

•

other (e.g. Administrative actions such as audits and downsizing)

Fill in any blanks in the criteria to make them meaningful to your organization. You can also
change the words provided or add additional words as necessary.
Note: Within each impact area, there is an option entitled “other” to insert a unique set of
criteria. There is also an impact area entitled “other” available for new or unique impact areas.
2.

Cross out any impact areas that do not apply to your organization on the Impact Evaluation
Criteria Worksheet (Vol. 4).
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S1.2: Identify Organizational Assets

S1.2 Identify Organizational Assets
Phase 1, Process S1, Step 2

Activity S1.2: Identify Organizational Assets
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Asset Identification (Vol. 4)

none

Background/Definitions
Asset – something of value to the enterprise. Information technology assets are the combination of
logical and physical assets and are grouped into specific classes (information, systems, services and
applications, people).
Asset categories
•

information – documented (paper or electronic) data or intellectual property used to meet
the mission of an organization

•

systems – a combination of information, software, and hardware assets that process and
store information. Any host, client, or server can be considered a system.

•

services and applications – software applications and services (operating systems, database
applications, networking software, office applications, custom applications, etc.) that
process, store, or transmit information

•

people – the people in an organization who possess unique skills, knowledge, and
experience that are difficult to replace

In an information security risk evaluation, assets should be linked to information in some way.
Instructions
Step 2
1.

The first page of the Asset Identification Worksheet (Vol. 4) focuses on systems, information,
and services and applications. Consider the following questions:
•

What systems do people in your organization need to perform their jobs?

•

What information do people in your organization need to perform their jobs?

•

What applications and services do people in your organization need to perform their
jobs?

•

What other assets are closely related to these assets?

Identify assets in your organization, and document them on the first page of the worksheet.
Note: Each row in the worksheet contains assets that are related. In addition, you may record
an asset in more than one row.

(continued on next page)
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Guidelines
Phase 1, Process S1, Step 2

Activity S1.2: Identify Organizational Assets (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Asset Identification (Vol. 4)

none

Instructions
Step 2 (cont.)
2.

The third page of the Asset Identification Worksheet (Vol. 4) focuses on people. Consider the
following questions:
•

Which people have a special skill or knowledge that is vital to your organization and
would be difficult to replace?

•

What are their special skills or knowledge?

•

Which systems do these people use?

•

Which other assets do these people use (i.e., information, services, or applications)?

Identify people assets in your organization, and document them on the third page of the
worksheet.
Note: You might find yourself iterating between these pages. Make sure that you are as
complete as possible and that you document all relevant relationships among assets.

14
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S1.3 Evaluate Organizational Security Practices
Activity S1.3: Evaluate Organizational Security Practices
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

Phase 1, Process S1, Steps 3-4

none

Background/Definitions
A security practice survey enables an analysis team to evaluate the extent to which security practices
are reflected in the way its organization manages security.
Security practices – actions that help initiate, implement, and maintain security within an enterprise
Organizational vulnerabilities – weaknesses in organizational policy or practice that can result in
unauthorized actions
Catalog of practices – a collection of good strategic and operational security practices that an
organization can use to manage its security
Strategic practices – security practices that focus on organizational issues at the policy level. They
include business-related issues as well as issues that require organization-wide plans and
participation.
Operational practices – security practices that focus on technology-related issues. They include
issues related to how people use, interact with, and protect technology on a day-to-day basis.
Stoplight status – how well an organization is performing in a security practice area. The following
colors are assigned to an area based on perceived performance in that area:
•

Green – The organization is performing the security practices in the area very well; there is
no real need for improvement.

•

Yellow – The organization is performing the security practices to some extent; there is
room for improvement.

•

Red – The organization is not performing the security practices in the area; there is
significant room for improvement.

The following security practice areas are evaluated in OCTAVE-S.

Strategic Practice Areas

Operational Practice Areas

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7. Physical Access Control
8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical
Security
9. System and Network Management
10. Monitoring and Auditing IT Security
11. Authentication and Authorization
12. Vulnerability Management
13. Encryption
14. Security Architecture and Design
15. Incident Management

Security Awareness and Training
Security Strategy
Security Management
Security Policies and Regulations
Collaborative Security Management
Contingency Planning/Disaster Recovery

(continued on next page)
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Phase 1, Process S1, Steps 3-4

Activity S1.3: Evaluate Organizational Security Practices (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

none

Instructions
Step 3a
Review the statements in each security practice area on the Security Practices Worksheet (Vol. 4)
and answer the following question:
•

To what extent is this statement reflected in your organization?

Circle the best response from the following options:
•

Very much – The statement represents the current practice in the organization.

•

Somewhat – The statement partially represents the current practice in the organization.
Some aspects of the statement do not represent current practice in the organization.

•

Not at all – The statement does not represent the current practice in the organization at all.

If you do not know whether a statement reflects security practice in your organization, do not circle
any of the responses.
Step 3b
As you complete the survey questions, consider the following questions:
•

What is your organization currently doing well in this area?

•

What is your organization currently not doing well in this area?

The first question focuses on current security practices used by your organization, while the second
centers on organizational vulnerabilities present in your organization.
Record examples of security practices and organizational vulnerabilities relevant to each security
practice area.
Step 4
After completing Steps 3a and 3b, assign a stoplight status to each security practice area. The
stoplight status should reflect how well you believe your organization is performing in each area.
Use the following stoplight definitions as a guide:
•

Green – The organization is performing the security practices in the area very well; there is
no real need for improvement.

•

Yellow – The organization is performing the security practices to some extent; there is room
for improvement.

•

Red – The organization is not performing the security practices in the area; there is
significant room for improvement.

(continued on next page)
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S1.3: Evaluate Organizational Security Practices

Activity S1.3: Evaluate Organizational Security Practices (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

Phase 1, Process S1, Steps 3-4

none

Instructions (cont.)
Action Items, Notes, and Recommendations
1.

Document all action items you identified during Process S1 on the Action List Worksheet (Vol.
9).
Include the following information for each action item:
•

a description of the action

•

responsibility for completing the action

•

a date for completing the action

•

any management actions that could help facilitate completion of the action

2.

Document notes relevant to the activities in Process S1 on the Notes and Recommendations
Worksheet (Vol. 9).

3.

Document all recommendations from Process S1 that you want to consider during Process S5 on
the Notes and Recommendations Worksheet (Vol. 9).
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Process S2

Process S2: Create Threat Profiles
This process focuses on selecting critical assets from those previously identified, identifying
security requirements for those assets, and identifying threats to those critical assets.
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S2.1: Select Critical Assets

S2.1 Select Critical Assets
Phase 1, Process S2, Steps 5-9

Activity S2.1: Select Critical Assets
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

Critical Asset Selection (Vol. 4)

•

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Asset Identification (Vol. 4)

Background/Definitions
Critical assets – the most important assets to an organization. The organization will suffer a large
adverse impact if
•

a critical asset is disclosed to unauthorized people

•

a critical asset is modified without authorization

•

a critical asset is lost or destroyed

•

access to a critical asset is interrupted

Instructions
Note: Before you begin Process S2, review any notes and recommendations that you recorded on the
Notes and Recommendations Worksheets (Vol. 4) during Process S1. These notes and
recommendations could be relevant to the activities that you will conduct during Process S2.
Step 5
Review the assets that you recorded on the Asset Identification Worksheet (Vol. 4) and consider the
following questions:
•

Which assets would have a large adverse impact on the organization if one or more of the
following occurred:
−

The asset or assets were disclosed to unauthorized people.

−

The asset or assets were modified without authorization.

−

The asset or assets were lost or destroyed.

−

Access to the asset or assets was interrupted.

As you consider the questions, think about the few information-related assets that are most essential
to meeting the organization’s mission or achieving its goals and objectives.
Record up to five critical assets on the Critical Asset Selection Worksheet (Vol. 4). Also record any
relevant notes about each asset.
Note: Completing the “Notes” column is optional. Also, the numbers on the worksheet are not meant
to indicate priority order.

(continued on next page)
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Phase 1, Process S2, Steps 5-9

Activity S2.1 Select Critical Assets (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

Critical Asset Selection (Vol. 4)

•

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Asset Identification (Vol. 4)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 6
Start a Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8) for each critical asset.
Note: Each category of critical asset (systems, information, applications, people) has a unique
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8). The contents are similar for each Critical Asset Workbook, but
the questions are worded slightly differently depending on asset category. Make sure that you select
the appropriate volume for each critical asset.
Record the name of each critical asset on its Critical Asset Information Worksheet located in the
appropriate Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8).
Step 7
Document your rationale for selecting each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset Information
Worksheet (Vol. 5-8).
Consider the following question:
•

Why is this asset critical to the organization?

Step 8
Record a description for each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset Information Worksheet
(Vol. 5-8).
Consider the following questions:
•

Who uses the asset?

•

Who is responsible for the asset?

Step 9
Record assets that are related to each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset Information
Worksheet (Vol. 5-8). Refer to the Asset Identification Worksheet (Vol. 4) to determine which assets
are related to each critical asset.
Consider the following question:
•

22

Which assets are related to this asset?
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S2.2 Identify Security Requirements for Critical Assets
Activity S2.2: Identify Security Requirements for Critical Assets

Phase 1, Process S2, Steps 10-11

Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate Critical
Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

none

Background/Definitions
Security requirements – statements describing the qualities of information-related assets that are
important to an organization. Typical security requirements are confidentiality, integrity, and
availability.
Confidentiality – the need to keep proprietary, sensitive, or personal information private and
inaccessible to anyone who is not authorized to see it
Integrity – the authenticity, accuracy, and completeness of an asset
Availability – when or how often an asset must be present or ready for use
Note: Security requirements within OCTAVE-S focus on what the requirements should be for an
asset, not what they currently are.

Instructions
Step 10
1.

Record the security requirements for each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset Information
Worksheet (Vol. 5-8).
Note: Security requirements focus on what the requirements should be for an asset, not what
they currently are.
Consider the following question:
•

What are the security requirements for this asset?

A statement for each category of security requirements is presented on the Critical Asset
Information Worksheet (Vol. 5-8). If a category is applicable for a critical asset, mark an ‘X’ in
the box next to that category.
2.

Complete the security requirement for each applicable category for a critical asset. At a
minimum, fill in the blanks provided.
You can change the words provided or add additional words as necessary.
Note: A category entitled “other” is provided for additional security requirements that do not fall
into the categories of confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

Step 11
For each critical asset, record the most important security requirement on that asset’s Critical Asset
Information Worksheet (Vol. 5-8) by marking an ‘X’ in the box next to the category of security
requirements that is most important for that asset.
Consider the following question:
•

Which security requirement is most important for this asset?
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S2.3 Identify Threats to Critical Assets
Phase 1, Process S2, Steps 12-16

Activity S2.3: Identify Threats to Critical Assets
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Threat Translation Guide in appropriate Critical
Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Background/Definitions
Threat – an indication of a potential undesirable event. A threat refers to a situation in which a
person could do something undesirable (an attacker initiating a denial-of-service attack against an
organization’s email server) or a natural occurrence could cause an undesirable outcome (a fire
damaging an organization’s information technology hardware).
Threat profile – a structured way of presenting a range of threats to a critical asset. Threats in the
profile are grouped according to the source of the threat.
Generic threat profile – a catalog of threats that contains a range of all potential threats under
consideration. The generic threat profile is a starting point for creating a unique threat profile for
each critical asset.
Threats are represented using the following properties:
•

Asset – something of value to the enterprise

•

Access – how the asset is accessed by an actor (network access, physical access). Access
applies only to human actors.

•

Actor – who or what may violate the security requirements (confidentiality, integrity,
availability) of an asset

•

Motive – the intent of an actor (e.g., deliberate or accidental). Motive applies only to human
actors.

•

Outcome – the immediate result (disclosure, modification, destruction, loss, interruption) of
violating the security requirements of an asset

In OCTAVE-S, threats are represented visually in a tree structure, often referred to as a threat tree.
There is one threat tree for each of the following categories of threat source:
Category

Definition

Human actors
using network
access

The threats in this category are network-based threats to an organization’s
critical assets. They require direct action by a person and can be deliberate
or accidental in nature.

Human actors
using physical
access

The threats in this category are physical threats to an organization’s critical
assets. They require direct action by a person and can be deliberate or
accidental in nature.

System problems

The threats in this category are problems with an organization’s information
technology systems. Examples include hardware defects, software defects,
malicious code (e.g., viruses), and other system-related problems.

Other problems

The threats in this category are problems or situations that are outside the
control of an organization. This category of threats includes natural disasters
(e.g., floods, earthquakes) and interdependency risks. Interdependency risks
include the unavailability of critical infrastructures (e.g., power supply).

(continued on next page)
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Phase 1, Process S2, Steps 12-16

Activity S2.3: Identify Threats to Critical Assets (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Threat Translation Guide in appropriate Critical
Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions
Note: Each category of critical asset (systems, information, applications, people) has a unique Risk
Profile Worksheet. You will find it in the Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8) for that asset category.
Note: You will complete only selected parts of the Risk Profile Worksheet (Steps 12-16) during this
activity. You will complete the remaining parts (Steps 22, 24, 26, and 27) later in the evaluation.
Step 12
Note: If you have difficulty interpreting a threat on any threat tree, review the description and
examples of that threat in the Threat Translation Guide (Vol. 5-8).
1.

Select the appropriate worksheet for each critical asset.
Note: The following four trees apply to systems, information, and services and applications:
•

human actors using network access

•

human actors using physical access

•

system problems

•

other problems

Note: Only one tree applies to people: other problems.
2.

Complete all appropriate threat trees for each critical asset. When marking a threat tree, consider
the following questions:
•

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the asset? Mark
these branches on the tree.

•

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or no possibility
of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Note: Make sure to mark a threat if there is even a remote possibility that a threat could occur.
You will have the opportunity to accept the threat later in the evaluation. Right now, you should
look at the widest range of possible threats.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S2.3: Identify Threats to Critical Assets (cont.)

Phase 1, Process S2, Steps 12-16

Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Threat Translation Guide in appropriate Critical
Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 13
Note: You complete this step only for the following categories of threat:
•

human actors using network access

•

human actors using physical access

In this step, you provide additional details about the following actor-motive combinations:

1.

•

insiders acting accidentally

•

insiders acting deliberately

•

outsiders acting accidentally

•

outsiders acting deliberately

As you complete threat trees for human actors using network access, consider the following
question:
•

Which actors pose the biggest threats to this asset via the network?

Record specific examples of threat actors on the Risk Profile Worksheet (Vol. 5-8) for each
applicable actor-motive combination.
2.

As you complete threat trees for human actors using physical access, consider the following
question:
•

Which actors pose the biggest threats to this asset via physical means?

Record specific examples of threat actors on the Risk Profile Worksheet (Vol. 5-8) for each
applicable actor-motive combination.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S2.3: Identify Threats to Critical Assets (cont.)

Phase 1, Process S2, Steps 12-16

Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Threat Translation Guide in appropriate Critical
Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 14
Note: You complete this step only for the following categories of threat:
•

human actors using network access

•

human actors using physical access

In this step, you provide additional details about the following actor-motive combinations:

1.

•

insiders acting deliberately

•

outsiders acting deliberately

Consider the following question for both actor-motive combinations:
•

How strong is the actor’s motive?

You are estimating highest motive strength based on the specific actors you identified during
Step 13.
Mark an ‘X’ in the box next to the best response from the following options:
•

High – The actor is focused on attacking your organization, has very defined goals, is
specifically targeting the critical asset, will apply extraordinary means to attack the
critical asset, and will go to extraordinary lengths to ensure success.

•

Medium– The actor is focused on attacking your organization, has general goals, is
targeting a range of assets in your organization, has limits on the means that will be
applied to attack the critical asset, and has an explicit or implicit exit strategy defining
when to abandon the attack.

•

Low– The actor is focused on attacking an organization (not necessarily yours), does
not have specific goals, is targeting any asset that can be attacked easily, will apply
limited means to the attack, and will quickly abandon the attack if success doesn’t
prove to be easy.

(continued on next page)
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Phase 1, Process S2, Steps 12-16

Activity S2.3: Identify Threats to Critical Assets (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Threat Translation Guide in appropriate Critical
Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 14 (cont.)
2.

Consider the following question for each estimate of motive strength:
•

How confident are you in this estimate?

Mark an ‘X’ in the box next to the best response from the following options:
•

Very – You have a considerable amount of objective data related to your estimate. Any
reasonable person reviewing the objective data would reach the same conclusion.

•

Somewhat – You have a limited amount of objective data related to your estimate. A
reasonable person would need to make key inferences and assumptions to reach the
same conclusion. However it is likely that a reasonable person would arrive at the same
conclusion.

•

Not at all – You have little or no objective data related to your estimate. A reasonable
person could arrive at a different conclusion because there are little or no objective data
upon which to base the estimate.

Step 15
Note: Complete this step for all categories of threat.
1.

Consider the following question for each active threat:
•

How often has this threat occurred in the past?

Review any objective data that you might have (e.g., logs, incident data) as well as subjective
data (what people on the analysis team or people in your organization recall). Fill in the blanks
in the following statement for each threat:
•

______ times in ______ years

(continued on next page)
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Phase 1, Process S2, Steps 12-16

Activity S2.3: Identify Threats to Critical Assets (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Threat Translation Guide in appropriate Critical
Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 15 (cont.)
2.

Consider the following question for each estimate of threat history:
•

How accurate are the data?

Mark an ‘X’ in the box next to the best response from the following options:
•

Very – You have a considerable amount of objective data related to your estimate. Any
reasonable person reviewing the objective data would reach the same conclusion.

•

Somewhat – You have a limited amount of objective data related to your estimate. A
reasonable person would need to make key inferences and assumptions to reach the
same conclusion. However it is likely that a reasonable person would arrive at the same
conclusion.

•

Not at all – You have little or no objective data related to your estimate. A reasonable
person could arrive at a different conclusion because there are little or no objective data
upon which to base the estimate.

Step 16
This step provides additional context where appropriate. Give examples, or scenarios, of how
specific threats could affect the critical asset. Record additional context and areas of concern for
each source of threat.
Action Items, Notes, and Recommendations
1.

Document all action items that you identified during Process S2 on the Action List Worksheet
(Vol. 9).
Include the following information for each action item:

30

•

a description of the action

•

responsibility for completing the action

•

a date for completing the action

•

any management actions that could help facilitate completion of the action

2.

Document notes relevant to the activities in Process S2 on the Notes and Recommendations
Worksheet (Vol. 9).

3.

Document all recommendations from Process S2 that you want to consider during Process S5 on
the Notes and Recommendations Worksheet (Vol. 9).
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Phase 2: Identify Infrastructure
Vulnerabilities

During this phase, the analysis team conducts a high-level review of the organization’s computing
infrastructure, focusing on the extent to which security is considered by maintainers of the
infrastructure. The analysis team first analyzes how people use the computing infrastructure to
access critical assets, yielding key classes of components as well as who is responsible for
configuring and maintaining those components.
The team then examines the extent to which each responsible party includes security in its
information technology practices and processes. The processes and activities of Phase 2 are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2:

Processes and Activities of Phase 2

Phase

Process

Activity

Phase 2: Identify

Process S3: Examine Computing

S3.1 Examine Access Paths

Infrastructure
Vulnerabilities

Infrastructure in Relation to
Critical Assets

S3.2 Analyze Technology-Related
Processes
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Process S3: Examine the Computing Infrastructure in
Relation to Critical Assets
This process focuses on examining access paths in the infrastructure for the critical assets and
then analyzing the technology-related processes associated with the infrastructure.
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S3.1 Examine Access Paths
Phase 2, Process S3, Steps 17-18

Activity S3.1: Examine Access Paths
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Network Access Paths in appropriate Critical
Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Background/Definitions
Network access paths – ways in which systems, devices, information, or services can be accessed
via an organization’s network
System of interest – the system or systems that are most closely linked to a critical asset, for
example:
•

the system where the asset “lives”

•

the system where you would go to get an “official” copy of the asset

•

the system that gives legitimate users access to a critical asset

•

the system that gives a threat actor access to a critical asset

Key classes of components – categories of devices and networks used to access a system of interest.
These devices and networks are either part of or related to a system of interest. When legitimate
users access a critical asset, they access components from these classes. Threat actors also access
components from these classes when the actors deliberately target a critical asset.
Access points – interfaces that directly or indirectly allow access to a system of interest. These
interfaces are grouped according to the following categories:
•

components of the system of interest

•

system access by people

•

intermediate access points

•

other interfaces and data storage locations

•

other systems

System access by people – types of components that people (e.g., users, attackers) use to access a
system of interest. These components constitute access points that can originate internally or
externally to an organization’s systems and networks.
Intermediate access points – networks used to transmit information and applications from the
system of interest to people
Data storage locations – additional types of components used to store critical information or
provide data support services related to a system of interest (e.g., storage devices used to back up
information stored on a system of interest)
Other systems and components – systems that access critical information or services from a
system of interest; also, other classes of components that can be used to access critical information
or applications from the system of interest

(continued on next page)
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Phase 2, Process S3, Steps 17-18

Activity S3.1: Examine Access Paths (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Network Access Paths in appropriate Critical
Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Background/Definitions (cont.)
The standard classes of components considered in OCTAVE-S are described in the table below:
Component Class

Description

Servers

hosts within your information technology infrastructure that
provide information technology services to your organization

Internal networks

interconnectivity that links computers and systems. Internal
networks are maintained by people within your organization

On-site workstations

hosts on your networks that staff members use to conduct
business

Laptops

portable PCs that staff members use to access information
remotely via your organization’s networks

PDA/wireless
components

Devices (such as PDAs, cell phones, and wireless access points)
that staff members may use to access information (e.g., email)

Other systems

systems, processes, and/or applications that access critical
information or services from a system of interest. Items in this
category link to or use content from the system of interest in
some manner.

Storage devices

devices where information is stored, often for backup purposes

External networks

interconnectivity that links computers and systems. External
networks are not part of your organization’s networks (e.g., the
Internet) or are managed for your organization by an external
organization.

Home/external
workstations

devices that staff members and individuals outside of your
organization use to access information remotely via your
organization’s networks

Others

any other type of device that could be part of your threat
scenarios, but does not fall into the above classes

(continued on next page)
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Phase 2, Process S3, Steps 17-18

Activity S3.1: Examine Access Paths (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Network Access Paths in appropriate Critical
Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions
Note: Before you begin Process S3, review any notes and recommendations that you recorded on the
Notes and Recommendations Worksheet (Vol. 9) during previous processes. These notes and
recommendations could be relevant to the activities that you will conduct during Process S3.
Complete the steps in this activity for each critical asset that is subject to network-based threats.
OCTAVE-S requires you to perform a cursory examination of how you access critical assets via
your organization’s networks as well as the extent to which security is considered when configuring
and maintaining your organization’s computers and networks. If you find that your analysis team is
unable to perform Activity S3.1, the members of the team might not possess the necessary skills for
the activity and you may need to augment the team’s skill set for Activity S3.1. If you do not have
anyone within your organization with the appropriate skills for the activity, record a note indicating
that the organization lacks people with a basic understanding of computer networking on the Notes
and Recommendations Worksheet (Vol. 9). If appropriate, you can also record a recommendation for
addressing the situation.
Step 17
First, you need to establish the system(s) that is most closely linked to a critical asset. You should
think about where the asset “lives,” where you would go to get an “official” copy of the asset, the
system that gives legitimate users access to a critical asset, and the systems that a threat actor would
target to access a critical asset.
Consider the following question:
z

Which system or systems are most closely linked to the critical asset? On which
system(s) is the critical asset stored and processed?

You could identify multiple systems of interest for a critical asset. Try to narrow the list to the
“official” source for the asset.
Record the name(s) of the system(s) of interest on the Network Access Paths Worksheet (Vol. 5-8).
Note: If you are analyzing a systems asset, the system of interest is the system itself.

(continued on next page)
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Phase 2, Process S3, Steps 17-18

Activity S3.1: Examine Access Paths (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Network Access Paths in appropriate Critical
Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 18a
1.

When you examine access paths, you first establish which components are part of the system of
interest. Consider the following question:
•

Which of the following classes of components is part of the system of interest?

After considering the question, mark an ‘X’ in each box next to each appropriate response in the
“System of Interest” area on the Network Access Paths Worksheet (Vol. 5-8). You are presented
with the following options:
z

servers

z

internal networks

z

on-site workstations

z

others

If you select “others,” be sure to list specific classes of components.
2.

When you select a key class of components, document any relevant subclasses or cite specific
examples when appropriate. For example, if you select “on-site workstations,” you might find it
necessary to further refine the designation based on classes of users. Thus, if workstations are
configured differently based on how they are used, you could determine that “on-site
workstations” includes two subclasses of workstations: staff and management.

(continued on next page)
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Phase 2, Process S3, Steps 17-18

Activity S3.1: Examine Access Paths (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Network Access Paths in appropriate Critical
Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 18b
1.

Determine how information and applications from the system of interest is transmitted to people
who access that system. Consider the following question:
z

Which types of components are used to transmit information and applications from the
system of interest to people?

Note: You might decide that you need to first review the types of components used by people to
access the system of interest (Step 18c) before completing this step.
After considering the questions, mark an ‘X’ in each box next to each appropriate response in
the “Intermediate Access Points” area on the Network Access Paths Worksheet (Vol. 5-8). You
are presented with the following options:
z

internal networks

z

external networks

z

others

If you select “others,” be sure to list specific classes of components.
2.

When you select a key class of components, document any relevant subclasses or cite specific
examples when appropriate. For example, if you select “internal networks,” you might find it
necessary to further refine the designation if your organization maintains multiple networks.
Thus, you could determine that you need to account for two subclasses of internal networks:
network A and network B.

(continued on next page)
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Phase 2, Process S3, Steps 17-18

Activity S3.1: Examine Access Paths (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Network Access Paths in appropriate Critical
Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 18c
1.

Examine which components people use to access the system of interest. Consider the following
question:
z

From which types of components can people (e.g., users, attackers) access the system
of interest?

As you review how people can access the system of interest, think about access points both
internal and external to your organization’s networks.
After considering the question, mark an ‘X’ in each box next to each appropriate response in the
“System Access by People” column area on the Network Access Paths Worksheet (Vol. 5-8).
You are presented with the following options:
z

on-site workstations

z

laptops

z

PDAs/wireless components

z

home/external workstations

z

others

If you select “others,” be sure to list specific classes of components.
2.

When you select a key class of components, document any relevant subclasses or cite specific
examples when appropriate. For example, if you select “on-site workstations,” you might find it
necessary to further refine the designation based on classes of users. Thus, if workstations are
configured differently based on how they are used, you could determine that “on-site
workstations” includes two subclasses of workstations: staff and management.

(continued on next page)
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Phase 2, Process S3, Steps 17-18

Activity S3.1: Examine Access Paths (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Network Access Path in appropriate Critical
Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 18d
1.

Determine if any data storage locations are linked to information on the system of interest.
Consider the following question:
•

On which classes of components is information from the system of interest stored for
backup purposes?

After considering the questions, mark an ‘X’ in each box next to each appropriate response in
the “Data Storage Locations” area on the Network Access Paths Worksheet (Vol. 5-8). You are
presented with the following options:
z

storage devices

z

others

If you select “others,” be sure to list specific classes of components.
2.

When you select a key class of components, document any relevant subclasses or cite specific
examples when appropriate. For example, if you select “storage devices,” you might find it
necessary to further refine the designation based on where different types of information are
backed up. Thus, you could determine that “storage devices” includes two subclasses of
workstations: accounting backups and personnel information backups.

Step 18e
Finally, examine other systems and components that access information, services, or applications
from the system of interest. Consider the following questions:
z

Which other systems access information or applications from the system of interest?

z

Which other classes of components can be used to access critical information or
applications from the system of interest?

After considering the question, record the names of applicable systems or components in the blanks
provided in the “Other Systems and Components” area on the Network Access Paths Worksheet
(Vol. 5-8). Mark an ‘X’ in each box next to a filled-in blank.
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S3.2 Analyze Technology-Related Processes
Phase 2, Process S3, Steps 19-21

Activity S3.2: Analyze Technology-Related Processes
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Infrastructure Review (Vol. 4)

Network Access Path in Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Background/Definitions
The analysis focus shifts during Activity S3.2. During Activity S2.3, you performed analysis
activities from an asset perspective when you identified threats to critical assets. Likewise, during
Activity S3.1, you performed analysis activities from an asset perspective when you examined
access paths in relation to critical assets.
However, during Activity S3.2, rather than performing analysis activities from an asset perspective,
you now assume an infrastructure perspective. During this activity, you analyze the technologyrelated processes used when configuring and maintaining the computing infrastructure.
During Activity S3.2, you compile information for each class of component that you identified
during the previous activity. The information for each class includes
•

the critical assets that are related to each class

•

the party (or parties) responsible for maintaining and securing each class of components

•

the extent to which security is considered when configuring and maintaining each class of
components (very much, somewhat, not at all, don’t know)

•

how you determined the extent to which security is considered when configuring and
maintaining each class of components (formal techniques, informal means, other)

•

any additional information, notes, and issues you want to record for each class

(continued on next page)
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Activity S3.2: Analyze Technology-Related Processes (cont.)

Phase 2, Process S3, Steps 19-21

Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Infrastructure Review (Vol. 4)

Network Access Path in Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions
Step 19a
1.

Review the classes of components you identified for each critical asset during Activity S3.1 on
that asset’s Network Access Paths Worksheet (Vol. 5-8). In this step, you simply mark the path
to each class you selected in Steps 18a-18e. Consider the following question:
•

Which classes of components are related to one or more critical assets?

For each class that is related to one or more critical asset, mark that path on the Infrastructure
Review Worksheet (Vol. 4).
2.

Recall that during Steps 18a-18e, you also documented relevant subclasses or cited specific
examples for each class when appropriate. For example, when you selected “on-site
workstations,” you might have found it necessary to further refine the designation based on
classes of users. Thus, if workstations are configured differently based on how they are used,
you might have determined that “on-site workstations” includes two subclasses of workstations
related to a critical asset: staff and management. As you looked at other critical assets, you
might have identified additional subclasses.
Document any relevant subclasses or specific examples for each class, when appropriate, in the
space provided on the Infrastructure Review Worksheet (Vol. 4). If you have identified no
subclasses or examples for a given class, you can record “all” under that class to denote that
there are no variations or subclasses for that particular class of components.

Step 19b
1.

Now you are going to note which critical assets are related to each class of components. For
example, during the previous activity, you might have noted that “on-site workstations” were
part of or related to the systems of interest for three critical assets. In this step, you document
that information.
First, you need to transcribe the name of each critical asset to the Infrastructure Review
Worksheet (Vol. 4). At the top of Infrastructure Review Worksheet (under Step 19b) is an area
that is numbered from 1 through 5. This is the space where you should record the names of your
organization’s critical assets. Document the name of each critical asset in the spaces provided.

2.

Consider the following question:
•

Which critical assets are related to each class of components?

Refer to the Network Access Paths Worksheets (Vol. 5-8) for each critical asset and review the
information recorded under Steps 18a-18e. For each class you marked on the Infrastructure
Review Worksheet (Vol. 4) during Step 19a, record which critical assets are related to that class
by marking an ‘X’ in the boxes below the applicable asset names. If you identified specific
subclasses for a class of component, be sure to denote which subclasses are related to which
critical assets.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S3.2: Analyze Technology-Related Processes (cont.)

Phase 2, Process S3, Steps 19-21

Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Infrastructure Review (Vol. 4)

Network Access Path in Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 20
Next, identify the party (or parties) responsible for maintaining and securing each class of
components. If you identified more than one subclass for any given class of components, you must
identify the party (or parties) responsible for maintaining and securing each subclass.
For each class you marked on the Infrastructure Review Worksheet (Vol. 4) during Step 19a,
consider the following question:
•

Who is responsible for maintaining and securing each class of component?

Record the name of the party or parties responsible for maintaining and securing each class (or
subclass when applicable) of component on the Infrastructure Review Worksheet (Vol. 4).
Step 21
1.

Determine how well you believe each class of components is currently being protected. If you
identified more than one subclass for any given class of components, you must determine how
well you believe each subclass is currently being protected. There could be variations in how
subclasses within the same class are protected, especially if a different party is responsible for
configuring and maintaining each subclass.
Consider the following question:
•

To what extent is security considered when configuring and maintaining each class of
components?

Based on your answer to the question, mark an ‘X’ on the scale at the point that indicates how
much security is considered when configuring and maintaining each class of components. The
following points are provided on the Infrastructure Review Worksheet (Vol. 4) as references on
the scale:
•

Very much – You have a considerable amount of objective data related to your
estimate. Any reasonable person reviewing the objective data would reach the same
conclusion.

•

Somewhat – You have a limited amount of objective data related to your estimate. A
reasonable person would need to make key inferences and assumptions to reach the
same conclusion. However it is likely that a reasonable person would arrive at the same
conclusion.

•

Not at all – You have little or no objective data related to your estimate. A reasonable
person could arrive at a different conclusion because there are little or no objective data
upon which to base the estimate.

•

Don’t Know – You do not have enough experience and expertise to make a plausible
guess.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S3.2: Analyze Technology-Related Processes (cont.)

Phase 2, Process S3, Steps 19-21

Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Infrastructure Review (Vol. 4)

Network Access Path in Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 21(cont.)
2.

You should also specifically note the sources for any data you used when determining the extent
to which security is considered when configuring and maintaining each class of components.
Consider the following question:
•

How do you know?

Mark an ‘X’ in the box next to the best response to the above question from the following
options on the Infrastructure Review Worksheet (Vol. 4):
•

Formal Techniques – You employed rigorous data gathering and analysis techniques to
reach your conclusion. This can include a targeted vulnerability evaluation of the
computing infrastructure by experienced personnel, a formal audit of components by
qualified personnel, or any other formal evaluation/analysis technique. Provide any
additional information in the “Notes/Issues” column when appropriate.

•

Informal Means – You performed a cursory evaluation of the situation to reach your
conclusion. This can include a very limited vulnerability evaluation of the computing
infrastructure, a limited review or audit of components, or any other incomplete or ad
hoc technique. This can also include any rigorous data gathering and analysis
techniques performed by inexperienced personnel. Provide any additional information
in the “Notes/Issues” column when appropriate.

•

Other – Use this category to identify any other means you used to reach your
conclusion that does not fall into either of the above categories. Provide any additional
information in the “Notes/Issues” column when appropriate.

Also document any other relevant notes or issues related to a component class in the space
provided on the Infrastructure Review Worksheet (Vol. 4) when appropriate.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S3.2: Analyze Technology-Related Processes (cont.)

Phase 2, Process S3, Steps 19-21

Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Infrastructure Review (Vol. 4)

Network Access Path in Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Gap Analysis
Refine Phase 1 information based on the analysis of access paths and technology-related processes.
Perform the following tasks:
•

Update the Risk Profile Worksheet (Vol. 5-8) for each critical asset when appropriate. Mark
any additional branches of the threat trees if your Phase 2 analysis warrants it (Step 12).
Document any additional context for each new branch you mark (Steps 13-16). Also look
for instances where you can revise existing areas of concern by adding additional details, or
where you can identify new areas of concern (Step 16).

•

Update the Security Practices Worksheet (Vol. 4) when appropriate. Revise your responses
to the survey questions if your Phase 2 analysis warrants it. Also look for instances where
you can revise existing security practices and organizational vulnerabilities by adding
additional details, or where you can identify new security practices and organizational
vulnerabilities. Finally, review the information for each security practice area for which
you have made additions or changes, and revise the stoplight status for that area when
appropriate.

Action Items, Notes, and Recommendations
1.

Document all action items you identified during Process S3 on the Action List Worksheet (Vol.
9).
Include the following information for each action item:
•

a description of the action

•

responsibility for completing the action

•

a date for completing the action

•

any management actions that could help facilitate completion of the action

2.

Document notes relevant to the activities in Process S3 on the Notes and Recommendations
Worksheet (Vol. 9).

3.

Document all recommendations from Process S3 that you want to consider during Process S5 on
the Notes and Recommendations Worksheet (Vol. 9).
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Phase 3

Phase 3: Develop Security Strategy and
Plans

During Phase 3, the analysis team identifies risks to the organization’s critical assets and decides
what to do about them. Based on an analysis of the information gathered, the team creates a
protection strategy for the organization and mitigation plans to address the risks to the critical
assets. The OCTAVE-S worksheets used during Phase 3 are highly structured and tightly linked to
the OCTAVE catalog of practices, enabling the team to relate its recommendations for
improvement to an accepted benchmark of security practice. Table 3 depicts the processes and
activities of Phase 3.
Table 3:

Processes and Activities of Phase 3

Phase

Process

Activity

Phase 3: Develop

Process S4: Identify and

S4.1 Evaluate Impacts of Threats

Security Strategy and
Plans

Analyze Risks

S4.2 Establish Probability Evaluation
Criteria
S4.3 Evaluate Probabilities of Threats

Process S5: Develop Protection

S5.1 Describe Current Protection Strategy

Strategy and Mitigation Plans

S5.2 Select Mitigation Approaches
S5.3 Develop Risk Mitigation Plans
S5.4 Identify Changes to Protection
Strategy
S5.5 Identify Next Steps
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Process S4: Identify and Analyze Risks
This process focuses on evaluating the impact and probability of threats to critical assets and
establishing probability evaluation criteria.
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S4.1 Evaluate Impacts of Threats
Phase 3, Process S4, Step 22

Activity S4.1: Evaluate Impacts of Threats
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Impact Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Background/Definitions
Risk – the possibility of suffering harm or loss. Risk refers to a situation where a person could do
something undesirable or a natural occurrence could cause an undesirable outcome, resulting in a
negative impact or consequence.
A risk is composed of
•

an event

•

uncertainty

•

a consequence

In information security, the basic event is a threat.
Uncertainty is embodied in much of the information gathered during the OCTAVE-S evaluation.
There is uncertainty surrounding whether a threat will occur and whether the organization is
sufficiently protected against the threat actor. Uncertainty is often represented using likelihood of
occurrence, or probability.
The consequence that ultimately matters in information security risk is the resulting impact on the
organization due to a threat. Impact describes how an organization might be affected based on the
following threat outcomes:
•

disclosure of a critical asset

•

modification of a critical asset

•

loss/destruction of a critical asset

•

interruption of a critical asset

The outcomes listed above are directly related to assets; they describe the effect of threats on assets.
Impact is focused on the organization; it is the direct link back to the organization’s mission and
business objectives.
In Activity S1.1, impact evaluation criteria were created for the following impact areas:
•

reputation/customer confidence

•

life/health of customers

•

fines/legal penalties

•

financial

•

productivity

•

other

(continued on next page)
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Activity S4.1: Evaluate Impacts of Threats (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Impact Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions
Note: Before you begin Process S4, review any notes and recommendations you recorded on the
Notes and Recommendations Worksheet (Vol. 9) during previous processes. These notes and
recommendations could be relevant to the activities you will conduct during Process S4.
Step 22
Note: Before evaluating potential impacts on the organization resulting from threats to critical assets,
you should review critical asset and threat information that you documented previously during the
evaluation.
1.

2.

3.

Review the threat information you recorded on the Risk Profile Worksheet (Vol. 5-8) for each
critical asset. Focus on the following items:
•

threats to the critical assets

•

threat context (threat actors, motive, history)

•

additional threat context

Review the information you recorded on each Critical Asset Worksheet (Vol. 5-8). Focus on the
following items:
•

rationale for selecting related assets

•

security requirements

•

most important security requirement

Review the information you recorded on the Impact Evaluation Criteria Worksheet (Vol. 4).
Focus on how you defined high, medium, and low impacts for your organization.
Use the impact evaluation criteria to evaluate each threat’s impact on your organization’s
mission and business objectives. Be sure to review the criteria you recorded for the following
areas:
•

reputation/customer confidence

•

life/health of customers

•

fines/legal penalties

•

financial

•

productivity

•

other

(continued on next page)
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Activity S4.1: Evaluate Impacts of Threats (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Impact Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 22 (cont.)
4.

For each critical asset, consider the following questions for each threat to that asset:
•

What is the potential impact to the organization’s reputation?

•

What is the potential impact on customer confidence?

•

What is the potential impact to customers’ health or safety?

•

What is the potential impact to staff members’ health or safety?

•

What fines or legal penalties could be imposed on the organization?

•

What is the potential financial impact to the organization?

•

What is the potential impact to the organization’s or customers’ productivity?

•

What other impacts could occur?

As you review the questions, think about the potential impact on your organization due to each
active threat.
Note: Each of the above questions is linked to an impact area.
5.

After reviewing the above questions, compare the potential impacts you discussed for each
impact area against the impact evaluation criteria for that area.
Using the impact evaluation criteria as a guide, assign an impact measure (high, medium, or
low) for each active threat.
Document each impact on the Risk Profile Worksheet (Vol. 5-8) by recording
•

“H” for each high impact

•

“M” for each medium impact

•

“L” for each low impact

Note: You might identify multiple impacts for a given threat, which could lead to more than one
impact value for a given impact area. If this happens, record the highest value for that impact
area on the Risk Profile Worksheet (Vol. 5-8).
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Activity S4.2: Establish Probability Evaluation Criteria
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Probability Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Background/Definitions
Probability – the likelihood that an event will occur
Probability value – a qualitative measure of a threat’s probability (high, medium, or low)
Probability evaluation criteria – a set of qualitative measures used to estimate the likelihood of a
threat’s occurrence. Probability evaluation criteria define frequency ranges for high, medium, and
low probabilities; they indicate how often threats occur over a common period of time.
Time between events – an estimate of how frequently an event might occur (e.g., weekly, once
every two years)
Annualized frequency – the projected likelihood of a threat’s occurrence in a given year

Information security threat probabilities are estimated using a combination of objective data,
subjective experience, and expertise. If you are using OCTAVE-S for the first time, you likely lack
objective data related to threats. You also might lack experience and expertise in information
security and/or risk management. For this reason, probability is considered to be optional in
OCTAVE-S. Each team needs to decide whether to use probability as well as how to use it.

In OCTAVE-S, probability values are defined by a set of evaluation criteria that are categorized
according to frequency of occurrence. Probability evaluation criteria define a standard set of
definitions for probability values. These criteria define high, medium, and low measures of threat
probabilities.
Probability measures are defined by considering a range of frequencies (i.e., the likelihood of a
threat’s occurrence in a given year):
•

daily

•

once every 2 years

•

weekly

•

once every 5 years

•

monthly

•

once every 10 years

•

4 times per year

•

once every 20 years

•

2 times per year

•

once every 50 years

•

once per year

(continued on next page)
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Activity S4.2: Establish Probability Evaluation Criteria (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Probability Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 23 (optional)
1.

Your goal is to define probability measures based on how often threats are likely to occur.
Review the following information from the Risk Profile Worksheet (Vol. 5-8):

2.

3.

•

the types of threats to critical assets

•

how often each threat has occurred in the past (history)

•

any additional relevant information you recorded

Consider the following questions:
•

What defines a “high” likelihood of occurrence? How often must a threat occur to be
considered a high-probability threat?

•

What defines a “medium” likelihood of occurrence? How often must a threat occur to
be considered a medium-probability threat?

•

What defines a “low” likelihood of occurrence? How often must a threat occur to be
considered a low-probability threat?

On the Probability Evaluation Criteria Worksheet (Vol. 4), draw vertical lines that separate
high from medium probabilities and medium from low probabilities.
Be sure to synchronize the boundaries between levels of probability. For example, when
drawing the distinction between high and medium probabilities, you might draw a vertical line
between monthly events and events that occur four times a year. This is illustrated in the
diagram below.
The line
separating high
and medium
probabilities

High

Medium

Time Between
Events

…

Monthly

4 Times Per Year

…

Annualized
Frequency

…

12

4

…

(continued on next page)
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Activity S4.2: Establish Probability Evaluation Criteria (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Probability Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 23 (cont.)
What if an event occurs six times a year? Should that threat be assigned a high or medium
probability? You need to make sure that your criteria have no such gaps. In this case, you could
A. Change the boundary for medium probability threats to “less than monthly” (i.e., <12).
This is shown below.
The boundary for medium
probabilities has been changed

High

Medium

Time Between
Events

…

Monthly

4 Times Per
Year
Less Than
Monthly

…

Annualized
Frequency

…

12

4

…

<12

B. Change the boundary for high-probability threats to “greater than four times a year”
(i.e., >4).

The boundary for high
probabilities has been
changed

High

Medium

Time Between
Events

…

Monthly
Greater Than 4
Times Per Year

4 Times Per
Year

…

Annualized
Frequency

…

12

4

…

>4

(continued on next page)
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Activity S4.2: Establish Probability Evaluation Criteria (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Probability Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 23 (cont.)
C. Change the boundaries for both high- and medium-probability threats. The boundary
for high-probability threats could be changed to “six times a year,” while the boundary
for medium-probability threats could be “less than six times a year.” This is shown
below.

The boundary for medium
probabilities has been changed

The boundary for high
probabilities has been changed

High
Time Between
Events

Annualized
Frequency

…

…

Monthly

Medium
…

Greater Than 6
Times Per Year

4 Times Per
Year
Greater Than 6
Times Per Year

12

4

…

>6

<6

The key is to ensure that there are no gaps between your definitions of “high” and “medium”
measures of probability and between your definitions of “medium” and “low” measures of
probability.
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Activity S4.3: Evaluate Probabilities of Threats
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Probability Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

Background/Definitions
A risk is composed of
•

an event

•

uncertainty

•

a consequence

Uncertainty is embodied in much of the information gathered during the evaluation. There is
uncertainty surrounding whether a threat will occur and whether the organization is sufficiently
protected against the threat actor. Uncertainty is often represented using likelihood of occurrence, or
probability.
In Activity S4.2, probability evaluation criteria were created for high, medium, and low threat
probabilities.

Instructions
Step 24 (optional)
1.

The table below highlights information for each active threat that you may have recorded on
each critical asset’s Risk Profile Worksheet (Vol. 5-8).
Type of Information

Step Number

Contextual information about threat actors

Step 13

The motive for deliberate actions by human actors

Step 14

The history of each active threat

Step 15

Areas of concern

Step 16

For each active threat, review any information you recorded for that threat.
Note: When you estimate probability, you will use a threat’s history as a basis.
Consider the following question for each threat:
•

How likely is the threat to occur in the future?

Review the history of the threat and assign that threat a qualitative probability value (high,
medium, or low) based on the probability evaluation criteria that you created in Activity S4.2
(Step 23) and the history of that threat. Probability evaluation criteria are documented on the
Probability Evaluation Criteria Worksheet (Vol. 4).
Note: Do not record probability values on the Risk Profile Worksheet (Vol. 5-8) at this time.
You should not record probabilities until later in Step 24.
(continued on next page)
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Activity S4.3: Evaluate Probabilities of Threats (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Probability Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 24 (cont.)
2.

Consider the following question for each threat:
•

Does any of the other information you recorded for the threat change the estimate
based on history?

Consider the following information you recoded on the Risk Profile Worksheets (Vol. 5-8):

3.

•

motive for deliberate actions by human actors

•

summary of computing infrastructure vulnerabilities for network threats and malicious
code (if it has been estimated)

•

summary of physical infrastructure vulnerabilities for physical threats (if it has been
estimated)

•

contextual information about threat actors

•

specific examples of threats

Adjust your estimate of any threat probability if you believe that the information warrants it.
Refer to the probability criteria when adjusting probability estimates.
Document each probability on the Risk Profile Worksheet (Vol. 5-8) by recording
•

“H” for each high probability

•

“M” for each medium probability

•

“L” for each low probability

Note: Because each branch on the threat tree represents multiple specific threats, you might
identify multiple probabilities for a given threat; which could lead to more than one probability
value for a given branch. If this happens, record the highest value for that impact area on the
Risk Profile Worksheet (Vol. 5-8).

(continued on next page)
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Activity S4.3: Evaluate Probabilities of Threats (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Probability Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 24 (cont.)
4.

Consider the following question for each threat:
•

How confident are you in your estimate of probability for this threat?

Consider the following:
•

accuracy of history data

•

confidence in your estimate of motive strength (where applicable)

•

comprehensiveness of the evaluation of the computing infrastructure vulnerabilities
(where applicable)

•

comprehensiveness of the evaluation of the physical infrastructure vulnerabilities
(where applicable)

Next to each threat probability value on the Risk Profile Worksheet (Vol. 5-8) is a scale for
confidence with the following defined points: very much, somewhat, and not at all. Based on
your answer to the above question, mark an ‘X’ on the scale at the point that indicates your
confidence in the probability value for that threat. The following points are provided as
references on the scale:
•

Very – You have a considerable amount of objective data related to your estimate. Any
reasonable person reviewing the objective data would reach the same conclusion.

•

Somewhat – You have a limited amount of objective data related to your estimate. A
reasonable person would need to make key inferences and assumptions to reach the
same conclusion. However it is likely that a reasonable person would arrive at the same
conclusion.

•

Not at all – You have little or no objective data related to your estimate. A reasonable
person could arrive at a different conclusion because there are little or no objective data
upon which to base the estimate.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S4.3: Evaluate Probabilities of Threats (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Probability Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

Instructions (cont.)
Action Items, Notes, and Recommendations
1.

Document all action items that you identified during Process S4 on the Action List Worksheet
(Vol. 9).
Remember to include the following information for each action item:

60

•

a description of the action

•

responsibility for completing the action

•

a date for completing the action

•

any management actions that could help facilitate completion of the action

2.

Document notes relevant to the activities in Process S4 on the Notes and Recommendations
Worksheet (Vol. 9).

3.

Document all recommendations from Process S4 that you want to consider during Process S5
on the Notes and Recommendations Worksheet (Vol. 9).

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 3
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Process S5

Process S5: Develop Protection Strategy and Mitigation
Plans
This process focuses on defining a protection strategy and mitigation plans as well as the next
steps needed to implement the results of the OCTAVE-S evaluation.
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Activity S5.1: Describe Current Protection Strategy
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

Background/Definitions
Protection Strategy – defines the overall strategy employed by an organization to enable, initiate,
implement, and maintain its internal security. It is structured according to the security practice areas.
Characteristic – a quality or attribute of a security practice area. Each security practice area
comprises multiple characteristics.
Approach – the way in which an organization addresses a characteristic of a security practice area
Task – an activity that must be completed as part of an operational security practice area
Security Practice Areas – groups of practices that are either strategic or operational. Strategic
security practice areas are typically broad and tend to affect all risks to all critical assets equally
(e.g., documenting a set of security policies for the organization). Operational security practice areas
focus on day-to-day tasks and can be targeted toward mitigating specific risks to specific assets (e.g.,
checking a specific system for default accounts).
A protection strategy defines how an organization intends to raise or maintain the existing level of
security. Its objective is to provide a direction for future information security efforts rather than to
find an immediate solution to every security vulnerability and concern.
Since a protection strategy provides organizational direction with respect to information security
activities, it is structured according to security practice areas. The security practice areas are
illustrated in the table below.

Strategic Practice Areas

Operational Practice Areas

1. Security Awareness and Training

7.

Physical Access Control

2. Security Strategy

8.

Monitoring and Auditing Physical
Security

9.

System and Network Management

3. Security Management
4. Security Policies and Regulations
5. Collaborative Security Management
6. Contingency Planning/Disaster Recovery

10. Monitoring and Auditing IT Security
11. Authentication and Authorization
12. Vulnerability Management
13. Encryption
14. Security Architecture and Design
15. Incident Management

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.1: Describe Current Protection Strategy (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

Background/Definitions (cont.)
In OCTAVE-S, each security practice area has multiple characteristics that must be addressed. The
type of characteristics is different for strategic and operational security practice areas.
The following diagram depicts the characteristics for Security Awareness and Training, a strategic
security practice area:
Security Awareness and
Training

Characteristics

Training
Strategy

Security
Awareness
Training

SecurityRelated
Training for
Supported
Technologies

Periodic
Security
Updates

Training
Verification

Approach

Approach

Approach

Approach

Approach

Each strategic security practice area has a unique set of characteristics. Refer to the Protection
Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9) to see the characteristics for the strategic security practice areas. The
Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9) provides a range of approaches for each characteristic. Each
characteristic will have a unique approach. For example, the range of approaches for Training
Verification includes
 The organization has formal mechanisms for tracking and verifying that staff members
receive appropriate security-related training.
 The organization has informal mechanisms for tracking and verifying that staff members
receive appropriate security-related training.
 The organization has no mechanisms for tracking and verifying that staff members receive
appropriate security-related training.
 ________________________________________________________________________
The blank is provided for any unique approaches implemented by an organization.
Note: Only one approach is selected for each characteristic of a strategic security practice area.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.1: Describe Current Protection Strategy (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

Background/Definitions (cont.)
The following diagram depicts the strategy for Monitoring and Auditing IT Security, an operational
security practice area:
Monitoring and Auditing IT
Security

Characteristics
Responsibility

Procedures

Training

Collaborative
Issues

Verification

Tasks

Approach

Approach

Approach

Approach

Task 1
Task 2
Task3

All operational security practice areas have identical characteristics (as illustrated above) with one
exception. The Encryption security practice area breaks the Training characteristic into the
following two characteristics: Information Technology Training and Staff Training. This is the only
such exception for the operational security practice areas.
The Responsibility characteristic defines who has accountability for each task of an operational
security practice area. Responsibility for a task can be assigned to people in your organization, to
third parties, or to a combination of people in your organization and third parties.
If people from your organization have responsibility for some or all tasks of an operational security
practice area, you need to assign an approach to the Procedures and Training characteristics.
If people from a third party have responsibility for some or all tasks of an operational security
practice area, you need to assign an approach to the Collaborative Issues and Verification
characteristics.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.1: Describe Current Protection Strategy (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

Background/Definitions (cont.)
Refer to the Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9) to see the characteristics for all operational
security practice areas. The Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9) provides a range of tasks for the
Responsibility characteristic and a range of approaches for the other characteristics.
For example, the range of tasks for the Responsibility characteristic of Monitoring and Auditing IT
Security includes
 using system and network monitoring tools to track system and network activity
 auditing the firewall and other security components periodically for compliance with policy
 investigating and addressing any unusual activity that is identified
 ________________________________________________________________________
The blank is provided for any unique tasks required by an organization.
Note: You typically select multiple tasks for the Responsibility characteristic. However, for each of
the remaining characteristics of an operational security practice area, only one approach is selected.
The range of approaches for the Procedures characteristic of Monitoring and Auditing IT Security
includes
 The organization has formally documented procedures for monitoring network-based access
to systems and networks.
 The organization has some formally documented procedures for monitoring network-based
access to systems and networks. Some procedures in this area are informal and
undocumented.
 The organization has informal and undocumented procedures for monitoring network-based
access to systems and networks.
 ________________________________________________________________________
The blank is provided for any unique approaches implemented by an organization.
Note: The protection strategy and the security practices survey examine two different facets of
security practice areas. The protection strategy describes the processes used to perform activities in
each security practice area. The extent to which processes are formally defined is explored. The
stoplight status on the security practices survey indicates how well the analysis team believes its
organization is performing in each area. An organization could be performing very well in an area,
but have very informal processes. Likewise, an organization could have significant room for
improvement despite having very formal policies and procedures.

(continued on next page)
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Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Phase 3, Process S5, Step 25

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

Instructions
Note: Before you begin Process S5, review any notes and recommendations you recorded on the
Notes and Recommendations Worksheet (Vol. 9) during previous processes. These notes and
recommendations could be relevant to the activities you will conduct during Process S5.
Also review all action items you recorded on the Action List Worksheet (Vol. 9) during previous
processes. These action items could be relevant to the activities you will conduct during Process S5.
Step 25
Note: The characteristics for a strategic security practice area are different than those for an
operational security practice area. The instructions examine how to address each type of security
practice area separately.
1.

Review the information contained on the Security Practices Worksheet (Vol. 4). Pay attention to
the following information for each security practice area:
•

the stoplight status

•

the extent to which each security practice for an area is reflected in the organization

•

what the organization is currently doing well in an area

•

what the organization is not currently doing well in an area

2.

Transfer the stoplight status for each security practice area (for both strategic and operational
security practice areas) from the Security Practices Worksheet (Vol. 4) to the designated area on
the Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9) before defining the strategy for that area.

3.

Develop the protection strategy for each strategic security practice area. The following list
includes all strategic security practice areas:
Strategic Practice Areas
1. Security Awareness and Training
2. Security Strategy
3. Security Management
4. Security Policies and Regulations
5. Collaborative Security Management
6. Contingency Planning/Disaster Recovery

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.1: Describe Current Protection Strategy (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 25 (cont.)
4.

Each strategic security practice area comprises several unique characteristics. For example,
Security Policies and Regulations breaks down into the following characteristics:
•

Documented Policies

•

Policy Management

•

Policy Enforcement

•

Staff Awareness

•

Policy and Regulatory Compliance

•

Other

The following diagram illustrates the Documented Policies characteristic for Security Policies
and Regulations. Review the format of each strategic security practice area on the Protection
Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9).

This is the characteristic.

Choices for the approach
related to Documented
Policies

You focus here
during this step

Documented Policies

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has a comprehensive set of formally
documented security-related policies.

 Current

 Change

The organization has a partial set of formally documented
security-related policies. Some security-related policies are
informal and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-related policies are informal
and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

______________________________________________

 Current

 Change

______________________________________________

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.1: Describe Current Protection Strategy (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Phase 3, Process S5, Step 25

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 25 (cont.)
5.

For each characteristic in a given strategic security practice area, consider the following
question:
•

What is your organization’s approach for addressing this characteristic?

The Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9) provides several potential answers to the question
for each characteristic. If one of the options matches the current situation in your organization,
mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Current” next to that option.
Make sure that you fill in any blanks provided for the option you select. You can change the
words provided or add additional words as necessary.
Note: You are provided with blank lines at the end of each characteristic. If you have a unique
answer for how your organization addresses that characteristic, record the approach in the
blanks provided and mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Current” next to the blanks.
You are also provided a blank characteristic for each strategic security practice area. If you have
a unique characteristic for an area, record your organization’s approach in that characteristic and
mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Current” next to the approach.
Do not mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Change” at this time. You will consider changes to your
organization’s protection strategy in Step 32.
Complete the Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9) for all strategic security practice areas.
Make sure that you address all applicable characteristics for each strategic security practice area.
6.

Develop the strategy for each operational security practice area. The following list includes all
operational security practice areas:
Operational Practice Areas
7.

Physical Access Control

8.

Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security

9.

System and Network Management

10. Monitoring and Auditing IT Security
11. Authentication and Authorization
12. Vulnerability Management
13. Encryption
14. Security Architecture and Design
15. Incident Management

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.1: Describe Current Protection Strategy (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 25 (cont.)
7.

Each operational practice area comprises several characteristics. The format for all operational
practice areas is fairly consistent. The following table describes each characteristic and when
you need to address that characteristic.

Characteristic

Description

Responsibility

This characteristic defines who has responsibility for completing a set of
specified tasks for an operational security practice area. The Responsibility
characteristic includes multiple tasks for which accountability is assigned.
This characteristic defines whether accountability for each task rests with
people in your organization, with third parties, or with a combination of
people in your organization as well as third parties.

Procedures

If people from your organization have responsibility for some or all tasks of
an operational security practice area, you must address this characteristic.
The Procedures characteristic defines the extent to which procedures for an
operational security practice area are formally defined.

Training

If people from your organization have responsibility for some or all tasks of
an operational security practice area, you must address this characteristic.
The Training characteristic defines the approach for building staff members’
skills in a practice area.

Collaborative
Issues

If people from a third party have responsibility for some or all tasks of an
operational security practice area, you must address this characteristic. The
Collaborative Issues characteristic defines the degree to which requirements
for an operational security practice area are formally communicated to each
third party.

Verification

If people from a third party have responsibility for some or all tasks of an
operational security practice area, you must address this characteristic. The
Verification characteristic defines the degree to which each third party
complies with the requirements for an operational security practice area.

Note: If people in your organization have sole responsibility for all tasks in an operational
security practice area, do not complete a strategy for the Collaborative Issues and Verification
characteristics. If a third party has sole responsibility for all tasks in an operational security
practice area, do not complete a strategy for the Procedures and Training characteristics.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.1: Describe Current Protection Strategy (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 25 (cont.)
The following diagram illustrates the Responsibility characteristic for Monitoring and Auditing
IT Security.

 Current

 Change
Combined

Step 29

External

Step 25

Internal

Task

You
determine
who has
responsibility
for each task.

Combined

Responsibility

You focus here
during this step

External

These are the tasks for this
operational security
practice area.

Internal

This is the characteristic.

Using system and network monitoring tools to track system
and network activity

     

Auditing the firewall and other security components
periodically for compliance with policy

     

Investigating and addressing any unusual activity that is
identified

     

______________________________________________

     

Review the format of each operational security practice area on the Protection Strategy
Worksheet (Vol. 9).
Note: The format of the Responsibility characteristic was highlighted here because it differs
from the format of the other characteristics. The Responsibility characteristic for an operational
security practice area comprises the tasks that must be performed in that practice area. Each of
the other characteristics for an operational security practice area defines the approach for
achieving that characteristic. The format of the other characteristics is similar to the format of
the characteristics for the strategic security practice areas.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.1: Describe Current Protection Strategy cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 25 (cont.)
8.

The Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9) lists several tasks under the Responsibility
characteristic for each operational security practice area. Initially you determine who has
responsibility for each task for an operational security practice area. First, mark an ‘X’ in the
box entitled “Current.”
For each operational security practice area, consider the following questions:
•

Who is currently responsible for completing each task in this operational security
practice area? People in your organization? A third party? A combination of people in
your organization and one or more third parties?

The Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9) lists three options under the current column for each
task:
•

Internal – People in your organization are responsible for completing the task.

•

External – One or more third parties are responsible for completing the task.

•

Combined – A combination of people in your organization and one or more third
parties are responsible for completing the task.

Mark an ‘X’ in the appropriate box for each task. You can change the words provided for a task
or add additional words as necessary.
Note: The Responsibility characteristic for each operational security practice area provides
several blanks. If you have tasks that are not listed in the protection strategy for an operational
security practice area, record those tasks in the blanks provided and mark an ‘X’ in the
appropriate box designating who is responsible for each task.
Do not mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Change” at this time. You will consider changes to your
organization’s protection strategy in Step 29.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.1: Describe Current Protection Strategy (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Phase 3, Process S5, Step 25

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 25 (cont.)
9.

If people from your organization have responsibility for some or all tasks of an operational
security practice area, you must designate an approach for the Procedures and Training
characteristics
Note: The Encryption security practice area breaks training into Information Technology
Training and Staff Training. This is the only such exception in the operational security practice
areas.
For the Procedures and Training characteristics in a given operational security practice area,
consider the following question:
•

What is your organization’s approach for addressing this characteristic?

The Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9) provides several potential answers to the question
for each characteristic. If one of the options matches the current situation in your organization,
mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Current” next to that option.
Make sure that you fill in any blanks provided for the option you select. You can change the
words provided or add additional words as necessary.
Note: You are provided with blank lines at the end the Procedures and Training characteristics.
If you have a unique approach for how your organization addresses one of those characteristics,
record that approach in the blanks provided and mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Current” next
to the blanks.
Do not mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Change” at this time. You will consider changes to your
organization’s protection strategy in Step 29.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.1: Describe Current Protection Strategy (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 25 (cont.)
10. If people from a third party have responsibility for some or all tasks of an operational security
practice area, you must designate an approach for the Collaborative Issues and Verification
characteristics. Record the name of the third party in the space provided.
Note: You might have more than one third party providing information security services in an
operational security practice area. Complete Collaborative Issues and Verification
characteristics for each third party that provides services in that area.
For each such characteristic in a given operational security practice area, consider the following
question:
•

What is your organization’s approach for addressing this characteristic?

The Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9) provides several potential answers to the question
for each characteristic. If one of the options matches the current situation in your organization,
mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Current” next to that option.
Make sure that you fill in any blanks provided for the option you select. You can change the
words provided or add additional words as necessary.
Note: You are provided with blank lines at the end the Collaborative Issues and Verification
characteristics. If you have a unique answer for how your organization addresses one of those
characteristics, record the approach in the blanks provided and mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled
“Current” next to the blanks.
Do not mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Change” at this time. You will consider changes to your
organization’s protection strategy in Step 29.
11. Complete the Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9) for all operational security practice areas.
Make sure that you address all applicable characteristics for each operational security practice
area.
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Activity S5.2: Select Mitigation Approaches
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Impact Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Probability Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Infrastructure Review (Vol. 4)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

Risk Profile (Vol. 5-8)

Background/Definitions
Mitigation approach – how an organization intends to address a risk. An organization has the
following options for each risk: accept, mitigate, or defer.
Accept – a decision made during risk analysis to take no action to address a risk and to accept the
consequences should the risk occur. Risks that are accepted typically have a low impact on an
organization.
Mitigate – a decision made during risk analysis to address a risk by implementing activities
designed to counter the underlying threat. Risks that are mitigated typically have a high impact on an
organization.
Defer – a situation where a risk is neither accepted nor mitigated. The impact on the organization
due to a deferred risk is above a minimal threshold, but not so large as to be an immediate priority.
Deferred risks are watched and reevaluated at some point in the future.
Mitigation area – a security practice area that is designated to be improved in order to mitigate one
or more of an organization’s security risks
The decision to accept a risk, mitigate it, or defer the decision is based on a number of factors.
Impact value is often the primary driver when making the decision. Probability may be used to
determine which risks to mitigate first.
Unfortunately, there is no lockstep decision-making process that applies in all circumstances. The
risk profile created for each critical asset during OCTAVE-S is a decision support tool. It presents
threats, impact values for multiple impact areas, probability values, and the stoplight statuses of the
security practice areas, illustrating a picture of the risks affecting that critical asset. An analysis team
uses the risk profile to support the mitigation decisions that it makes.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.2: Select Mitigation Approaches (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Impact Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Probability Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Infrastructure Review (Vol. 4)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

Risk Profile (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions
Step 26
Transfer the stoplight status for each security practice area from the Security Practices Worksheet
(Vol. 9) to the “Security Practice Areas” section (Step 29) of each critical asset’s Risk Profile
Worksheet (Vol. 5-8).
Note: Some of the security practice areas are “blocked” for each risk. These areas are unlikely to be
selected as mitigation areas. Do not record the stoplight status for an area that is “blocked,” unless
you have determined that it applies to a risk under your current circumstances.
Step 27
Note: There is no single approach for analyzing the information that you recorded throughout the
evaluation. One approach is documented in these guidelines. You can select your approach to best
suit your analysis team’s preferences as well as your organization’s accepted practices.
Your ultimate goal in Step 27 is to select three security practice areas as mitigation areas. Based on
your organization’s security risks as well as funding and staff constraints, you might decide to select
fewer or more than three mitigation areas. Use your best judgment.
1.

Review the information contained on the following worksheets:
•

Risk Profile Worksheet (for each critical asset) (Vol. 5-8)

•

Critical Asset Worksheet (for each critical asset) (Vol. 5-8)

•

Security Practices Worksheet (Vol. 4)

•

Infrastructure Review Worksheet (Vol. 4)

You might need additional context for interpreting the impact, probability, and vulnerability
data on the above worksheets. Review your definitions of impact and probability severity levels
on the following worksheets:
•

Impact Evaluation Criteria Worksheet (Vol. 4)

•

Probability Evaluation Criteria Worksheet (Vol. 4)

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.2: Select Mitigation Approaches (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Impact Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Probability Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Infrastructure Review (Vol. 4)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

Risk Profile (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 27 (cont.)
2.

Review all information you recorded throughout the evaluation on the Notes and
Recommendation Worksheets (Vol. 9). Pay specific attention to any recommendations that you
made regarding potential mitigation activities.
Note: You can review any information that you recorded during the evaluation before you select
mitigation approaches. The worksheets highlighted above constitute the minimal set of
information you will need during this activity.

3.

Consider the following questions:
•

What is driving your selection of mitigation areas?

•

Which impact areas are most important to your organization?

•

How will you factor probability into your decisions?

•

Which security requirement is most important for each critical asset?

•

Which specific areas of concern do you need to address?

•

Which specific security practice areas need the most improvement?

•

Which specific organizational vulnerabilities do you need to address?

•

What other factors will influence your selection of mitigation areas?

Review risks to your critical assets, keeping the above questions in mind. Start thinking about
how to address each risk. You need to start thinking about which risks you intend to mitigate,
which you intend to accept, and which you intend to watch and reevaluate at some point in the
future.
4.

Consider the following question:
•

Which risks need to be mitigated?

Mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Mitigate” for each risk that you intend to mitigate. Think ahead
as you are selecting which risks to mitigate. If you select too many areas, you could be
overwhelmed during mitigation planning.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.2: Select Mitigation Approaches (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Impact Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Probability Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Infrastructure Review (Vol. 4)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

Risk Profile (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 27 (cont.)
5.

Consider the following question for all risks that have not yet been assigned a mitigation
approach:
•

Which risks are you going to accept?

Think about the impact on the organization due to each risk. Determine which impacts are low
enough that you do not foresee the need to ever take proactive action to prevent them.
Mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Accept” for these risks in the designated area (Step 27) on the
Risk Profile Worksheet (Vol. 5-8).
6.

For any risks that have still not been assigned a mitigation approach (i.e., those not yet
designated as “Mitigate” or “Accept”), consider the following question:
•

Are there any additional risks that you need to mitigate?

Remember to consider your decision-making drivers as you consider additional areas to select.
Mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Mitigate” for each additional risk that you select.
7.

To this point, you have selected risks that the organization will mitigate and also identified those
risks that the organization will accept. You also likely have some risks that have neither been
accepted nor mitigated.
For those risks that have neither been accepted nor mitigated, you have decided that the
potential impacts resulting from these risks were not low enough to accept nor large enough to
be designated as a current mitigation priority. Mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Defer” for these
risks. Deferred risks are watched and reevaluated at some point in the future.
You have now assigned a mitigation approach to each risk. Next, you need to select mitigation
areas.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.2: Select Mitigation Approaches (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Impact Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Probability Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Infrastructure Review (Vol. 4)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

Risk Profile (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 27 (cont.)
8.

Consider the following questions as you review the risks to all critical assets, also keeping in
mind your decision-making drivers:
•

Which security practice areas have the most room for improvement? How would these
areas affect the risks that need to be mitigated?

•

Which security practice areas, if selected for mitigation, could mitigate many risks to
more than one critical asset?

•

Are there any regulations or policies that need to be considered as you select mitigation
areas? If so, which areas would they lead you to select?

Select three (3) security practice areas as mitigation areas. Be sure to consider any constraints
(e.g., funds and staff) when you make your selections. If your situation warrants it, you can
select fewer or more than three security practice areas. You must use your best judgment when
deciding how many areas to select.
Note: Once you decide to implement improvements in a security practice area to mitigate your
organization’s security risks, those practice areas are referred to as mitigation areas.
For each risk that you have decided to mitigate, circle on the appropriate Risk Profile Worksheet
(Vol. 5-8) which of the selected security practice areas will mitigate that risk.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.2: Select Mitigation Approaches (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Impact Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Probability Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Infrastructure Review (Vol. 4)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

Risk Profile (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 27 (cont.)
The following example illustrates how two mitigation areas (Vulnerability Management and
Encryption) are circled on the Risk Profile Worksheet for one risk being mitigated:
Threat
Outcome

network

Fines/Legal

Motive

Productivity

CRMS

Actor

Financial

Access

Reputation

Asset

Impact Value

outside
disclosure

H

H

M

H

deliberate

Y

Y

Y

R

G

R

G

G

G

R

R

G

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

3. Sec Mgmt

2. Sec Strategy

1. Sec Training

Practice Areas

G
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Activity S5.2: Select Mitigation Approaches (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Impact Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Probability Evaluation Criteria (Vol. 4)

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Infrastructure Review (Vol. 4)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

Risk Profile (Vol. 5-8)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 27 (cont.)
When you select security practice areas to mitigate your organization’s security risks, it is
recommended that you also record those areas as well as your rationale for selecting them on the
Notes and Recommendations Worksheet (Vol. 9).
Remember, there is no single approach for analyzing the information that you recorded
throughout the evaluation. Assigning mitigation approaches is not a lockstep process. Different
teams will approach the analysis in different ways. Most analysis approaches require
considerable discussion and some iteration.
These guidelines present one approach for selecting mitigation approaches and mitigation areas.
You can tailor the approach to best suit your analysis team’s preferences as well as your
organization’s accepted practices
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Activity S5.3: Develop Risk Mitigation Plans
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

•

Action List (Vol. 9)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Mitigation Plan (Vol. 9)

Background/Definitions
Risk mitigation plan – a plan that is intended to reduce the risks to a critical asset. Risk mitigation
plans tend to incorporate activities, or countermeasures, designed to counter the threats to the assets.
An analysis team creates a separate mitigation plan for each security practice area it selected as a
mitigation area during the previous activity (Activity S5.2).
There are two types of mitigation activities: broad mitigation activities and focused mitigation
activities.
The following diagram illustrates the relationships among risks, security practice areas, and
mitigation activities.

Risk B

Risk A

Security
Practice
Area 1

Broad
Mitigation
Activities 1

Focused
Mitigation
Activities 1

Security
Practice
Area 2

Broad
Mitigation
Activities 2

Focused
Mitigation
Activities 2

Security
Practice
Area 3

Broad
Mitigation
Activities 3

Focused
Mitigation
Activities 3
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Activity S5.3: Develop Risk Mitigation Plans (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

•

Action List (Vol. 9)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Mitigation Plan (Vol. 9)

Background/Definitions (cont.)
Broad mitigation activities trigger a change in the approach for a security practice area’s
characteristic. Focused mitigation activities
•

do not require a change to the approach for a security practice area’s characteristic

•

improve how the current approach for a security practice area’s characteristic is
implemented

Focused mitigation activities are often directed at specific assets or concentrated on specific
improvements.
Risk mitigation plans are often linked to enterprise survivability. They are generally designed to
reduce the risks that could prevent an organization from achieving its mission by addressing the
underlying threats. A mitigation activity can address threats in one or more of the following ways:
•

Recognize threats as they occur.

•

Resist threats to prevent them from occurring.

•

Recover from threats after they occur.

Risk mitigation plans comprise the following elements:
•

mitigation activity – defines the activities an analysis team is recommending to implement
in a security practice area

•

rationale – documents the reasons for selecting each mitigation activity. The rationale
should document whether the activity is intended to recognize threats, resist them, or
recover from them.

•

mitigation responsibility – identifies who must be involved in implementing each activity

•

additional support – documents any additional support that will be needed when
implementing each activity (e.g., funding, commitment of staff, sponsorship)

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.3: Develop Risk Mitigation Plans (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

•

Action List (Vol. 9)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Mitigation Plan (Vol. 9)

Instructions
Step 28
1.

Review the information contained on the following worksheets:
•

Risk Profile Worksheet (for each critical asset) (Vol. 5-8)

•

Security Practices Worksheet (Vol. 4)

•

Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9)

•

Action List Worksheet (Vol. 9)

•

Critical Asset Information Worksheet (for each critical asset) (Vol. 5-8)

You might need additional context for interpreting the impact, probability, and vulnerability
data on the above worksheets. Review your definitions of impact, probability, and vulnerability
severity levels on the following worksheets:

2.

•

Impact Evaluation Criteria Worksheet (Vol. 4)

•

Probability Evaluation Criteria Worksheet (Vol. 4)

Review all information that you recorded throughout the evaluation on the Notes and
Recommendation Worksheets (Vol. 9). Pay specific attention to any recommendations that you
made regarding potential mitigation activities.
Note: You can review any information that you recorded during the evaluation before you select
mitigation approaches. The worksheets highlighted above constitute the minimal set of
information you will need during this activity.

3.

In this step, you create mitigation plans for each security practice area that you selected during
the previous activity. For each area you selected, review the range of candidate mitigation
activities in the Candidate Mitigation Activities Guide for that area. The guide provides possible
mitigation activities, but not an exhaustive list. Do not be limited by the activities listed in the
guide.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.3: Develop Risk Mitigation Plans (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Risk Profile in appropriate Critical Asset
Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

•

Action List (Vol. 9)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

•

Critical Asset Information in appropriate
Critical Asset Workbook (Vol. 5-8)

Mitigation Plan (Vol. 9)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 28 (cont.)
4.

Consider the following question for each selected mitigation area:
•

What mitigation activities would reduce the risk(s) that led to the selection of this area?

•

What is the rationale for selecting each activity?

•

Who needs to be involved in implementing each activity? Why?

•

What additional support will be needed when implementing each activity (e.g.,
funding, commitment of staff, sponsorship)?

Develop a mitigation plan for each area you selected.
Note: Look for instances where you anticipate that an activity will trigger a change to the
protection strategy (i.e., broad mitigation activities). Make sure that you record this information
in the “Mitigation Activity” area for that activity.
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Activity S5.4: Identify Changes to Protection Strategy
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Mitigation Plan (Vol. 9)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Background/Definitions
An organization’s protection strategy defines the approaches used by an organization to enable,
initiate, implement, and maintain its internal security, providing a direction for future information
security efforts. The protection strategy is structured according to security practice areas highlighted
in the table below.
Strategic Practice Areas

Operational Practice Areas

1. Security Awareness and Training

7.

Physical Access Control

2. Security Strategy

8.

Monitoring and Auditing Physical
Security

9.

System and Network Management

3. Security Management
4. Security Policies and Regulations
5. Collaborative Security Management
6. Contingency Planning/Disaster Recovery

10. Monitoring and Auditing IT Security
11. Authentication and Authorization
12. Vulnerability Management
13. Encryption
14. Security Architecture and Design
15. Incident Management

During Activity S5.1 of OCTAVE-S, an analysis team defines its organization’s current protection
strategy. During Activity S5.2, the team selects which security practice areas must be improved to
mitigate the organization’s highest priority risks. Then, during Activity S5.3, the team develops
mitigation plans for each security practice area selected as a mitigation area.
Risk mitigation plans can include two types of activities: broad mitigation activities and focused
mitigation activities. Broad mitigation activities typically trigger a change in the organization’s
protection strategy, while focused activities improve how the current protection strategy is
implemented. Each change to the protection strategy must be documented. Documenting changes to
an organization’s protection strategy is the goal of Activity S5.4.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.4: Identify Changes to Protection Strategy (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Mitigation Plan (Vol. 9)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Instructions
Step 29
1.

Review the information contained on the following worksheets:
•

Mitigation Plan Worksheet (Review each plan.) (Vol. 9)

•

Protection Strategy Worksheet (Review the current strategy.) (Vol. 9)

•

Security Practices Worksheet (Vol. 4)

•

Notes and Recommendations Worksheet (Vol. 9)

Note: You can review any information that you recorded during the evaluation before you
perform this activity. The worksheets highlighted above constitute the minimal set of
information you will need during this activity.
2.

The diagrams on the next two pages illustrate the areas of the Protection Strategy Worksheet
(Vol. 9) on which you will focus during this activity.
Each security practice area comprises several characteristics. The following diagram illustrates
the Documented Policies characteristic for Security Policies and Regulations. This characteristic
is typical of most characteristics on the Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9). The exception is
the Responsibility characteristic (for operational security practice areas), which is shown after
the diagram for Documented Policies.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.4: Identify Changes to Protection Strategy (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Mitigation Plan (Vol. 9)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 29 (cont.)

This is the characteristic.

You focus here
during this step

Choices for the approach
related to Documented
Policies

Documented Policies

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has a comprehensive set of formally
documented security-related policies.

 Current

 Change

The organization has a partial set of formally documented
security-related policies. Some security-related policies are
informal and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-related policies are informal
and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

______________________________________________

 Current

 Change

______________________________________________

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.4: Identify Changes to Protection Strategy (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Mitigation Plan (Vol. 9)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 29 (cont.)
The following diagram illustrates the Responsibility characteristic for Monitoring and Auditing
IT Security.

 Change
Combined

 Current

External

Step 29

Internal

Task

You focus
here during
this step

Step 25

Combined

Responsibility

You determine
who has
responsibility for
each task.

External

These are the tasks for this
operational security
practice area.

Internal

This is the characteristic.

Using system and network monitoring tools to track system
and network activity

     

Auditing the firewall and other security components
periodically for compliance with policy

     

Investigating and addressing any unusual activity that is
identified

     

______________________________________________

     

Review the format of the protection strategy for each security practice area.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.4: Identify Changes to Protection Strategy (cont.)

Phase 3, Process S5, Step 29

Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Mitigation Plan (Vol. 9)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Instructions (cont.)
Step 29 (cont.)
3.

Consider the following questions for each mitigation activity that you identified during Activity
S5.3:
•

Does this mitigation activity indicate a change in the organization’s protection
strategy?

•

Which characteristic in the security practice area would be affected? How would it be
affected?

If you determine that a mitigation activity affects one of the characteristics in a security practice
area, mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Change” next the new approach on the Protection
Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9).
Make sure that you fill in any blanks provided for the option you select. You can change the
words provided or add additional words as necessary.
Note: You are provided with blank lines at the end the all characteristics. If you have a unique
answer for your organization’s approach for a characteristic, record that strategy in the blanks
provided and mark an ‘X’ in the box entitled “Change” next to the blanks.
4.

Review the Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9). Examine the current strategy as well as any
changes to the strategy you have identified. Consider the following question as you review the
protection strategy:
•

Do you want to make any additional changes to the protection strategy?

If your answer is yes, then mark those changes on the Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9).
Next, you need to decide which risks, if any, are driving this change in the protection strategy.
Return to the Risk Profile Worksheet (Vol. 5-8). Note which risks drove the selection of the new
strategy by circling the corresponding security practice area on the appropriate Risk Profile
Worksheet(s) (Vol. 5-8). (That is, complete Step 26.)
It is possible that a change in the protection strategy is being driven by factors other than risk
(e.g., policy, regulation). If this is the case, you do not need to circle any security practice areas
on the Risk Profile Worksheets (Vol. 5-8).
In either case, identify one or more activities that will produce the protection strategy change
you identified and document them in the mitigation plan for the appropriate security practice
area.
Note: For any change to the protection strategy that is driven by factors other than risk, be sure
to document those factors in the “Rationale” area for that activity.

(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.4: Identify Changes to Protection Strategy (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Mitigation Plan (Vol. 9)

•

Security Practices (Vol. 4)

•

Notes and Recommendations (Vol. 9)

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

Instructions (cont.)
Action Items
Make sure that you document all action items that you identified during Process S6 on the Action
List Worksheet (Vol. 9).
Remember to include the following information for each action item:
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•

a description of the action

•

responsibility for completing the action

•

a date for completing the action

•

any management actions that could help facilitate completion of the action
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Activity S5.5: Identify Next Steps
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

•

Mitigation Plan (Vol. 9)

•

Action List (Vol. 9)

Next Steps (Vol. 9)

Background/Definitions
Creating a set of next steps marks the end of OCTAVE-S. This activity requires the analysis team to
consider what must be done to facilitate implementation of the evaluation’s results. Next steps
typically address the following four areas:
•

management sponsorship for security improvement – defining what management must do
to support the implementation of OCTAVE-S results

•

monitoring implementation – identifying what the organization will do to track progress
and ensure that the results of OCTAVE-S are implemented

•

expanding the current information security risk evaluation – determining whether the
organization needs to expand the current OCTAVE-S evaluation to include additional
critical assets or additional operational areas

•

next information security risk evaluation – determining when the organization will conduct
its next OCTAVE-S evaluation

Instructions
Step 30
1.

Review (at a minimum) the information contained on the following worksheets:
•

Mitigation Plan Worksheets (Vol. 9)

•

Protection Strategy Worksheet (Vol. 9)

•

Action List Worksheet (Vol. 9)

Consider the following questions:
•

What must management do to support the implementation of OCTAVE-S results?

•

What will the organization do to track progress and ensure that the results of this
evaluation are implemented?

•

Will you expand the current OCTAVE-S evaluation to include additional critical
assets? Which ones?

•

When will the organization conduct its next OCTAVE-S evaluation?

Note: The above questions focus on what the senior managers plan to do to enable and
encourage implementation of the evaluation results as well as ongoing security improvement
activities.
Determine what steps your organization must take to implement the results of this evaluation.
Record those steps on the Next Steps Worksheet (Vol. 9).
(continued on next page)
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Activity S5.5: Identify Next Steps (cont.)
Activity Worksheets

Reference Worksheets

•

•

Protection Strategy (Vol. 9)

•

Mitigation Plan (Vol. 9)

•

Action List (Vol. 9)

Next Steps (Vol. 9)

Instructions
Step 30 (cont.)
2.

At this point, you have completed an OCTAVE-S evaluation. Make sure that you formally
document the results of this evaluation. The format for documenting OCTAVE-S results should
fit your organization’s normal documentation guidelines and should be tailored to meet your
organization’s needs.
Note: It is important to establish a permanent record of evaluation results. The information that
you record can serve as source material for subsequent evaluations and is also useful when
tracking the status of plans and actions after the evaluation.
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About This Document

About This Document

This document is Volume 4 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide, a 10-volume handbook
supporting the OCTAVE-S methodology. This volume provides the worksheets that are
completed once for the organization during an evaluation. These worksheets reflect
information that is independent of any specific asset.
The volumes in this handbook are
•

Volume 1: Introduction to OCTAVE-S – This volume provides a basic description of
OCTAVE-S and advice on how to use the guide.

•

Volume 2: Preparation Guidelines – This volume contains background and guidance for
preparing to conduct an OCTAVE-S evaluation.

•

Volume 3: Method Guidelines – This volume includes detailed guidance for each
OCTAVE-S activity.

•

Volume 4: Organizational Information Workbook – This volume provides worksheets
for all organizational-level information gathered and analyzed during OCTAVE-S.

•

Volume 5: Critical Asset Workbook for Information – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as information.

•

Volume 6: Critical Asset Workbook for Systems – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as systems.

•

Volume 7: Critical Asset Workbook for Applications – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as applications.

•

Volume 8: Critical Asset Workbook for People – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as people.

•

Volume 9: Strategy and Plan Workbook – This volume provides worksheets to record the
current and desired protection strategy and the risk mitigation plans.

•

Volume 10: Example Scenario – This volume includes a detailed scenario illustrating a
completed set of worksheets.
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Abstract

Abstract

The Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM (OCTAVE®)
approach defines a risk-based strategic assessment and planning technique for security.
OCTAVE is a self-directed approach, meaning that people from an organization assume
responsibility for setting the organization’s security strategy. OCTAVE-S is a variation of the
approach tailored to the limited means and unique constraints typically found in small
organizations (less than 100 people). OCTAVE-S is led by a small, interdisciplinary team
(three to five people) of an organization’s personnel who gather and analyze information,
producing a protection strategy and mitigation plans based on the organization’s unique
operational security risks. To conduct OCTAVE-S effectively, the team must have broad
knowledge of the organization’s business and security processes, so it will be able to conduct
all activities by itself.
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Introduction

1 Introduction

This document contains the Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM
(OCTAVE®)-S worksheets that are completed once during an evaluation. The activities that
require these worksheets are asset-independent, indicating an organizational focus and relevance
across all critical assets.
Table 1 provides a brief introduction to the contents of this workbook, using activity step numbers
as a key. For more details about how to complete each step, refer to the OCTAVE-S Method
Guidelines, which can be found in Volume 3 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide.
Table 1:

Worksheets Provided in This Workbook

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 1

Define a qualitative set of measures
(high, medium, low) against which
you will evaluate a risk’s effect on
your organization’s mission and
business objectives.

Impact
Evaluation
Criteria

Phase 1

5-18

Identify information-related assets in
your organization (information,
systems, applications, people).

Asset
Identification

Step 2

Process S1
S1.1 Establish Impact
Evaluation Criteria
Phase 1

19-28

Process S1
S1.2 Identify
Organizational Assets

Step 3a

Determine to what extent each
practice in the survey is used by the
organization.

Security
Practices

Phase 1

29-60

Process S1
S1.3 Evaluate
Organizational
Security Practices

SM

®

Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation is a service mark of Carnegie Mellon
University.
OCTAVE is registered in the United States Patent and Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon
University.
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Worksheets Provided in This Workbook (cont.)

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 3b

As you evaluate each security practice
area using the survey from Step 3a,
document detailed examples of

Security
Practices

Phase 1

29-60

Step 4

Step 5

Step 19a

Step
19b

•

what your organization is currently
doing well in this area (security
practices)

•

what your organization is currently
not doing well in this area
(organizational vulnerabilities)

Process S1
S1.3 Evaluate
Organizational
Security Practices

After completing Steps 3a and 3b,
assign a stoplight status (red, green,
yellow) to each security practice area.
The stoplight status should reflect how
well you believe your organization is
performing in each area.

Security
Practices

Review the information-related assets
that you identified during Step 2 and
select up to five assets that are most
critical to the organization.

Critical
Asset
Selection

Document the classes of components
that are related to one or more critical
assets and that can provide access to
those assets. Mark the path to each
class selected in Steps 18a-18e. Note
any relevant subclasses or specific
examples when appropriate.

Infrastructure
Review

For each class of components
documented in Step 19a, note which
critical assets are related to that class.

Infrastructure
Review

Phase 1

29-60

Process S1
S1.3 Evaluate
Organizational
Security Practices

Phase 1

61-64

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets

Phase 2

65-70

Process S3
S4.2 Analyze
Technology-Related
Processes
Phase 2

65-70

Process S3
S4.2 Analyze
Technology-Related
Processes

Step 20

2

For each class of components
documented in Step 19a, note the
person or group responsible for
maintaining and securing that class of
component.

Infrastructure
Review

Phase 2

65-70

Process S3
S4.2 Analyze
Technology-Related
Processes
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Worksheets Provided in This Workbook (cont.)

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 21

For each class of components
documented in Step 19a, note the
extent to which security is considered
when configuring and maintaining that
class. Also record how you came to
that conclusion.

Infrastructure
Review

Phase 2

65-70

Process S3
S4.2 Analyze
Technology-Related
Processes

Finally, document any additional
context relevant to your infrastructure
review.
Step 23

Define a qualitative set of measures
(high, medium, low) against which you
will evaluate the likelihood of a threat
occurring.

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 4

Probability
Evaluation
Criteria

Phase 3

71-73

Process S4
S4.2 Establish Probability
Evaluation Criteria
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Impact Evaluation Criteria Worksheet

2 Impact Evaluation Criteria Worksheet

Phase 1
Process S1
Activity S1.1

Step 1

Define a qualitative set of measures (high, medium, low) against which you will evaluate a
risk’s effect on your organization’s mission and business objectives.

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 4
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Step 1
Reputation/Customer Confidence
Impact Type

Low Impact

Reputation

Reputation is minimally affected; little or no effort
or expense is required to recover.

Customer Loss

Less than _______% reduction in customers due to
loss of confidence

Other:

Other:

6
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Reputation/Customer Confidence
Medium Impact

High Impact

Reputation is damaged, and some effort and
expense is required to recover.

Reputation is irrevocably destroyed or damaged.

_______to _______% reduction in customers due
to loss of confidence

More than _______% reduction in customers due
to loss of confidence

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 4
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Step 1
Financial
Impact Type

Low Impact

Operating Costs

Increase of less than _______% in yearly
operating costs

Revenue Loss

Less than _______% yearly revenue loss

One-Time Financial Loss

One-time financial cost of less than
$_______________

Other:

8
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Financial
Medium Impact

High Impact

Yearly operating costs increase by _______to
_______%.

Yearly operating costs increase by more than
_______%.

_______to _______% yearly revenue loss

Greater than _______% yearly revenue loss

One-time financial cost of $_______________ to
$_______________

One-time financial cost greater than
$_______________

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 4
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Step 1
Productivity
Impact Type

Staff Hours

Low Impact

Staff work hours are increased by less than
_______% for _______to _______ day(s).

Other:

Other:

Other:

10
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Productivity
Medium Impact

Staff work hours are increased between _______%
and _______% for _______to _______ day(s).

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 4

High Impact

Staff work hours are increased by greater than
_______% for _______to _______ day(s).

11
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Step 1
Safety/Health
Impact Type

Low Impact

Life

No loss or significant threat to customers’ or staff
members’ lives

Health

Minimal, immediately treatable degradation in
customers’ or staff members’ health with recovery
within four days

Safety

Safety questioned

Other:

12
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Safety/Health
Medium Impact

High Impact

Customers’ or staff members’ lives are threatened,
but they will recover after receiving medical
treatment.

Loss of customers’ or staff members’ lives

Temporary or recoverable impairment of
customers’ or staff members’ health

Permanent impairment of significant aspects of
customers’ or staff members’ health

Safety affected

Safety violated

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 4
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Step 1
Fines/Legal Penalties
Impact Type

Low Impact

Fines

Fines less than $_______________are levied.

Lawsuits

Non-frivolous lawsuit or lawsuits less than
$_______________ are filed against the
organization, or frivolous lawsuit(s) are filed
against the organization.

Investigations

No queries from government or other investigative
organizations

Other:

14
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Fines/Legal Penalties
Medium Impact

High Impact

Fines between $_______________and
$_______________are levied.

Fines greater than $_______________are levied.

Non-frivolous lawsuit or lawsuits between
$_______________ and $_______________are
filed against the organization.

Non-frivolous lawsuit or lawsuits greater than
$_______________ are filed against the
organization.

Government or other investigative organization
requests information or records (low-profile).

Government or other investigative organization
initiates a high-profile, in-depth investigation into
organizational practices.
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Step 1
Other
Impact Type

_____________________________________
Low Impact

A:

B:

C:

D:
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_____________________________________
Medium Impact
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High Impact
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Asset Identification Worksheet

3 Asset Identification Worksheet

Phase 1
Process S1
Activity S1.2

Step 2

Identify information-related assets in your organization (information, systems, applications,
people).
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Step 2
Information, Systems, and Applications
System

Information

What systems do people in your organization need
to perform their jobs?

What information do people in your organization
need to perform their jobs?
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Information, Systems, and Applications
Applications and Services

Other Assets

What applications and services do people in your
organization need to perform their jobs?

What other assets are closely related to these
assets?
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Step 2
Information, Systems, and Applications (cont.)
System

Information

What systems do people in your organization need
to perform their jobs?

What information do people in your organization
need to perform their jobs?
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Information, Systems, and Applications (cont.)
Applications and Services

Other Assets

What applications and services do people in your
organization need to perform their jobs?

What other assets are closely related to these
assets?
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Step 2
People
People

Skills and Knowledge

Which people have a special skill or knowledge that
is vital to your organization and would be difficult
to replace?

What are their special skills or knowledge?

24
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People
Related Systems

Related Assets

Which systems do these people use?

Which other assets do these people use (i.e.,
information, services, and applications)?
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Step 2
People (cont.)
People

Skills and Knowledge

Which people have a special skill or knowledge that
is vital to your organization and would be difficult
to replace?

What are their special skills or knowledge?
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People (cont.)
Related Systems

Related Assets

Which systems do these people use?

Which other assets do these people use (i.e.,
information, services, and applications)?
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Security Practices

4 Security Practices Worksheet

Phase 1
Process S1
Activity S1.3

Step 3a

Determine to what extent each practice in the survey is used by the organization.

Step 3b

As you evaluate each security practice area using the survey from Step 3a, document
detailed examples of

Step 4

•

what your organization is currently doing well in this area (security practices)

•

what your organization is currently not doing well in this area (organizational
vulnerabilities)

After completing Steps 3a and 3b, assign a stoplight status (red, green, yellow) to each
security practice area. The stoplight status should reflect how well you believe your
organization is performing in each area.
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1. Security Awareness and Training
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

Staff members understand their security roles and
responsibilities. This is documented and verified.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There is adequate in-house expertise for all supported
services, mechanisms, and technologies (e.g., logging,
monitoring, or encryption), including their secure
operation. This is documented and verified.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Security awareness, training, and periodic reminders
are provided for all personnel. Staff understanding is
documented and conformance is periodically verified.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Staff members follow good security practice, such as

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

•

securing information for which they are
responsible

•

not divulging sensitive information to others
(resistance to social engineering)

•

having adequate ability to use information
technology hardware and software

•

using good password practices

•

understanding and following security policies
and regulations

•

recognizing and reporting incidents
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1. Security Awareness and Training
Step 3b

What is your organization currently
doing well in this area?

Step 4

What is your organization currently not
doing well in this area?

How effectively is
your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

 Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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2. Security Strategy
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

The organization’s business strategies routinely
incorporate security considerations.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Security strategies and policies take into consideration
the organization’s business strategies and goals.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Security strategies, goals, and objectives are
documented and are routinely reviewed, updated, and
communicated to the organization.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know
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2. Security Strategy
Step 3b

What is your organization currently
doing well in this area?

Step 4

What is your organization currently not
doing well in this area?

How effectively is
your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

 Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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3. Security Management
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

Management allocates sufficient funds and resources to
information security activities.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Security roles and responsibilities are defined for all
staff in the organization.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

All staff at all levels of responsibility implement their
assigned roles and responsibility for information
security.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There are documented procedures for authorizing and
overseeing all staff (including personnel from thirdparty organizations) who work with sensitive
information or who work in locations where the
information resides.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s hiring and termination practices for
staff take information security issues into account.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization manages information security risks,
including

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

•

assessing risks to information security

•

taking steps to mitigate information security
risks

Management receives and acts upon routine reports
summarizing security-related information (e.g., audits,
logs, risk and vulnerability assessments).
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3. Security Management
Step 3b

What is your organization currently
doing well in this area?

Step 4

What is your organization currently not
doing well in this area?

How effectively is
your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

 Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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4. Security Policies and Regulations
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

The organization has a comprehensive set of
documented, current policies that are periodically
reviewed and updated.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There is a documented process for management of
security policies, including

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization has a documented process for
evaluating and ensuring compliance with information
security policies, applicable laws and regulations, and
insurance requirements.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization uniformly enforces its security
policies.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

•

creation

•

administration (including periodic reviews and
updates)

•

communication
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4. Security Policies and Regulations
Step 3b

What is your organization currently
doing well in this area?

Step 4

What is your organization currently not
doing well in this area?

How effectively is
your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

 Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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5. Collaborative Security Management
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

The organization has policies and procedures for
protecting information when working with external
organizations (e.g., third parties, collaborators,
subcontractors, or partners), including

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization documents information protection
requirements and explicitly communicates them to all
appropriate third parties.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization has formal mechanisms for verifying
that all third-party organizations, outsourced security
services, mechanisms, and technologies meet its needs
and requirements.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization has policies and procedures for
collaborating with all third-party organizations that

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

•

protecting information belonging to other
organizations

•

understanding the security polices and
procedures of external organizations

•

ending access to information by terminated
external personnel

•

provide security awareness and training
services

•

develop security policies for the organization

•

develop contingency plans for the
organization
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Security Practices

5. Collaborative Security Management
Step 3b

What is your organization currently
doing well in this area?

Step 4

What is your organization currently not
doing well in this area?

How effectively is
your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

 Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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6. Contingency Planning/Disaster Recovery
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

An analysis of operations, applications, and data
criticality has been performed.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization has documented, reviewed, and tested

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The contingency, disaster recovery, and business
continuity plans consider physical and electronic
access requirements and controls.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

All staff are

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

•

contingency plan(s) for responding to
emergencies

•

disaster recovery plan(s)

•

business continuity or emergency operation
plans

•

aware of the contingency, disaster recovery,
and business continuity plans

•

understand and are able to carry out their
responsibilities
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6. Contingency Planning/Disaster Recovery
Step 3b

What is your organization currently
doing well in this area?

Step 4

What is your organization currently not
doing well in this area?

How effectively is
your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

 Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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7. Physical Access Control
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
Facility security plans and procedures for
safeguarding the premises, buildings, and any
restricted areas are documented and tested.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There are documented policies and procedures for
managing visitors.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There are documented policies and procedures for
controlling physical access to work areas and
hardware (computers, communication devices, etc.)
and software media.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Workstations and other components that allow
access to sensitive information are physically
safeguarded to prevent unauthorized access.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s requirements for physical access
control are formally communicated to all contractors
and service providers that control physical access to
the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware,
and software media.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
physical access control.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
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7. Physical Access Control
Step 3b

What is your organization currently
doing well in this area?

Step 4

What is your organization currently not
doing well in this area?

How effectively is
your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

 Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
Maintenance records are kept to document the
repairs and modifications of a facility’s physical
components.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

An individual’s or group’s actions, with respect to all
physically controlled media, can be accounted for.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Audit and monitoring records are routinely examined
for anomalies, and corrective action is taken as
needed.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s requirements for monitoring
physical security are formally communicated to all
contractors and service providers that monitor
physical access to the building and premises, work
areas, IT hardware, and software media.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
monitoring physical security.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
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8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security
Step 3b

What is your organization currently
doing well in this area?

Step 4

What is your organization currently not
doing well in this area?

How effectively is
your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

 Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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9. System and Network Management
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
There are documented and tested security plan(s) for
safeguarding the systems and networks.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Sensitive information is protected by secure storage
(e.g., backups stored off site, discard process for
sensitive information).

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The integrity of installed software is regularly
verified.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

All systems are up to date with respect to revisions,
patches, and recommendations in security advisories.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There is a documented and tested data backup plan
for backups of both software and data. All staff
understand their responsibilities under the backup
plans.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Changes to IT hardware and software are planned,
controlled, and documented.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

IT staff members follow procedures when issuing,
changing, and terminating users’ passwords,
accounts, and privileges.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Only necessary services are running on systems – all
unnecessary services have been removed.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Tools and mechanisms for secure system and
network administration are used, and are routinely
reviewed and updated or replaced.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s security-related system and
network management requirements are formally
communicated to all contractors and service
providers that maintain systems and networks.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
security-related system and network management.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

•

Unique user identification is required for all
information system users, including thirdparty users.

•

Default accounts and default passwords have
been removed from systems.

If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
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9. System and Network Management
Step 3b

What is your organization currently
doing well in this area?

Step 4

What is your organization currently not
doing well in this area?

How effectively is
your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

 Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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10. Monitoring and Auditing IT Security
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
System and network monitoring and auditing tools
are routinely used by the organization. Unusual
activity is dealt with according to the appropriate
policy or procedure.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Firewall and other security components are
periodically audited for compliance with policy.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s requirements for monitoring
information technology security are formally
communicated to all contractors and service
providers that monitor systems and networks.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
monitoring information technology security.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
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10. Monitoring and Auditing IT Security
Step 3b

What is your organization currently
doing well in this area?

Step 4

What is your organization currently not
doing well in this area?

How effectively is
your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

 Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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11. Authentication and Authorization
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
Appropriate access controls and user authentication
(e.g., file permissions, network configuration)
consistent with policy are used to restrict user access
to information, sensitive systems, specific
applications and services, and network connections.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There are documented policies and procedures to
establish and terminate the right of access to
information for both individuals and groups.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Methods or mechanisms are provided to ensure that
sensitive information has not been accessed, altered,
or destroyed in an unauthorized manner. Methods or
mechanisms are periodically reviewed and verified.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s requirements for controlling
access to systems and information are formally
communicated to all contractors and service
providers that provide authentication and
authorization services.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
authentication and authorization.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
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11. Authentication and Authorization
Step 3b

What is your organization currently
doing well in this area?

Step 4

What is your organization currently not
doing well in this area?

How effectively is
your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

 Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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12. Vulnerability Management
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
There is a documented set of procedures for
managing vulnerabilities, including

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Vulnerability management procedures are followed
and are periodically reviewed and updated.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Technology vulnerability assessments are performed
on a periodic basis, and vulnerabilities are addressed
when they are identified.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s vulnerability management
requirements are formally communicated to all
contractors and service providers that manage
technology vulnerabilities.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
vulnerability management.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

•

selecting vulnerability evaluation tools,
checklists, and scripts

•

keeping up to date with known vulnerability
types and attack methods

•

reviewing sources of information on
vulnerability announcements, security alerts,
and notices

•

identifying infrastructure components to be
evaluated

•

scheduling of vulnerability evaluations

•

interpreting and responding to the evaluation
results

•

maintaining secure storage and disposition of
vulnerability data

If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
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12. Vulnerability Management
Step 3b

What is your organization currently
doing well in this area?

Step 4

What is your organization currently not
doing well in this area?

How effectively is
your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

 Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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13. Encryption
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
Appropriate security controls are used to protect
sensitive information while in storage and during
transmission (e.g., data encryption, public key
infrastructure, virtual private network technology).

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Encrypted protocols are used when remotely
managing systems, routers, and firewalls.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s requirements for protecting
sensitive information are formally communicated to
all contractors and service providers that provide
encryption technologies.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
implementing encryption technologies.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
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13. Encryption
Step 3b

What is your organization currently
doing well in this area?

Step 4

What is your organization currently not
doing well in this area?

How effectively is
your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

 Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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14. Security Architecture and Design
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
System architecture and design for new and revised
systems include considerations for

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s security-related requirements are
formally communicated to all contractors and service
providers that design systems and networks.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
security architecture and design.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

•

security strategies, policies, and procedures

•

history of security compromises

•

results of security risk assessments

The organization has up-to-date diagrams that show
the enterprise-wide security architecture and network
topology.
If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
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14. Security Architecture and Design
Step 3b

What is your organization currently
doing well in this area?

Step 4

What is your organization currently not
doing well in this area?

How effectively is
your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

 Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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15. Incident Management
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
Documented procedures exist for identifying,
reporting, and responding to suspected security
incidents and violations.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Incident management procedures are periodically
tested, verified, and updated.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There are documented policies and procedures for
working with law enforcement agencies.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s requirements for managing
incidents are formally communicated to all
contractors and service providers that provide
incident management services.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
managing incidents.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
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15. Incident Management
Step 3b

What is your organization currently
doing well in this area?

Step 4

What is your organization currently not
doing well in this area?

How effectively is
your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

 Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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Critical Asset Selection Worksheet

5 Critical Asset Selection Worksheet

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.1

Step 5

Review the information-related assets that you identified during Step 2 and select up to five
(5) assets that are most critical to the organization.
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Step 5
Questions to Consider:

Which assets would have a large adverse impact on the organization if
•

they are disclosed to unauthorized people?

•

they are modified without authorization?

•

they are lost or destroyed?

•

access to them is interrupted?

Critical Asset
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Infrastructure Review Worksheet

6 Infrastructure Review Worksheet

Phase 2
Process S3
Activity S3.2

Step 19a

Document the classes of components that are related to one or more critical assets and that
can provide access to those assets. Mark the path to each class selected in Steps 18a-18e.
Note any relevant subclasses or specific examples when appropriate.

Step 19b

For each class of components documented in Step 19a, note which critical assets are related
to that class.

Step 20

For each class of components documented in Step 19a, note the person or group responsible
for maintaining and securing that class of component.

Step 21

For each class of components documented in Step 19a, note the extent to which security is
considered when configuring and maintaining that class. Also record how you came to that
conclusion.
Finally, document any additional context relevant to your infrastructure review.

Gap
Analysis

Refine Phase 1 information based on the analysis of access paths and technology-related
processes. Update the following, if appropriate:
•

Mark any additional branches of the threat trees when appropriate (Step 12). Be
sure to document appropriate context for each branch you mark (Steps 13-16).

•

Revise documented areas of concern by adding additional details when appropriate.
Identify and document new areas of concern when appropriate (Step 16).

•

Revise documented security practices and organizational vulnerabilities by adding
additional details when appropriate. Identify and document new security practices
and/or organizational vulnerabilities when appropriate (Step 3b).

•

Revise the stoplight status for a security practice when appropriate (Step 4).
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Step 19a

Note
In Step 19a,
mark the path to
each class
selected in Steps
18a-18e.

Step 19b

Step 20

Class

Critical Assets

Which classes of components
are related to one or more
critical assets?

Which critical assets are
related to each class?

Responsibility
Who is responsible for
maintaining and securing
each class of components?

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

(Document any relevant
subclasses or specific
examples when appropriate.)

Servers

Internal Networks

On-Site Workstations

Laptops

PDAs/Wireless Components

66
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Step 21

Protection

Other







|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









Not At All



Somewhat

|-------------|---------------|

Very Much

Informal Means

What additional information do you want to record?

Formal Techniques

How do you
know?

Don’t Know

To what extent is security
considered when configuring
and maintaining each class of
components?

Notes/Issues

Servers

Internal Networks

On-Site Workstations

Laptops

PDAs/Wireless Components
|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|
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Step 19a

Note
In Step 19a,
mark the path to
each class
selected in Steps
18a-18e.

Step 19b

Step 20

Class

Critical Assets

Which classes of components
are related to one or more
critical assets?

Which critical assets are
related to each class?

Responsibility
Who is responsible for
maintaining and securing
each class of components?

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

(Document any relevant
subclasses or specific
examples when appropriate.)

Other Systems

Storage Devices

External Networks

Home/External Workstations

Other _________________
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Step 21

Protection

Other







|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









Not At All



Somewhat

|-------------|---------------|

Very Much

Informal Means

What additional information do you want to record?

Formal Techniques

How do you
know?

Don’t Know

To what extent is security
considered when configuring
and maintaining each class of
components?

Notes/Issues

Other Systems

Storage Devices

External Networks

Home/External Workstations
|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









Other _________________
|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|
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Probability Evaluation Criteria

7 Probability Evaluation Criteria Worksheet

Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.2

Step 23

Define a qualitative set of measures (high, medium, low) against which you will evaluate the
likelihood of a threat occurring.
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Step 23
Frequency-Based Criteria
1.

Think about what constitutes a high, medium, and low likelihood of occurrence for
threats to your organization’s critical assets.

Time Between
Events

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Four Times Per
Year

Two Times Per
Year

Annualized
Frequency

365

52

12

4

2

72
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2.

Draw lines that separate high from medium and medium from low.

One Time Per
Year

Once Every
Two Years

Once Every
Five Years

Once Every 10
Years

Once Every 20
Years

Once Every 50
Years

1

0.5

0.2

0.1

0.05

0.02
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About This Document

About This Document

This document is Volume 5 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide, a 10-volume handbook
supporting the OCTAVE-S methodology. This volume provides worksheets to document
data related to critical assets that are categorized as information.
The volumes in this handbook are
•

Volume 1: Introduction to OCTAVE-S – This volume provides a basic description of
OCTAVE-S and advice on how to use the guide.

•

Volume 2: Preparation Guidelines – This volume contains background and guidance for
preparing to conduct an OCTAVE-S evaluation.

•

Volume 3: Method Guidelines – This volume includes detailed guidance for each
OCTAVE-S activity.

•

Volume 4: Organizational Information Workbook – This volume provides worksheets for
all organizational-level information gathered and analyzed during OCTAVE-S.

•

Volume 5: Critical Asset Workbook for Information – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as information.

•

Volume 6: Critical Asset Workbook for Systems – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as systems.

•

Volume 7: Critical Asset Workbook for Applications – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as applications.

•

Volume 8: Critical Asset Workbook for People – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as people.

•

Volume 9: Strategy and Plan Workbook – This volume provides worksheets to record the
current and desired protection strategy and the risk mitigation plans.

•

Volume 10: Example Scenario – This volume includes a detailed scenario illustrating a
completed set of worksheets.
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Abstract

Abstract

The Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM (OCTAVE®)
approach defines a risk-based strategic assessment and planning technique for security.
OCTAVE is a self-directed approach, meaning that people from an organization assume
responsibility for setting the organization’s security strategy. OCTAVE-S is a variation of the
approach tailored to the limited means and unique constraints typically found in small
organizations (less than 100 people). OCTAVE-S is led by a small, interdisciplinary team
(three to five people) of an organization’s personnel who gather and analyze information,
producing a protection strategy and mitigation plans based on the organization’s unique
operational security risks. To conduct OCTAVE-S effectively, the team must have broad
knowledge of the organization’s business and security processes, so it will be able to conduct
all activities by itself.
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Introduction

1 Introduction

This document contains the Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM
(OCTAVE®)-S worksheets related to critical assets that are information. The activities related to
these worksheets are focused on analyzing a critical asset.
Table 1 provides a brief introduction to the contents of this workbook, using step numbers as a
key. For more details about how to complete each step, refer to the OCTAVE-S Method
Guidelines, which can be found in Volume 3 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide.
Table 1:

Worksheets Provided in This Workbook

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 6

Start a Critical Asset Information
worksheet for each critical asset.
Record the name of the critical
asset on its Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Phase 1

5-8

Record your rationale for
selecting each critical asset on
that asset’s Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Record a description for each
critical asset on that asset’s
Critical Asset Selection
worksheet. Consider who uses
each critical asset as well as who
is responsible for it.

Critical Asset
Information

Record assets that are related to
each critical asset on that asset’s
Critical Asset Information
worksheet. Refer to the Asset
Identification worksheet to
determine which assets are related
to each critical asset.

Critical Asset
Information

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9

SM

®

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets
Phase 1

5-8

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets
Phase 1

5-8

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets

Phase 1

5-8

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets

Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation is a service mark of Carnegie Mellon
University.
OCTAVE is registered in the United States Patent and Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon
University.
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Worksheets Provided in This Workbook (cont.)

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 10

Record the security requirements
for each critical asset on that
asset’s Critical Asset Information
worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Phase 1

5-8

For each critical asset, record the
most important security
requirement on that asset’s
Critical Asset Information
worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Complete all appropriate threat
trees for each critical asset. Mark
each branch of each tree for
which there is a non-negligible
possibility of a threat to the asset.

Risk Profile

Phase 1

Threat
Translation
Guide

Process S2

Record specific examples of
threat actors on the Risk Profile
worksheet for each applicable
actor-motive combination.

Risk Profile

Phase 1

Record the strength of the motive
for deliberate threats due to
human actors. Also record how
confident you are in your estimate
of the strength of the actor’s
motive.

Risk Profile

Record how often each threat has
occurred in the past. Also record
how accurate you believe your
data are.

Risk Profile

Record areas of concern for each
source of threat where
appropriate. An area of concern is
a scenario defining how specific
threats could affect the critical
asset.

Risk Profile

Step 11

Step 12

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets
5-8

Phase 1
Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets

9-54

S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets

If you have difficulty interpreting
a threat on any threat tree, review
the description and examples of
that threat in the Threat
Translation Guide.
Step 13

Step 14

Step 15

Step 16

2

9-54

Process S2
S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets
9-54

Phase 1
Process S2
S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets

9-54

Phase 1
Process S2
S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets

9-54

Phase 1
Process S2
S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets
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Table 1:

Introduction

Worksheets Provided in This Workbook (cont.)

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 17

Select the system of interest for
each critical asset (i.e., the
system most closely related to
the critical asset).

Network
Access Paths

Phase 2

55-58

Review paths used to access
each critical asset, and select key
classes of components related to
each critical asset.

Network
Access Paths

Step 18a

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths
Phase 2

55-58

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths

Determine which classes of
components are part of the
system of interest.
Step 18b

Step 18c

Step 18d

Determine which classes of
components serve as
intermediate access points (i.e.,
which components are used to
transmit information and
applications from the system of
interest to people).

Network
Access Paths

Determine which classes of
components, both internal and
external to the organization’s
networks, are used by people
(e.g., users, attackers) to access
the system.

Network
Access Paths

Determine where information
from the system of interest is
stored for backup purposes.

Network
Access Paths

Phase 2

55-58

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths

Phase 2

55-58

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths

Phase 2

55-58

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths

Step 18e

Determine which other systems
access information or
applications from the system of
interest and which other classes
of components can be used to
access critical information or
services from the system of
interest.
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Phase 2

55-58

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths
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Worksheets Provided in This Workbook (cont.)

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation
criteria as a guide, assign an
impact value (high, medium, or
low) for each active threat to
each critical asset.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

9-54

Impact
Evaluation
Criteria

Process S4

Using the probability evaluation
criteria as a guide, assign a
probability value (high, medium,
or low) for each active threat to
each critical asset. Document
your confidence level in your
probability estimate.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

Probability
Evaluation
Criteria

Process S4

Transfer the stoplight status for
each security practice area from
the Security Practices worksheet
to the “Security Practice Areas”
section (Step 26) of each critical
asset’s Risk Profile worksheet.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

Security
Practices

Process S5

Select a mitigation approach
(mitigate, defer, accept) for each
active risk.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

Step 24

Step 26

Step 27

For each risk that you decided to
mitigate, circle one or more
security practice areas for which
you intend to implement
mitigation activities.

4

S4.1 Evaluate Impacts of
Threats
9-54

S4.3 Evaluate Probabilities of
Threats

9-54

S5.2 Select Mitigation
Approaches
9-54

Process S5
S5.2 Select Mitigation
Approaches
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Critical Asset Information Worksheet

2 Critical Asset Information Worksheet for
Information

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.1

Step 6

Start a Critical Asset Information worksheet for each critical asset. Record the name of the
critical asset on its Critical Asset Information worksheet.

Step 7

Record your rationale for selecting each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Step 8

Record a description for each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset Selection worksheet.
Consider who uses each critical asset as well as who is responsible for it.

Step 9

Record assets that are related to each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset Information
worksheet. Refer to the Asset Identification worksheet to determine which assets are related
to each critical asset.

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.2

Step 10

Record the security requirements for each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Step 11

For each critical asset, record the most important security requirement on that asset’s
Critical Asset Information worksheet.
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Step 6

Step 7

Critical Asset

Rationale for Selection

What is the critical information?

Why is this information critical to the organization?

Step 9
Related Assets
Which assets are related to this information?

Systems:

Applications:

Other:

6
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Step 8
Description
Who uses the information?

Who is responsible for the information?

Step 10

Step 11

Security Requirements

Most Important Security
Requirement

What are the security requirements for this information?
(Hint: Focus on what the security requirements should be for this information, not what they currently are.)

Which security requirement
is most important for this
information?

 Confidentiality

 Confidentiality

Only authorized personnel can view
__________________.

 Integrity
 Integrity

Only authorized personnel can modify

 Availability

__________________.

 Other



Availability

__________________ must be available for personnel to perform their jobs.

Unavailability cannot exceed ______ hour(s) per every ______ hours.



Other

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
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Risk Profile Worksheet for Information: Network Access

3 Risk Profile Worksheet for Information –
Human Actors Using Network Access

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Step 12

Complete the threat tree for human actors using network access. Mark each branch of each
tree for which there is a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the asset.
If you have difficulty interpreting a threat on the threat tree, review the description and
examples of that threat in the Threat Translation Guide (see pp. 60-63 of this workbook).

Step 13

Record specific examples of threat actors on the Risk Profile worksheet for each applicable
actor-motive combination.

Step 14

Record the strength of the motive for deliberate threats due to human actors. Also record
how confident you are in your estimate of the strength of the actor’s motive.

Step 15

Record how often each threat has occurred in the past. Also record how accurate you believe
your data are.

Step 16

Record areas of concern for each source of threat where appropriate. An area of concern is a
scenario defining how specific threats could affect the critical asset.

continued
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Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.1

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation criteria as a guide, assign an impact value (high, medium, or
low) to each active threat.

Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.3

Step 24

Using the probability evaluation criteria as a guide, assign a probability value (high,
medium, or low) to each active threat. Document your confidence level in your probability
estimate.

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.2

Step 26

Transfer the stoplight status for each security practice area from the Security Practices
worksheet to the “Security Practice Areas” section (Step 26) of the following worksheet.

Step 27

Select a mitigation approach (mitigate, defer, accept) for each active risk.
For each risk that you decided to mitigate, circle one or more security practice areas for
which you intend to implement mitigation activities.

10
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Human Actors Using Network Access

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Outcome

Fines

Motive

Productivity

Actor

Financial

Access

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
accidental

modification
loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate
network

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
accidental

modification
loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

12
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Basic Risk Profile

Human Actors Using Network Access
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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Human Actors Using Network Access

Threat Context
Step 13
Threat Actors
Which actors pose the biggest threats to this
information via the network?

disclosure
accidental

Insiders acting accidentally:

modification
loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate
network

Insiders acting deliberately:

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
accidental

Outsiders acting accidentally:

modification
loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate

Outsiders acting deliberately:

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

14
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Threat Context

Human Actors Using Network Access

Step 14

Step 15

How accurate
are the data?

______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







Very

Not At All

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?

Not At All

Somewhat

How confident
are you in this
estimate?

Very

Low

Medium

High

How strong is
the actor’s
motive?

History

Somewhat

Motive













______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years
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Step 16

Human Actors Using Network Access

Areas of Concern

Insiders Using Network Access
Give examples of how
insiders acting accidentally
could use network access to
threaten this information.

Give examples of how
insiders acting deliberately
could use network access to
threaten this information.

Outsiders Using Network Access
Give examples of how
outsiders acting accidentally
could use network access to
threaten this information.

Give examples of how
outsiders acting deliberately
could use network access to
threaten this information.

16
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Areas of Concern
Insiders Using Network Access

Outsiders Using Network Access
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Risk Profile Worksheet for Information: Physical Access

4 Risk Profile Worksheet for Information –
Human Actors Using Physical Access

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Step 12

Complete the threat tree for human actors using physical access. Mark each branch of each
tree for which there is a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the asset.
If you have difficulty interpreting a threat on the threat tree, review the description and
examples of that threat in the Threat Translation Guide (see pp. 64-67 of this workbook).

Step 13

Record specific examples of threat actors on the Risk Profile worksheet for each applicable
actor-motive combination.

Step 14

Record the strength of the motive for deliberate threats due to human actors. Also record
how confident you are in your estimate of the strength of the actor’s motive.

Step 15

Record how often each threat has occurred in the past. Also record how accurate you believe
your data are.

Step 16

Record areas of concern for each source of threat where appropriate. An area of concern is a
scenario defining how specific threats could affect the critical asset.

continued
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Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.1

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation criteria as a guide, assign an impact value (high, medium, or
low) to each active threat.

Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.3

Step 24

Using the probability evaluation criteria as a guide, assign a probability value (high,
medium, or low) to each active threat. Document your confidence level in your probability
estimate.

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.2

Step 26

Transfer the stoplight status for each security practice area from the Security Practices
worksheet to the “Security Practice Areas” section (Step 26) of the following worksheet.

Step 27

Select a mitigation approach (mitigate, defer, accept) for each active risk.
For each risk that you decided to mitigate, circle one or more security practice areas for
which you intend to implement mitigation activities.

20
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Human Actors Using Physical Access

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Outcome

Fines

Motive

Productivity

Actor

Financial

Access

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
accidental

modification
loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate
physical

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
accidental

modification
loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

22
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Basic Risk Profile

Human Actors Using Physical Access
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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Human Actors Using Physical Access

Threat Context
Step 13
Threat Actors
Which actors pose the biggest threats to this
information via physical means?

disclosure
accidental

Insiders acting accidentally:

modification
loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate
physical

Insiders acting deliberately:

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
accidental

Outsiders acting accidentally:

modification
loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate

Outsiders acting deliberately:

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

24
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Threat Context

Human Actors Using Physical Access

Step 14

Step 15

How accurate
are the data?

______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







Very

Not At All

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?

Not At All

Somewhat

How confident
are you in this
estimate?

Very

Low

Medium

High

How strong is
the actor’s
motive?

History

Somewhat

Motive













______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years
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Step 16

Human Actors Using Physical Access

Areas of Concern

Insiders Using Physical Access
Give examples of how
insiders acting accidentally
could use physical access to
threaten this information.

Give examples of how
insiders acting deliberately
could use physical access to
threaten this information.

Outsiders Using Physical Access
Give examples of how
outsiders acting accidentally
could use physical access to
threaten this information.

Give examples of how
outsiders acting deliberately
could use physical access to
threaten this information.

26
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Areas of Concern
Insiders Using Physical Access

Outsiders Using Physical Access
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5 Risk Profile Worksheet for Information –
System Problems

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Step 12

Complete the threat tree for system problems. Mark each branch of each tree for which there
is a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the asset.
If you have difficulty interpreting a threat on the threat tree, review the description and
examples of that threat in the Threat Translation Guide (see pp. 68-71 of this workbook).

Step 15

Record how often each threat has occurred in the past. Also record how accurate you believe
your data are.

Step 16

Record areas of concern for each source of threat where appropriate. An area of concern is a
scenario defining how specific threats could affect the critical asset.

continued
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Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.1

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation criteria as a guide, assign an impact value (high, medium, or
low) to each active threat.

Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.3

Step 24

Using the probability evaluation criteria as a guide, assign a probability value (high,
medium, or low) to each active threat. Document your confidence level in your probability
estimate.

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.2

Step 26

Transfer the stoplight status for each security practice area from the Security Practices
worksheet to the “Security Practice Areas” section (Step 26) of the following worksheet.

Step 27

Select a mitigation approach (mitigate, defer, accept) for each active risk.
For each risk that you decided to mitigate, circle one or more security practice areas for
which you intend to implement mitigation activities.

30
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System Problems

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Fines

Productivity

Outcome

Financial

Actor

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
software defects

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
system crashes

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
hardware defects

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
malicious code

modification

(virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door)

loss, destruction
interruption

32
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Basic Risk Profile

System Problems
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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System Problems

Threat Context
Step 15
History

______ times in ______ years







software defects

modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







system crashes

modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







hardware defects

modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







malicious code
(virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door)

modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years
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Not At All

disclosure

Somewhat

How accurate
are the data?

Very

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?
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Threat Context

System Problems

Notes
What additional notes about each threat do you want to record?
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Step 16

System Problems

Areas of Concern

Software Defects
Give examples of how
software defects could
threaten this information.

System Crashes
Give examples of how system
crashes could threaten this
information.

Hardware Defects
Give examples of how
hardware defects could
threaten this information.

Malicious Code
Give examples of how
malicious code could threaten
this information. (Consider
viruses, worms, Trojan
horses, back doors, others)
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Areas of Concern
Software Defects

System Crashes

Hardware Defects

Malicious Code
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Risk Profile Worksheet for Information: Other

6 Risk Profile Worksheet for Information –
Other Problems

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Step 12

Complete the threat tree for other problems. Mark each branch of each tree for which there
is a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the asset.
If you have difficulty interpreting a threat on the threat tree, review the description and
examples of that threat in the Threat Translation Guide (see pp. 72-77 of this workbook).

Step 15

Record how often each threat has occurred in the past. Also record how accurate you believe
your data are.

Step 16

Record areas of concern for each source of threat where appropriate. An area of concern is a
scenario defining how specific threats could affect the critical asset.

continued
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Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.1

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation criteria as a guide, assign an impact value (high, medium, or
low) to each active threat.

Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.3

Step 24

Using the probability evaluation criteria as a guide, assign a probability value (high,
medium, or low) to each active threat. Document your confidence level in your probability
estimate.

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.2

Step 26

Transfer the stoplight status for each security practice area from the Security Practices
worksheet to the “Security Practice Areas” section (Step 26) of the following worksheet.

Step 27

Select a mitigation approach (mitigate, defer, accept) for each active risk.
For each risk that you decided to mitigate, circle one or more security practice areas for
which you intend to implement mitigation activities.

40
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Other Problems

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Fines

Productivity

Outcome

Financial

Actor

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
power supply
problems

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
telecommunications

modification

problems or
unavailability

loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
third-party problems

modification

or unavailability of
third-party systems

loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
natural disasters

modification

(e.g., flood, fire,
tornado)

loss, destruction
interruption
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Basic Risk Profile

Other Problems
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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Other Problems

Threat Context
Step 15
History

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







telecommunications

modification

______ times in ______ years







problems or
unavailability

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







third-party problems

modification

______ times in ______ years







or unavailability of
third-party systems

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







natural disasters

modification

______ times in ______ years







(e.g., flood, fire,
tornado)

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







power supply
problems

44

Not At All

disclosure

Somewhat

How accurate
are the data?

Very

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?
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Threat Context

Other Problems

Notes
What additional notes about each threat do you want to record?
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Step 16

Other Problems

Areas of Concern

Power Supply Problems
Give examples of how power
supply problems could
threaten this information.

Telecommunications Problems
Give examples of how
telecommunications problems
could threaten this
information.

Third-Party Problems
Give examples of how thirdparty problems could threaten
this information.

Natural Disasters
Give examples of how
natural disasters could
threaten this information.
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Areas of Concern
Power Supply Problems

Telecommunications Problems

Third-Party Problems

Natural Disasters
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Other Problems (cont.)

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Fines

Productivity

Outcome

Financial

Actor

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
physical configuration

modification

or arrangement of
buildings, offices, or
equipment

loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption
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Basic Risk Profile

Other Problems (cont.)
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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Other Problems (cont.)

Threat Context
Step 15
History

______ times in ______ years







physical configuration

modification

______ times in ______ years







or arrangement of
buildings, offices, or
equipment

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years
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Not At All

disclosure

Somewhat

How accurate
are the data?

Very

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?
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Threat Context

Other Problems (cont.)

Notes
What additional notes about each threat do you want to record?
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Step 16

Other Problems (cont.)

Areas of Concern

Physical Configuration Problems
Give examples of how
physical configuration of
buildings, offices, or
equipment could threaten this
information.

Give examples of how
________________________
could threaten this
information.

Give examples of how
________________________
could threaten this
information.

Give examples of how
________________________
could threaten this
information.
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Areas of Concern
Physical Configuration Problems
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Network Access Paths Worksheet

7 Network Access Paths Worksheet

Phase 2
Process S3
Activity S3.1

Step 17

Select the system of interest for each critical asset (i.e., the system most closely related to the
critical asset).

Step 18a

Review paths used to access each critical asset, and select key classes of components related
to each critical asset.
Determine which classes of components are part of the system of interest.

Step 18b

Determine which classes of components serve as intermediate access points (i.e., which
components are used to transmit information and applications from the system of interest to
people).

Step 18c

Determine which classes of components, both internal and external to the organization’s
networks, are used by people (e.g., users, attackers) to access the system.

Step 18d

Determine where information from the system of interest is stored for backup purposes.

Step 18e

Determine which other systems access information or applications from the system of
interest and which other classes of components can be used to access critical information or
services from the system of interest.
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Step 17

System of Interest
What system or systems are most closely related to the critical asset?

Access Points

System of
Interest

Intermediate
Access Points

Step 18a

Step 18b

System of Interest

Intermediate Access Points

Which of the following classes of
components are part of the system
of interest?

Which of the following classes of
components are used to transmit
information and applications from
the system of interest to people?
Which classes of components could
serve as intermediate access
points?

 Servers

 Internal Networks

 Internal Networks

 External Networks

 On-Site Workstations

 Others (list)

 Others (list)
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Note: When you select a key class of components, make sure that you
also document any relevant subclasses or specific examples when
appropriate.

Access Points

Data Storage
Locations
System Access
by People
Other Systems/
Components

Step 18c

Step 18d

Step 18e

System Access by People

Data Storage Locations

Other Systems and Components

From which of the following
classes of components can people
(e.g., users, attackers) access the
system of interest?

On which classes of
components is information from
the system of interest stored for
backup purposes?

Which other systems access
information or applications from the
system of interest?

 On-Site Workstations

 Storage Devices

 _______________________

 Laptops

 Others (list)

 _______________________

Consider access points both
internal and external to your
organization’s networks.

 PDAs/Wireless Components

Which other classes of components
can be used to access critical
information or applications from the
system of interest?

 _______________________

 Home/External Workstations
 Others (list)
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Threat Translation Guide

8 Threat Translation Guide

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Threat
Translation
Guide

The Threat Translation Guide describes each branch of an asset-based threat tree. If you
have difficulty understanding the types of threats represented by a branch, you can use this
guide to decipher the meaning of that branch.
You will find asset-based threat trees for the following sources of threat:

Source of Threat

Page

Human actors using network access

60-63

Human actors using physical access

64-67

System problems

68-71

Other problems

72-77
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Human Actors Using Network Access
Asset

Access

Actor

Motive

Outcome

disclosure

accidental

modification

loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure

deliberate

network

modification

loss, destruction

interruption
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Description

Example

A staff member without malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure accidentally views
confidential information on an important system.

Incorrect file permissions enable a staff member to
accidentally access a restricted personnel database.

A staff member without malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure accidentally modifies
information on an important system.

A staff member accidentally enters incorrect financial data
into a customer database.

A staff member without malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure accidentally loses or
destroys information on an important system.

A staff member deletes an important customer file by
mistake.

A staff member without malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure accidentally interrupts
access to an important system.

A staff member who is not computer savvy inadvertently
crashes an important system.

A staff member with malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure exploits that access to
deliberately view confidential information on an important
system.

A staff member uses access to a restricted personnel
database to deliberately view information in that database
that is restricted by policy.

A staff member with malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure exploits that access to
deliberately modify information on an important system.

A staff member responsible for data entry deliberately
enters incorrect customer information into a database.

A staff member with malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure exploits that access to
deliberately lose or destroy information on an important
system.

A staff member with access to design documents for a new
product deliberately deletes the files that contain those
design documents.

A staff member with malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure exploits that access to
deliberately interrupt access to an important system.

A staff member uses legitimate access to the computing
infrastructure to launch a denial-of-service attack on an
important system.
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Human Actors Using Network Access
Asset

Access

Actor

Motive

Outcome

network

disclosure

accidental

modification

loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure

deliberate

modification

loss, destruction

interruption
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Description

Example

An outsider without malicious intent gains access to your
computing infrastructure (legitimately or by accident) and
views confidential data on a system.

Temporary employees are given access to your computing
infrastructure to help with an increased workload. While
performing their job duties, one of them accidentally views
confidential personnel data.

An outsider without malicious intent gains access to your
computing infrastructure (legitimately or by accident) and
accidentally modifies information on a system.

Temporary employees are given access to your computing
infrastructure to help with an increased workload. While
performing their job duties, one of them accidentally
modifies important customer data.

An outsider without malicious intent gains access to your
computing infrastructure (legitimately or by accident) and
loses or destroys information on a system.

Temporary employees are given access to your computing
infrastructure to help with an increased workload. While
performing their job duties, one of them accidentally loses
or destroys financial data.

An outsider without malicious intent gains access to your
computing infrastructure (legitimately or by accident) and
accidentally interrupts access to a system.

Temporary employees are given access to your computing
infrastructure to help with an increased workload. While
performing their job duties, one of them accidentally crashes
an important system.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately exploits
vulnerabilities in the computing infrastructure to view
confidential information.

A corporate spy exploits vulnerabilities in the computing
infrastructure to gain unauthorized access to a key business
system. The spy uses that access to view confidential
customer information on the system.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately exploits
vulnerabilities in the computing infrastructure to modify
information.

A corporate spy exploits vulnerabilities in the computing
infrastructure to gain unauthorized access to a key business
system. The spy uses that access to modify financial data on
the system.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately exploits
vulnerabilities in the computing infrastructure to lose or
destroy information.

A corporate spy exploits vulnerabilities in the computing
infrastructure to gain unauthorized access to a key business
system. The spy uses that access to lose or destroy a new
product design on the system.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately exploits
vulnerabilities in the computing infrastructure to interrupt
access to a system.

A corporate spy exploits vulnerabilities in the computing
infrastructure to gain unauthorized access to an airline’s
scheduling system. The spy uses that access to crash the
system and prevent real-time updates.
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Human Actors Using Physical Access
Asset

Access

Actor

Motive

Outcome

disclosure

accidental

modification

loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure

deliberate

physical

modification

loss, destruction

interruption
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Description

Example

A staff member without malicious intent accidentally views
confidential information after gaining physical access to a
system, one of its components, or a physical copy of the
information.

A staff member accidentally sees confidential information
on (1) a colleague’s computer screen or (2) a printout on a
colleague’s desk.

A staff member without malicious intent accidentally
modifies information after gaining physical access to a
system, one of its components, or a physical copy of the
information.

A staff member modifies information by (1) accidentally
altering information on a colleague’s computer while using
it for another purpose or (2) accidentally taking a page of a
printout on a colleague’s desk.

A staff member without malicious intent accidentally loses
or destroys information after gaining physical access to a
system, one of its components, or a physical copy of the
information.

A staff member loses or destroys information by (1)
accidentally deleting information from a colleague’s
computer while using it or (2) shredding a paper
accidentally taken from a colleague’s desk.

A staff member without malicious intent interrupts access to
a system or information by accidentally using physical
access to a system, one of its components, or a physical
copy of the information to prevent others from accessing the
system or information.

A staff member interrupts access to a system by (1)
accidentally crashing the system while accessing it from a
colleague’s computer or (2) locking the keys inside an office
where a physical file is stored.

A staff member with malicious intent deliberately views
confidential information by breeching physical security and
accessing components of the computing infrastructure or a
physical copy of the information.

A staff member uses unauthorized access to a physically
restricted area of the building to deliberately (1) view
confidential information on a computer or (2) read a
confidential memo lying on a desk.

A staff member with malicious intent deliberately modifies
information by breeching physical security and accessing
components of the computing infrastructure or a physical
copy of the information.

A staff member uses unauthorized access to a physically
restricted area of the building to deliberately (1) modify
information on a computer or (2) modify a physical file
lying on a desk.

A staff member with malicious intent deliberately loses or
destroys information by breeching physical security and
accessing components of the computing infrastructure or a
physical copy of the information.

A staff member uses unauthorized access to a physically
restricted area of the building to deliberately (1) delete
information on a computer or (2) destroy a physical file
lying on a desk.

A staff member with malicious intent deliberately interrupts
access to an important system or information by breeching
physical security to a system, one of its components, or a
physical copy of the information and using that physical
access to prevent others from accessing the system or
information.

A staff member uses unauthorized access to a physically
restricted area of the building to (1) gain access to and then
deliberately crash an important business system or (2) jam
the door and prevent others from physically accessing the
systems and information located in that area of the building.
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Human Actors Using Physical Access
Asset

Access

Actor

Motive

Outcome

physical

disclosure

accidental

modification

loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure

deliberate

modification

loss, destruction

interruption
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Description

Example

An outsider without malicious intent gains physical access
to your computing infrastructure or a physical copy of
information and uses that access to view confidential
information accidentally.

A consultant is given access to a staff member’s office and
accidentally sees confidential information on (1) a staff
member’s computer screen or (2) a printout on a staff
member’s desk.

An outsider without malicious intent gains physical access
to your computing infrastructure or a physical copy of
information and uses that access to modify information
accidentally.

A consultant is given access to the computer room and (1)
accidentally makes the wrong change to a configuration file
on a server or (2) accidentally records the wrong
information in a maintenance log.

An outsider without malicious intent gains physical access
to your computing infrastructure or a physical copy of
information and uses that access to lose or destroy
information accidentally.

A consultant configuring one of your servers is given access
to the computer room and accidentally (1) destroys an
important electronic file or (2) throws away an important
piece of system documentation.

An outsider without malicious intent gains physical access
to your computing infrastructure or a physical copy of
information and uses that access to accidentally prevent
others from accessing the information.

A consultant configuring one of your servers is given access
to the computer room and accidentally (1) crashes a system
while accessing it or (2) locks the keys to the computer
room inside it after he or she leaves.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately views
confidential information by breeching physical security and
accessing components of the computing infrastructure or a
physical copy of the information.

A corporate spy poses as a member of the cleaning crew to
gain unauthorized physical access to a competitor’s site and
view confidential information either (1) on a key business
system or (2) in a physical file.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately modifies
information by breeching physical security and accessing
components of the computing infrastructure or a physical
copy of the information.

A corporate spy poses as a member of the cleaning crew to
gain unauthorized physical access to a competitor’s site and
modify financial information either (1) on a key business
system or (2) in a physical file.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately loses or
destroys information by breeching physical security and
accessing components of the computing infrastructure or a
physical copy of the information.

A corporate spy poses as a member of the cleaning crew to
gain unauthorized physical access to a competitor’s site and
destroy customer information either (1) on a key business
system or (2) in a physical file.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately interrupts
access to an important system or information by breeching
physical security to a system, one of its components, or a
physical copy of the information and by using that physical
access to prevent others from accessing the system or
information.

A corporate spy poses as a member of the cleaning crew to
gain unauthorized physical access to a competitor’s site and
(1) deliberately crashes an important business system or (2)
jams the door to prevent others from physically accessing
the systems and information located in an area of the
building.
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System Problems
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

software defects

modification

loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

system crashes

modification

loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

A software defect results in disclosure of information to
unauthorized parties.

A defect in a computer’s operating system changes file
access permissions to permit world read and write
permissions on certain files and directories.

A software defect results in modification of information on
a system.

A custom software application incorrectly performs
mathematical operations on data, affecting the integrity of
the results.

A software defect results in the loss or destruction of
information on a system.

A word processing application is known to crash computers
periodically because of a problem with a specific command
sequence, destroying any information that was not saved.

A software defect results in a system crash, preventing
access to the system.

A word processing application is known to crash computers
periodically because of a problem with a specific command
sequence, preventing access to that computer.

A system crashes for unknown reasons (i.e., it cannot be
traced to a software defect, hardware defect, malicious code,
or actions by people), resulting in disclosure of information
to unauthorized parties.

---

A system crashes for unknown reasons (i.e., it cannot be
traced to a software defect, hardware defect, malicious code,
or actions by people), resulting in modification of
information on that system.

A system crashes during a lengthy update of a financial
database, corrupting the information in the database.

A system crashes for unknown reasons (i.e., it cannot be
traced to a software defect, hardware defect, malicious code,
or actions by people), resulting in the loss or destruction of
information on that system.

A customer database system frequently crashes, destroying
any information that was not saved at the time of the crash.

A system crashes for unknown reasons (i.e., it cannot be
traced to a software defect, hardware defect, malicious code,
or actions by people), resulting in interruption of access to
that system.

An email server crashes, resulting in interruption of user
access to email.
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System Problems
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

hardware defects

modification

loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

malicious code

modification

(virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door)
loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

A hardware defect results in disclosure of information to
unauthorized parties.

---

A hardware defect results in modification of information on a
system.

A disk drive develops a hardware problem that affects the
integrity of a database that is stored on the disk.

A hardware defect results in the loss or destruction of
information on a system.

A disk drive develops a hardware problem that ends up
destroying the information on the disk. Files can be
retrieved only from backups.

A hardware defect results in a system crash, preventing
access to the system.

A disk drive develops a hardware problem, preventing
access to any information on the disk until the problem is
corrected.

A system is affected by malicious code (virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door) that enables unauthorized parties to view
information.

A back door on a system enables unauthorized people to
access the system and view customer credit card
information on that system.

A system is affected by malicious code (virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door) that modifies information on that system.

A system is infected with a virus that modifies a process
control application on the computer’s disk drive.

A system is affected by malicious code (virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door) that deletes information on that system.

A system is infected with a virus that deletes all information
on the computer’s disk drive.

A system is affected by malicious code (virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door) that results in the system crashing.

A system is infected with a virus that is spread via email,
slowing network traffic and creating a denial-of-services
attack.
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Other Problems
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

power supply

modification

problems
loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

telecommunications

modification

problems or
unavailability
loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

Problems with the power supply lead to disclosure of
information to unauthorized parties.

---

Problems with the power supply lead to modification of
information on a system.

---

Problems with the power supply lead to loss or destruction
of information on a system.

A power outage results in loss of any information that was
not saved at the time of the outage.

Problems with the power supply lead to interruption of
access to a system.

A power outage prevents access to all key business systems.

Unavailability of telecommunications services leads to
disclosure of information to unauthorized parties.

---

Unavailability of telecommunications services leads to
modification of information on a system.

---

Unavailability of telecommunications services leads to loss
or destruction of information on a system.

---

Unavailability of telecommunications services leads to
interruption of access to a system.

The unavailability of the telecommunications link prevents
access to a key business system located at a remote site.
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Other Problems
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

third-party problems

modification

or unavailability of
third-party systems
loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

natural disasters

modification

(e.g., flood, fire,
tornado)
loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

Problems with services provided by third parties (e.g.,
maintenance of systems) lead to disclosure of information to
unauthorized parties.

A staff member from a third-party service provider views
confidential information on a key business system that is
maintained by that service provider.

Problems with services provided by third parties (e.g.,
maintenance of systems) lead to modification of information
on a system.

Problems at a third-party service provider lead to the
modification of information on a key business system
located at that provider’s site and maintained by the
provider.

Problems with services provided by third parties (e.g.,
maintenance of systems) lead to loss or destruction of
information on a system.

Problems at a third-party service provider lead to the
destruction of information on a key business system located
at that provider’s site and maintained by the provider.

Problems with services provided by third parties (e.g.,
maintenance of systems) lead to interruption of access to a
system.

A system maintained by a third-party service provider and
located at the provider’s site is unavailable due to problems
created by that provider’s staff.

Natural disasters (e.g., flood, fire, tornado) lead to
disclosure of information to unauthorized parties.

People at the site of a tornado see confidential memos that
are dispersed among the debris.

Natural disasters (e.g., flood, fire, tornado) lead to
modification of information.

---

Natural disasters (e.g., flood, fire, tornado) lead to loss or
destruction of information.

The flooding of a basement area destroys paper records that
are stored there.

Natural disasters (e.g., flood, fire, tornado) lead to
interruption of access to a system.

The flooding of a computer room in the basement of a
building prevents access to systems in that room.
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Other Problems (cont.)
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

physical configuration

modification

or arrangement of
buildings, offices, or
equipment
loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

modification

loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

The physical configuration or arrangement of buildings,
offices, or equipment leads to disclosure of information to
unauthorized parties.

The layout of an office workspace enables anyone in the
area to view customer credit card information displayed on
computer screens.

The physical configuration or arrangement of buildings,
offices, or equipment leads to modification of information
on a system.

---

The physical configuration or arrangement of buildings,
offices, or equipment leads to loss or destruction of
information on a system.

---

The physical configuration or arrangement of buildings,
offices, or equipment leads to interruption of access to a
system.

---
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About This Document

About This Document

This document is Volume 6 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide, a 10-volume handbook
supporting the OCTAVE-S methodology. This volume provides worksheets to document
data related to critical assets that are categorized as systems.
The volumes in this handbook are
•

Volume 1: Introduction to OCTAVE-S – This volume provides a basic description of
OCTAVE-S and advice on how to use the guide.

•

Volume 2: Preparation Guidelines – This volume contains background and guidance for
preparing to conduct an OCTAVE-S evaluation.

•

Volume 3: Method Guidelines – This volume includes detailed guidance for each
OCTAVE-S activity.

•

Volume 4: Organizational Information Workbook – This volume provides worksheets for
all organizational-level information gathered and analyzed during OCTAVE-S.

•

Volume 5: Critical Asset Workbook for Information – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as information.

•

Volume 6: Critical Asset Workbook for Systems – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as systems.

•

Volume 7: Critical Asset Workbook for Applications – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as applications.

•

Volume 8: Critical Asset Workbook for People – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as people.

•

Volume 9: Strategy and Plan Workbook – This volume provides worksheets to record the
current and desired protection strategy and the risk mitigation plans.

•

Volume 10: Example Scenario – This volume includes a detailed scenario illustrating a
completed set of worksheets.
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Abstract

Abstract

The Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM (OCTAVE®)
approach defines a risk-based strategic assessment and planning technique for security.
OCTAVE is a self-directed approach, meaning that people from an organization assume
responsibility for setting the organization’s security strategy. OCTAVE-S is a variation of the
approach tailored to the limited means and unique constraints typically found in small
organizations (less than 100 people). OCTAVE-S is led by a small, interdisciplinary team
(three to five people) of an organization’s personnel who gather and analyze information,
producing a protection strategy and mitigation plans based on the organization’s unique
operational security risks. To conduct OCTAVE-S effectively, the team must have broad
knowledge of the organization’s business and security processes, so it will be able to conduct
all activities by itself.
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Introduction

1 Introduction

This document contains the Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM
(OCTAVE®)-S worksheets related to critical assets that are systems. The activities related to these
worksheets are focused on analyzing a critical asset.
Table 1 provides a brief introduction to the contents of this workbook, using activity step numbers
as a key. For more details about how to complete each step, refer to the OCTAVE-S Method
Guidelines, which can be found in Volume 3 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide.
Table 1:

Worksheets Provided in This Workbook

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 6

Start a Critical Asset Information
worksheet for each critical asset.
Record the name of the critical
asset on its Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Phase 1

5-8

Record your rationale for
selecting each critical asset on
that asset’s Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Record a description for each
critical asset on that asset’s
Critical Asset Selection
worksheet. Consider who uses
each critical asset as well as who
is responsible for it.

Critical Asset
Information

Record assets that are related to
each critical asset on that asset’s
Critical Asset Information
worksheet. Refer to the Asset
Identification worksheet to
determine which assets are related
to each critical asset.

Critical Asset
Information

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9

SM

®

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets
Phase 1

5-8

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets
Phase 1

5-8

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets

Phase 1

5-8

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets

Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation is a service mark of Carnegie Mellon
University.
OCTAVE is registered in the United States Patent and Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon
University.
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Worksheets Provided in This Workbook (cont.)

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 10

Record the security requirements
for each critical asset on that
asset’s Critical Asset Information
worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Phase 1

5-8

For each critical asset, record the
most important security
requirement on that asset’s
Critical Asset Information
worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Complete all appropriate threat
trees for each critical asset. Mark
each branch of each tree for
which there is a non-negligible
possibility of a threat to the asset.

Risk Profile

Phase 1

Threat
Translation
Guide

Process S2

Record specific examples of
threat actors on the Risk Profile
worksheet for each applicable
actor-motive combination.

Risk Profile

Phase 1

Record the strength of the motive
for deliberate threats due to
human actors. Also record how
confident you are in your estimate
of the strength of the actor’s
motive.

Risk Profile

Record how often each threat has
occurred in the past. Also record
how accurate you believe your
data are.

Risk Profile

Record areas of concern for each
source of threat where
appropriate. An area of concern is
a scenario defining how specific
threats could affect the critical
asset.

Risk Profile

Step 11

Step 12

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets
5-8

Phase 1
Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets

9-54

S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets

If you have difficulty interpreting
a threat on any threat tree, review
the description and examples of
that threat in the Threat
Translation Guide.
Step 13

Step 14

Step 15

Step 16

2

9-54

Process S2
S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets
9-54

Phase 1
Process S2
S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets

9-54

Phase 1
Process S2
S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets

9-54

Phase 1
Process S2
S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets
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Table 1:

Introduction

Worksheets Provided in This Workbook (cont.)

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 17

Select the system of interest for
each critical asset (i.e., the
system most closely related to
the critical asset).

Network
Access Paths

Phase 2

55-58

Review paths used to access
each critical asset, and select key
classes of components related to
each critical asset.

Network
Access Paths

Step 18a

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths
Phase 2

55-58

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths

Determine which classes of
components are part of the
system of interest.
Step 18b

Step 18c

Step 18d

Determine which classes of
components serve as
intermediate access points (i.e.,
which components are used to
transmit information and
applications from the system of
interest to people).

Network
Access Paths

Determine which classes of
components, both internal and
external to the organization’s
networks, are used by people
(e.g., users, attackers) to access
the system.

Network
Access Paths

Determine where information
from the system of interest is
stored for backup purposes.

Network
Access Paths

Phase 2

55-58

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths

Phase 2

55-58

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths

Phase 2

55-58

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths

Step 18e

Determine which other systems
access information or
applications from the system of
interest and which other classes
of components can be used to
access critical information or
services from the system of
interest.
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55-58

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths
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Worksheets Provided in This Workbook (cont.)

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation
criteria as a guide, assign an
impact value (high, medium, or
low) for each active threat to
each critical asset.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

9-54

Impact
Evaluation
Criteria

Process S4

Using the probability evaluation
criteria as a guide, assign a
probability value (high, medium,
or low) for each active threat to
each critical asset. Document
your confidence level in your
probability estimate.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

Probability
Evaluation
Criteria

Process S4

Transfer the stoplight status for
each security practice area from
the Security Practices worksheet
to the “Security Practice Areas”
section (Step 26) of each critical
asset’s Risk Profile worksheet.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

Security
Practices

Process S5

Select a mitigation approach
(mitigate, defer, accept) for each
active risk.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

Step 24

Step 26

Step 27

For each risk that you decided to
mitigate, circle one or more
security practice areas for which
you intend to implement
mitigation activities.

4

S4.1 Evaluate Impacts of
Threats
9-54

S4.3 Evaluate Probabilities of
Threats

9-54

S5.2 Select Mitigation
Approaches
9-54

Process S5
S5.2 Select Mitigation
Approaches
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Critical Asset Information Worksheet: Systems

2 Critical Asset Information Worksheet for
Systems

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.1

Step 6

Start a Critical Asset Information worksheet for each critical asset. Record the name of the
critical asset on its Critical Asset Information worksheet.

Step 7

Record your rationale for selecting each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Step 8

Record a description for each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset Selection worksheet.
Consider who uses each critical asset as well as who is responsible for it.

Step 9

Record assets that are related to each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset Information
worksheet. Refer to the Asset Identification worksheet to determine which assets are related
to each critical asset.

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.2

Step 10

Record the security requirements for each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Step 11

For each critical asset, record the most important security requirement on that asset’s
Critical Asset Information worksheet.
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Step 6

Step 7

Critical Asset

Rationale for Selection

What is the critical system?

Why is this system critical to the organization?

Step 9
Related Assets
Which assets are related to this system?

Information:

Applications:

Other:

6
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Step 8
Description
Who uses the system?

Who is responsible for the system?

Step 10

Step 11

Security Requirements

Most Important Security
Requirement

What are the security requirements for this system?
(Hint: Focus on what the security requirements should be for this system, not what they currently are.)

Which security requirement
is most important for this
system?

 Confidentiality

 Confidentiality

Only authorized personnel can view information on
__________________.

 Integrity
 Integrity

Only authorized personnel can modify information on

 Availability

__________________.

 Other



Availability

__________________ must be available for personnel to perform their jobs.

Unavailability cannot exceed ______ hour(s) per every ______ hours.



Other

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
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Risk Profile Worksheet for Systems: Network Access

3 Risk Profile Worksheet for Systems Human Actors Using Network Access

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Step 12

Complete the threat tree for human actors using network access. Mark each branch of each
tree for which there is a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the asset.
If you have difficulty interpreting a threat on the threat tree, review the description and
examples of that threat in the Threat Translation Guide (see pp. 60-63 of this workbook).

Step 13

Record specific examples of threat actors on the Risk Profile worksheet for each applicable
actor-motive combination.

Step 14

Record the strength of the motive for deliberate threats due to human actors. Also record
how confident you are in your estimate of the strength of the actor’s motive.

Step 15

Record how often each threat has occurred in the past. Also record how accurate you believe
your data are.

Step 16

Record areas of concern for each source of threat where appropriate. An area of concern is a
scenario defining how specific threats could affect the critical asset.

continued
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Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.1

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation criteria as a guide, assign an impact value (high, medium, or
low) to each active threat.

Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.3

Step 24

Using the probability evaluation criteria as a guide, assign a probability value (high,
medium, or low) to each active threat. Document your confidence level in your probability
estimate.

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.2

Step 26

Transfer the stoplight status for each security practice area from the Security Practices
worksheet to the “Security Practice Areas” section (Step 26) of the following worksheet.

Step 27

Select a mitigation approach (mitigate, defer, accept) for each active risk.
For each risk that you decided to mitigate, circle one or more security practice areas for
which you intend to implement mitigation activities.

10
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Human Actors Using Network Access

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Outcome

Fines

Motive

Productivity

Actor

Financial

Access

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
accidental

modification
loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate
network

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
accidental

modification
loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

12
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Basic Risk Profile

Human Actors Using Network Access
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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Human Actors Using Network Access

Threat Context
Step 13
Threat Actors
Which actors pose the biggest threats to this
system via the network?

disclosure
accidental

Insiders acting accidentally:

modification
loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate
network

Insiders acting deliberately:

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
accidental

Outsiders acting accidentally:

modification
loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate

Outsiders acting deliberately:

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

14
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Threat Context

Human Actors Using Network Access

Step 14

Step 15

How accurate
are the data?

______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







Very

Not At All

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?

Not At All

Somewhat

How confident
are you in this
estimate?

Very

Low

Medium

High

How strong is
the actor’s
motive?

History

Somewhat

Motive













______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years
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Step 16

Human Actors Using Network Access

Areas of Concern

Insiders Using Network Access
Give examples of how
insiders acting accidentally
could use network access to
threaten this system.

Give examples of how
insiders acting deliberately
could use network access to
threaten this system.

Outsiders Using Network Access
Give examples of how
outsiders acting accidentally
could use network access to
threaten this system.

Give examples of how
outsiders acting deliberately
could use network access to
threaten this system.

16
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Areas of Concern
Insiders Using Network Access

Outsiders Using Network Access
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Risk Profile Worksheet for Systems: Physical Access

4 Risk Profile Worksheet for Systems Human Actors Using Physical Access

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Step 12

Complete the threat tree for human actors using physical access. Mark each branch of each
tree for which there is a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the asset.
If you have difficulty interpreting a threat on the threat tree, review the description and
examples of that threat in the Threat Translation Guide (see pp. 64-67 of this workbook).

Step 13

Record specific examples of threat actors on the Risk Profile worksheet for each applicable
actor-motive combination.

Step 14

Record the strength of the motive for deliberate threats due to human actors. Also record
how confident you are in your estimate of the strength of the actor’s motive.

Step 15

Record how often each threat has occurred in the past. Also record how accurate you believe
your data are.

Step 16

Record areas of concern for each source of threat where appropriate. An area of concern is a
scenario defining how specific threats could affect the critical asset.

continued
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Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.1

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation criteria as a guide, assign an impact value (high, medium, or
low) to each active threat.

Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.3

Step 24

Using the probability evaluation criteria as a guide, assign a probability value (high,
medium, or low) to each active threat. Document your confidence level in your probability
estimate.

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.2

Step 26

Transfer the stoplight status for each security practice area from the Security Practices
worksheet to the “Security Practice Areas” section (Step 26) of the following worksheet.

Step 27

Select a mitigation approach (mitigate, defer, accept) for each active risk.
For each risk that you decided to mitigate, circle one or more security practice areas for
which you intend to implement mitigation activities.

20
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Human Actors Using Physical Access

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Outcome

Fines

Motive

Productivity

Actor

Financial

Access

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
accidental

modification
loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate
physical

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
accidental

modification
loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

22
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Basic Risk Profile

Human Actors Using Physical Access
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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Human Actors Using Physical Access

Threat Context
Step 13
Threat Actors
Which actors pose the biggest threats to this
system via physical means?

disclosure
accidental

Insiders acting accidentally:

modification
loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate
physical

Insiders acting deliberately:

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
accidental

Outsiders acting accidentally:

modification
loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate

Outsiders acting deliberately:

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

24
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Threat Context

Human Actors Using Physical Access

Step 14

Step 15

How accurate
are the data?

______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







Very

Not At All

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?

Not At All

Somewhat

How confident
are you in this
estimate?

Very

Low

Medium

High

How strong is
the actor’s
motive?

History

Somewhat

Motive













______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years
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Step 16

Human Actors Using Physical Access

Areas of Concern

Insiders Using Physical Access
Give examples of how
insiders acting accidentally
could use physical access to
threaten this system.

Give examples of how
insiders acting deliberately
could use physical access to
threaten this system.

Outsiders Using Physical Access
Give examples of how
outsiders acting accidentally
could use physical access to
threaten this system.

Give examples of how
outsiders acting deliberately
could use physical access to
threaten this system.

26
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Areas of Concern
Insiders Using Physical Access

Outsiders Using Physical Access
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5 Risk Profile Worksheet for Systems System Problems

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Step 12

Complete the threat tree for system problems. Mark each branch of each tree for which there
is a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the asset.
If you have difficulty interpreting a threat on the threat tree, review the description and
examples of that threat in the Threat Translation Guide (see pp. 68-71 of this workbook).

Step 15

Record how often each threat has occurred in the past. Also record how accurate you believe
your data are.

Step 16

Record areas of concern for each source of threat where appropriate. An area of concern is a
scenario defining how specific threats could affect the critical asset.

continued
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Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.1

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation criteria as a guide, assign an impact value (high, medium, or
low) to each active threat.

Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.3

Step 24

Using the probability evaluation criteria as a guide, assign a probability value (high,
medium, or low) to each active threat. Document your confidence level in your probability
estimate.

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.2

Step 26

Transfer the stoplight status for each security practice area from the Security Practices
worksheet to the “Security Practice Areas” section (Step 26) of the following worksheet.

Step 27

Select a mitigation approach (mitigate, defer, accept) for each active risk.
For each risk that you decided to mitigate, circle one or more security practice areas for
which you intend to implement mitigation activities.

30
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System Problems

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Fines

Productivity

Outcome

Financial

Actor

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
software defects

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
system crashes

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
hardware defects

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
malicious code

modification

(virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door)

loss, destruction
interruption

32
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Basic Risk Profile

System Problems
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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System Problems

Threat Context
Step 15
History

______ times in ______ years







software defects

modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







system crashes

modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







hardware defects

modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







malicious code
(virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door)

modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years
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Not At All

disclosure

Somewhat

How accurate
are the data?

Very

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?
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Threat Context

System Problems

Notes
What additional notes about each threat do you want to record?
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Step 16

System Problems

Areas of Concern

Software Defects
Give examples of how
software defects could
threaten this system.

System Crashes
Give examples of how system
crashes could threaten this
system.

Hardware Defects
Give examples of how
hardware defects could
threaten this system.

Malicious Code
Give examples of how
malicious code could threaten
this system. (Consider
viruses, worms, Trojan
horses, back doors, others)

36
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Areas of Concern
Software Defects

System Crashes

Hardware Defects

Malicious Code
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6 Risk Profile Worksheet for Systems - Other
Problems

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Step 12

Complete the threat tree for other problems. Mark each branch of each tree for which there
is a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the asset.
If you have difficulty interpreting a threat on the threat tree, review the description and
examples of that threat in the Threat Translation Guide (see pp. 72-77 of this workbook).

Step 15

Record how often each threat has occurred in the past. Also record how accurate you believe
your data are.

Step 16

Record areas of concern for each source of threat where appropriate. An area of concern is a
scenario defining how specific threats could affect the critical asset.

continued
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Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.1

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation criteria as a guide, assign an impact value (high, medium, or
low) to each active threat.

Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.3

Step 24

Using the probability evaluation criteria as a guide, assign a probability value (high,
medium, or low) to each active threat. Document your confidence level in your probability
estimate.

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.2

Step 26

Transfer the stoplight status for each security practice area from the Security Practices
worksheet to the “Security Practice Areas” section (Step 26) of the following worksheet.

Step 27

Select a mitigation approach (mitigate, defer, accept) for each active risk.
For each risk that you decided to mitigate, circle one or more security practice areas for
which you intend to implement mitigation activities.

40
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Other Problems

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Fines

Productivity

Outcome

Financial

Actor

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
power supply
problems

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
telecommunications

modification

problems or
unavailability

loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
third-party problems

modification

or unavailability of
third-party systems

loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
natural disasters

modification

(e.g., flood, fire,
tornado)

loss, destruction
interruption

42
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Basic Risk Profile

Other Problems
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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Other Problems

Threat Context
Step 15
History

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







telecommunications

modification

______ times in ______ years







problems or
unavailability

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







third-party problems

modification

______ times in ______ years







or unavailability of
third-party systems

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







natural disasters

modification

______ times in ______ years







(e.g., flood, fire,
tornado)

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







power supply
problems
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Not At All

disclosure

Somewhat

How accurate
are the data?

Very

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?
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Threat Context

Other Problems

Notes
What additional notes about each threat do you want to record?
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Step 16

Other Problems

Areas of Concern

Power Supply Problems
Give examples of how power
supply problems could
threaten this system.

Telecommunications Problems
Give examples of how
telecommunications problems
could threaten this system.

Third-Party Problems
Give examples of how thirdparty problems could threaten
this system.

Natural Disasters
Give examples of how
natural disasters could
threaten this system.

46
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Areas of Concern
Power Supply Problems

Telecommunications Problems

Third-Party Problems

Natural Disasters
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Other Problems (cont.)

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Fines

Productivity

Outcome

Financial

Actor

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
physical configuration

modification

or arrangement of
buildings, offices, or
equipment

loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption
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Basic Risk Profile

Other Problems (cont.)
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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Other Problems (cont.)

Threat Context
Step 15
History

______ times in ______ years







physical configuration

modification

______ times in ______ years







or arrangement of
buildings, offices, or
equipment

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years
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Not At All

disclosure

Somewhat

How accurate
are the data?

Very

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?
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Threat Context

Other Problems (cont.)

Notes
What additional notes about each threat do you want to record?
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Step 16

Other Problems (cont.)

Areas of Concern

Physical Configuration Problems
Give examples of how
physical configuration of
buildings, offices, or
equipment could threaten this
system.

Give examples of how
________________________
could threaten this system.

Give examples of how
________________________
could threaten this system.

Give examples of how
________________________
could threaten this system.
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Areas of Concern
Physical Configuration Problems
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Network Access Paths Worksheet

7 Network Access Paths Worksheet

Phase 2
Process S3
Activity S3.1

Step 17

Select the system of interest for each critical asset (i.e., the system most closely related to the
critical asset).

Step 18a

Review paths used to access each critical asset, and select key classes of components related
to each critical asset.
Determine which classes of components are part of the system of interest.

Step 18b

Determine which classes of components serve as intermediate access points (i.e., which
components are used to transmit information and applications from the system of interest to
people).

Step 18c

Determine which classes of components, both internal and external to the organization’s
networks, are used by people (e.g., users, attackers) to access the system.

Step 18d

Determine where information from the system of interest is stored for backup purposes.

Step 18e

Determine which other systems access information or applications from the system of
interest and which other classes of components can be used to access critical information or
services from the system of interest.
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Step 17

System of Interest
What system or systems are most closely related to the critical asset?

Access Points

System of
Interest

Intermediate
Access Points

Step 18a

Step 18b

System of Interest

Intermediate Access Points

Which of the following classes of
components are part of the system
of interest?

Which of the following classes of
components are used to transmit
information and applications from
the system of interest to people?
Which classes of components could
serve as intermediate access
points?

 Servers

 Internal Networks

 Internal Networks

 External Networks

 On-Site Workstations

 Others (list)

 Others (list)
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Note: When you select a key class of components, make sure that you
also document any relevant subclasses or specific examples when
appropriate.

Access Points

Data Storage
Locations
System Access
by People
Other Systems/
Components

Step 18c

Step 18d

Step 18e

System Access by People

Data Storage Locations

Other Systems and Components

From which of the following
classes of components can people
(e.g., users, attackers) access the
system of interest?

On which classes of
components is information from
the system of interest stored for
backup purposes?

Which other systems access
information or applications from the
system of interest?

 On-Site Workstations

 Storage Devices

 _______________________

 Laptops

 Others (list)

 _______________________

Consider access points both
internal and external to your
organization’s networks.

 PDAs/Wireless Components

Which other classes of components
can be used to access critical
information or applications from the
system of interest?

 _______________________

 Home/External Workstations
 Others (list)
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Threat Translation Guide

8 Threat Translation Guide

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Threat
Translation
Guide

The Threat Translation Guide describes each branch of an asset-based threat tree. If you
have difficulty understanding the types of threats represented by a branch, you can use this
guide to decipher the meaning of that branch.
You will find asset-based threat trees for the following sources of threat:

Source of Threat

Page

Human actors using network access

60-63

Human actors using physical access

64-67

System problems

68-71

Other problems

72-77
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Human Actors Using Network Access
Asset

Access

Actor

Motive

Outcome

disclosure

accidental

modification

loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure

deliberate

network

modification

loss, destruction

interruption

60
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Description

Example

A staff member without malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure accidentally views
confidential information on an important system.

Incorrect file permissions enable a staff member to
accidentally access a restricted personnel database.

A staff member without malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure accidentally modifies
information on an important system.

A staff member accidentally enters incorrect financial data
into a customer database.

A staff member without malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure accidentally loses or
destroys information on an important system.

A staff member deletes an important customer file by
mistake.

A staff member without malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure accidentally
interrupts access to an important system.

A staff member who is not computer savvy inadvertently
crashes an important system.

A staff member with malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure exploits that access to
deliberately view confidential information on an important
system.

A staff member uses access to a restricted personnel
database to deliberately view information in that database
that is restricted by policy.

A staff member with malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure exploits that access to
deliberately modify information on an important system.

A staff member responsible for data entry deliberately
enters incorrect customer information into a database.

A staff member with malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure exploits that access to
deliberately lose or destroy information on an important
system.

A staff member with access to design documents for a new
product deliberately deletes the files that contain those
design documents.

A staff member with malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure exploits that access to
deliberately interrupt access to an important system.

A staff member uses legitimate access to the computing
infrastructure to launch a denial-of-service attack on an
important system.
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Human Actors Using Network Access
Asset

Access

Actor

Motive

Outcome

network

disclosure

accidental

modification

loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure

deliberate

modification

loss, destruction

interruption
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Description

Example

An outsider without malicious intent gains access to your
computing infrastructure (legitimately or by accident) and
views confidential data on a system.

Temporary employees are given access to your computing
infrastructure to help with an increased workload. While
performing their job duties, one of them accidentally views
confidential personnel data.

An outsider without malicious intent gains access to your
computing infrastructure (legitimately or by accident) and
accidentally modifies information on a system.

Temporary employees are given access to your computing
infrastructure to help with an increased workload. While
performing their job duties, one of them accidentally
modifies important customer data.

An outsider without malicious intent gains access to your
computing infrastructure (legitimately or by accident) and
loses or destroys information on a system.

Temporary employees are given access to your computing
infrastructure to help with an increased workload. While
performing their job duties, one of them accidentally loses
or destroys financial data.

An outsider without malicious intent gains access to your
computing infrastructure (legitimately or by accident) and
accidentally interrupts access to a system.

Temporary employees are given access to your computing
infrastructure to help with an increased workload. While
performing their job duties, one of them accidentally crashes
an important system.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately exploits
vulnerabilities in the computing infrastructure to view
confidential information.

A corporate spy exploits vulnerabilities in the computing
infrastructure to gain unauthorized access to a key business
system. The spy uses that access to view confidential
customer information on the system.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately exploits
vulnerabilities in the computing infrastructure to modify
information.

A corporate spy exploits vulnerabilities in the computing
infrastructure to gain unauthorized access to a key business
system. The spy uses that access to modify financial data on
the system.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately exploits
vulnerabilities in the computing infrastructure to lose or
destroy information.

A corporate spy exploits vulnerabilities in the computing
infrastructure to gain unauthorized access to a key business
system. The spy uses that access to lose or destroy a new
product design on the system.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately exploits
vulnerabilities in the computing infrastructure to interrupt
access to a system.

A corporate spy exploits vulnerabilities in the computing
infrastructure to gain unauthorized access to an airline’s
scheduling system. The spy uses that access to crash the
system and prevent real-time updates.
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Human Actors Using Physical Access
Asset

Access

Actor

Motive

Outcome

disclosure

accidental

modification

loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure

deliberate

physical

modification

loss, destruction

interruption
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Description

Example

A staff member without malicious intent accidentally views
confidential information after gaining physical access to a
system, one of its components, or a physical copy of the
information.

A staff member accidentally sees confidential information
on (1) a colleague’s computer screen or (2) a printout on a
colleague’s desk.

A staff member without malicious intent accidentally
modifies information after gaining physical access to a
system, one of its components, or a physical copy of the
information.

A staff member modifies information by (1) accidentally
altering information on a colleague’s computer while using
it for another purpose or (2) accidentally taking a page of a
printout on a colleague’s desk.

A staff member without malicious intent accidentally loses
or destroys information after gaining physical access to a
system, one of its components, or a physical copy of the
information.

A staff member loses or destroys information by (1)
accidentally deleting information from a colleague’s
computer while using it or (2) shredding a paper
accidentally taken from a colleague’s desk.

A staff member without malicious intent interrupts access to
a system or information by accidentally using physical
access to a system, one of its components, or a physical
copy of the information to prevent others from accessing the
system or information.

A staff member interrupts access to a system by (1)
accidentally crashing the system while accessing it from a
colleague’s computer or (2) locking the keys inside an office
where a physical file is stored.

A staff member with malicious intent deliberately views
confidential information by breeching physical security and
accessing components of the computing infrastructure or a
physical copy of the information.

A staff member uses unauthorized access to a physically
restricted area of the building to deliberately (1) view
confidential information on a computer or (2) read a
confidential memo lying on a desk.

A staff member with malicious intent deliberately modifies
information by breeching physical security and accessing
components of the computing infrastructure or a physical
copy of the information.

A staff member uses unauthorized access to a physically
restricted area of the building to deliberately (1) modify
information on a computer or (2) modify a physical file
lying on a desk.

A staff member with malicious intent deliberately loses or
destroys information by breeching physical security and
accessing components of the computing infrastructure or a
physical copy of the information.

A staff member uses unauthorized access to a physically
restricted area of the building to deliberately (1) delete
information on a computer or (2) destroy a physical file
lying on a desk.

A staff member with malicious intent deliberately interrupts
access to an important system or information by breeching
physical security to a system, one of its components, or a
physical copy of the information and using that physical
access to prevent others from accessing the system or
information.

A staff member uses unauthorized access to a physically
restricted area of the building to (1) gain access to and then
deliberately crash an important business system or (2) jam
the door and prevent others from physically accessing the
systems and information located in that area of the building.
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Human Actors Using Physical Access
Asset

Access

Actor

Motive

Outcome

physical

disclosure

accidental

modification

loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure

deliberate

modification

loss, destruction

interruption
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Description

Example

An outsider without malicious intent gains physical access
to your computing infrastructure or a physical copy of
information and uses that access to view confidential
information accidentally.

A consultant is given access to a staff member’s office and
accidentally sees confidential information on (1) a staff
member’s computer screen or (2) a printout on a staff
member’s desk.

An outsider without malicious intent gains physical access
to your computing infrastructure or a physical copy of
information and uses that access to modify information
accidentally.

A consultant is given access to the computer room and (1)
accidentally makes the wrong change to a configuration file
on a server or (2) accidentally records the wrong
information in a maintenance log.

An outsider without malicious intent gains physical access
to your computing infrastructure or a physical copy of
information and uses that access to lose or destroy
information accidentally.

A consultant configuring one of your servers is given access
to the computer room and accidentally (1) destroys an
important electronic file or (2) throws away an important
piece of system documentation.

An outsider without malicious intent gains physical access
to your computing infrastructure or a physical copy of
information and uses that access to accidentally prevent
others from accessing the information.

A consultant configuring one of your servers is given access
to the computer room and accidentally (1) crashes a system
while accessing it or (2) locks the keys to the computer
room inside it after he or she leaves.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately views
confidential information by breeching physical security and
accessing components of the computing infrastructure or a
physical copy of the information.

A corporate spy poses as a member of the cleaning crew to
gain unauthorized physical access to a competitor’s site and
view confidential information either (1) on a key business
system or (2) in a physical file.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately modifies
information by breeching physical security and accessing
components of the computing infrastructure or a physical
copy of the information.

A corporate spy poses as a member of the cleaning crew to
gain unauthorized physical access to a competitor’s site and
modify financial information either (1) on a key business
system or (2) in a physical file.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately loses or
destroys information by breeching physical security and
accessing components of the computing infrastructure or a
physical copy of the information.

A corporate spy poses as a member of the cleaning crew to
gain unauthorized physical access to a competitor’s site and
destroy customer information either (1) on a key business
system or (2) in a physical file.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately interrupts
access to an important system or information by breeching
physical security to a system, one of its components, or a
physical copy of the information and by using that physical
access to prevent others from accessing the system or
information.

A corporate spy poses as a member of the cleaning crew to
gain unauthorized physical access to a competitor’s site and
(1) deliberately crashes an important business system or (2)
jams the door to prevent others from physically accessing
the systems and information located in an area of the
building.
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System Problems
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

software defects

modification

loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

system crashes

modification

loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

A software defect results in disclosure of information to
unauthorized parties.

A defect in a computer’s operating system changes file
access permissions to permit world read and write
permissions on certain files and directories.

A software defect results in modification of information on
a system.

A custom software application incorrectly performs
mathematical operations on data, affecting the integrity of
the results.

A software defect results in the loss or destruction of
information on a system.

A word processing application is known to crash computers
periodically because of a problem with a specific command
sequence, destroying any information that was not saved.

A software defect results in a system crash, preventing
access to the system.

A word processing application is known to crash computers
periodically because of a problem with a specific command
sequence, preventing access to that computer.

A system crashes for unknown reasons (i.e., it cannot be
traced to a software defect, hardware defect, malicious code,
or actions by people), resulting in disclosure of information
to unauthorized parties.

---

A system crashes for unknown reasons (i.e., it cannot be
traced to a software defect, hardware defect, malicious code,
or actions by people), resulting in modification of
information on that system.

A system crashes during a lengthy update of a financial
database, corrupting the information in the database.

A system crashes for unknown reasons (i.e., it cannot be
traced to a software defect, hardware defect, malicious code,
or actions by people), resulting in the loss or destruction of
information on that system.

A customer database system frequently crashes, destroying
any information that was not saved at the time of the crash.

A system crashes for unknown reasons (i.e., it cannot be
traced to a software defect, hardware defect, malicious code,
or actions by people), resulting in interruption of access to
that system.

An email server crashes, resulting in interruption of user
access to email.
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System Problems
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

hardware defects

modification

loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

malicious code

modification

(virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door)
loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

A hardware defect results in disclosure of information to
unauthorized parties.

---

A hardware defect results in modification of information on
a system.

A disk drive develops a hardware problem that affects the
integrity of a database that is stored on the disk.

A hardware defect results in the loss or destruction of
information on a system.

A disk drive develops a hardware problem that ends up
destroying the information on the disk. Files can be
retrieved only from backups.

A hardware defect results in a system crash, preventing
access to the system.

A disk drive develops a hardware problem, preventing
access to any information on the disk until the problem is
corrected.

A system is affected by malicious code (virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door) that enables unauthorized parties to view
information.

A back door on a system enables unauthorized people to
access the system and view customer credit card
information on that system.

A system is affected by malicious code (virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door) that modifies information on that system.

A system is infected with a virus that modifies a process
control application on the computer’s disk drive.

A system is affected by malicious code (virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door) that deletes information on that system.

A system is infected with a virus that deletes all information
on the computer’s disk drive.

A system is affected by malicious code (virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door) that results in the system crashing.

A system is infected with a virus that is spread via email,
slowing network traffic and creating a denial-of-services
attack.
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Other Problems
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

power supply

modification

problems
loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

telecommunications

modification

problems or
unavailability
loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

Problems with the power supply lead to disclosure of
information to unauthorized parties.

---

Problems with the power supply lead to modification of
information on a system.

---

Problems with the power supply lead to loss or destruction
of information on a system.

A power outage results in loss of any information that was
not saved at the time of the outage.

Problems with the power supply lead to interruption of
access to a system.

A power outage prevents access to all key business systems.

Unavailability of telecommunications services leads to
disclosure of information to unauthorized parties.

---

Unavailability of telecommunications services leads to
modification of information on a system.

---

Unavailability of telecommunications services leads to loss
or destruction of information on a system.

---

Unavailability of telecommunications services leads to
interruption of access to a system.

The unavailability of the telecommunications link prevents
access to a key business system located at a remote site.
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Other Problems
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

third-party problems

modification

or unavailability of
third-party systems
loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

natural disasters

modification

(e.g., flood, fire,
tornado)
loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

Problems with services provided by third parties (e.g.,
maintenance of systems) lead to disclosure of information to
unauthorized parties.

A staff member from a third-party service provider views
confidential information on a key business system that is
maintained by that service provider.

Problems with services provided by third parties (e.g.,
maintenance of systems) lead to modification of information
on a system.

Problems at a third-party service provider lead to the
modification of information on a key business system
located at that provider’s site and maintained by the
provider.

Problems with services provided by third parties (e.g.,
maintenance of systems) lead to loss or destruction of
information on a system.

Problems at a third-party service provider lead to the
destruction of information on a key business system located
at that provider’s site and maintained by the provider.

Problems with services provided by third parties (e.g.,
maintenance of systems) lead to interruption of access to a
system.

A system maintained by a third-party service provider and
located at the provider’s site is unavailable due to problems
created by that provider’s staff.

Natural disasters (e.g., flood, fire, tornado) lead to
disclosure of information to unauthorized parties.

People at the site of a tornado see confidential memos that
are dispersed among the debris.

Natural disasters (e.g., flood, fire, tornado) lead to
modification of information.

---

Natural disasters (e.g., flood, fire, tornado) lead to loss or
destruction of information.

The flooding of a basement area destroys paper records that
are stored there.

Natural disasters (e.g., flood, fire, tornado) lead to
interruption of access to a system.

The flooding of a computer room in the basement of a
building prevents access to systems in that room.
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Other Problems (cont.)
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

physical configuration

modification

or arrangement of
buildings, offices, or
equipment
loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

modification

loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

The physical configuration or arrangement of buildings,
offices, or equipment leads to disclosure of information to
unauthorized parties.

The layout of an office workspace enables anyone in the
area to view customer credit card information displayed on
computer screens.

The physical configuration or arrangement of buildings,
offices, or equipment leads to modification of information
on a system.

---

The physical configuration or arrangement of buildings,
offices, or equipment leads to loss or destruction of
information on a system.

---

The physical configuration or arrangement of buildings,
offices, or equipment leads to interruption of access to a
system.

---
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About This Document

About This Document

This document is Volume 6 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide, a 10-volume handbook
supporting the OCTAVE-S methodology. This volume provides worksheets to document
data related to critical assets that are categorized as applications.
The volumes in this handbook are
•

Volume 1: Introduction to OCTAVE-S – This volume provides a basic description of
OCTAVE-S and advice on how to use the guide.

•

Volume 2: Preparation Guidelines – This volume contains background and guidance for
preparing to conduct an OCTAVE-S evaluation.

•

Volume 3: Method Guidelines – This volume includes detailed guidance for each
OCTAVE-S activity.

•

Volume 4: Organizational Information Workbook – This volume provides worksheets for
all organizational-level information gathered and analyzed during OCTAVE-S.

•

Volume 5: Critical Asset Workbook for Information – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as information.

•

Volume 6: Critical Asset Workbook for Systems – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as systems.

•

Volume 7: Critical Asset Workbook for Applications – This volume provides
worksheets to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as applications.

•

Volume 8: Critical Asset Workbook for People – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as people.

•

Volume 9: Strategy and Plan Workbook – This volume provides worksheets to record the
current and desired protection strategy and the risk mitigation plans.

•

Volume 10: Example Scenario – This volume includes a detailed scenario illustrating a
completed set of worksheets.
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Abstract

Abstract

The Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM (OCTAVE®)
approach defines a risk-based strategic assessment and planning technique for security.
OCTAVE is a self-directed approach, meaning that people from an organization assume
responsibility for setting the organization’s security strategy. OCTAVE-S is a variation of the
approach tailored to the limited means and unique constraints typically found in small
organizations (less than 100 people). OCTAVE-S is led by a small, interdisciplinary team
(three to five people) of an organization’s personnel who gather and analyze information,
producing a protection strategy and mitigation plans based on the organization’s unique
operational security risks. To conduct OCTAVE-S effectively, the team must have broad
knowledge of the organization’s business and security processes, so it will be able to conduct
all activities by itself.
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Introduction

1 Introduction

This document contains the Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM
(OCTAVE®)-S worksheets related to critical assets that are applications. The activities related to
these worksheets are focused on analyzing a critical asset.
Table 1 provides a brief introduction to the contents of this workbook, using activity step numbers
as a key. For more details about how to complete each step, refer to the OCTAVE-S Method
Guidelines, which can be found in Volume 3 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide.
Table 1:

Worksheets Provided in This Workbook

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 6

Start a Critical Asset Information
worksheet for each critical asset.
Record the name of the critical
asset on its Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Phase 1

5-8

Record your rationale for
selecting each critical asset on
that asset’s Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Record a description for each
critical asset on that asset’s
Critical Asset Selection
worksheet. Consider who uses
each critical asset as well as who
is responsible for it.

Critical Asset
Information

Record assets that are related to
each critical asset on that asset’s
Critical Asset Information
worksheet. Refer to the Asset
Identification worksheet to
determine which assets are related
to each critical asset.

Critical Asset
Information

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9

SM

®

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets
Phase 1

5-8

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets
Phase 1

5-8

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets

Phase 1

5-8

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets

Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation is a service mark of Carnegie Mellon
University.
OCTAVE is registered in the United States Patent and Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon
University.
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Worksheets Provided in This Workbook (cont.)

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 10

Record the security requirements
for each critical asset on that
asset’s Critical Asset Information
worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Phase 1

5-8

For each critical asset, record the
most important security
requirement on that asset’s
Critical Asset Information
worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Complete all appropriate threat
trees for each critical asset. Mark
each branch of each tree for
which there is a non-negligible
possibility of a threat to the asset.

Risk Profile

Phase 1

Threat
Translation
Guide

Process S2

Record specific examples of
threat actors on the Risk Profile
worksheet for each applicable
actor-motive combination.

Risk Profile

Phase 1

Record the strength of the motive
for deliberate threats due to
human actors. Also record how
confident you are in your estimate
of the strength of the actor’s
motive.

Risk Profile

Record how often each threat has
occurred in the past. Also record
how accurate you believe your
data are.

Risk Profile

Record areas of concern for each
source of threat where
appropriate. An area of concern is
a scenario defining how specific
threats could affect the critical
asset.

Risk Profile

Step 11

Step 12

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets
5-8

Phase 1
Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets

9-54

S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets

If you have difficulty interpreting
a threat on any threat tree, review
the description and examples of
that threat in the Threat
Translation Guide.
Step 13

Step 14

Step 15

Step 16

2

9-54

Process S2
S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets
9-54

Phase 1
Process S2
S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets

9-54

Phase 1
Process S2
S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets

9-54

Phase 1
Process S2
S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets
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Table 1:

Introduction

Worksheets Provided in This Workbook (cont.)

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 17

Select the system of interest for
each critical asset (i.e., the
system most closely related to
the critical asset).

Network
Access Paths

Phase 2

55-58

Review paths used to access
each critical asset, and select key
classes of components related to
each critical asset.

Network
Access Paths

Step 18a

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths
Phase 2

55-58

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths

Determine which classes of
components are part of the
system of interest.
Step 18b

Step 18c

Step 18d

Determine which classes of
components serve as
intermediate access points (i.e.,
which components are used to
transmit information and
applications from the system of
interest to people).

Network
Access Paths

Determine which classes of
components, both internal and
external to the organization’s
networks, are used by people
(e.g., users, attackers) to access
the system.

Network
Access Paths

Determine where information
from the system of interest is
stored for backup purposes.

Network
Access Paths

Phase 2

55-58

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths

Phase 2

55-58

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths

Phase 2

55-58

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths

Step 18e

Determine which other systems
access information or
applications from the system of
interest and which other classes
of components can be used to
access critical information or
services from the system of
interest.
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Network
Access Paths

Phase 2

55-58

Process S3
S3.1 Examine Access Paths
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Worksheets Provided in This Workbook (cont.)

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation
criteria as a guide, assign an
impact value (high, medium, or
low) for each active threat to
each critical asset.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

9-54

Impact
Evaluation
Criteria

Process S4

Using the probability evaluation
criteria as a guide, assign a
probability value (high, medium,
or low) for each active threat to
each critical asset. Document
your confidence level in your
probability estimate.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

Probability
Evaluation
Criteria

Process S4

Transfer the stoplight status for
each security practice area from
the Security Practices worksheet
to the “Security Practice Areas”
section (Step 26) of each critical
asset’s Risk Profile worksheet.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

Security
Practices

Process S5

Select a mitigation approach
(mitigate, defer, accept) for each
active risk.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

Step 24

Step 26

Step 27

For each risk that you decided to
mitigate, circle one or more
security practice areas for which
you intend to implement
mitigation activities.

4

S4.1 Evaluate Impacts of
Threats
9-54

S4.3 Evaluate Probabilities of
Threats

9-54

S5.2 Select Mitigation
Approaches
9-54

Process S5
S5.2 Select Mitigation
Approaches
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Critical Asset Information Worksheet

2 Critical Asset Information Worksheet for
Applications

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.1

Step 6

Start a Critical Asset Information worksheet for each critical asset. Record the name of the
critical asset on its Critical Asset Information worksheet.

Step 7

Record your rationale for selecting each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Step 8

Record a description for each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset Selection worksheet.
Consider who uses each critical asset as well as who is responsible for it.

Step 9

Record assets that are related to each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset Information
worksheet. Refer to the Asset Identification worksheet to determine which assets are related
to each critical asset.

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.2

Step 10

Record the security requirements for each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Step 11

For each critical asset, record the most important security requirement on that asset’s
Critical Asset Information worksheet.
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Step 6

Step 7

Critical Asset

Rationale for Selection

What is the critical application?

Why is this application critical to the organization?

Step 9
Related Assets
Which assets are related to this application?

Systems:

Information:

Other:

6
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Step 8
Description
Who uses the application?

Who is responsible for the application?

Step 10

Step 11

Security Requirements

Most Important Security
Requirement

What are the security requirements for this application?
(Hint: Focus on what the security requirements should be for this application, not what they currently are.)

Which security requirement
is most important for this
application?

 Confidentiality

 Confidentiality

Only authorized personnel can view
__________________.

 Integrity
 Integrity

Only authorized personnel can modify __________________

 Availability

(e.g., install new versions, upgrade the service or application).

 Other



Availability

__________________ must be available for personnel to perform their jobs.

Unavailability cannot exceed ______ hour(s) per every ______ hours.



Other

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
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Risk Profile Worksheet for Applications: Network Access

3 Risk Profile Worksheet for Applications –
Human Actors Using Network Access

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Step 12

Complete the threat tree for human actors using network access. Mark each branch of each
tree for which there is a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the asset.
If you have difficulty interpreting a threat on the threat tree, review the description and
examples of that threat in the Threat Translation Guide (see pp. 60-63 of this workbook).

Step 13

Record specific examples of threat actors on the Risk Profile worksheet for each applicable
actor-motive combination.

Step 14

Record the strength of the motive for deliberate threats due to human actors. Also record
how confident you are in your estimate of the strength of the actor’s motive.

Step 15

Record how often each threat has occurred in the past. Also record how accurate you believe
your data are.

Step 16

Record areas of concern for each source of threat where appropriate. An area of concern is a
scenario defining how specific threats could affect the critical asset.

continued
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Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.1

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation criteria as a guide, assign an impact value (high, medium, or
low) to each active threat.

Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.3

Step 24

Using the probability evaluation criteria as a guide, assign a probability value (high,
medium, or low) to each active threat. Document your confidence level in your probability
estimate.

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.2

Step 26

Transfer the stoplight status for each security practice area from the Security Practices
worksheet to the “Security Practice Areas” section (Step 26) of the following worksheet.

Step 27

Select a mitigation approach (mitigate, defer, accept) for each active risk.
For each risk that you decided to mitigate, circle one or more security practice areas for
which you intend to implement mitigation activities.

10
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Human Actors Using Network Access

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Outcome

Fines

Motive

Productivity

Actor

Financial

Access

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
accidental

modification
loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate
network

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
accidental

modification
loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate

modification
loss, destruction
interruption
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Basic Risk Profile

Human Actors Using Network Access
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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Human Actors Using Network Access

Threat Context
Step 13
Threat Actors
Which actors pose the biggest threats to this
application via the network?

disclosure
accidental

Insiders acting accidentally:

modification
loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate
network

Insiders acting deliberately:

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
accidental

Outsiders acting accidentally:

modification
loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate

Outsiders acting deliberately:

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

14
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Threat Context

Human Actors Using Network Access

Step 14

Step 15

How accurate
are the data?

______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







Very

Not At All

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?

Not At All

Somewhat

How confident
are you in this
estimate?

Very

Low

Medium

High

How strong is
the actor’s
motive?

History

Somewhat

Motive













______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years
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Step 16

Human Actors Using Network Access

Areas of Concern

Insiders Using Network Access
Give examples of how
insiders acting accidentally
could use network access to
threaten this application.

Give examples of how
insiders acting deliberately
could use network access to
threaten this application.

Outsiders Using Network Access
Give examples of how
outsiders acting accidentally
could use network access to
threaten this application.

Give examples of how
outsiders acting deliberately
could use network access to
threaten this application.

16
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Areas of Concern
Insiders Using Network Access

Outsiders Using Network Access
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Risk Profile Worksheet for Applications: Physical Access

4 Risk Profile Worksheet for Applications –
Human Actors Using Physical Access

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Step 12

Complete the threat tree for human actors using physical access. Mark each branch of each
tree for which there is a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the asset.
If you have difficulty interpreting a threat on the threat tree, review the description and
examples of that threat in the Threat Translation Guide (see pp. 64-67 of this workbook).

Step 13

Record specific examples of threat actors on the Risk Profile worksheet for each applicable
actor-motive combination.

Step 14

Record the strength of the motive for deliberate threats due to human actors. Also record
how confident you are in your estimate of the strength of the actor’s motive.

Step 15

Record how often each threat has occurred in the past. Also record how accurate you believe
your data are.

Step 16

Record areas of concern for each source of threat where appropriate. An area of concern is a
scenario defining how specific threats could affect the critical asset.

continued
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Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.1

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation criteria as a guide, assign an impact value (high, medium, or
low) to each active threat.

Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.3

Step 24

Using the probability evaluation criteria as a guide, assign a probability value (high,
medium, or low) to each active threat. Document your confidence level in your probability
estimate.

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.2

Step 26

Transfer the stoplight status for each security practice area from the Security Practices
worksheet to the “Security Practice Areas” section (Step 26) of the following worksheet.

Step 27

Select a mitigation approach (mitigate, defer, accept) for each active risk.
For each risk that you decided to mitigate, circle one or more security practice areas for
which you intend to implement mitigation activities.

20
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Human Actors Using Physical Access

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Outcome

Fines

Motive

Productivity

Actor

Financial

Access

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
accidental

modification
loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate
physical

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
accidental

modification
loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

22
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Basic Risk Profile

Human Actors Using Physical Access
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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Human Actors Using Physical Access

Threat Context
Step 13
Threat Actors
Which actors pose the biggest threats to this
application via physical means?

disclosure
accidental

Insiders acting accidentally:

modification
loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate
physical

Insiders acting deliberately:

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
accidental

Outsiders acting accidentally:

modification
loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure
deliberate

Outsiders acting deliberately:

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

24
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Threat Context

Human Actors Using Physical Access

Step 14

Step 15

How accurate
are the data?

______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







Very

Not At All

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?

Not At All

Somewhat

How confident
are you in this
estimate?

Very

Low

Medium

High

How strong is
the actor’s
motive?

History

Somewhat

Motive













______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years







______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years



















______ times in ______ years
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Step 16

Human Actors Using Physical Access

Areas of Concern

Insiders Using Physical Access
Give examples of how
insiders acting accidentally
could use physical access to
threaten this application.

Give examples of how
insiders acting deliberately
could use physical access to
threaten this application.

Outsiders Using Physical Access
Give examples of how
outsiders acting accidentally
could use physical access to
threaten this application.

Give examples of how
outsiders acting deliberately
could use physical access to
threaten this application.
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Areas of Concern
Insiders Using Physical Access

Outsiders Using Physical Access
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5 Risk Profile Worksheet for Applications –
System Problems

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Step 12

Complete the threat tree for system problems. Mark each branch of each tree for which there
is a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the asset.
If you have difficulty interpreting a threat on the threat tree, review the description and
examples of that threat in the Threat Translation Guide (see pp. 68-71 of this workbook).

Step 15

Record how often each threat has occurred in the past. Also record how accurate you believe
your data are.

Step 16

Record areas of concern for each source of threat where appropriate. An area of concern is a
scenario defining how specific threats could affect the critical asset.

continued
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Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.1

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation criteria as a guide, assign an impact value (high, medium, or
low) to each active threat.

Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.3

Step 24

Using the probability evaluation criteria as a guide, assign a probability value (high,
medium, or low) to each active threat. Document your confidence level in your probability
estimate.

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.2

Step 26

Transfer the stoplight status for each security practice area from the Security Practices
worksheet to the “Security Practice Areas” section (Step 26) of the following worksheet.

Step 27

Select a mitigation approach (mitigate, defer, accept) for each active risk.
For each risk that you decided to mitigate, circle one or more security practice areas for
which you intend to implement mitigation activities.
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System Problems

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Fines

Productivity

Outcome

Financial

Actor

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
software defects

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
system crashes

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
hardware defects

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
malicious code

modification

(virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door)

loss, destruction
interruption

32
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Basic Risk Profile

System Problems
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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System Problems

Threat Context
Step 15
History

______ times in ______ years







software defects

modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







system crashes

modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







hardware defects

modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







malicious code
(virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door)

modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







34

Not At All

disclosure

Somewhat

How accurate
are the data?

Very

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?
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Threat Context

System Problems

Notes
What additional notes about each threat do you want to record?
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Step 16

System Problems

Areas of Concern

Software Defects
Give examples of how
software defects could
threaten this application.

System Crashes
Give examples of how system
crashes could threaten this
application.

Hardware Defects
Give examples of how
hardware defects could
threaten this application.

Malicious Code
Give examples of how
malicious code could threaten
this application. (Consider
viruses, worms, Trojan
horses, back doors, others)
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Areas of Concern
Software Defects

System Crashes

Hardware Defects

Malicious Code
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6 Risk Profile Worksheet for Applications –
Other Problems

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Step 12

Complete the threat tree for other problems. Mark each branch of each tree for which there
is a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the asset.
If you have difficulty interpreting a threat on the threat tree, review the description and
examples of that threat in the Threat Translation Guide (see pp. 72-77 of this workbook).

Step 15

Record how often each threat has occurred in the past. Also record how accurate you believe
your data are.

Step 16

Record areas of concern for each source of threat where appropriate. An area of concern is a
scenario defining how specific threats could affect the critical asset.

continued
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Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.1

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation criteria as a guide, assign an impact value (high, medium, or
low) to each active threat.

Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.3

Step 24

Using the probability evaluation criteria as a guide, assign a probability value (high,
medium, or low) to each active threat. Document your confidence level in your probability
estimate.

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.2

Step 26

Transfer the stoplight status for each security practice area from the Security Practices
worksheet to the “Security Practice Areas” section (Step 26) of the following worksheet.

Step 27

Select a mitigation approach (mitigate, defer, accept) for each active risk.
For each risk that you decided to mitigate, circle one or more security practice areas for
which you intend to implement mitigation activities.
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Other Problems

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Fines

Productivity

Outcome

Financial

Actor

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
power supply
problems

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
telecommunications

modification

problems or
unavailability

loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
third-party problems

modification

or unavailability of
third-party systems

loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
natural disasters

modification

(e.g., flood, fire,
tornado)

loss, destruction
interruption
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Basic Risk Profile

Other Problems
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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Other Problems

Threat Context
Step 15
History

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







telecommunications

modification

______ times in ______ years







problems or
unavailability

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







third-party problems

modification

______ times in ______ years







or unavailability of
third-party systems

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







natural disasters

modification

______ times in ______ years







(e.g., flood, fire,
tornado)

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







power supply
problems

44

Not At All

disclosure

Somewhat

How accurate
are the data?

Very

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?
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Threat Context

Other Problems

Notes
What additional notes about each threat do you want to record?
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Step 16

Other Problems

Areas of Concern

Power Supply Problems
Give examples of how power
supply problems could
threaten this application.

Telecommunications Problems
Give examples of how
telecommunications problems
could threaten this
application.

Third-Party Problems
Give examples of how thirdparty problems could threaten
this application.

Natural Disasters
Give examples of how
natural disasters could
threaten this application.
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Areas of Concern
Power Supply Problems

Telecommunications Problems

Third-Party Problems

Natural Disasters
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Other Problems (cont.)

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Fines

Productivity

Outcome

Financial

Actor

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
physical configuration

modification

or arrangement of
buildings, offices, or
equipment

loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption
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Basic Risk Profile

Other Problems (cont.)
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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Other Problems (cont.)

Threat Context
Step 15
History

______ times in ______ years







physical configuration

modification

______ times in ______ years







or arrangement of
buildings, offices, or
equipment

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years
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Not At All

disclosure

Somewhat

How accurate
are the data?

Very

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?
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Threat Context

Other Problems (cont.)

Notes
What additional notes about each threat do you want to record?
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Step 16

Other Problems (cont.)

Areas of Concern

Physical Configuration Problems
Give examples of how
physical configuration of
buildings, offices, or
equipment could threaten this
application.

Give examples of how
________________________
could threaten this
application.

Give examples of how
________________________
could threaten this
application.

Give examples of how
________________________
could threaten this
application.
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Areas of Concern
Physical Configuration Problems
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7 Network Access Paths Worksheet

Phase 2
Process S3
Activity S3.1

Step 17

Select the system of interest for each critical asset (i.e., the system most closely related to the
critical asset).

Step 18a

Review paths used to access each critical asset, and select key classes of components related
to each critical asset.
Determine which classes of components are part of the system of interest.

Step 18b

Determine which classes of components serve as intermediate access points (i.e., which
components are used to transmit information and applications from the system of interest to
people).

Step 18c

Determine which classes of components, both internal and external to the organization’s
networks, are used by people (e.g., users, attackers) to access the system.

Step 18d

Determine where information from the system of interest is stored for backup purposes.

Step 18e

Determine which other systems access information or applications from the system of
interest and which other classes of components can be used to access critical information or
services from the system of interest.
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Step 17

System of Interest
What system or systems are most closely related to the critical asset?

Access Points

System of
Interest

Intermediate
Access Points

Step 18a

Step 18b

System of Interest

Intermediate Access Points

Which of the following classes of
components are part of the system
of interest?

Which of the following classes of
components are used to transmit
information and applications from
the system of interest to people?
Which classes of components could
serve as intermediate access
points?

 Servers

 Internal Networks

 Internal Networks

 External Networks

 On-Site Workstations

 Others (list)

 Others (list)
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Note: When you select a key class of components, make sure that you
also document any relevant subclasses or specific examples when
appropriate.

Access Points

Data Storage
Locations
System Access
by People
Other Systems/
Components

Step 18c

Step 18d

Step 18e

System Access by People

Data Storage Locations

Other Systems and Components

From which of the following
classes of components can people
(e.g., users, attackers) access the
system of interest?

On which classes of
components is information from
the system of interest stored for
backup purposes?

Which other systems access
information or applications from the
system of interest?

 On-Site Workstations

 Storage Devices

 _______________________

 Laptops

 Others (list)

 _______________________

Consider access points both
internal and external to your
organization’s networks.

 PDAs/Wireless Components

Which other classes of components
can be used to access critical
information or applications from the
system of interest?

 _______________________

 Home/External Workstations
 Others (list)
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8 Threat Translation Guide

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Threat
Translation
Guide

The Threat Translation Guide describes each branch of an asset-based threat tree. If you
have difficulty understanding the types of threats represented by a branch, you can use this
guide to decipher the meaning of that branch.
You will find asset-based threat trees for the following sources of threat:

Source of Threat

Page

Human actors using network access

60-63

Human actors using physical access

64-67

System problems

68-71

Other problems

72-77
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Human Actors Using Network Access
Asset

Access

Actor

Motive

Outcome

disclosure

accidental

modification

loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure

deliberate

network

modification

loss, destruction

interruption
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Description

Example

A staff member without malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure accidentally views
confidential information on an important system.

Incorrect file permissions enable a staff member to
accidentally access a restricted personnel database.

A staff member without malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure accidentally modifies
information on an important system.

A staff member accidentally enters incorrect financial data
into a customer database.

A staff member without malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure accidentally loses or
destroys information on an important system.

A staff member deletes an important customer file by
mistake.

A staff member without malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure accidentally
interrupts access to an important system.

A staff member who is not computer savvy inadvertently
crashes an important system.

A staff member with malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure exploits that access to
deliberately view confidential information on an important
system.

A staff member uses access to a restricted personnel
database to deliberately view information in that database
that is restricted by policy.

A staff member with malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure exploits that access to
deliberately modify information on an important system.

A staff member responsible for data entry deliberately
enters incorrect customer information into a database.

A staff member with malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure exploits that access to
deliberately lose or destroy information on an important
system.

A staff member with access to design documents for a new
product deliberately deletes the files that contain those
design documents.

A staff member with malicious intent who has legitimate
access to the computing infrastructure exploits that access to
deliberately interrupt access to an important system.

A staff member uses legitimate access to the computing
infrastructure to launch a denial-of-service attack on an
important system.
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Human Actors Using Network Access
Asset

Access

Actor

Motive

Outcome

network

disclosure

accidental

modification

loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure

deliberate

modification

loss, destruction

interruption
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Description

Example

An outsider without malicious intent gains access to your
computing infrastructure (legitimately or by accident) and
views confidential data on a system.

Temporary employees are given access to your computing
infrastructure to help with an increased workload. While
performing their job duties, one of them accidentally views
confidential personnel data.

An outsider without malicious intent gains access to your
computing infrastructure (legitimately or by accident) and
accidentally modifies information on a system.

Temporary employees are given access to your computing
infrastructure to help with an increased workload. While
performing their job duties, one of them accidentally
modifies important customer data.

An outsider without malicious intent gains access to your
computing infrastructure (legitimately or by accident) and
loses or destroys information on a system.

Temporary employees are given access to your computing
infrastructure to help with an increased workload. While
performing their job duties, one of them accidentally loses
or destroys financial data.

An outsider without malicious intent gains access to your
computing infrastructure (legitimately or by accident) and
accidentally interrupts access to a system.

Temporary employees are given access to your computing
infrastructure to help with an increased workload. While
performing their job duties, one of them accidentally crashes
an important system.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately exploits
vulnerabilities in the computing infrastructure to view
confidential information.

A corporate spy exploits vulnerabilities in the computing
infrastructure to gain unauthorized access to a key business
system. The spy uses that access to view confidential
customer information on the system.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately exploits
vulnerabilities in the computing infrastructure to modify
information.

A corporate spy exploits vulnerabilities in the computing
infrastructure to gain unauthorized access to a key business
system. The spy uses that access to modify financial data on
the system.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately exploits
vulnerabilities in the computing infrastructure to lose or
destroy information.

A corporate spy exploits vulnerabilities in the computing
infrastructure to gain unauthorized access to a key business
system. The spy uses that access to lose or destroy a new
product design on the system.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately exploits
vulnerabilities in the computing infrastructure to interrupt
access to a system.

A corporate spy exploits vulnerabilities in the computing
infrastructure to gain unauthorized access to an airline’s
scheduling system. The spy uses that access to crash the
system and prevent real-time updates.
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Human Actors Using Physical Access
Asset

Access

Actor

Motive

Outcome

disclosure

accidental

modification

loss, destruction

inside

interruption

disclosure

deliberate

physical

modification

loss, destruction

interruption
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Description

Example

A staff member without malicious intent accidentally views
confidential information after gaining physical access to a
system, one of its components, or a physical copy of the
information.

A staff member accidentally sees confidential information
on (1) a colleague’s computer screen or (2) a printout on a
colleague’s desk.

A staff member without malicious intent accidentally
modifies information after gaining physical access to a
system, one of its components, or a physical copy of the
information.

A staff member modifies information by (1) accidentally
altering information on a colleague’s computer while using
it for another purpose or (2) accidentally taking a page of a
printout on a colleague’s desk.

A staff member without malicious intent accidentally loses
or destroys information after gaining physical access to a
system, one of its components, or a physical copy of the
information.

A staff member loses or destroys information by (1)
accidentally deleting information from a colleague’s
computer while using it or (2) shredding a paper
accidentally taken from a colleague’s desk.

A staff member without malicious intent interrupts access to
a system or information by accidentally using physical
access to a system, one of its components, or a physical
copy of the information to prevent others from accessing the
system or information.

A staff member interrupts access to a system by (1)
accidentally crashing the system while accessing it from a
colleague’s computer or (2) locking the keys inside an office
where a physical file is stored.

A staff member with malicious intent deliberately views
confidential information by breeching physical security and
accessing components of the computing infrastructure or a
physical copy of the information.

A staff member uses unauthorized access to a physically
restricted area of the building to deliberately (1) view
confidential information on a computer or (2) read a
confidential memo lying on a desk.

A staff member with malicious intent deliberately modifies
information by breeching physical security and accessing
components of the computing infrastructure or a physical
copy of the information.

A staff member uses unauthorized access to a physically
restricted area of the building to deliberately (1) modify
information on a computer or (2) modify a physical file
lying on a desk.

A staff member with malicious intent deliberately loses or
destroys information by breeching physical security and
accessing components of the computing infrastructure or a
physical copy of the information.

A staff member uses unauthorized access to a physically
restricted area of the building to deliberately (1) delete
information on a computer or (2) destroy a physical file
lying on a desk.

A staff member with malicious intent deliberately interrupts
access to an important system or information by breeching
physical security to a system, one of its components, or a
physical copy of the information and using that physical
access to prevent others from accessing the system or
information.

A staff member uses unauthorized access to a physically
restricted area of the building to (1) gain access to and then
deliberately crash an important business system or (2) jam
the door and prevent others from physically accessing the
systems and information located in that area of the building.
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Human Actors Using Physical Access
Asset

Access

Actor

Motive

Outcome

physical

disclosure

accidental

modification

loss, destruction

outside

interruption

disclosure

deliberate

modification

loss, destruction

interruption
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Description

Example

An outsider without malicious intent gains physical access
to your computing infrastructure or a physical copy of
information and uses that access to view confidential
information accidentally.

A consultant is given access to a staff member’s office and
accidentally sees confidential information on (1) a staff
member’s computer screen or (2) a printout on a staff
member’s desk.

An outsider without malicious intent gains physical access
to your computing infrastructure or a physical copy of
information and uses that access to modify information
accidentally.

A consultant is given access to the computer room and (1)
accidentally makes the wrong change to a configuration file
on a server or (2) accidentally records the wrong
information in a maintenance log.

An outsider without malicious intent gains physical access
to your computing infrastructure or a physical copy of
information and uses that access to lose or destroy
information accidentally.

A consultant configuring one of your servers is given access
to the computer room and accidentally (1) destroys an
important electronic file or (2) throws away an important
piece of system documentation.

An outsider without malicious intent gains physical access
to your computing infrastructure or a physical copy of
information and uses that access to accidentally prevent
others from accessing the information.

A consultant configuring one of your servers is given access
to the computer room and accidentally (1) crashes a system
while accessing it or (2) locks the keys to the computer
room inside it after he or she leaves.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately views
confidential information by breeching physical security and
accessing components of the computing infrastructure or a
physical copy of the information.

A corporate spy poses as a member of the cleaning crew to
gain unauthorized physical access to a competitor’s site and
view confidential information either (1) on a key business
system or (2) in a physical file.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately modifies
information by breeching physical security and accessing
components of the computing infrastructure or a physical
copy of the information.

A corporate spy poses as a member of the cleaning crew to
gain unauthorized physical access to a competitor’s site and
modify financial information either (1) on a key business
system or (2) in a physical file.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately loses or
destroys information by breeching physical security and
accessing components of the computing infrastructure or a
physical copy of the information.

A corporate spy poses as a member of the cleaning crew to
gain unauthorized physical access to a competitor’s site and
destroy customer information either (1) on a key business
system or (2) in a physical file.

An attacker with malicious intent deliberately interrupts
access to an important system or information by breeching
physical security to a system, one of its components, or a
physical copy of the information and by using that physical
access to prevent others from accessing the system or
information.

A corporate spy poses as a member of the cleaning crew to
gain unauthorized physical access to a competitor’s site and
(1) deliberately crashes an important business system or (2)
jams the door to prevent others from physically accessing
the systems and information located in an area of the
building.
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System Problems
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

software defects

modification

loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

system crashes

modification

loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

A software defect results in disclosure of information to
unauthorized parties.

A defect in a computer’s operating system changes file
access permissions to permit world read and write
permissions on certain files and directories.

A software defect results in modification of information on
a system.

A custom software application incorrectly performs
mathematical operations on data, affecting the integrity of
the results.

A software defect results in the loss or destruction of
information on a system.

A word processing application is known to crash computers
periodically because of a problem with a specific command
sequence, destroying any information that was not saved.

A software defect results in a system crash, preventing
access to the system.

A word processing application is known to crash computers
periodically because of a problem with a specific command
sequence, preventing access to that computer.

A system crashes for unknown reasons (i.e., it cannot be
traced to a software defect, hardware defect, malicious code,
or actions by people), resulting in disclosure of information
to unauthorized parties.

---

A system crashes for unknown reasons (i.e., it cannot be
traced to a software defect, hardware defect, malicious code,
or actions by people), resulting in modification of
information on that system.

A system crashes during a lengthy update of a financial
database, corrupting the information in the database.

A system crashes for unknown reasons (i.e., it cannot be
traced to a software defect, hardware defect, malicious code,
or actions by people), resulting in the loss or destruction of
information on that system.

A customer database system frequently crashes, destroying
any information that was not saved at the time of the crash.

A system crashes for unknown reasons (i.e., it cannot be
traced to a software defect, hardware defect, malicious code,
or actions by people), resulting in interruption of access to
that system.

An email server crashes, resulting in interruption of user
access to email.
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System Problems
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

hardware defects

modification

loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

malicious code

modification

(virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door)
loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

A hardware defect results in disclosure of information to
unauthorized parties.

---

A hardware defect results in modification of information on
a system.

A disk drive develops a hardware problem that affects the
integrity of a database that is stored on the disk.

A hardware defect results in the loss or destruction of
information on a system.

A disk drive develops a hardware problem that ends up
destroying the information on the disk. Files can be
retrieved only from backups.

A hardware defect results in a system crash, preventing
access to the system.

A disk drive develops a hardware problem, preventing
access to any information on the disk until the problem is
corrected.

A system is affected by malicious code (virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door) that enables unauthorized parties to view
information.

A back door on a system enables unauthorized people to
access the system and view customer credit card
information on that system.

A system is affected by malicious code (virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door) that modifies information on that system.

A system is infected with a virus that modifies a process
control application on the computer’s disk drive.

A system is affected by malicious code (virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door) that deletes information on that system.

A system is infected with a virus that deletes all information
on the computer’s disk drive.

A system is affected by malicious code (virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door) that results in the system crashing.

A system is infected with a virus that is spread via email,
slowing network traffic and creating a denial-of-services
attack.
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Other Problems
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

power supply

modification

problems
loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

telecommunications

modification

problems or
unavailability
loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

Problems with the power supply lead to disclosure of
information to unauthorized parties.

---

Problems with the power supply lead to modification of
information on a system.

---

Problems with the power supply lead to loss or destruction
of information on a system.

A power outage results in loss of any information that was
not saved at the time of the outage.

Problems with the power supply lead to interruption of
access to a system.

A power outage prevents access to all key business systems.

Unavailability of telecommunications services leads to
disclosure of information to unauthorized parties.

---

Unavailability of telecommunications services leads to
modification of information on a system.

---

Unavailability of telecommunications services leads to loss
or destruction of information on a system.

---

Unavailability of telecommunications services leads to
interruption of access to a system.

The unavailability of the telecommunications link prevents
access to a key business system located at a remote site.
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Other Problems
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

third-party problems

modification

or unavailability of
third-party systems
loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

natural disasters

modification

(e.g., flood, fire,
tornado)
loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

Problems with services provided by third parties (e.g.,
maintenance of systems) lead to disclosure of information to
unauthorized parties.

A staff member from a third-party service provider views
confidential information on a key business system that is
maintained by that service provider.

Problems with services provided by third parties (e.g.,
maintenance of systems) lead to modification of information
on a system.

Problems at a third-party service provider lead to the
modification of information on a key business system
located at that provider’s site and maintained by the
provider.

Problems with services provided by third parties (e.g.,
maintenance of systems) lead to loss or destruction of
information on a system.

Problems at a third-party service provider lead to the
destruction of information on a key business system located
at that provider’s site and maintained by the provider.

Problems with services provided by third parties (e.g.,
maintenance of systems) lead to interruption of access to a
system.

A system maintained by a third-party service provider and
located at the provider’s site is unavailable due to problems
created by that provider’s staff.

Natural disasters (e.g., flood, fire, tornado) lead to
disclosure of information to unauthorized parties.

People at the site of a tornado see confidential memos that
are dispersed among the debris.

Natural disasters (e.g., flood, fire, tornado) lead to
modification of information.

---

Natural disasters (e.g., flood, fire, tornado) lead to loss or
destruction of information.

The flooding of a basement area destroys paper records that
are stored there.

Natural disasters (e.g., flood, fire, tornado) lead to
interruption of access to a system.

The flooding of a computer room in the basement of a
building prevents access to systems in that room.
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Other Problems (cont.)
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

physical configuration

modification

or arrangement of
buildings, offices, or
equipment
loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

modification

loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

The physical configuration or arrangement of buildings,
offices, or equipment leads to disclosure of information to
unauthorized parties.

The layout of an office workspace enables anyone in the
area to view customer credit card information displayed on
computer screens.

The physical configuration or arrangement of buildings,
offices, or equipment leads to modification of information
on a system.

---

The physical configuration or arrangement of buildings,
offices, or equipment leads to loss or destruction of
information on a system.

---

The physical configuration or arrangement of buildings,
offices, or equipment leads to interruption of access to a
system.

---
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About This Document

About This Document

This document is Volume 6 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide, a 10-volume handbook
supporting the OCTAVE-S methodology. This volume provides worksheets to document
data related to critical assets that are categorized as people.
The volumes in this handbook are
•

Volume 1: Introduction to OCTAVE-S – This volume provides a basic description of
OCTAVE-S and advice on how to use the guide.

•

Volume 2: Preparation Guidelines – This volume contains background and guidance for
preparing to conduct an OCTAVE-S evaluation.

•

Volume 3: Method Guidelines – This volume includes detailed guidance for each
OCTAVE-S activity.

•

Volume 4: Organizational Information Workbook – This volume provides worksheets for
all organizational-level information gathered and analyzed during OCTAVE-S.

•

Volume 5: Critical Asset Workbook for Information – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as information.

•

Volume 6: Critical Asset Workbook for Systems – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as systems.

•

Volume 7: Critical Asset Workbook for Applications – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as applications.

•

Volume 8: Critical Asset Workbook for People – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as people.

•

Volume 9: Strategy and Plan Workbook – This volume provides worksheets to record the
current and desired protection strategy and the risk mitigation plans.

•

Volume 10: Example Scenario – This volume includes a detailed scenario illustrating a
completed set of worksheets.
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Abstract

Abstract

The Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM (OCTAVE®)
approach defines a risk-based strategic assessment and planning technique for security.
OCTAVE is a self-directed approach, meaning that people from an organization assume
responsibility for setting the organization’s security strategy. OCTAVE-S is a variation of the
approach tailored to the limited means and unique constraints typically found in small
organizations (less than 100 people). OCTAVE-S is led by a small, interdisciplinary team
(three to five people) of an organization’s personnel who gather and analyze information,
producing a protection strategy and mitigation plans based on the organization’s unique
operational security risks. To conduct OCTAVE-S effectively, the team must have broad
knowledge of the organization’s business and security processes, so it will be able to conduct
all activities by itself.
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Introduction

1 Introduction

This document contains the Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM
(OCTAVE®)-S worksheets related to critical assets that are people. The activities related to these
worksheets are focused on analyzing a critical asset.
Table 1 provides a brief introduction to the contents of this workbook, using activity step numbers
as a key. For more details about how to complete each step, refer to the OCTAVE-S Method
Guidelines, which can be found in Volume 3 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide.
Table 1:

Worksheets Provided in This Workbook

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 6

Start a Critical Asset Information
worksheet for each critical asset.
Record the name of the critical
asset on its Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Phase 1

5-8

Record your rationale for
selecting each critical asset on
that asset’s Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Record a description for each
critical asset on that asset’s
Critical Asset Selection
worksheet. Consider who uses
each critical asset as well as who
is responsible for it.

Critical Asset
Information

Record assets that are related to
each critical asset on that asset’s
Critical Asset Information
worksheet. Refer to the Asset
Identification worksheet to
determine which assets are related
to each critical asset.

Critical Asset
Information

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9

SM

®

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets
Phase 1

5-8

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets
Phase 1

5-8

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets

Phase 1

5-8

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets

Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation is a service mark of Carnegie Mellon
University.
OCTAVE is registered in the United States Patent and Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon
University.
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Worksheets Provided in This Workbook (cont.)

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 10

Record the security requirements
for each critical asset on that
asset’s Critical Asset Information
worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Phase 1

5-8

For each critical asset, record the
most important security
requirement on that asset’s
Critical Asset Information
worksheet.

Critical Asset
Information

Complete all appropriate threat
trees for each critical asset. Mark
each branch of each tree for
which there is a non-negligible
possibility of a threat to the asset.

Risk Profile

Phase 1

Threat
Translation
Guide

Process S2

Record how often each threat has
occurred in the past. Also record
how accurate you believe your
data are.

Risk Profile

Phase 1

Record areas of concern for each
source of threat where
appropriate. An area of concern is
a scenario defining how specific
threats could affect the critical
asset.

Risk Profile

Using the impact evaluation
criteria as a guide, assign an
impact value (high, medium, or
low) for each active threat to each
critical asset.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

Impact
Evaluation
Criteria

Process S4

Using the probability evaluation
criteria as a guide, assign a
probability value (high, medium,
or low) for each active threat to
each critical asset. Document
your confidence level in your
probability estimate.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

Probability
Evaluation
Criteria

Process S4

Step 11

Step 12

Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets
5-8

Phase 1
Process S2
S2.1 Select Critical Assets

9-24

S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets

If you have difficulty interpreting
a threat on any threat tree, review
the description and examples of
that threat in the Threat
Translation Guide.
Step 15

Step 16

Step 22

Step 24

2

9-24

Process S2
S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets
9-24

Phase 1
Process S2
S2.1 Identify Threats to
Critical Assets

9-24

S4.1 Evaluate Impacts of
Threats
9-24

S4.3 Evaluate Probabilities of
Threats
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Introduction

Worksheets Provided in This Workbook (cont.)

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 26

Transfer the stoplight status for
each security practice area from
the Security Practices worksheet
to the “Security Practice Areas”
section (Step 26) of each critical
asset’s Risk Profile worksheet.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

9-24

Security
Practices

Process S5

Select a mitigation approach
(mitigate, defer, accept) for each
active risk.

Risk Profile

Phase 3

Step 27

For each risk that you decided to
mitigate, circle one or more
security practice areas for which
you intend to implement
mitigation activities.
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S5.2 Select Mitigation
Approaches
9-24

Process S5
S5.2 Select Mitigation
Approaches
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Critical Asset Information Worksheet

2 Critical Asset Information Worksheet for
People

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.1

Step 6

Start a Critical Asset Information worksheet for each critical asset. Record the name of the
critical asset on its Critical Asset Information worksheet.

Step 7

Record your rationale for selecting each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Step 8

Record a description for each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset Selection worksheet.
Consider who uses each critical asset as well as who is responsible for it.

Step 9

Record assets that are related to each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset Information
worksheet. Refer to the Asset Identification worksheet to determine which assets are related
to each critical asset.

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.2

Step 10

Record the security requirements for each critical asset on that asset’s Critical Asset
Information worksheet.

Step 11

For each critical asset, record the most important security requirement on that asset’s
Critical Asset Information worksheet.
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Step 6

Step 7

Critical Asset

Rationale for Selection

What is the critical person(s)?

Why is this person(s) critical to the organization?

Step 9
Related Assets
Which assets are related to this person(s)?

Systems:

Information:

Applications:

Other:

6
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Step 8
Description
What special skills or knowledge are provided by this person(s)?

Step 10

Step 11

Security Requirements

Most Important Security
Requirement

What are the security requirements for this person(s)?

Which security requirement
is most important for this
person(s)?

(Hint: Focus on what the security requirements should be, not what they currently are.)

 Availability

 Availability
The set of skills provided by__________________
must be available when needed.



Other

 Other

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
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Risk Profile Worksheet for People: Other

3 Risk Profile Worksheet for People – Other
Problems

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Step 12

Complete the threat tree for other problems. Mark each branch of each tree for which there
is a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the asset.
If you have difficulty interpreting a threat on the threat tree, review the description and
examples of that threat in the Threat Translation Guide (see pp. 26-30 of this workbook).

Step 15

Record how often each threat has occurred in the past. Also record how accurate you believe
your data are.

Step 16

Record areas of concern for each source of threat where appropriate. An area of concern is a
scenario defining how specific threats could affect the critical asset.

continued
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Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.1

Step 22

Using the impact evaluation criteria as a guide, assign an impact value (high, medium, or
low) to each active threat.

Phase 3
Process S4
Activity S4.3

Step 24

Using the probability evaluation criteria as a guide, assign a probability value (high,
medium, or low) to each active threat. Document your confidence level in your probability
estimate.

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.2

Step 26

Transfer the stoplight status for each security practice area from the Security Practices
worksheet to the “Security Practice Areas” section (Step 26) of the following worksheet.

Step 27

Select a mitigation approach (mitigate, defer, accept) for each active risk.
For each risk that you decided to mitigate, circle one or more security practice areas for
which you intend to implement mitigation activities.

10
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Other Problems

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Fines

Productivity

Outcome

Financial

Actor

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
key people taking a

modification

temporary leave of
absence (e.g., due to
illness, disability)

loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
key people leaving the
organization
permanently
(e.g., retirement, other
opportunities)

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
threats affecting

modification

a third-party or
service provider

loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption

12
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Basic Risk Profile

Other Problems
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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Other Problems

Threat Context
Step 15
History

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







threats affecting

modification

______ times in ______ years







a third-party or
service provider

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







key people taking a
temporary leave of
absence (e.g., due to
illness, disability)

key people leaving the
organization
permanently
(e.g., retirement, other
opportunities)

14

Not At All

disclosure

Somewhat

How accurate
are the data?

Very

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?
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Threat Context

Other Problems

Notes
What additional notes about each threat do you want to record?
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Step 16

Other Problems

Areas of Concern

People Taking a Temporary Leave of Absence
Give examples of how key
people taking a temporary leave
of absence could affect the

ability of this person or group
of people to provide critical
services, skills, and
knowledge.

People Leaving the Organization Permanently
Give examples of how key
people leaving the organization
permanently could affect the

ability of this person or group
of people to provide critical
services, skills, and
knowledge.

Threats Affecting a Third-Party
Give examples of how threats
affecting a third party or service
provider could affect the ability

of that third-party or service
provider to provide critical
services, skills, and
knowledge.

Give examples of how
________________________
could affect the ability of this
person or group of people to
provide critical services,
skills, and knowledge.

16
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Areas of Concern
People Taking a Temporary Leave of Absence

People Leaving the Organization Permanently

Threats Affecting a Third-Party
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Other Problems (cont.)

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Other

Safety

Fines

Productivity

Outcome

Financial

Actor

Reputation

Asset

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption

18
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Basic Risk Profile

Other Problems (cont.)
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Approach

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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Other Problems (cont.)

Threat Context
Step 15
History

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years
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Not At All

disclosure

Somewhat

How accurate
are the data?

Very

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?
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Threat Context

Other Problems (cont.)

Notes
What additional notes about each threat do you want to record?
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Step 16

Other Problems (cont.)

Areas of Concern

Give examples of how
________________________
could affect the ability of this
person or group of people to
provide critical services,
skills, and knowledge.

Give examples of how
________________________
could affect the ability of this
person or group of people to
provide critical services,
skills, and knowledge.

Give examples of how
________________________
could affect the ability of this
person or group of people to
provide critical services,
skills, and knowledge.

Give examples of how
________________________
could affect the ability of this
person or group of people to
provide critical services,
skills, and knowledge.

22
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Areas of Concern
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Threat Translation Guide

4 Threat Translation Guide

Phase 1
Process S2
Activity S2.3

Threat
Translation
Guide

The Threat Translation Guide describes each branch of an asset-based threat tree. If you
have difficulty understanding the types of threats represented by a branch, you can use this
guide to decipher the meaning of that branch.
You will find asset-based threat trees for the following sources of threat:

Source of Threat

Page

Other problems

26-30
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Other Problems
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

key people taking a

modification

temporary leave of
absence (e.g., due to
illness, disability)

loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

key people leaving the

modification

organization permanently
(e.g., retirement, other
opportunities)

loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Threat Translation Guide

Description

Example*

---

---

---

---

---

---

A staff member(s) with unique knowledge or a unique skill
takes a temporary leave of absence from an organization.
The organization does not have any other staff members
with comparable skills, resulting in an interruption of access
to the unique knowledge or skill.

A key member of the IT group in a small organization takes
a leave of absence to care for an ill family member. This
member of the IT staff is responsible for maintaining a
legacy order entry system. No other staff members know
how to maintain the system. The organization has a
temporary interruption of access to a vital skill that is
important to its business operations.

---

---

---

---

---

---

A staff member(s) with unique knowledge or a unique skill
leaves an organization permanently. The organization does
not have any other staff members with comparable skills,
resulting in an interruption of access to the unique
knowledge or skill until a replacement if hired.

A clerk is responsible for entering data into a database
system. The clerk, who is currently the only one at the
company who understands how to use the system,
unexpectedly leaves for a better position at another
company. The organization no longer has access to a skill
that is important to its business operations until a
replacement is hired and trained.
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Other Problems
Asset

Actor

Outcome

disclosure

threats affecting

modification

a third-party or
service provider
loss, destruction

interruption

disclosure

modification

loss, destruction

interruption

* Blank lines indicate unusual or extremely rare possibilities.
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Description

Example*

---

---

---

---

---

---

An organization depends on a third party for a particular
service. Any threats to the third party that prevents them
from fulfilling their obligations results in an interruption of
service to the organization.

A service provider maintains the computing infrastructure
for a manufacturing company. A shop floor scheduling
system is physically located at the service provider’s site. A
disgruntled staff member employed by the service provider
plants a software “time bomb” that takes down the service
provider’s networks for several days. The manufacturing
site’s access to the shop floor scheduling system is
interrupted until the service provider can get its
infrastructure running again.
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About This Document

About This Document

This document is Volume 9 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide, a 10-volume handbook
supporting the OCTAVE-S methodology. This volume contains worksheets to record the
organization’s current and desired protection strategies and the risk mitigation plans.
The volumes in this handbook are
•

Volume 1: Introduction to OCTAVE-S – This volume provides a basic description of
OCTAVE-S and advice on how to use the guide.

•

Volume 2: Preparation Guidelines – This volume contains background and guidance for
preparing to conduct an OCTAVE-S evaluation.

•

Volume 3: Method Guidelines – This volume includes detailed guidance for each OCTAVE-S
activity.

•

Volume 4: Organizational Information Workbook – This volume provides worksheets for all
organizational-level information gathered and analyzed during OCTAVE-S.

•

Volume 5: Critical Asset Workbook for Information – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as information.

•

Volume 6: Critical Asset Workbook for Systems – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as systems.

•

Volume 7: Critical Asset Workbook for Applications – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as applications.

•

Volume 8: Critical Asset Workbook for People – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as people.

•

Volume 9: Strategy and Plan Workbook – This volume provides worksheets to record the
current and desired protection strategy and the risk mitigation plans.

•

Volume 10: Example Scenario – This volume includes a detailed scenario illustrating a
completed set of worksheets.
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Abstract

Abstract

The Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM (OCTAVE®)
approach defines a risk-based strategic assessment and planning technique for security.
OCTAVE is a self-directed approach, meaning that people from an organization assume
responsibility for setting the organization’s security strategy. OCTAVE-S is a variation of the
approach tailored to the limited means and unique constraints typically found in small
organizations (less than 100 people). OCTAVE-S is led by a small, interdisciplinary team
(three to five people) of an organization’s personnel who gather and analyze information,
producing a protection strategy and mitigation plans based on the organization’s unique
operational security risks. To conduct OCTAVE-S effectively, the team must have broad
knowledge of the organization’s business and security processes, so it will be able to conduct
all activities by itself.
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Introduction

1 Introduction

This document contains the Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and VulnerabilitySM
(OCTAVE®)-S worksheets related to the organization’s strategy development and planning
activities.
Table 1 provides a brief introduction to the contents of this workbook, using activity step numbers
as a key. For more details about how to complete each step, refer to the OCTAVE-S Method
Guidelines, which can be found in Volume 3 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide.
Table 1:

Worksheets Provided in This Workbook

Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

---

Document notes and
recommendations identified
during each step.

Notes and
Recommendations

All Phases

3-12

All Processes
All Activities

---

Document action items
identified during each step.

Action List

All Phases

13-22

All Processes
All Activities

Step 25

Transfer the stoplight status of
each security practice area to the
corresponding area of the
Protection Strategy worksheet.
For each security practice area,
identify your organization’s
current approach for addressing
that area.

SM

®

Protection
Strategy

Phase 3

23-82

Process S5
S5.1 Describe Current
Protection Strategy

Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation is a service mark of Carnegie Mellon
University.
OCTAVE is registered in the United States Patent and Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon
University.
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Table 1: Worksheets Provided in This Workbook (cont.)
Step

Description

Worksheet

Activity

Pages

Step 28

Develop mitigation plans for
each security practice area
selected during Step 27.

Mitigation Plan

Phase 3

115-128

Process S5
S5.3 Develop Risk
Mitigation Plans

As you complete this step, if you
have difficulty coming up with
potential mitigation activities for
a security practice area, review
examples of mitigation activities
for that area in the Mitigation
Activities Guide.
Step 29

Determine whether your
mitigation plans affect your
organization’s protection
strategy. Record any changes on
the Protection Strategy
worksheet.

Protection
Strategy

Phase 3

23-82

Process S5
S5.4 Identify Changes to
Protection Strategy

Next, review the protection
strategy, including proposed
changes. Determine whether you
intend to make any additional
changes to the protection
strategy. Record any additional
changes on the Protection
Strategy worksheet.
Step 30

2

Determine what your
organization must do to
implement the results of this
evaluation and improve its
security posture.

Next Steps

Phase 3

129-132

Process S5
S5.5 Identify Next Steps
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Notes and Recommendations Worksheet

2 Notes and Recommendations Worksheet

All Phases
All Processes
All Activities

Throughout
Evaluation

Document notes and recommendations identified during each step.
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Note
What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the
corresponding recommendations box.

For which step is
this note relevant?

Step _______

Note
What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the
corresponding recommendations box.

For which step is
this note relevant?

Step _______

4
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Notes and Recommendations Worksheet

Recommendation
What recommendations do you want to record?

For which step is this
recommendation
relevant?

Step _______

Recommendation
What recommendations do you want to record?

For which step is this
recommendation
relevant?

Step _______
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Note
What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the
corresponding recommendations box.

For which step is
this note relevant?

Step _______

Note
What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the
corresponding recommendations box.

For which step is
this note relevant?

Step _______
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Notes and Recommendations Worksheet

Recommendation
What recommendations do you want to record?

For which step is this
recommendation
relevant?

Step _______

Recommendation
What recommendations do you want to record?

For which step is this
recommendation
relevant?

Step _______
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Note
What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the
corresponding recommendations box.

For which step is
this note relevant?

Step _______

Note
What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the
corresponding recommendations box.

For which step is
this note relevant?

Step _______
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Notes and Recommendations Worksheet

Recommendation
What recommendations do you want to record?

For which step is this
recommendation
relevant?

Step _______

Recommendation
What recommendations do you want to record?

For which step is this
recommendation
relevant?

Step _______
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Note
What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the
corresponding recommendations box.

For which step is
this note relevant?

Step _______

Note
What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the
corresponding recommendations box.

For which step is
this note relevant?

Step _______
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Notes and Recommendations Worksheet

Recommendation
What recommendations do you want to record?

For which step is this
recommendation
relevant?

Step _______

Recommendation
What recommendations do you want to record?

For which step is this
recommendation
relevant?

Step _______
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Action List Worksheet

3 Action List Worksheet

All Phases
All Processes
All Activities

Throughout
Evaluation

Document action items identified during each step.
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Action Item
What actions do you intend to take?
Assign an identification number to each action item.

ID #

For which step is
this action item
relevant?
Step _______

_______

Action Item
What actions do you intend to take?
Assign an identification number to each action item.

ID #

For which step is
this action item
relevant?
Step _______

_______

14
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Action Item
What additional information do you want to document for each action item?
Record additional information below.
Responsibility:

Who is responsible for completing the action item?

Completion Date:

By when must the action item be completed?

Additional
Support:

What additional support (by management or others) is required to complete the
action item?

Action Item
What additional information do you want to document for each action item?
Record additional information below.
Responsibility:

Who is responsible for completing the action item?

Completion Date:

By when must the action item be completed?

Additional
Support:

What additional support (by management or others) is required to complete the
action item?
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Action Item
What actions do you intend to take?
Assign an identification number to each action item.

ID #

For which step is
this action item
relevant?
Step _______

_______

Action Item
What actions do you intend to take?
Assign an identification number to each action item.

ID #

For which step is
this action item
relevant?
Step _______

_______
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Action List Worksheet

Action Item
What additional information do you want to document for each action item?
Record additional information below.
Responsibility:

Who is responsible for completing the action item?

Completion Date:

By when must the action item be completed?

Additional
Support:

What additional support (by management or others) is required to complete the
action item?

Action Item
What additional information do you want to document for each action item?
Record additional information below.
Responsibility:

Who is responsible for completing the action item?

Completion Date:

By when must the action item be completed?

Additional
Support:

What additional support (by management or others) is required to complete the
action item?
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Action Item
What actions do you intend to take?
Assign an identification number to each action item.

ID #

For which step is
this action item
relevant?
Step _______

_______

Action Item
What actions do you intend to take?
Assign an identification number to each action item.

ID #

For which step is
this action item
relevant?
Step _______

_______
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Action List Worksheet

Action Item
What additional information do you want to document for each action item?
Record additional information below.
Responsibility:

Who is responsible for completing the action item?

Completion Date:

By when must the action item be completed?

Additional
Support:

What additional support (by management or others) is required to complete the
action item?

Action Item
What additional information do you want to document for each action item?
Record additional information below.
Responsibility:

Who is responsible for completing the action item?

Completion Date:

By when must the action item be completed?

Additional
Support:

What additional support (by management or others) is required to complete the
action item?
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Action Item
What actions do you intend to take?
Assign an identification number to each action item.

ID #

For which step is
this action item
relevant?
Step _______

_______

Action Item
What actions do you intend to take?
Assign an identification number to each action item.

ID #

For which step is
this action item
relevant?
Step _______

_______
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Action List Worksheet

Action Item
What additional information do you want to document for each action item?
Record additional information below.
Responsibility:

Who is responsible for completing the action item?

Completion Date:

By when must the action item be completed?

Additional
Support:

What additional support (by management or others) is required to complete the
action item?

Action Item
What additional information do you want to document for each action item?
Record additional information below.
Responsibility:

Who is responsible for completing the action item?

Completion Date:

By when must the action item be completed?

Additional
Support:

What additional support (by management or others) is required to complete the
action item?
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Protection Strategy Worksheet

4 Protection Strategy Worksheet

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.1

Step 25

Transfer the stoplight status of each security practice area to the corresponding area of the
Protection Strategy worksheet.
For each security practice area, identify your organization’s current approach for addressing
that area.

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.4

Step 29

Determine whether your mitigation plans affect your organization’s protection strategy.
Record any changes on the Protection Strategy worksheet.
Next, review the protection strategy, including proposed changes. Determine whether you
intend to make any additional changes to the protection strategy. Record any additional
changes on the Protection Strategy worksheet.
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1. Security Awareness and Training

Stoplight Status

Step 25: How formal is your organization’s training strategy?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change your training strategy?
Do you want to make any additional changes to your training strategy?

Training Strategy

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has a documented training strategy that includes security
awareness training and security-related training for supported technologies.

 Current

 Change

The organization has an informal and undocumented training strategy.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: How often is security awareness training provided?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how often security awareness training is provided?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how often security awareness training is provided?

Security Awareness Training

Step 25

Step 29

Periodic security awareness training is provided for all employees
_________time(s) every _________ years.

 Current

 Change

Security awareness training is provided for new staff members as part of their
orientation activities.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not provide security awareness training. Staff members
learn about security issues on their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

24
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1. Security Awareness and Training
Step 25: To what extent are IT staff members required to attend security-related training?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the requirement for attending security-related training?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the requirement for attending security-related training?

Security-Related Training for Supported Technologies

Step 25

Step 29

Information technology staff members are required to attend security-related
training for any technologies that they support.

 Current

 Change

Information technology staff members can attend security-related training for
any technologies that they support if they request it.

 Current

 Change

The organization generally does not provide opportunities for information
technology staff members to attend security-related training for supported
technologies. Information technology staff members learn about security-related
issues on their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: How formal is your organization’s mechanism for providing periodic security updates?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change your mechanism for providing periodic security updates?
Do you want to make any additional changes to your mechanism for providing periodic security updates?

Periodic Security Updates

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has a formal mechanism for providing staff members with
periodic updates/bulletins about important security issues.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not have a mechanism for providing staff members with
periodic updates/bulletins about important security issues.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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Stoplight Status

1. Security Awareness and Training
Step 25: How formal is your organization’s mechanism for verifying that staff receives training?

Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change your mechanism for verifying that staff receives training?
Do you want to make any additional changes to your mechanism for verifying that staff receives training?

Training Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formal mechanisms for tracking and verifying that staff
members receive appropriate security-related training.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal mechanisms for tracking and verifying that staff
members receive appropriate security-related training.

 Current

 Change

The organization has no mechanisms for tracking and verifying that staff
members receive appropriate security-related training.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: What additional characteristic of your current approach to security awareness and training do you want to
record?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change this characteristic?
Do you want to make any additional changes to this characteristic?

Other:

Step 25

Step 29

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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Stoplight Status

2. Security Strategy

Step 25: How formal is your organization’s mechanism for integrating security and business strategies?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change your mechanism for integrating security and business strategies?
Do you want to make any additional changes to your mechanism for integrating security and business strategies?

Business and Security Strategy Integration

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formal mechanisms for integrating

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

•

security considerations into business strategies

•

business strategies and goals into security strategies and policies

The organization has informal mechanisms for integrating
•

security considerations into business strategies

•

business strategies and goals into security strategies and policies

The organization has no mechanisms for integrating
•

security considerations into business strategies

•

business strategies and goals into security strategies and policies

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: How formal are your organization’s security strategies, goals, and objectives?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change your security strategies, goals, and objectives?
Do you want to make any additional changes to your security strategies, goals, and objectives?

Documented Strategies

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has documented security strategies, goals, and objectives.

 Current

 Change

The organization has a partial set of documented security strategies, goals, and
objectives. Some aspects of security strategies, goals, and objectives are informal
and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented security strategies, goals, and
objectives.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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Protection Strategy Worksheet

2. Security Strategy
Step 25: To what extent does your security awareness training program include information about the organization’s
security strategy?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the content of your security awareness training to include strategy
information?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the content of your security awareness training?

Staff Awareness

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s security awareness training program includes information
about the organization’s security strategy. This training is provided for all
employees _________time(s) every _________ years.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security awareness training program includes information
about the organization’s security strategy. This training is provided for new staff
members as part of their orientation activities.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security awareness training program does not include
information about the organization’s security strategy. Staff members learn about
the organization’s security strategy on their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: What additional characteristic of your current approach to security strategy do you want to record?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change this characteristic?
Do you want to make any additional changes to this characteristic?

Other:

Step 25

Step 29

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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Stoplight Status

3. Security Management
Step 25: To what extent are security roles and responsibilities formally defined?

Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which security roles and responsibilities are formally defined?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how security roles and responsibilities are formally defined?

Roles and Responsibilities

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formally documented information security roles and
responsibilities for all staff in the organization.

 Current

 Change

The organization has formally documented information security roles and
responsibilities for selected staff in the organization.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented information security roles and
responsibilities.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent is security formally factored into your organization’s budget?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how security is formally factored into your organization’s budget?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how security is formally factored into your organization’s budget?

Funding

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s budget has a distinct line item for information security
activities. The funding level is determined based on a formal assessment of the
organization’s information security risks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s budget has a distinct line item for information security
activities. The funding level is determined using informal processes.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s budget explicitly includes information security activities
under the line item for information technology (IT). The funding level is
determined based on a formal assessment of the organization’s information
security risks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s budget explicitly includes information security activities
under the line item for information technology. The funding level is determined
using informal processes.

 Current

 Change

Neither the organization’s budget nor the IT department’s budget explicitly
includes funding for information security activities.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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3. Security Management
Step 25: How formal are your organization’s security-related human resource procedures?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change your security-related human resource procedures?
Do you want to make any additional changes to your security-related human resource procedures?

Human Resource Procedures

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formally defined procedures for including security
considerations in the organization’s hiring (e.g., background checks) and
termination (e.g., removing access to all systems and information) processes.

 Current

 Change

The organization has some formally defined procedures for including security
considerations in the organization’s hiring (e.g., background checks) and
termination (e.g., removing access to all systems and information) processes.
Some procedures in this area are informal and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented procedures for including
 Current
security considerations in the organization’s hiring (e.g., background checks) and
termination (e.g., removing access to all systems and information) processes.

 Change

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: How formal is your organization’s process for managing information security risk?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change your process for managing information security risk?
Do you want to make any additional changes to your process for managing information security risk?

Risk Management

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has a formally defined process for assessing and managing its
information security risks.

 Current

 Change

The organization has a formally defined process for assessing its information
security risks. The process for managing information security risks is informal
and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization has an informal and undocumented approach for assessing and
managing its information security risks.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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Stoplight Status

3. Security Management

Step 25: To what extent does your security-awareness training program include information about the organization’s
security management process?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the content of your security awareness training to include security
management information?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the content of your security awareness training?

Staff Awareness

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s security-awareness training program includes information
about the organization’s security management process. This training is provided
for all employees _________time(s) every _________ years.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-awareness training program includes information
about the organization’s security management process. This training is provided
for new staff members as part of their orientation activities.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-awareness training program does not include
information about the organization’s security management process. Staff
members learn about security management on their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: How formal is your organization’s mechanism for providing managers with security-related information?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how security-related information is provided to managers?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how security-related information is provided to managers?

Management Awareness

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has a formal mechanism for providing managers with
summaries of important security-related information.

 Current

 Change

The organization has an informal and undocumented mechanism for providing
managers with summaries of important security-related information.

 Current

 Change

The organization has no mechanism for providing managers with summaries of
important security-related information.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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3. Security Management
Step 25: What additional characteristic of your current approach to security management do you want to record?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change this characteristic?
Do you want to make any additional changes to this characteristic?

Other:

Step 25

Step 29

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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4. Security Policies and Regulations
Step 25: To what extent are your organization’s security-related policies formally documented?

Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which your security-related policies are formally documented?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the formality and documentation of your security-related policies?

Documented Policies

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has a comprehensive set of formally documented securityrelated policies.

 Current

 Change

The organization has a partial set of formally documented security-related
policies. Some security-related policies are informal and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-related policies are informal and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: How formal is your organization’s mechanism for creating and updating its security-related policies?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how security-related policies are created and updated?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how security-related policies are created and updated?

Policy Management

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has a formal mechanism for creating and updating its securityrelated policies.

 Current

 Change

The organization has a formal mechanism for creating its security-related
policies. The organization has an informal and undocumented mechanism for
updating its security-related policies.

 Current

 Change

The organization has an informal and undocumented mechanism for creating and
updating its security-related policies.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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4. Security Policies and Regulations
Step 25: How formal are your organization’s procedures for enforcing its security-related policies?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how security-related policies are enforced?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how security-related policies are enforced?

Policy Enforcement

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formal procedures for enforcing its security-related
policies. Enforcement procedures are consistently followed.

 Current

 Change

The organization has formal procedures for enforcing its security-related
policies. Enforcement procedures are inconsistently followed.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented procedures for enforcing its
security-related policies.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your security-awareness training program include information about the organization’s
security policies and regulations?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the content of your security awareness training to include security policy and
regulation information?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the content of your security awareness training?

Staff Awareness

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s security-awareness training program includes information
about the organization’s security policies and regulations. This training is
provided for all employees _________time(s) every _________ years.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-awareness training program includes information
about the organization’s security policies and regulations. This training is
provided for new staff members as part of their orientation activities.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-awareness training program does not include
information about the organization’s security policies and regulations. Staff
members learn about security policies and regulations on their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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4. Security Policies and Regulations

Step 25: How formal are your organization’s procedures for complying with security-related policies and regulations?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization complies with security-related policies and
regulations?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how your organization complies with security-related policies and
regulations?

Policy and Regulation Compliance

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formal procedures for complying with information security
policies, applicable laws and regulations, and insurance requirements.

 Current

 Change

The organization has formal procedures for complying with certain information
security policies, applicable laws and regulations, and insurance requirements.
Some procedures in this area are informal and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented procedures for complying with
information security policies, applicable laws and regulations, and insurance
requirements.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: What additional characteristic of your current approach to security policies and regulations do you want to
record?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change this characteristic?
Do you want to make any additional changes to this characteristic?

Other:

Step 25

Step 29

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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5. Collaborative Security Management

Step 25: How formal are your organization’s policies and procedures for protecting information when working with
collaborators and partners?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the policies and procedures for protecting information when working with
collaborators and partners?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the policies and procedures for protecting information when
working with collaborators and partners?

Collaborators and Partners

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has documented policies and procedures for protecting
information when working with collaborators and partners.

 Current

 Change

The organization has documented policies and procedures for protecting certain
information when working with collaborators and partners. The organization has
informal and undocumented policies and procedures for protecting other types of
information when working with collaborators and partners.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented policies and procedures for
protecting information when working with collaborators and partners.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: How formal are your organization’s policies and procedures for protecting information when working with
contractors and subcontractors?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the policies and procedures for protecting information when working with
contractors and subcontractors?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the policies and procedures for protecting information when
working with contractors and subcontractors?

Contractors and Subcontractors

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has documented policies and procedures for protecting
information when working with contractors and subcontractors.

 Current

 Change

The organization has documented policies and procedures for protecting certain
information when working with contractors and subcontractors. The organization
has informal and undocumented policies and procedures for protecting other
types of information when working with contractors and subcontractors.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented policies and procedures for
protecting information when working with contractors and subcontractors.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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5. Collaborative Security Management
Step 25: How formal are your organization’s policies and procedures for protecting information when working with service
providers?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the policies and procedures for protecting information when working with
service providers?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the policies and procedures for protecting information when
working with service providers?

Service Providers

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has documented policies and procedures for protecting
information when working with service providers.

 Current

 Change

The organization has documented policies and procedures for protecting certain
information when working with service providers. The organization has informal
and undocumented policies and procedures for protecting other types of
information when working with service providers.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented policies and procedures for
protecting information when working with service providers.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its information protection requirements to third
parties?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its information protection requirements
to third parties?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how your organization communicates its information protection
requirements to third parties?

Requirements

Step 25

Step 29

The organization documents information protection requirements and explicitly
communicates them to all appropriate third parties.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally communicates information protection requirements
to all appropriate third parties.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not communicate information protection requirements to
third parties.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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5. Collaborative Security Management

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that third parties are addressing information protection
requirements?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change verification mechanisms?
Do you want to make any additional changes to verification mechanisms?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formal mechanisms for verifying that all third-party
organizations, outsourced security services, mechanisms, and technologies meet
its needs and requirements.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal mechanisms for verifying that all third-party
organizations, outsourced security services, mechanisms, and technologies meet
its needs and requirements.

 Current

 Change

The organization has no mechanisms for verifying that all third-party
organizations, outsourced security services, mechanisms, and technologies meet
its needs and requirements.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your security-awareness training program include information about collaborative security
management?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the content of your security awareness training to include information about
collaborative security management?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the content of your security awareness training?

Staff Awareness

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s security-awareness training program includes information
about the organization’s collaborative security management policies and
procedures. This training is provided for all employees _________time(s) every
_________ years.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-awareness training program includes information
about the organization’s collaborative security management policies and
procedures. This training is provided for new staff members as part of their
orientation activities.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-awareness training program does not include
information about the organization’s collaborative security management policies
and procedures. Staff members learn about collaborative security management
policies and procedures on their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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5. Collaborative Security Management
Step 25: What additional characteristic of your current approach to collaborative security management do you want to
record?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change this characteristic?
Do you want to make any additional changes to this characteristic?

Other:

Step 25

Step 29

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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6. Contingency Planning/Disaster Recovery

Step 25: To what extent has an analysis of operations, applications, and data criticality been performed?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which business operations are analyzed?
Do you want to make any additional changes to business operations analysis?

Business Operations Analysis

Step 25

Step 29

An analysis of operations, applications, and data criticality has been performed.

 Current

 Change

A partial analysis of operations, applications, and data criticality has been
performed.

 Current

 Change

An analysis of operations, applications, and data criticality has not been
performed.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

Documented Plans

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has documented business continuity or emergency operation
plans, disaster recovery plan(s), and contingency plan(s) for responding to
emergencies.

 Current

 Change

The organization has partially documented business continuity or emergency
operation plans, disaster recovery plan(s), and contingency plan(s) for
responding to emergencies. Some aspects of the plans are informal and
undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented business continuity or
 Current
emergency operation plans, disaster recovery plan(s), and contingency plan(s) for
responding to emergencies.

 Change

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent has your organization documented its contingency plans?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how contingency plans are documented?
Do you want to make any additional changes to contingency plan documentation?

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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6. Contingency Planning/Disaster Recovery
Step 25: To what extent has your organization tested its contingency plans?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how contingency plans are tested?
Do you want to make any additional changes to contingency plan testing?

Tested Plans

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formally tested its business continuity or emergency
operation plans, disaster recovery plan(s), and contingency plan(s) for
responding to emergencies.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informally tested its business continuity or emergency
operation plans, disaster recovery plan(s), and contingency plan(s) for
responding to emergencies.

 Current

 Change

The organization has not tested its business continuity or emergency operation
plans, disaster recovery plan(s), and contingency plan(s) for responding to
emergencies.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent is physical and electronic access to critical information formally factored into contingency plans?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which information access is formally factored into contingency
plans?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how information access is formally factored into contingency
plans?

Information Access

Step 25

Step 29

Physical and electronic access to critical information is formally factored into the
organization’s contingency, disaster recovery, and business continuity plans.

 Current

 Change

Physical and electronic access to some critical information is formally factored
into the organization’s contingency, disaster recovery, and business continuity
plans. Other types of critical information are not formally factored into the plans.

 Current

 Change

Physical and electronic access to critical information is not formally factored into  Current
the organization’s contingency, disaster recovery, and business continuity plans.

 Change

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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6. Contingency Planning/Disaster Recovery

Step 25: To what extent does your security-awareness training program include information about contingency planning
and disaster recovery?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the content of your security awareness training to include information about
contingency planning and disaster recovery?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the content of your security awareness training?

Staff Awareness

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s security-awareness training program includes information
about the organization’s contingency, disaster recovery, and business continuity
plans. This training is provided for all employees _________time(s) every
_________ years.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-awareness training program includes information
about the organization’s contingency, disaster recovery, and business continuity
plans. This training is provided for new staff members as part of their orientation
activities.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-awareness training program does not include
 Current
information about the organization’s contingency, disaster recovery, and business
continuity plans. Staff members learn about contingency, disaster recovery, and
business continuity plans on their own.

 Change

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: What additional characteristic of your current approach to contingency planning and disaster recovery do you
want to record?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change this characteristic?
Do you want to make any additional changes to this characteristic?

Other:

Step 25

Step 29

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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7. Physical Access Control
Step 25: Who is currently responsible for physical access control?

Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change responsibility for physical access control?
Do you want to make any additional changes affecting responsibility for physical access control?

Combined

External

 Change

Internal

 Current
Combined

Step 29

External

Task

Step 25

Internal

Responsibility

Controlling physical access to the building and premises (e.g., controlling
visitor access)













Controlling physical access to work areas (e.g., controlling staff and visitor
access)













Controlling physical access to IT hardware













Controlling physical access to software media













_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 
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7. Physical Access Control
Step 25: To what extent are procedures for this area formally documented?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which procedures are formally documented for this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how procedures are documented for this area?

Procedures

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formally documented plans and procedures for
controlling physical access to the building and premises, work areas, IT
hardware, and software media.

 Current

 Change

The organization has some formally documented policies and procedures for
controlling physical access to the building and premises, work areas, IT
hardware, and software media. Some policies and procedures in this area are
informal and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented plans and procedures for
controlling physical access to the building and premises, work areas, IT
hardware, and software media.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent are staff members required to attend training in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the requirement for attending training in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the requirement for attending training in this area?

Training

Step 25

Step 29

 Current

 Change

Designated staff members can attend training that includes a review of the
 Current
organization’s plans and procedures for physical access control if they request
it.

 Change

The organization generally does not provide opportunities for designated staff
members to attend training that includes a review of the organization’s plans
and procedures for physical access control. Designated staff members learn
about physical access control on their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:
Designated staff members are required to attend training that includes a
review of the organization’s plans and procedures for physical access control.

_____________________________________________________________
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7. Physical Access Control
Third Party A:____________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s requirements for physical access control are formally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that control physical
access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software
media.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for physical access control are informally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that control physical
access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software
media.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for physical access control are not
communicated to all contractors and service providers that control physical
access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software
media.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for physical access control.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for physical access control.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for physical access control.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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7. Physical Access Control
Third Party B:____________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s requirements for physical access control are formally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that control physical
access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software
media.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for physical access control are informally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that control physical
access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software
media.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for physical access control are not
communicated to all contractors and service providers that control physical
access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software
media.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for physical access control.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for physical access control.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for physical access control.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security
Step 25: Who is currently responsible for monitoring and auditing physical security?

Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change responsibility for monitoring and auditing physical security?
Do you want to make any additional changes affecting responsibility for monitoring and auditing physical security?

Combined

External

 Change

Internal

 Current
Combined

Step 29

External

Task

Step 25

Internal

Responsibility

Keeping maintenance records to document repairs and modifications to IT
hardware













Monitoring physical access to controlled IT hardware













Monitoring physical access to controlled IT software media













Monitoring physical access to restricted work areas













Reviewing monitoring records on a periodic basis













Investigating and addressing any unusual activity that is identified













_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 
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8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security
Step 25: To what extent are procedures for this area formally documented?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which procedures are formally documented for this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how procedures are documented for this area?

Procedures

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formally documented plans and procedures for
monitoring physical access to the building and premises, work areas, IT
hardware, and software media.

 Current

 Change

The organization has some formally documented policies and procedures for
monitoring physical access to the building and premises, work areas, IT
hardware, and software media. Some policies and procedures in this area are
informal and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented plans and procedures for
monitoring physical access to the building and premises, work areas, IT
hardware, and software media.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent are staff members required to attend training in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the requirement for attending training in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the requirement for attending training in this area?

Training

Step 25

Step 29

Designated staff members are required to attend training for monitoring
physical access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and
software media.

 Current

 Change

Designated staff members can attend training for monitoring physical access
to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software media if
they request it.

 Current

 Change

The organization generally does not provide opportunities for designated staff
members to attend training for monitoring physical access to the building and
premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software media. Designated staff
members learn about monitoring physical access on their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security
Third Party A:____________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:
The organization’s requirements for monitoring physical security are formally  Current
communicated to all contractors and service providers that monitor physical
access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software
media.

 Change

The organization’s requirements for monitoring physical security are
 Current
informally communicated to all contractors and service providers that monitor
physical access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and
software media.

 Change

The organization’s requirements for monitoring physical security are not
communicated to all contractors and service providers that monitor physical
access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software
media.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for monitoring physical security.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for monitoring physical security.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for monitoring physical security.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security
Third Party B:____________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:
The organization’s requirements for monitoring physical security are formally  Current
communicated to all contractors and service providers that monitor physical
access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software
media.

 Change

The organization’s requirements for monitoring physical security are
 Current
informally communicated to all contractors and service providers that monitor
physical access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and
software media.

 Change

The organization’s requirements for monitoring physical security are not
communicated to all contractors and service providers that monitor physical
access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software
media.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for monitoring physical security.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for monitoring physical security.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for monitoring physical security.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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9. System and Network Management
Step 25: Who is currently responsible for system and network management?

Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change responsibility for system and network management?
Do you want to make any additional changes affecting responsibility for system and network management?

Combined

External

 Change

Internal

 Current
Combined

Step 29

External

Task

Step 25

Internal

Responsibility

Configuring IT hardware and software













Securely storing sensitive information (e.g., backups stored off site, process
for discarding sensitive information)













Checking the integrity of installed software













Keeping systems up to date with respect to revisions, patches, and
recommendations in security advisories













Making and tracking changes to IT hardware and software













Managing passwords, accounts, and privileges













Selecting system and network management tools













_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 
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9. System and Network Management
Step 25: To what extent are procedures for this area formally documented?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which procedures are formally documented for this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how procedures are documented for this area?

Procedures

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formally documented system and network management
procedures.

 Current

 Change

The organization has some formally documented system and network
management procedures. Some procedures in this area are informal and
undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented system and network
management procedures.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent are staff members required to attend training in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the requirement for attending training in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the requirement for attending training in this area?

Training

Step 25

Step 29

Information technology staff members are required to attend training for
managing systems and networks and using system and network management
tools.

 Current

 Change

Information technology staff members can attend training for managing
systems and networks and using system and network management tools if
they request it.

 Current

 Change

The organization generally does not provide opportunities for information
technology staff members to attend training for managing systems and
networks and using system and network management tools. Information
technology staff members learn about system and network management on
their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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9. System and Network Management
Third Party A:____________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s security-related system and network management
requirements are formally communicated to all contractors and service
providers that maintain systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-related system and network management
requirements are informally communicated to all contractors and service
providers that maintain systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-related system and network management
requirements are not communicated to all contractors and service providers
that maintain systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for security-related system and network management.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for security-related system and network
management.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for security-related system and network management.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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9. System and Network Management
Third Party B:____________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s security-related system and network management
requirements are formally communicated to all contractors and service
providers that maintain systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-related system and network management
requirements are informally communicated to all contractors and service
providers that maintain systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-related system and network management
requirements are not communicated to all contractors and service providers
that maintain systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for security-related system and network management.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for security-related system and network
management.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for security-related system and network management.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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10. Monitoring and Auditing IT Security
Step 25: Who is currently responsible for monitoring and auditing IT security?

Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change responsibility for monitoring and auditing IT security?
Do you want to make any additional changes affecting responsibility for monitoring and auditing IT security?

Combined

External

 Change

Internal

 Current
Combined

Step 29

External

Task

Step 25

Internal

Responsibility

Using system and network monitoring tools to track system and network
activity













Auditing the firewall and other security components periodically for
compliance with policy













Investigating and addressing any unusual activity that is identified













_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 
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10. Monitoring and Auditing IT Security
Step 25: To what extent are procedures for this area formally documented?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which procedures are formally documented for this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how procedures are documented for this area?

Procedures

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formally documented procedures for monitoring
network-based access to systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization has some formally documented procedures for monitoring
network-based access to systems and networks. Some procedures in this area
are informal and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented procedures for monitoring
network-based access to systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent are staff members required to attend training in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the requirement for attending training in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the requirement for attending training in this area?

Training

Step 25

Step 29

Information technology staff members are required to attend training for
monitoring network-based access to systems and networks and using
monitoring and auditing tools.

 Current

 Change

Information technology staff members can attend training for monitoring
network-based access to systems and networks and using monitoring and
auditing tools if they request it.

 Current

 Change

The organization generally does not provide opportunities for information
technology staff members to attend training for monitoring network-based
access to systems and networks and using monitoring and auditing tools.
Information technology staff members learn about monitoring systems and
networks on their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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10. Monitoring and Auditing IT Security
Third Party A:____________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s requirements for monitoring information technology
security are formally communicated to all contractors and service providers
that monitor systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for monitoring information technology
security are informally communicated to all contractors and service providers
that monitor systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for monitoring information technology
security are not communicated to all contractors and service providers that
monitor systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for monitoring information technology security.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for monitoring information technology security.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for monitoring information technology security.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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10. Monitoring and Auditing IT Security
Third Party B:____________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s requirements for monitoring information technology
security are formally communicated to all contractors and service providers
that monitor systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for monitoring information technology
security are informally communicated to all contractors and service providers
that monitor systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for monitoring information technology
security are not communicated to all contractors and service providers that
monitor systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for monitoring information technology security.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for monitoring information technology security.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for monitoring information technology security.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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11. Authentication and Authorization
Step 25: Who is currently responsible for authentication and authorization?

Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change responsibility for authentication and authorization?
Do you want to make any additional changes affecting responsibility for authentication and authorization?

Combined

External

 Change

Internal

 Current
Combined

Step 29

External

Task

Step 25

Internal

Responsibility

Implementing access controls (e.g., file permissions, network
configuration) to restrict user access to information, sensitive systems,
specific applications and services, and network connections













Implementing user authentication (e.g., passwords, biometrics) to restrict
user access to information, sensitive systems, specific applications and
services, and network connections













Establishing and terminating access to systems and information for both
individuals and groups













_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 
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11. Authentication and Authorization
Step 25: To what extent are procedures for this area formally documented?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which procedures are formally documented for this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how procedures are documented for this area?

Procedures

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formally documented authorization and authentication
procedures for restricting user access to information, sensitive systems,
specific applications and services, and network connections.

 Current

 Change

The organization has some formally documented authorization and
authentication procedures for restricting user access to information, sensitive
systems, specific applications and services, and network connections. Some
procedures in this area are informal and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented authorization and
authentication procedures for restricting user access to information, sensitive
systems, specific applications and services, and network connections.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
Step 25: To what extent are staff members required to attend training in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the requirement for attending training in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the requirement for attending training in this area?

Training

Step 25

Step 29

Information technology staff members are required to attend training for
implementing technological measures to restrict user access to information,
sensitive systems, specific applications and services, and network
connections.

 Current

 Change

Information technology staff members can attend training for implementing
technological measures to restrict user access to information, sensitive
systems, specific applications and services, and network connections if they
request it.

 Current

 Change

The organization generally does not provide opportunities for information
technology staff members to attend training for implementing technological
measures to restrict user access to information, sensitive systems, specific
applications and services, and network connections. Information technology
staff members learn about authentication and authorization on their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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11. Authentication and Authorization
Third Party A:____________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s requirements for controlling access to systems and
information are formally communicated to all contractors and service
providers that provide authentication and authorization services.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for controlling access to systems and
information are informally communicated to all contractors and service
providers that monitor systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for controlling access to systems and
information are not communicated to all contractors and service providers
that monitor systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for authentication and authorization.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for authentication and authorization.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for authentication and authorization.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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11. Authentication and Authorization
Third Party B:____________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s requirements for controlling access to systems and
information are formally communicated to all contractors and service
providers that provide authentication and authorization services.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for controlling access to systems and
information are informally communicated to all contractors and service
providers that monitor systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for controlling access to systems and
information are not communicated to all contractors and service providers
that monitor systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for authentication and authorization.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for authentication and authorization.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for authentication and authorization.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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12. Vulnerability Management
Step 25: Who is currently responsible for vulnerability management?

Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change responsibility for vulnerability management?
Do you want to make any additional changes affecting responsibility for vulnerability management?

Combined

External

 Change

Internal

 Current
Combined

Step 29

External

Task

Step 25

Internal

Responsibility

Selecting vulnerability evaluation tools, checklists, and scripts













Scheduling and performing technology vulnerability evaluations on a
periodic basis













Keeping up to date with known vulnerability types and attack methods













Reviewing sources of information on vulnerability announcements, security 
alerts, and notices











Interpreting the results of technology vulnerability evaluations













Addressing technology vulnerabilities that are identified













Maintaining secure storage and disposition of technology vulnerability data













_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 
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12. Vulnerability Management
Step 25: To what extent are procedures for this area formally documented?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which procedures are formally documented for this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how procedures are documented for this area?

Procedures

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formally documented vulnerability management
procedures.

 Current

 Change

The organization has some formally documented vulnerability management
procedures. Some procedures in this area are informal and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented vulnerability management
procedures.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent are staff members required to attend training in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the requirement for attending training in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the requirement for attending training in this area?

Training

Step 25

Step 29

Information technology staff members are required to attend training for
managing technology vulnerabilities and using vulnerability evaluation tools.

 Current

 Change

Information technology staff members can attend training for managing
technology vulnerabilities and using vulnerability evaluation tools if they
request it.

 Current

 Change

The organization generally does not provide opportunities for information
technology staff members to attend training for managing technology
vulnerabilities and using vulnerability evaluation tools. Information
technology staff members learn about vulnerability management on their
own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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12. Vulnerability Management
Third Party A:____________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s vulnerability management requirements are formally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that manage
technology vulnerabilities.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s vulnerability management requirements are informally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that manage
technology vulnerabilities.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s vulnerability management requirements are not
communicated to all contractors and service providers that manage
technology vulnerabilities.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for vulnerability management.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for vulnerability management.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for vulnerability management.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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12. Vulnerability Management
Third Party B:____________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s vulnerability management requirements are formally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that manage
technology vulnerabilities.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s vulnerability management requirements are informally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that manage
technology vulnerabilities.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s vulnerability management requirements are not
communicated to all contractors and service providers that manage
technology vulnerabilities.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for vulnerability management.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for vulnerability management.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for vulnerability management.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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13. Encryption
Step 25: Who is currently responsible for encryption?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change responsibility for encryption?
Do you want to make any additional changes affecting responsibility for encryption?

Combined

Task

External

 Change
Internal

 Current
Combined

Step 29

External

Step 25

Internal

Responsibility

Implementing encryption technologies to protect sensitive information that
is electronically stored and transmitted (e.g., data encryption, public key
infrastructure, virtual private network technology)













Implementing encrypted protocols for remotely managing systems, routers,
and firewalls













_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











Step 25: To what extent are procedures for this area formally documented?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which procedures are formally documented for this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how procedures are documented for this area?

Procedures

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formally documented procedures for implementing and
using encryption technologies.

 Current

 Change

The organization has some formally documented procedures for
implementing and using encryption technologies. Some procedures in this
area are informal and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented procedures for
implementing and using encryption technologies.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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13. Encryption
Step 25: To what extent are IT staff members required to attend training in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the requirement for attending training in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the requirement for attending training in this area?

Information Technology Staff Training

Step 25

Step 29

Information technology staff members are required to attend training for
implementing encryption technologies.

 Current

 Change

Information technology staff members can attend training for implementing
encryption technologies if they request it.

 Current

 Change

The organization generally does not provide opportunities for information
technology staff members to attend training for implementing encryption
technologies. Information technology staff members learn about
implementing encryption technologies on their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent are staff members required to attend training in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the requirement for attending training in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the requirement for attending training in this area?

Staff Training

Step 25

Step 29

All staff members are required to attend training for using encryption
technologies.

 Current

 Current

All staff members can attend training for using encryption technologies if
they request it.

 Current

 Current

The organization generally does not provide opportunities for staff members
to attend training for using encryption technologies. Staff members learn
about using encryption technologies on their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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13. Encryption
Third Party A:____________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s requirements for protecting sensitive information are
formally communicated to all contractors and service providers that provide
encryption technologies.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for protecting sensitive information are
informally communicated to all contractors and service providers that provide
encryption technologies.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for protecting sensitive information are not
 Current
communicated to all contractors and service providers that provide encryption
technologies.

 Change

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for implementing encryption technologies.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for implementing encryption technologies.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for implementing encryption technologies.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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13. Encryption
Third Party B:____________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s requirements for protecting sensitive information are
formally communicated to all contractors and service providers that provide
encryption technologies.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for protecting sensitive information are
informally communicated to all contractors and service providers that provide
encryption technologies.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for protecting sensitive information are not
 Current
communicated to all contractors and service providers that provide encryption
technologies.

 Change

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for implementing encryption technologies.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for implementing encryption technologies.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for implementing encryption technologies.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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14. Security Architecture and Design
Step 25: Who is currently responsible for security architecture and design?

Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change responsibility for security architecture and design?
Do you want to make any additional changes affecting responsibility for security architecture and design?

Combined

External

 Change

Internal

 Current
Combined

Step 29

External

Task

Step 25

Internal

Responsibility

Designing security controls in new and revised systems and networks













Documenting and revising diagrams that show the enterprise-wide security
architecture and network topology













_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 
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14. Security Architecture and Design
Step 25: To what extent are practices for this area formally documented?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which practices are formally documented for this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how practices are documented for this area?

Procedures

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formally documented security architecture and design
practices.

 Current

 Change

The organization has some formally documented security architecture and
design practices. Some practices in this area are informal and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented security architecture and
design practices.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent are staff members required to attend training in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the requirement for attending training in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the requirement for attending training in this area?

Training

Step 25

Step 29

Staff members are required to attend training for designing secure systems
and networks.

 Current

 Change

Staff members can attend training for designing secure systems and networks
if they request it.

 Current

 Change

The organization generally does not provide opportunities for staff members
to attend training for designing secure systems and networks. Staff members
learn about security architecture and design on their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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Stoplight Status

14. Security Architecture and Design
Third Party A:____________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s security-related requirements are formally communicated
to all contractors and service providers that design systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-related requirements are informally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that design systems
and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-related requirements are not communicated to all
contractors and service providers that design systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for security architecture and design.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for security architecture and design.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for security architecture and design.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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14. Security Architecture and Design
Third Party B:____________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s security-related requirements are formally communicated
to all contractors and service providers that design systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-related requirements are informally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that design systems
and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-related requirements are not communicated to all
contractors and service providers that design systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for security architecture and design.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for security architecture and design.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for security architecture and design.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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Stoplight Status

15. Incident Management
Step 25: Who is currently responsible for incident management?

Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change responsibility for incident management?
Do you want to make any additional changes affecting responsibility for incident management?

Combined

External

 Change

Internal

 Current
Combined

Step 29

External

Task

Step 25

Internal

Responsibility

Documenting and revising procedures for identifying, reporting, and
responding to suspected security incidents and violations













Documenting and revising policies and procedures for working with law
enforcement agencies













Testing incident management procedures on a periodic basis













_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 











_____________________________________________________________ 
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15. Incident Management
Step 25: To what extent are procedures for this area formally documented?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which procedures are formally documented for this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how procedures are documented for this area?

Procedures

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formally documented incident management procedures.

 Current

 Change

The organization has some formally documented incident management
procedures. Some procedures in this area are informal and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented incident management
procedures.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent are staff members required to attend training in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the requirement for attending training in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the requirement for attending training in this area?

Training

Step 25

Step 29

 Current

 Change

Designated staff members can attend training for incident management if they  Current
request it.

 Change

The organization generally does not provide opportunities for designated staff
members to attend training for incident management. Designated staff
members learn about incident management on their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:
Designated staff members are required to attend training for incident
management.

_____________________________________________________________
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Stoplight Status

15. Incident Management
Third Party A:____________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s requirements for managing incidents are formally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that provide incident
management services.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for managing incidents are informally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that provide incident
management services.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for managing incidents are not
communicated to all contractors and service providers that provide incident
management services.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for managing incidents.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for managing incidents.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for managing incidents.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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15. Incident Management
Third Party B:____________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s requirements for managing incidents are formally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that provide incident
management services.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for managing incidents are informally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that provide incident
management services.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for managing incidents are not
communicated to all contractors and service providers that provide incident
management services.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for managing incidents.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for managing incidents.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for managing incidents.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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5 Mitigation Activities Guide

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.3

Mitigation
Activities
Guide

The Mitigation Activities Guide describes potential mitigation activities for each security
practice area. You will find examples of mitigation activities related to each security
practice area in this guide.

Security Practice Area

Page

1. Security Awareness and Training

84

2. Security Strategy

86

3. Security Management

88

4. Security Policies and Regulations

90

5. Collaborative Security Management

92

6. Contingency Planning/Disaster Recovery

94

7. Physical Access Control

96-97

8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security

98-99

9. System and Network Management

100-101

10. Monitoring and Auditing IT Security

102-103

11. Authentication and Authorization

104-105

12. Vulnerability Management

106-107

13. Encryption

108-109

14. Security Architecture and Design

110-111

15. Incident Management

112-113
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1. Security Awareness and Training

Candidate Mitigation Activities

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Develop and document a training strategy that includes security
awareness training and security-related training for supported
technologies.

Training Strategy

Provide periodic security awareness training for all employees on a
periodic basis (e.g., _________time(s) every _________ years).

Security Awareness Training

Provide security awareness training for new staff members as part of
their orientation activities.

Security Awareness Training

Require IT staff members to attend security-related training for any
technologies that they support.

Security-Related Training for
Supported Technologies

Enable IT staff members to attend security-related training for any
technologies that they support.

Security-Related Training for
Supported Technologies

Implement a formal mechanism for providing staff members with
periodic updates/bulletins about important security issues.

Periodic Security Updates

Implement an informal mechanism for providing staff members with
periodic updates/bulletins about important security issues.

Periodic Security Updates

Implement a formal mechanism for tracking and verifying that staff
members receive appropriate security-related training.

Training Verification

Implement an informal mechanism for tracking and verifying that
staff members receive appropriate security-related training.

Training Verification

Schedule a one-time offering of security awareness training.

---

Send selected staff members to training for a specific technology (i.e.,
a limited or one-time offering in a specific technology).

---

Cross train selected staff members to use specific information systems
and/or applications. Cross-trained staff members will back up the
primary users of those systems and/or applications.

---

Cross train selected staff members to provide specific skills or
services. Cross-trained staff members will back up the staff members
who normally provide those skills or services.

---

Cross train selected IT staff members to configure and maintain
specific information systems, networks, and/or applications. Crosstrained IT staff members will back up the primary administrators who
normally maintain those systems, networks, and/or applications.

---

Ensure that selected staff members understand how to notify and work
with third parties that own or operate key systems. These people will
be able to work with third parties when there are problems with
systems owned and/or operated by those third parties.

---
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2. Security Strategy

Candidate Mitigation Activities

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Implement a formal mechanism for integrating

Business and Security Strategy
Integration

•

security considerations into business strategies

•

business strategies and goals into security strategies and
policies

Implement an informal mechanism for integrating
•

security considerations into business strategies

•

business strategies and goals into security strategies and
policies

Business and Security Strategy
Integration

Document security strategies, goals, and objectives for all aspects of
information security.

Documented Strategies

Document the security strategies, goals, and objectives for selected
security-related areas.

Documented Strategies

Incorporate information about the organization’s security strategy into
the organization’s security-awareness training program.

Staff Awareness
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3. Security Management

Candidate Mitigation Activities

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Document information security roles and responsibilities for all staff
in the organization.

Roles and Responsibilities

Document information security roles and responsibilities for selected
staff members.

Roles and Responsibilities

Include a separate line item for information security activities in the
organization’s budget.

Funding

Include a separate line item for information security activities in
organization’s information technology budget.

Funding

Use the results of an information security risk evaluation to determine
the level of funding for information security activities.

Funding

Document procedures for including security considerations in the
organization’s hiring and termination processes.

Human Resource Procedures

Document a process for assessing and managing the organization’s
information security risks.

Risk Management

Document a process for assessing the organization’s information
security risks.

Risk Management

Incorporate information about the organization’s security
management process into the organization’s security-awareness
training program.

Staff Awareness

Implement a formal mechanism for providing managers with
summaries of important security-related information.

Management Awareness

Implement an informal mechanism for providing managers with
summaries of important security-related information.

Management Awareness
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4. Security Policies and Regulations

Candidate Mitigation Activities

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Document a comprehensive set of security-related policies.

Documented Policies

Document security-related policies for selected areas.

Documented Policies

Implement a formal mechanism for creating and updating securityrelated policies.

Policy Management

Implement a formal mechanism for creating security-related policies.

Policy Management

Implement formal procedures for enforcing security-related policies.

Policy Enforcement

Incorporate information about the organization’s security policies and
regulations into the organization’s security-awareness training
program.

Staff Awareness

Document procedures for complying with all information security
policies, applicable laws and regulations, and insurance requirements.

Policy and Regulation
Compliance

Document procedures for complying with selected security policies,
applicable laws and regulations, and insurance requirements.

Policy and Regulation
Compliance
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5. Collaborative Security Management

Candidate Mitigation Activities

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Document policies and procedures for protecting information when
working with collaborators and partners.

Collaborators and Partners

Document policies and procedures for protecting information when
working with contractors and subcontractors.

Contractors and Subcontractors

Document policies and procedures for protecting information when
working with service providers.

Service Providers

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
communicating information protection requirements to all appropriate
third parties.

Requirements

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
communicating information protection requirements to all appropriate
third parties.

Requirements

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
verifying that all third-party organizations, outsourced security
services, mechanisms, and technologies meet the organization’s
information protection requirements.

Verification

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
verifying that all third-party organizations, outsourced security
services, mechanisms, and technologies meet the organization’s
information protection requirements.

Verification

Incorporate information about the organization’s policies and
procedures for collaborative security management into the
organization’s security-awareness training program.

Staff Awareness
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6. Contingency Planning/Disaster Recovery

Candidate Mitigation Activities

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Perform an analysis defining the criticality of all operations,
applications, and data.

Business Operations Analysis

Perform an analysis defining the criticality of selected operations,
applications, and/or data.

Business Operations Analysis

Document business continuity or emergency operation plans, disaster
recovery plan(s), and contingency plan(s) for responding to
emergencies.

Documented Plans

Document a subset of the following plans for responding to
emergencies: business continuity or emergency operation plans,
disaster recovery plan(s), and contingency plan(s).

Documented Plans

Formally test the organization’s business continuity or emergency
operation plans, disaster recovery plan(s), and contingency plan(s) for
responding to emergencies.

Tested Plans

Formally test a subset of the following plans for responding to
emergencies: business continuity or emergency operation plans,
disaster recovery plan(s), and contingency plan(s).

Tested Plans

Incorporate contingency plans into the organization’s disaster
recovery and business continuity plans for accessing critical
information.

Information Access

Incorporate information about the organization’s contingency, disaster
recovery, and business continuity plans into the organization’s
security-awareness training program.

Staff Awareness

Document a disaster recovery plan for a specific system maintained
by the information technology staff.

---

Develop a disaster recovery plan for a specific system maintained by a
third party.

---

Document a business continuity plan for specific business processes.

---

Purchase insurance for any security problems related to a specific
system.

---

Configure and maintain a hot backup for a system.

---

Configure and maintain a cold backup for a specific system.

---
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7. Physical Access Control

Candidate Mitigation Activities

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Change responsibility for controlling physical access to the building
and premises (e.g., controlling visitor access).

Responsibility

Change responsibility for controlling physical access to work areas
(e.g., controlling staff and visitor access).

Responsibility

Change responsibility for controlling physical access to IT hardware.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for controlling physical access to software
media.

Responsibility

Document formal procedures for controlling physical access to the
building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software media.

Procedures

Send selected staff members to training for controlling physical access
to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software
media.

Training

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for physical access
control to all appropriate contractors, service providers, and third
parties. Assign responsibility for working directly with those
contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected staff
members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for physical access
control to all appropriate contractors, service providers, and third
parties. Assign responsibility for working directly with those
contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected staff
members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for physical access
control have been met by all appropriate contractors, service
providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly
with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected
staff members.

Verification

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for physical access
control have been met by all appropriate contractors, service
providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly
with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected
staff members.

Verification
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Candidate Mitigation Activities

7. Physical Access Control

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Develop procedures for controlling physical access to

---

•

the building and premises

•

selected work areas

•

IT hardware

•

software media

•

other

Rearrange office/work spaces to restrict physical access to systems,
computers, or other devices by unauthorized personnel.

---

Implement sign-in sheets to manage visitors’ access to the building
and/or designated work areas.

---

Implement card access to restrict physical access to the building.

---

Implement card access to restrict physical access to specific work
areas.

---

Replace door locks in specific work areas.

---

Retain the services of security guards to protect the premises.

---

Rearrange the physical setup of computing equipment in specific
areas to counteract environmental threats.

---

Perform an audit of physical security to identify security weaknesses
in the physical infrastructure.

---

Develop procedures for specific systems defining the designated time
that a device can remain logged on before that device is automatically
locked or logged off.

---

Arrange a meeting with all appropriate contractors, service providers,
and third parties to communicate requirements for controlling
physical access in the organization and to verify that those
requirements have been met.

---
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8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security

Candidate Mitigation Activities

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Change responsibility for keeping maintenance records that document
repairs and modifications to IT hardware.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for monitoring physical access to controlled IT
hardware

Responsibility

Change responsibility for monitoring physical access to controlled IT
software media.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for monitoring physical access to restricted
work areas.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for reviewing monitoring records on a periodic
basis.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for investigating and addressing any unusual
activity that is identified.

Responsibility

Document formal procedures for monitoring physical access to the
building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software media.

Procedures

Send selected staff members to training for monitoring physical
access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and
software media.

Training

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for monitoring
physical security to all appropriate contractors, service providers, and
third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly with those
contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected staff
members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for monitoring
physical security to all appropriate contractors, service providers, and
third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly with those
contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected staff
members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for monitoring physical
security have been met by all appropriate contractors, service
providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly
with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected
staff members.

Verification

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for monitoring physical
security have been met by all appropriate contractors, service
providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly
with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected
staff members.

Verification
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Candidate Mitigation Activities

8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Install video cameras in designated areas of the premises.

---

Retain the services of security guards to monitor activity on the
premises.

---

Implement sign-in sheets to log visitors’ access to the building and/or
designated work areas.

---

Implement card access to log physical access to the building and/or
designated work areas.

---

Arrange a meeting with all appropriate contractors, service providers,
and third parties to communicate requirements for monitoring
physical security in the organization and to verify that those
requirements have been met.

---
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9. System and Network Management

Candidate Mitigation Activities

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Change responsibility for configuring IT hardware and software.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for securely storing sensitive information (e.g.,
backups stored off site, process for discarding sensitive information).

Responsibility

Change responsibility for checking the integrity of installed software.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for keeping systems up to date with respect to
revisions, patches, and recommendations in security advisories.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for making and tracking changes to IT
hardware and software.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for managing passwords, accounts, and
privileges.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for selecting system and network management
tools.

Responsibility

Document formal procedures for managing systems and networks.

Procedures

Send selected staff members to training for managing systems and
networks.

Training

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for secure system and
network management to all appropriate contractors, service providers,
and third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly with those
contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected staff
members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for secure system and
network management to all appropriate contractors, service providers,
and third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly with
those contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected staff
members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for secure system and
network management have been met by all appropriate contractors,
service providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working
directly with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to
selected staff members.

Verification

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for secure system and
network management have been met by all appropriate contractors,
service providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working
directly with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to
selected staff members.

Verification
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Candidate Mitigation Activities

9. System and Network Management

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Check the configuration of IT hardware and software on specific
systems.

---

Check the integrity of installed software on specific systems.

---

Check specific systems to ensure that they are up to date with respect
to revisions, patches, and recommendations in security advisories.

---

Check specific systems for default accounts and accounts that are no
longer used.

---

Check specific systems for easy-to-crack passwords.

---

Check specific systems to see if they are running unnecessary
services.

---

Check specific systems for the presence of viruses or other malicious
code.

---

Arrange a meeting with all appropriate contractors, service providers,
and third parties to communicate requirements for securely managing
systems and networks in the organization and to verify that those
requirements have been met.

---
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10. Monitoring and Auditing IT Security

Candidate Mitigation Activities

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Change responsibility for using system and network monitoring tools
to track system and network activity.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for periodically auditing the firewall and other
security components for compliance with policy.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for investigating and addressing any unusual
activity that is identified.

Responsibility

Document formal procedures for monitoring network access to
systems and networks.

Procedures

Send selected staff members to training for monitoring network access
to systems and networks.

Training

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for monitoring IT
security to all appropriate contractors, service providers, and third
parties. Assign responsibility for working directly with those
contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected staff
members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for monitoring IT
security to all appropriate contractors, service providers, and third
parties. Assign responsibility for working directly with those
contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected staff
members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for monitoring IT
security have been met by all appropriate contractors, service
providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly
with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected
staff members.

Verification

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for monitoring IT
security have been met by all appropriate contractors, service
providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly
with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected
staff members.

Verification
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Candidate Mitigation Activities

10. Monitoring and Auditing IT Security

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Develop procedures for

---

•

reviewing system logs

•

using system and network monitoring tools to track system
activity

•

auditing the firewall and other security components
periodically for compliance with policy

•

investigating and addressing any unusual activity that is
identified

Implement an intrusion detection system and assign an IT staff
member the responsibility of tracking network activity.

---

Perform an audit of the firewall and other security components to
ensure that they are compliant with the organization’s security
policies.

---

Arrange a meeting with all appropriate contractors, service providers,
and third parties to communicate requirements for monitoring IT
security in the organization and to verify that those requirements have
been met.

---
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11. Authentication and Authorization

Candidate Mitigation Activities

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Change responsibility for implementing access controls (e.g., file
permissions, network configuration) to restrict user access to
information, sensitive systems, specific applications and services, and
network connections.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for implementing user authentication (e.g.,
passwords, biometrics) to restrict user access to information, sensitive
systems, specific applications and services, and network connections.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for establishing and terminating access to
systems and information for both individuals and groups.

Responsibility

Document formal procedures for restricting user access to
information, sensitive systems, specific applications and services, and
network connections.

Procedures

Send selected staff members to training for implementing
technological measures to restrict user access to information, sensitive
systems, specific applications and services, and network connections.

Training

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for controlling access
to systems and information to all appropriate contractors, service
providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly
with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected
staff members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for controlling access
to systems and information to all appropriate contractors, service
providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly
with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected
staff members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for controlling access to
systems and information have been met by all appropriate contractors,
service providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working
directly with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to
selected staff members.

Verification

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for controlling access to
systems and information have been met by all appropriate contractors,
service providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working
directly with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to
selected staff members.

Verification
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Candidate Mitigation Activities

11. Authentication and Authorization

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Check access controls (e.g., file permissions, network configuration)
on specific systems.

---

Check that appropriate authentication mechanisms (e.g., passwords,
biometrics) are used to restrict user access to specific systems.

---

Check specific systems for easy-to-crack passwords.

---

Check specific systems to ensure that all devices that access those
systems automatically timeout after a designated period of time.

---

Arrange a meeting with all appropriate contractors, service providers,
and third parties to communicate requirements for controlling access
to systems and information in the organization and to verify that those
requirements have been met.

---
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12. Vulnerability Management

Candidate Mitigation Activities

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Change responsibility for selecting vulnerability evaluation tools,
checklists, and scripts.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for scheduling and performing technology
vulnerability evaluations on a periodic basis.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for keeping up to date with known vulnerability
types and attack methods.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for reviewing sources of information on
vulnerability announcements, security alerts, and notices.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for interpreting the results of technology
vulnerability evaluations.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for addressing technology vulnerabilities that
are identified.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for maintaining secure storage and disposition
of technology vulnerability data.

Responsibility

Document formal procedures for managing technology vulnerabilities.

Procedures

Send selected staff members to training for managing technology
vulnerabilities.

Training

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for managing
technology vulnerabilities to all appropriate contractors, service
providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working
directly with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to
selected staff members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for managing
technology vulnerabilities to all appropriate contractors, service
providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working
directly with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to
selected staff members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for managing
technology vulnerabilities have been met by all appropriate
contractors, service providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility
for working directly with those contractors, service providers, and
third parties to selected staff members.

Verification

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for managing
technology vulnerabilities have been met by all appropriate
contractors, service providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility
for working directly with those contractors, service providers, and
third parties to selected staff members.

Verification
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Candidate Mitigation Activities

12. Vulnerability Management

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Check specific systems for technology vulnerabilities.

---

Perform an audit of information technology security to identify
security weaknesses in the computing infrastructure.

---

Contract with an outside organization to attack your organization’s
systems and network via the Internet (i.e., penetration testing, red
team).

---

Arrange a meeting with all appropriate contractors, service providers,
and third parties to communicate requirements for managing
technology vulnerabilities in the organization and to verify that those
requirements have been met.

---
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13. Encryption

Candidate Mitigation Activities

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Change responsibility for implementing encryption technologies to
protect sensitive information that is electronically stored and
transmitted (e.g., data encryption, public key infrastructure, virtual
private network technology).

Responsibility

Change responsibility for implementing encrypted protocols for
remotely managing systems, routers, and firewalls.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for implementing encrypted protocols for
remotely managing systems, routers, and firewalls.

Responsibility

Document formal procedures for implementing and using encryption
technologies.

Procedures

Send selected IT staff members to training for implementing
encryption technologies.

Information Technology Staff
Training

Send selected staff members to training for using encryption
technologies.

Staff Training

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for protecting
sensitive information to all appropriate contractors, service providers,
and third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly with
those contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected staff
members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for protecting
sensitive information to all appropriate contractors, service providers,
and third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly with
those contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected staff
members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for protecting sensitive
information have been met by all appropriate contractors, service
providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly
with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected
staff members.

Verification

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for protecting sensitive
information have been met by all appropriate contractors, service
providers, and third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly
with those contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected
staff members.

Verification
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Candidate Mitigation Activities

13. Encryption

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Implement encryption technologies to protect specific types of
information and/or systems.

---

Arrange a meeting with all appropriate contractors, service providers,
and third parties to communicate requirements for protecting sensitive
information in the organization and to verify that those requirements
have been met.

---
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14. Security Architecture and Design

Candidate Mitigation Activities

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Change responsibility for designing security controls in new and
revised systems and networks.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for documenting and revising diagrams that
show the enterprise-wide security architecture and network topology.

Responsibility

Document formal security architecture and design practices.

Procedures

Send selected staff members to training for designing secure systems
and networks.

Training

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for incorporating
appropriate security features into systems and networks to all
appropriate contractors, service providers, and third parties. Assign
responsibility for working directly with those contractors, service
providers, and third parties to selected staff members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for incorporating
appropriate security features into systems and networks to all
appropriate contractors, service providers, and third parties. Assign
responsibility for working directly with those contractors, service
providers, and third parties to selected staff members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for incorporating
appropriate security features into systems and networks have been met
by all appropriate contractors, service providers, and third parties.
Assign responsibility for working directly with those contractors,
service providers, and third parties to selected staff members.

Verification

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for incorporating
appropriate security features into systems and networks have been met
by all appropriate contractors, service providers, and third parties.
Assign responsibility for working directly with those contractors,
service providers, and third parties to selected staff members.

Verification
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Candidate Mitigation Activities

14. Security Architecture and Design

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Update the design of specific systems to include appropriate security
controls.

---

Investigate periodic crashes of specific systems and correct any design
problems that lead to those crashes.

---

Document or update diagrams that show the enterprise-wide security
architecture and network topology.

---

Arrange a meeting with all appropriate contractors, service providers,
and third parties to communicate requirements for incorporating
appropriate security features into systems and networks and to verify
that those requirements have been met.

---
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15. Incident Management

Candidate Mitigation Activities

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Change responsibility for documenting and revising procedures for
identifying, reporting, and responding to suspected security incidents
and violations.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for documenting and revising policies and
procedures for working with law enforcement agencies.

Responsibility

Change responsibility for testing incident management procedures on
a periodic basis.

Responsibility

Document formal procedures for managing incidents.

Procedures

Send selected staff members to training for managing incidents.

Training

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for managing
incidents to all appropriate contractors, service providers, and third
parties. Assign responsibility for working directly with those
contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected staff
members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
communicating the organization’s requirements for managing
incidents to all appropriate contractors, service providers, and third
parties. Assign responsibility for working directly with those
contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected staff
members.

Collaborative Issues

Implement a formal mechanism (e.g., contract mechanism) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for managing incidents
have been met by all appropriate contractors, service providers, and
third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly with those
contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected staff
members.

Verification

Implement an informal mechanism (e.g., assign responsibility) for
verifying that the organization’s requirements for managing incidents
have been met by all appropriate contractors, service providers, and
third parties. Assign responsibility for working directly with those
contractors, service providers, and third parties to selected staff
members.

Verification
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Candidate Mitigation Activities

15. Incident Management

Mitigation Activity

Protection Strategy Link

Test current incident management procedures.

---

Arrange a meeting with all appropriate contractors, service providers,
and third parties to communicate requirements for managing incidents
in the organization and to verify that those requirements have been
met.

---
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Mitigation Plan Worksheet

6 Mitigation Plan Worksheet

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.3

Step 28

Develop mitigation plans for each security practice area selected during Step 27.
As you complete this step, if you have difficulty coming up with potential mitigation
activities for a security practice area, review examples of mitigation activities for that area in
the Mitigation Activities Guide.
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Mitigation Area: ____________________________________________________________
Step 28
Mitigation Activity

Rationale

Which mitigation activities are you going to implement in this
security practice area?

Why did you select each activity?
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Mitigation Responsibility

Additional Support

Who needs to be involved in implementing each activity?
Why?

What additional support will be needed when
implementing each activity (e.g., funding, commitment of
staff, sponsorship)?
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Mitigation Area: ____________________________________________________________
Step 28
Mitigation Activity

Rationale

Which mitigation activities are you going to implement in this
security practice area?

Why did you select each activity?
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Mitigation Responsibility

Additional Support

Who needs to be involved in implementing each activity?
Why?

What additional support will be needed when
implementing each activity (e.g., funding, commitment of
staff, sponsorship)?
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Mitigation Area: ____________________________________________________________
Step 28
Mitigation Activity

Rationale

Which mitigation activities are you going to implement in this
security practice area?

Why did you select each activity?
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Mitigation Responsibility

Additional Support

Who needs to be involved in implementing each activity?
Why?

What additional support will be needed when
implementing each activity (e.g., funding, commitment of
staff, sponsorship)?
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Mitigation Area: ____________________________________________________________
Step 28
Mitigation Activity

Rationale

Which mitigation activities are you going to implement in this
security practice area?

Why did you select each activity?
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Mitigation Responsibility

Additional Support

Who needs to be involved in implementing each activity?
Why?

What additional support will be needed when
implementing each activity (e.g., funding, commitment of
staff, sponsorship)?
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Mitigation Area: ____________________________________________________________
Step 28
Mitigation Activity

Rationale

Which mitigation activities are you going to implement in this
security practice area?

Why did you select each activity?
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Mitigation Responsibility

Additional Support

Who needs to be involved in implementing each activity?
Why?

What additional support will be needed when
implementing each activity (e.g., funding, commitment of
staff, sponsorship)?
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Mitigation Area: ____________________________________________________________
Step 28
Mitigation Activity

Rationale

Which mitigation activities are you going to implement in this
security practice area?

Why did you select each activity?
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Mitigation Responsibility

Additional Support

Who needs to be involved in implementing each activity?
Why?

What additional support will be needed when
implementing each activity (e.g., funding, commitment of
staff, sponsorship)?
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7 Next Steps Worksheet

Phase 3
Process S5
Activity S5.5

Step 30

Determine what your organization must do to implement the results of this evaluation and
improve its security posture.
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Step 30
Management Sponsorship for Security Improvement
What must management do to support the implementation of OCTAVE-S results?
Consider the following:

130

•

Contribute funds to information security activities.

•

Assign staff to information security activities.

•

Ensure that staff members have sufficient time allocated to information security activities.

•

Enable staff to receive training about information security.

•

Make information security a strategic priority.
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Monitoring Implementation
What will the organization do to track progress and ensure that the results of this evaluation are
implemented?

Expanding the Current Information Security Risk Evaluation
Will you expand the current OCTAVE-S evaluation to include additional critical assets? Which ones?

Next Information Security Risk Evaluation
When will the organization conduct its next OCTAVE-S evaluation?
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About This Document

About This Document

This document is Volume 10 of the OCTAVE-S Implementation Guide, a 10-volume
handbook supporting the OCTAVE-S methodology. This volume provides complete example
scenario of a fictitious medical facility, MedSite, and the results of its OCTAVE-S
evaluation. Most of the worksheets showing the example results are provided. However, the
complete worksheets for only one asset (rather than five) are included.
The other volumes in this handbook are
•

Volume 1: Introduction to OCTAVE-S – This volume provides a basic description of
OCTAVE-S and advice on how to use the guide.

•

Volume 2: Preparation Guidelines – This volume contains background and guidance for
preparing to conduct an OCTAVE-S evaluation.

•

Volume 3: Method Guidelines – This volume includes detailed guidance for each
OCTAVE-S activity.

•

Volume 4: Organizational Information Workbook – This volume provides worksheets for
all organizational-level information gathered and analyzed during OCTAVE-S.

•

Volume 5: Critical Asset Workbook for Information – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as information.

•

Volume 6: Critical Asset Workbook for Systems – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as systems.

•

Volume 7: Critical Asset Workbook for Applications – This volume provides worksheets
to document data related to critical assets that are categorized as applications.

•

Volume 8: Critical Asset Workbook for People – This volume provides worksheets to
document data related to critical assets that are categorized as people.

•

Volume 9: Strategy and Plan Workbook – This volume provides worksheets to record the
current and desired protection strategy and the risk mitigation plans.

•

Volume 10: Example Scenario – This volume includes a detailed scenario illustrating a
completed set of worksheets.
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Abstract

Abstract

The Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability EvaluationSM (OCTAVE®)
approach defines a risk-based strategic assessment and planning technique for security.
OCTAVE is a self-directed approach, meaning that people from an organization assume
responsibility for setting the organization’s security strategy. OCTAVE-S is a variation of the
approach tailored to the limited means and unique constraints typically found in small
organizations (less than 100 people). OCTAVE-S is led by a small, interdisciplinary team
(three to five people) of an organization’s personnel who gather and analyze information,
producing a protection strategy and mitigation plans based on the organization’s unique
operational security risks. To conduct OCTAVE-S effectively, the team must have broad
knowledge of the organization’s business and security processes, so it will be able to conduct
all activities by itself.
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MedSite Background

1 MedSite Background

To help you understand how to complete the individual steps in this evaluation, we provide an
example that illustrates how each step was conducted by personnel in a fictitious small medical
facility called MedSite. The first two sections, including this one, provide background on
MedSite and a commentary about how the evaluation proceeded at MedSite. The rest of this
document consists of OCTAVE-S worksheets showing the results achieved by the MedSite
analysis team. The background provides the necessary context to understand the contents of the
worksheets and should be read in conjunction with the worksheets.

1.1 MedSite Description
MedSite is a hospital with several clinics and labs, some of which are at remote locations. The
hospital includes the following functional areas:
•

a permanent administrative organization

•

permanent and temporary medical personnel, including physicians, surgeons, and medical
staff

•

permanent and temporary maintenance personnel, including facility and maintenance staff

•

a small information technology department (three people) that is responsible for on-site
computer and network maintenance and upgrades and for help desk activities (e.g., handling
simple user requests)

1.2 MedSite’s Organizational Structure
The MedSite Administrator is the chief administrator for the hospital. The chief administrator has
a small staff that is responsible for overseeing operations at MedSite. Each major functional area
of the organization (administrative, medical, and lab) reports directly to the chief administrator.
MedSite’s senior management team includes the MedSite Administrator and the individuals who
lead the functional areas of the organization. Each functional area of MedSite contains one or
more operational areas. The head of each operational area is considered to be a middle manager in
the organization. Figure 1 shows the organizational chart for MedSite.
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1.3 MedSite’s System
MedSite’s main information system is the Patient Information Data System (PIDS). PIDS is a
distributed database application and system software with a dedicated PIDS server on a shared
network accessed by both dedicated and shared desktop personal computers (PCs). The shared
components support a variety of medical applications and databases. The system also links and
integrates a set of smaller, older databases related to patient care, lab results, and billing.
Patient data can be entered into PIDS or one of the other databases at any time from any
workstation. Physicians, administrative clerks, lab technicians, and nurses have authorization to
enter data into PIDS as well as the other systems. Personal computers, or workstations, are
located in all offices, treatment rooms (including emergency rooms), nursing stations, and labs. In
addition, physicians can also remotely access PIDS using their home personal computers. In fact,
there is talk around the hospital that medical personnel will soon be able to access PIDS using
personal digital assistants (PDAs).
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Figure 1: High-Level MedSite Organizational Chart
An independent contractor, ABC Systems, provides support for most of the systems at MedSite as
well as for the network. MedSite’s information technology (IT) personnel provide day-to-day
maintenance under the training and direction of ABC Systems personnel. MedSite’s IT staff also
support the help desk by taking calls and responding to immediate needs. The IT staff members
from MedSite provide on-site help desk support and basic system maintenance. ABC Systems
provided MedSite’s IT personnel with limited systems and network training about a year ago.
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MedSite’s senior managers decided they wanted a comprehensive review of information security
within their facility. Several new regulations are now in effect (e.g., the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act [HIPAA]), requiring MedSite to document the results of an
information security risk evaluation. The regulations also require MedSite to implement a
practice-based standard of due care. After some discussion and consultation with other medical
facility managers, they decided to use OCTAVE-S.
The analysis team has been selected and trained. The core analysis team members are
•

Alvarez – a physician, at MedSite for five years

•

Green – assistant manager of Administration, at MedSite for eight years. Green will lead the
analysis team.

•

Smith – senior IT staff member, at MedSite for three years

•

Haley – lab technician, at MedSite for four years

The team met to prepare for the evaluation. They decided to scope the evaluation to include the
entire organization as there are only three real operational areas – Administration, Medical, and
the Lab. They also checked with colleagues in other medical facilities to locate any historical data
on any type of threats that they might be willing to share later on or to discuss when the analysis
team needed to define probability evaluation criteria. Probability is required by some regulations,
and the team felt that they needed to try to use some form of qualitative probability during risk
analysis.
As this was their first use of OCTAVE-S, they decided not to tailor the catalog of practices or the
surveys to align them with current regulations, such as HIPAA. Instead, after the evaluation, they
will use a gap analysis to determine what additional actions are required to ensure compliance
and to protect their information-related assets. The budget for security improvements over the
next six months is limited, and senior managers prefer to ensure their critical assets are protected
now and deal with any additional regulation compliance during the next budget cycle.

1.4 MedSite Team’s Experience
MedSite’s analysis team completed the evaluation in four weeks working part time. This section
summarizes the team’s activities, its decisions, and other contextual information related to the
evaluation. As you review the results, you will notice that we provide complete results for only
one of the critical assets.
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1.4.1 Phase 1: Build Asset-Based Threat Profiles
The analysis team met daily over the course of one week to finish Phase 1. At the end of the
week, the team met with MedSite’s senior managers to review the impact evaluation criteria and
get them approved. MedSite’s senior managers decided to use the criteria developed by the team
and subsequently review the results. If the criteria turned out to be too vague or if they seemed to
skew the results, senior managers reserved the right to revise the criteria and ask the team to reevaluate the risks.

1.4.1.1

Process S1: Identify Organizational Information

S1.1: Establish impact evaluation criteria (Step 1)
Using the Impact Evaluation Criteria Worksheet [p. 33], the analysis team defined the ranges of
possible impacts on the organization. The team had sufficient information on the nature of
impacts caused by common problems and emergencies, and it used this information as the basis
for setting impact measures (high, medium, low) across multiple impact areas. For example,
MedSite is a very successful company, with more than 75% of the region’s people coming to
MedSite for medical care. MedSite normally sees a 5-15% fluctuation in patient numbers from
month to month. The team uses this information to determine that the company could recover
from a 10% drop in customers, but a 30% drop would mean a serious problem that could be
irreversible. MedSite’s budget includes a 2% margin for unexpected changes in operating costs
and a 5% margin for unexpected changes in overall revenue. Insurance covers nearly all types of
losses of up to $250,000 and many items up to $1 million without any increase in premiums. Any
coverable loss of more than $1 million means an immediate increase in premiums. In terms of
production, minor increases (10% for a few days) in personnel hours happen all the time because
of accidents and unexpected fluctuations in patient needs. A high increase occurred during the
previous year when a snowstorm nearly paralyzed the community. Nearly everyone at MedSite
worked an additional 30% for a 3-day period to make up for lost time. The team also determined
that any loss of life or permanent damage to patients was considered unacceptable. These items
were incorporated into the evaluation criteria.
S1.2: Identify organizational assets (Step 2)
The analysis team used its knowledge of MedSite’s systems as a starting point for identifying
assets, because staff members’ daily tasks were tightly integrated with the systems they used.
When using the Asset Identification Worksheet [p. 45] to identify assets, team members could see
how much information actually resided on MedSite’s information systems. Patient information,
which was regulated in terms of privacy and security, could be found in several forms including
both electronic and paper files. The team also noticed that personal computers were common to
all systems and provided a conduit to all important electronic information. It was more difficult
for the team to identify people-related assets, because everyone had important roles at MedSite.

4
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Eventually, the team decided that only people with unique skills or knowledge that could not
easily be replaced would be documented as assets during the evaluation. They were essentially
interested in identifying single points of failure related to people. For example, Smith was the
only IT staff member with networking skills and was thus critical to day-to-day operations.
Likewise the people at ABC Systems were also identified as important people-related assets. The
staff at ABC Systems maintained PIDS for MedSite, and it would be difficult to find any other
contracting organization that could easily assume this responsibility without disrupting MedSite’s
operations. In addition, ABC Systems was also in the midst of developing the replacement for
PIDS (PIDS II), making ABC Systems integral to the future operations of MedSite as well.
S1.3: Evaluate organizational security practices (Steps 3-4)
The team used the Security Practices Worksheet [p. 51] to document the current state and
effectiveness of their security practices. Team members discussed each survey question until they
arrived at a consensus (Step 3a) about the extent to which each practice was present at MedSite.
As they discussed a practice, team members often recorded notes about particular strengths and
weaknesses (Step 3b) related to that practice. Finally, for each security practice area, the team
assigned it a stoplight status based on the information it recorded (Step 4). The team was
surprised at how many areas were assigned red and yellow statuses. Team members did not assign
a green status to any of the security practice areas.
The team noted that some security practices were performed well at MedSite, but the vast
majority were not executed properly. One of the few practices performed consistently well was
documenting and revising policies. Because MedSite’s policies were audited periodically,
management paid particular attention to this practice area. Unfortunately, medical regulations had
not specified the need for security in the past, and MedSite’s security-related policies were
incomplete. The team believed that physical security practices were adequate and assigned
MedSite a yellow status for physical access control. However, monitoring and auditing physical
security was assigned a red status. Team members were also concerned that the Facilities
Management Group was so independent that it functioned like a separate entity, providing little
communication and insight into its actions. After discussing the Facilities Management Group’s
physical security practices, the analysis team decided to add an additional concern to the
collaborative security management security practice area.
Because ABC Systems maintained and controlled PIDS and other systems, the team had a
difficult time answering some of the technology-based survey questions. In fact, no one at
MedSite really understood what ABC Systems was doing, driving home how dependent MedSite
had become on that contracting organization. Team members were also becoming increasingly
concerned over the in-progress development of PIDS II.
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Even though the majority of answers for the incident management area were negative, this was
one area in which MedSite had a good set of documented procedures. The procedures were a
standard, tested, and verified set provided by a medical society to which MedSite belonged. As a
result, the team gave the company a yellow status for that area.
No other notes or action items resulted from Process S1.

1.4.1.2

Process S2: Create Threat Profiles

S2.1: Select Critical Assets (Steps 5 – 9)
Selecting critical assets proved to be less difficult that the analysis team expected. The team
selected the following critical assets:
•

PIDS (Patient Information Data System) – This was an obvious choice for the team. PIDS is
central to MedSite’s medical operations, because it is the central repository for patientidentifiable information. In addition, MedSite must comply with regulations for protecting
the privacy of and securing electronic patient information.

•

Paper medical records – These records are somewhat less important than PIDS, because
MedSite is trying to move away from its reliance on paper medical records. However, the
migration will take several years. In the meantime, the team decided that paper records also
constituted a critical asset, because those records contain patient-identifiable information
and are subject to privacy regulations.

•

ABC Systems – MedSite has become reliant upon the information technology (IT) services
provided by ABC Systems, MedSite’s main IT contractor. ABC Systems maintains PIDS and
other systems for MedSite and is also developing PIDS II, the replacement for PIDS. ABC
Systems was an obvious choice as a critical asset given the importance of PIDS, PIDS II,
and MedSite’s ongoing efforts to become a paperless environment. ABC Systems is also
typical of other types of contracting done by MedSite.

•

Personal computers (PCs) – The analysis team noted that personal computers were common
to all systems, providing a conduit to all important electronic information.

•

ECDS (Emergency Care Data System) – This system was selected because it is
representative of many smaller systems used at MedSite.

The analysis team recorded its choices for critical assets on the Critical Asset Selection Worksheet
[p. 83].The team then started a Critical Asset Workbook for each critical asset (Step 6). It also
recorded its rationale for selecting each asset (Step 7) as well as who uses and is responsible for
each critical asset (Step 8) on each asset’s Critical Asset Information Worksheet [p. 87].
Information about asset relationships had already been recorded on the Asset Identification
Worksheet and was transcribed to the Critical Asset Information Worksheet (Step 9).
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S2.2: Identify security requirements for critical assets (Steps 10 – 11)
Team members discussed which qualities of each asset were important to protect. This discussion
resulted in the identification of security requirements for each critical asset, which were recorded
on the appropriate Critical Asset Information Worksheets (Step 10) [p. 87]. Selecting the most
important security requirement was frequently difficult, requiring significant discussion. For
example, team members spent a lot of time discussing which security requirement for PIDS was
most important (Step 11). After a healthy debate, the team selected availability of patient
information as the most important security requirement for PIDS because the health and safety of
patients require immediate and continuous access to patient information on PIDS. Confidentiality
was also considered to be important, but it lacked the life and health implications of availability.
Most of the issues surrounding confidentiality were actually related to regulations. The team
decided that when making tradeoffs, the availability of medical information ultimately trumped
violations of privacy laws.
S2.3: Identify threats to critical assets (Steps 12 – 16)
The analysis team then began constructing a threat profile for each critical asset, recording the
profile on the appropriate Risk Profile Worksheets [pp. 91 and 131]. Team members consulted the
appropriate Threat Translation Guide (Volumes 5-8) to ensure they actually understood the
implied threats. For PIDS (using Volume 6 for systems assets), the team believed that all of the
branches for the human actors using network and physical access trees were active, nonnegligible threats (Step 12). Team members came to this conclusion based on their experiences
and known issues related to network and physical security. The team believed that most threats
from the system problems category would typically affect only the availability of information on
PIDS. The exception to this was malicious code, which could result in any outcome. Threats from
the other problems category were also believed to affect only the availability of PIDS.
For ABC Systems, the nature of the threats was quite different, because it is a different type of
asset (people) than PIDS (system). The team was really concerned about only one type of threat –
not having qualified, timely support from ABC Systems personnel. This was the only threat that
the team recorded for ABC Systems.
For PIDS, the team identified the types of people who might be considered threat actors (Step
13). The team documented a broad range of potential actors, including hackers, disgruntled
employees, and ABC Systems’ personnel. With no insight into how ABC Systems handled access
to confidential information or violations of security, the team was concerned about the potential
threat posed by that contractor’s employees. Team members were also concerned about the lax
behavior of many staff members at MedSite, especially regarding casual and loose conversations
about patients. Smith acknowledged that the limitations of space and funding had resulted in
extremely tight working conditions that virtually forced most admissions staff to share passwords
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and accounts just to get their jobs done in a reasonable amount of time. Employees constituted a
strong source of a range of accidental incidents.
With the exception of disgruntled employees, the team determined that the motivation of insiders
was generally low (Step 14). Outsiders’ motives were difficult to estimate, but the team did feel
that being a small, relatively anonymous medical organization made MedSite a less attractive
target for outsiders. The team decided that the motives of outsiders were low.
The team decided to talk to a few knowledgeable staff members at MedSite and ABC Systems to
determine the known history for some of the threats (Step 15). ABC Systems had some data, but
they were not comprehensive. In fact, given the lack of tangible data produced by people from
ABC Systems, analysis team members became concerned about what ABC Systems was doing to
monitor PIDS and other systems. The team member with information technology experience
knew enough to be skeptical of ABC Systems’ network monitoring practices. The team recorded a
recommendation to the Notes and Recommendations Worksheet [p. 17] to verify what ABC
Systems was doing to monitor MedSite’s systems and networks. The team also marked its
confidence in this historical data as low.
Specific areas of concern were recorded on the Risk Profile Worksheets (Step 16) [pp. 91 and 131]
whenever the team had a particular example or historical incident relative to a threat. For
example, it was well-known that staff members occasionally looked up patient information about
their friends and relatives, violating privacy. In addition, the physical configuration of offices and
the inclusion of workstations in patient rooms also led to many privacy violations. Alvarez
mentioned that physicians were still having a hard time remembering to log off PIDS when they
left a treatment room. All team members also noted PIDS’ notorious history of failing at
inopportune times. Finally, the team was concerned that ABC Systems did not really understand
either the general needs of a medical facility or the effects of the new privacy and security
regulations.
All actions items from Process S2 were documented on the Action List Worksheet [p. 27].

1.4.2 Phase 2: Identify Infrastructure Vulnerabilities
The analysis team met daily over the course of a few days to complete Phase 2. Team members
performed a cursory examination of how people at MedSite accessed critical assets via the
organization’s networks. The team also reviewed the extent to which security was considered
when configuring and maintaining MedSite’s computers and networks. Because people at
MedSite had little insight into what ABC Systems was doing to configure and maintain MedSite’s
systems and networks, the team decided to record a recommendation (see Notes and
Recommendations Worksheet [p. 17]). The recommendation called for MedSite’s IT staff to work
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more closely with ABC Systems after the evaluation to communicate MedSite’s security
requirements to ABC Systems and to verify that those requirements were being met.

1.4.2.1

Process S3: Examine the Computing Infrastructure in Relation
to Critical Assets

S3.1: Examine access paths (Steps 17 – 18)
The analysis team used the Network Access Paths Worksheet [p. 139] as it reviewed how people
accessed MedSite’s critical assets. The team noted that PIDS was its own system of interest (Step
17). It also noted that ECDS was its own system of interest, while PCs included all major systems
as their systems of interest. Neither ABC Systems nor the paper medical records were reviewed
during this phase, because network attacks are irrelevant to these types of assets.
For PIDS, the analysis team identified key classes of components that were part of or related to
PIDS. This activity included a cursory examination of internal and external access points for
PIDS (Step 18). Team members had different views of what constituted the PIDS system. After
much discussion, they agreed that PIDS included server A and on-site workstations (Step 18a).
They then looked at how people typically accessed PIDS. The team determined that people used
on-site workstations, laptops, PDAs, and home workstations to access PIDS (Step 18c). The team
decided that intermediate access points included both internal and external networks (Step 18b)
and that PIDS information was stored both locally and off-site (Step 18d). Finally, the team
determined that other systems, most notably ECDS and the Financial Record Keeping System
(FRKS), also automatically accessed information from PIDS (Step 18e).
S3.2: Analyze technology-related processes (Steps 19 – 21)
This activity requires an analysis team to assume an infrastructure point of view when analyzing
information. MedSite’s team documented the key classes of components (Step 19a) and then
noted which critical assets were related to each key class (Step 19b). The team then determined
who was responsible for maintaining and securing each key class (Step 20). Where MedSite’s
own IT personnel were responsible for day-to-day operations, they could make an estimate of
how secure the component classes were (Step 21). Many classes, however, were maintained by
ABC Systems, and the level of security for those classes was unknown. The analysis team
recorded this information on the Infrastructure Review Worksheet [p. 143].
Overall, the security of most classes of components was not consistently known. The team
recorded some general recommendations to pursue the relationship with ABC Systems and work
towards more formal vulnerability testing with them on the Notes and Recommendations
Worksheet [p. 17].
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Finally, the team reviewed the Risk Profiles for PIDS, ECDS, and PCs [pp. 91 and 131] as well as
the Security Practices Worksheet [p. 51], looking to refine information on those worksheets based
on the team’s Phase 2 analysis. Team members decided there were no changes to the threat trees,
just more validation for the concerns already identified. They did add an additional area of
concern on the Risk Profile Worksheet (Step 16) [p. 131] about ABC Systems personnel not only
having access to patient information but also being able to destroy it.
The IT team member also brought up the concern that what he observed on a daily basis did not
support ABC Systems’ statements that it kept up with vulnerability testing and patches. The team
recorded this observation on the Security Practices Worksheet [p. 51] as an example of what
MedSite’s contractor was not doing well.
No other action items, notes, or recommendations from Process S3 were identified.

1.4.3 Phase 3: Develop Security Strategy and Plans
The analysis team added an additional team member to help with the development of mitigation
plans in Process S5. The new team member had a lot of expertise in problem solving as well as
developing plans, budgets, and schedules for MedSite. To ensure that she developed an
understanding of the evaluation, the new team member observed Process S4.

1.4.3.1

Process S4: Identify and Analyze Risks

S4.1: Evaluate impact of threats (Step 22)
The analysis team used the Impact Evaluation Criteria [p. 33] they developed during Process S1
to evaluate the impacts of the threats on the organization. The team recorded all impact values on
the Risk Profile Worksheets [pp. 91 and 131]. Team members considered the health and safety of
patients to be the most important criteria, with the remaining criteria all being equal to each other.
The team had some difficulty estimating the impacts to productivity and reputation for a few of
the threats and decided to get additional help. Team members identified key people with
experience in legal matters, public relations, and nursing to help the team estimate the values for
certain threats. Together, they all reviewed each area of concern and talked about the types of
specific actions that would have to be taken to deal with a realized threat, providing a basis for
estimating the actual level of impact (high, medium, low). In particular, team members looked for
any threats that might result in physical harm or death to patients. The team also noted on the
Notes and Recommendations Worksheet [p. 17] that the evaluation criteria should be more
broadly reviewed and approved by management.

10
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S4.2: Establish probability evaluation criteria (Step 23)
The team defined MedSite’s probability evaluation criteria using the Probability Evaluation
Criteria Worksheet [p. 149]. It relied on its experience and expertise as well as the limited
historical information it had for threats. Team members reviewed the known histories of threats
recorded on the Risk Profile Worksheets [pp. 91 and 131] when setting probability measures
(high, medium, low). When defining the criteria, the team also referenced historical data about
certain types of threats commonly used by other medical organizations when assessing risk.
S4.3: Evaluate probabilities of threats (Step 24)
Using the Probability Evaluation Criteria [p. 149], the team evaluated the probability of each
active threat occurring by using the contextual information they had previously recorded on the
Risk Profile Worksheets (Steps 13-16) [pp. 91 and 131]. Because they had low confidence in their
historical estimations for network-based threats, team members lacked confidence in their
probability estimates for those types of threats. However, for a few threats, such as unauthorized
insiders accidentally viewing information via systems and networks, team members were quite
confident that the probability was high because of the known history of such actions. Because it
had minimal confidence in many of its probability estimates, the team decided to use probability
only as a tie-breaker when selecting risks for mitigation. Impact would be the primary decisionmaking driver. The team recorded estimates for probability for all active risks on the Risk Profile
Worksheets [pp. 91 and 131].
No additional actions, notes, or recommendations were identified during Process S4.

1.4.3.2

Process S5: Develop Protection Strategy and Mitigation Plans

S5.1: Describe current protection strategy (Step 25)
The analysis team reviewed the Security Practices Worksheet [p. 51] that it completed earlier in
the evaluation. Team members transcribed the stoplight status for each area to the Protection
Strategy Worksheets [p. 153]. They then discussed the current practices and vulnerabilities
identified in each practice area. The team noted that the protection strategy and the security
practices survey examine two different facets of security practice areas. The protection strategy
describes the processes used to perform activities in each security practice area, focusing on the
extent to which processes are formally defined. On the other hand, the stoplight status on the
security practices survey indicates how well the team believes its organization is performing in
each area. Team members noted that an organization could be performing very well in an area,
but have very informal processes. Likewise, an organization could have significant room for
improvement despite having very formal policies and procedures. They defined the current
protection strategy for the organization and recorded the results on the Protection Strategy
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Worksheets [p. 153]. The protection strategy, along with stoplight status information, provided
team members with a broad view of MedSite’s overall approach to security and the extent to
which it was working.
S5.2: Select mitigation approaches (Steps 26 - 27)
The team transcribed the stoplight statuses from the Security Practices Worksheet [p. 51] to the
Risk Profile Worksheets (Step 26) [pp. 91 and 131], illustrating the current status of each security
practice area in relation to the active risks. Before proceeding, the analysis team needed to agree
upon the criteria for making decisions. Team members decided that they would look to mitigate
risks meeting the following criteria:
•

risks affecting the health and safety of MedSite’s patients (i.e., risks with a high impact
value for the “Safety” impact area). Reputation and financial impacts were considered
to be secondary factors.

•

risks affecting the most important security requirement (Step 10) of the asset (e.g.,
availability of PIDS)

•

risks linked to specific areas of concern about the asset

Because it had little confidence in many if its probability estimates, the team decided to use
probability as a tie-breaker when comparing two similar risks. Team members reviewed the Risk
Profile Worksheet for each critical asset [pp. 91 and 131], focusing on potential impacts of risks in
relation to stoplight statuses. The analysis team was initially overwhelmed. It had assigned nine
security practice areas “red” stoplight statuses and six security practice areas “yellow” stoplight
statuses. However, the team did not assign a “green” stoplight status to any area. Based on its
decision-making criteria, the team looked across all critical assets and decided which risks it
would mitigate. Next it decided which risks it could accept. All remaining risks were designated
to be deferred and revisited at a later date. The analysis team decided to recommend (on the Notes
and Recommendations Worksheet [p. 17]) that all deferred risks be looked at again a month after
the end of the evaluation.
To mitigate the risks, the team selected the following security practice areas as mitigation areas:
•

Security Awareness and Training – The analysis team believed that their security
awareness training did not adequately prepare personnel to handle the day-to-day
security issues that arise. Improving this area should reduce the accidental, inside
threat sources.

•

Collaborative Security Management – ABC Systems provided support for managing the
network and most of the systems at MedSite, including PIDS. ABC Systems also
conducted periodic vulnerability evaluations of MedSite’s computing infrastructure.
The analysis team was concerned about MedSite’s procedures for working with ABC
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Systems. The team believed that ABC Systems might not be meeting MedSite’s
information security requirements. Many unanswered questions and ambiguities arose
during Process S3, so the team recommended that MedSite review and revise its
procedures for working with ABC Systems. With respect to physical security, the
Facilities Management Group was responsible for physically securing MedSite’s
building. No one at MedSite has been formally working with the staff from Facilities
Management group. Because of this, the team recommended that the organization
review and revise procedures for working with the Facilities Management Group.
•

Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security – There was some concern by team members
that physical security problems existed at MedSite and were not being handled by the
Facilities Management Group. The team identified several risks with potentially high
impact to the health and safety of patients based on physical access by internal and
external threat actors. The team decided that practices related to Physical Access
Control were adequate. However, practices related to Monitoring and Auditing Physical
Security required significant improvement. For this reason, Monitoring and Auditing
Physical Security was selected as a mitigation area. However, because third parties were
involved in monitoring and auditing physical security for MedSite, there was some
overlap with the Collaborative Security Management security practice area.

•

Authentication and Authorization – MedSite was not using a consistent means of
controlling access to its systems and networks (e.g., role-based management of
accounts). Staff members inherited far too many access privileges over time. The team
was concerned about the potential consequences of these issues. For example,
disgruntled staff members could abuse this increased access to affect the availability of
PIDS or to modify medical information.

The team documented its rationale for selecting each area on the Notes and Recommendations
Worksheet [p. 17]. It also circled mitigation areas on the appropriate Risk Profile Worksheets [pp.
91 and 131] that reduce risks designated as “mitigate.” Despite its own earlier recommendation to
look at Vulnerability Management as a mitigation area, the team decided that the improvements in
the Collaborative Security Management area could mitigate a greater number of risks related to
the computing infrastructure than could improvements in Vulnerability Management.
S5.3: Develop risk mitigation plans (Step 28)
The team developed mitigation plans for each selected area using the Mitigation Plan Worksheets
[p. 181]. The plan for each selected security practice area includes specific activities designed to
mitigate specified risks. Some of the mitigation activities were quite broad in nature. For
example, one mitigation activity indicated that periodic security awareness training should be
provided for all employees once a year. Other mitigation activities were more focused in nature.
For example, one mitigation activity specified that IT staff members receive training in particular
technologies. This activity did not address training across all technologies, only for a selected
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few. As it defined each mitigation activity, the team also recorded its rationale for that particular
activity (what was it mitigating or improving), who should be responsible for the activity, and any
additional management action that might be required to implement that activity.
S5.4: Identify changes to protection strategy (Step 29)
The analysis team reviewed the Protection Strategy Worksheets [p. 153] to note any changes
triggered by mitigation activities. For example, the mitigation activity that called for security
awareness training for all employees once a year triggered a change in MedSite’s protection
strategy. The protection strategy previously required security awareness training only for new
employees. On the other hand, the mitigation activity that specified training in particular
technologies for IT staff members did not trigger a change in MedSite’s protection strategy
because the activity did not address training for all technologies. This activity simply improved
how one aspect of MedSite’s protection strategy was implemented.
Next, the team reviewed the protection strategy, looking for any additional changes to the strategy
that it wanted to make. It immediately focused on the Security Policies and Regulations area.
MedSite had a partial set of documented security-related policies. Because MedSite would soon
be required to comply with new data security regulations, the team decided that procedures for
complying with those regulations would need to be created. It marked that change to the
protection strategy. Team members also noted that while some security-related policies existed,
few staff members understood them. Since security awareness training was already being
updated, the team decided to include information about MedSite’s security policy in that training.
Finally, the team decided to address policy enforcement. Even if people knew about and
understood MedSite’s security policy, their behaviors would change only if they also knew that
management was enforcing that policy. Thus, the team decided that procedures for enforcing
MedSite’s policy needed to be created. The team then developed a mitigation plan to implement
the changes to the Security Policies and Regulations area. In the rationale area for each mitigation
activity, the team noted that these activities were driven by general concerns and regulations,
rather than by specific risks.
The analysis team also identified the following two action items during Process S5, documenting
them on the Action List Worksheet [p. 27]:
•

Resend basic security policy reminders. The IT department had sent emails to all staff in
the past regarding basic security policy issues. Because improving MedSite’s security
awareness and training program was seen as a long-term initiative, this action item
provided a short-term awareness mechanism without much investment.

•

Change the physical configuration of the admissions office. One of the physical security
problems identified during the evaluation was the physical configuration of the
admissions area. Most workstations were directed toward public areas, where patients

14
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and staff could see medical information on the screens of those workstations. To protect
the privacy of medical and admissions information, the analysis team decided to
recommend changing the configuration of the admissions office to ensure that
workstations could not be easily seen by people passing through the admissions area.
S5.5: Identify next steps (Step 30)
Using the Next Steps Worksheet [p. 195], the team identified several items required to support
implementation of OCTAVE-S results. First, senior management needed to make information
security a priority and not a back-burner issue. Second, adequate funding to implement the
mitigation plans, protection strategy changes, and action items needed to be allocated. The team
also noted that the following items would need to be completed within the next month.
•

People who had been assigned responsibility for implementing a mitigation plan will
provide a detailed implementation plan for review.

•

All deferred risks will be reviewed.

•

The analysis team will compare the security practice surveys to regulations (including
HIPAA) to determine if there are any additional practices that need to be added or
improved to comply with current regulations.

The team also recommended conducting another OCTAVE-S evaluation in about 12-18 months,
providing sufficient time to implement the recommendations from the evaluation it had just
completed.
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2 Notes and Recommendations Worksheet
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Note
For which step is

What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the

this note relevant?

corresponding recommendations box.
:LWKQRLQGLFDWLRQVWKDWZHKDYHEHHQH[WHUQDOO\DWWDFNHGZHGRQ·WNQRZ
LIWKHUHDVRQLVWKDWZHUHDOO\KDYHQ·WEHHQDWWDFNHGRUWKDWQRRQHLV

Step ____

PRQLWRULQJWKHULJKWWKLQJVWRGHWHUPLQHLIZHKDYHEHHQ


Note
For which step is

What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the

this note relevant?

corresponding recommendations box.
Step _______
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Recommendation
For which step is this

What recommendations do you want to record?

recommendation
relevant?
:HQHHGDZD\WRGHWHUPLQHZKDW$%&6\VWHPVLVGRLQJWRPRQLWRUIRU
H[WHUQDODWWDFNV7KLVPD\UHTXLUHDFRQWUDFWXDOGLVFXVVLRQ

Step _____

Recommendation
What recommendations do you want to record?

For which step is this
recommendation
relevant?

:HQHHGDPRUHIRUPDORULQFUHDVHGFRPPXQLFDWLRQZLWK$%&6\VWHPV

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 10
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Note
For which step is

What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the

this note relevant?

corresponding recommendations box.
:HGRQRWEHOLHYHYXOQHUDELOLW\PDQDJHPHQWLVEHLQJDGHTXDWHO\
SHUIRUPHGRQ3,'6

Step ____



Note
For which step is

What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the

this note relevant?

corresponding recommendations box.
Step _______
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Recommendation
For which step is this

What recommendations do you want to record?

recommendation
relevant?
7KHDELOLW\WRPDQDJHYXOQHUDELOLWLHVVKRXOGEHDFDQGLGDWHIRUDULVN
PLWLJDWLRQSODQLQ3KDVH7KLVPD\DOVREHPRUHRI$%&6\VWHPV·

Step _____

UHVSRQVLELOLW\WKDQRXUV

Recommendation
What recommendations do you want to record?

For which step is this
recommendation
relevant?

6HFXULW\$ZDUHQHVVDQG7UDLQLQJLVVHOHFWHGDVDPLWLJDWLRQDUHD

Step _____

5DWLRQDOH0HG6LWH·VVHFXULW\DZDUHQHVVWUDLQLQJGRHVQRWDGHTXDWHO\
DGGUHVVWKHVHFXULW\LVVXHVWKDWVWDIIPHPEHUVIDFHRQDGDLO\EDVLV
,PSURYLQJWKLVDUHDZRXOGKHOSWRDGGUHVVVHYHUDOULVNVZLWKDKLJK
VDIHW\LPSDFWOLQNHGWRDFFLGHQWDODFWLRQVE\VWDIIPHPEHUV
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Note
For which step is

What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the

this note relevant?

corresponding recommendations box.
Step _______

Note
For which step is

What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the

this note relevant?

corresponding recommendations box.
Step _______
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Recommendation
For which step is this

What recommendations do you want to record?

recommendation
relevant?
&ROODERUDWLYH6HFXULW\0DQDJHPHQW LVVHOHFWHGDVDPLWLJDWLRQDUHD

Step _____

5DWLRQDOH $%&6\VWHPVSURYLGHVVXSSRUWIRUPDQDJLQJWKHQHWZRUN
DQGPRVWRIWKHV\VWHPVDW0HG6LWHLQFOXGLQJ3,'6$%&6\VWHPV
DOVRFRQGXFWVSHULRGLFYXOQHUDELOLW\HYDOXDWLRQVRI0HG6LWH·VFRPSXWLQJ
LQIUDVWUXFWXUH$%&6\VWHPVPLJKWQRWEHPHHWLQJ0HG6LWH·V
LQIRUPDWLRQVHFXULW\UHTXLUHPHQWV6LQFH$%&6\VWHPVSOD\VVXFKD
YLWDOUROHLQFRQILJXULQJPDLQWDLQLQJDQGVHFXULQJ0HG6LWH·VFRPSXWLQJ
LQIUDVWUXFWXUHSURFHGXUHVIRUZRUNLQJZLWK$%&6\VWHPVVKRXOGEH
UHYLHZHGDQGUHYLVHG

Recommendation
What recommendations do you want to record?

For which step is this
recommendation
relevant?

0RQLWRULQJDQG$XGLWLQJ3K\VLFDO6HFXULW\ LVVHOHFWHGDVDPLWLJDWLRQ
DUHD

Step _____

5DWLRQDOH7KHUHLVFRQFHUQWKDWSK\VLFDOVHFXULW\SUREOHPVH[LVWDW
0HG6LWH7KHWHDPLGHQWLILHGVHYHUDOULVNVZLWKSRWHQWLDOO\KLJK
LPSDFWWRWKHKHDOWKDQGVDIHW\RISDWLHQWVEDVHGRQSK\VLFDODFFHVV
E\LQWHUQDODQGH[WHUQDOWKUHDWDFWRUV+RZHYHUWKHWHDPGRHVQRW
KDYHHQRXJKLQIRUPDWLRQWRGHWHUPLQHH[DFWO\KRZWRDGGUHVVWKH
LVVXH&RQGXFWLQJDSK\VLFDOVHFXULW\DXGLWZLOOFKDUDFWHUL]HWKHH[WHQW
RIWKHSUREOHP
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Note
For which step is

What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the

this note relevant?

corresponding recommendations box.
Step _______

Note
For which step is

What notes do you want to record?
Is there a recommendation associated with this note? If yes, document it in the

this note relevant?

corresponding recommendations box.
Step _______
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Recommendation
For which step is this

What recommendations do you want to record?

recommendation
relevant?
$XWKHQWLFDWLRQDQG$XWKRUL]DWLRQ LVVHOHFWHGDVDPLWLJDWLRQDUHD

Step _____

5DWLRQDOH0HG6LWHLVFXUUHQWO\QRWXVLQJUROHEDVHGPDQDJHPHQWRI
DFFRXQWV,QDGGLWLRQVWDIIPHPEHUVLQKHULWIDUWRRPDQ\DFFHVV
SULYLOHJHVRYHUWLPH7KHWHDPLVFRQFHUQHGDERXWWKHSRWHQWLDO
FRQVHTXHQFHVRIWKHVHLVVXHV)RUH[DPSOHGLVJUXQWOHGVWDIIPHPEHUV
FRXOGDEXVHWKLVLQFUHDVHGDFFHVVWRPRGLI\LQIRUPDWLRQ

Recommendation
What recommendations do you want to record?

For which step is this
recommendation
relevant?

Look at all deferred risks again in 30 days.
Step _____
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Action Item
What actions do you intend to take?

For which step is
this action item

Assign an identification number to each action item.

relevant?
ID #

$VN$%&V\VWHPVZKDWRWKHUPHGLFDOUHODWHGFXVWRPHUV
WKH\KDYHDQGLIZHFRXOGWDONWRWKHP

Step _____

______

Action Item
What actions do you intend to take?

For which step is
this action item

Assign an identification number to each action item.

relevant?
ID #
______

28

/RRNIRURWKHUYHQGRUVLQWKLVYLFLQLW\ZKRFRXOGEH
FDQGLGDWHVIRUWDNLQJRYHURXUV\VWHPVVKRXOGZHQHHG
DQDOWHUQDWLYHYHQGRU&KHFNPHGLFDOFRQIHUHQFHVDQG
VRFLHW\PHHWLQJVVHPLQDUV

Step _____
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Action Item
What additional information do you want to document for each action item?
Record additional information below.
Responsibility:

Who is responsible for completing the action item?

$GPLQLVWUDWLRQ²FRQWUDFWPDQDJHU

Completion Date:

By when must the action item be completed?

:LWKLQWKHQH[WZHHNV

Additional

What additional support (by management or others) is required to complete the

Support:

action item?

Action Item
What additional information do you want to document for each action item?
Record additional information below.
Responsibility:

Who is responsible for completing the action item?

$QDO\VLVWHDPPHPEHUVDQGDIHZRWKHUVZKRDWWHQGFRQIHUHQFHV
DQGVHPLQDUV
Completion Date:

By when must the action item be completed?

:LWKLQWKHQH[WPRQWKV

Additional

What additional support (by management or others) is required to complete the

Support:

action item?
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Action Item
What actions do you intend to take?

For which step is
this action item

Assign an identification number to each action item.

relevant?
ID #

5HVHQGEDVLFVHFXULW\SROLF\UHPLQGHUV

Step _____

___3___

Action Item
What actions do you intend to take?

For which step is
this action item

Assign an identification number to each action item.

relevant?
ID #

&KDQJHWKHSK\VLFDOFRQILJXUDWLRQRIWKHDGPLVVLRQV
RIILFH

Step _____

______
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Action Item
What additional information do you want to document for each action item?
Record additional information below.
Responsibility:

Who is responsible for completing the action item?

,7*URXS

Completion Date:

By when must the action item be completed?

:LWKLQWKHQH[WZHHNV

Additional

What additional support (by management or others) is required to complete the

Support:

action item?

0HG6LWH·V&,2QHHGVWRDSSURYHWKLVDFWLRQLWHPDQGDVVLJQLWWR
VRPHRQHLQWKH,7JURXS

Action Item
What additional information do you want to document for each action item?
Record additional information below.
Responsibility:

Who is responsible for completing the action item?

)DFLOLWLHV0DQDJHPHQW

Completion Date:

By when must the action item be completed?

:LWKLQWKHQH[WPRQWK

Additional

What additional support (by management or others) is required to complete the

Support:

action item?

0HG6LWH·VPDQDJHPHQWWHDPQHHGVWRDSSURYHWKLVDFWLRQLWHP
DQGDVVLJQLWWRWKH)DFLOLWLHV0DQDJHPHQW*URXS
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4 Impact Evaluation Criteria Worksheet

Step 1
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Step 1
Reputation/Customer Confidence
Impact Type

Reputation

Customer Loss

Low Impact

Reputation is minimally effected; little or no
effort or expense is required to recover.

Less than ____% reduction in customers
due to loss of confidence

Other:

Other:
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Reputation/Customer Confidence
Medium Impact

High Impact

Reputation is damaged, and some effort and
expense is required to recover.

Reputation is irrevocably destroyed or
damaged.

____to ____% reduction in customers
due to loss of confidence

More than ____% reduction in customers
due to loss of confidence
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Step 1
Financial
Impact Type

Operating Costs

Low Impact

Increase of less than ______% in yearly
operating costs

Revenue Loss

Less than ______% yearly revenue loss

One-Time Financial Loss

One-time financial cost of less than
$____

Other:
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Financial
Medium Impact

High Impact

Yearly operating costs increase by ______to

Yearly operating costs increase by more than

_____%

_____%

______to _____% yearly revenue loss

Greater than _____% yearly revenue loss

One-time financial cost of $____

One-time financial cost greater than

to $_PLOOLRQ __

$_PLOOLRQ __
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Step 1
Productivity
Impact Type

Staff Hours

Low Impact

Staff work hours are increased by less than
___% for _______to ____ day(s).

Other:

Other:

Other:
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Productivity
Medium Impact

Staff work hours are increased between
___% and ___% for _______to ____
day(s).

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 10

High Impact

Staff work hours are increased by greater than
___% for _______to ____ day(s).
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Step 1
Safety/Health
Impact Type

Low Impact

SDWLHQWV·
Life

Health

No loss or significant threat to customers’ or staff
members’ lives

Minimal, immediately treatable degradation in
customers’ or staff members’ health with
recovery within four days

Safety

SDWLHQWV·

Safety questioned

Other:
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Safety/Health
Medium Impact

High Impact

SDWLHQWV·
3DWLHQWV·

Loss of customers’ or staff members’ lives

Customers’ or staff members’ lives are

threatened, but they will recover after
receiving medical treatment.

Temporary or recoverable impairment of
customers’ or staff members’ health

Permanent impairment of significant aspects
of customers’ or staff members’ health

SDWLHQWV·

SDWLHQWV·

Safety affected

Safety violated
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Step 1
Fines/Legal Penalties
Impact Type

Low Impact

Fines

Fines less than $_____ are levied.

Lawsuits

Non-frivolous lawsuit(s) less than
$___ are filed against the
organization or frivolous lawsuit(s) are filed
against the organization.

Investigations

No queries from government or other
investigative organizations.

Other:
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Fines/Legal Penalties
Medium Impact

Fines between $_____ and

High Impact

Fines greater than $___ are levied.

$___ are levied.

Non-frivolous lawsuit(s) between

Non-frivolous lawsuit(s) greater than

$___ and $_PLOOLRQ __is
filed against the organization.

$_PLOOLRQ __is filed against the

Government or other investigative
organization requests information or records
(low profile).

Government or other investigative
organization initiates a high-profile, in-depth
investigation into organizational practices.
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5 Asset Identification Worksheet

Step 2
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Step 2
Information, Systems, and Applications
System

Information

What systems do people in your organization need

What information do people in your organization

to perform their jobs?

need to perform their jobs?

3DWLHQW,QIRUPDWLRQ'DWD
6\VWHP 3,'6 

− SDWLHQWPHGLFDOLQIRUPDWLRQ


)LQDQFLDO5HFRUG.HHSLQJ
6\VWHP )5.6 

− ELOOLQJUHFRUGV



− SD\PHQWVFKHGXOHV

(PHUJHQF\&DUH'DWD6\VWHP
(&'6 

− ELOOLQJUHFRUGV

− LQVXUDQFHUHFRUGV

− LQVXUDQFHUHFRUGV



SHUVRQDOFRPSXWHUV

− SDWLHQWPHGLFDOLQIRUPDWLRQ



− ELOOLQJUHFRUGV



− LQVXUDQFHUHFRUGV



− SD\PHQWVFKHGXOHV
− SURYLGHUV·FUHGHQWLDOV SDSHU
ILOHV 

HPDLOVHUYHU IRUJHQHUDOHPDLO

− LQIRUPDWLRQLQHPDLOV
− SDWLHQWLQIRUPDWLRQ
H[FKDQJHVDPRQJGRFWRUV 
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Information, Systems, and Applications
Applications and Services

Other Assets

What applications and services do people in your

What other assets are closely related to these

organization need to perform their jobs?

assets?

− GDWDEDVHDSSOLFDWLRQ

− SDSHUPHGLFDOUHFRUGV

− HPDLO

− ,QWHUQHW6HUYLFH3URYLGHU

− ,QWHUQHWFRQQHFWLYLW\
− GDWDEDVHDSSOLFDWLRQ

− ,QWHUQHW6HUYLFH3URYLGHU

− ,QWHUQHWFRQQHFWLYLW\


− ,QWHUQHWFRQQHFWLYLW\

− ,QWHUQHW6HUYLFH3URYLGHU



•

HPDLO

− ,QWHUQHWFRQQHFWLYLW\





− 3,'6
− )5.6
− (&'6
− RWKHUIXQFWLRQDOV\VWHPV
− ,QWHUQHW6HUYLFH3URYLGHU


− 3,'6
− SHUVRQDOFRPSXWHUV
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Step 2
People
People

Skills and Knowledge

Which people have a special skill or knowledge that

What are their special skills or knowledge?

is vital to your organization and would be difficult
to replace?

([WHUQDOUHODWLRQV


$%&6\VWHPV



$JURXSRISHRSOHZKRFRQWUROV
WKHUHOHDVHRISDWLHQWPHGLFDO
LQIRUPDWLRQ
*URXSWKDWPDQDJHVDOOPDMRU
FKDQJHVPDLQWHQDQFHDQG
XSNHHSRIDOOPDMRUV\VWHPV


07)KHOSGHVN


3&WHFKQLFLDQVZKRWURXEOHVKRRW
3&SUREOHPVIRUXVHUV



0U6PLWK
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People
Related Systems

Related Assets

Which systems do these people use?

Which other assets do these people use (i.e.,
information, services or applications)?

− 3,'6

− 3,'6
− )5.6
− (&'6
− QHWZRUN
− 3&V
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6 Security Practices Worksheet

Steps 3a, 3b, and 4
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1. Security Awareness and Training

Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

Staff members understand their security roles and
responsibilities. This is documented and verified.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There is adequate in-house expertise for all supported
services, mechanisms, and technologies (e.g., logging,
monitoring, or encryption), including their secure
operation. This is documented and verified.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Security awareness, training, and periodic reminders
are provided for all personnel. Staff understanding is
documented and conformance is periodically verified.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Staff members follow good security practice, such as

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

•

securing information for which they are
responsible

•

not divulging sensitive information to others
(resistance to social engineering)

•

having adequate ability to use information
technology hardware and software

•

using good password practices

•

understanding and following security policies
and regulations

•

recognizing and reporting incidents
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1. Security Awareness and Training

Step 3b

Step 4

What is your organization currently

What is your organization currently not

How effectively is

doing well in this area?

doing well in this area?

your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

− :HKDYHWUDLQLQJ
JXLGDQFHUHJXODWLRQV
DQGSROLFLHV
− $ZDUHQHVVWUDLQLQJLV

UHTXLUHGWRJHWDQ
DFFRXQW

− 7KHUHLVDODFNRI
WUDLQLQJIRU,7VWDII
− $ZDUHQHVVWUDLQLQJLV
LQDGHTXDWH
− 6WDIIGRHVQRW
XQGHUVWDQGVHFXULW\
LVVXHV

 Yellow

− 7KHUHLVOLWWOH
XQGHUVWDQGLQJRI
VHFXULW\UROHVDQG
UHVSRQVLELOLWLHV

 Green

−

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 10

_ Red

 Not Applicable

3HRSOHVKDUHDFFRXQWV
DQGSDVVZRUGV
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2. Security Strategy

Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

The organization’s business strategies routinely
incorporate security considerations.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Security strategies and policies take into consideration
the organization’s business strategies and goals.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Security strategies, goals, and objectives are
documented and are routinely reviewed, updated, and
communicated to the organization.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know
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2. Security Strategy

Step 3b

Step 4

What is your organization currently

What is your organization currently not

How effectively is

doing well in this area?

doing well in this area?

your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

−

−

2XUFXUUHQWSURWHFWLRQ
VWUDWHJ\LVQRW
HIIHFWLYH

_ Red

2XUVHFXULW\VWUDWHJ\
ODFNVEXVLQHVVVHQVH,W
LVQRWSURDFWLYH

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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3. Security Management

Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

Management allocates sufficient funds and resources to
information security activities.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Security roles and responsibilities are defined for all
staff in the organization.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

All staff at all levels of responsibility implement their
assigned roles and responsibility for information
security.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There are documented procedures for authorizing and
overseeing all staff (including personnel from thirdparty organizations) who work with sensitive
information or who work in locations where the
information resides.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s hiring and termination practices for
staff take information security issues into account.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization manages information security risks,
including

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

•

assessing risks to information security

•

taking steps to mitigate information security
risks

Management receives and acts upon routine reports
summarizing security-related information (e.g., audits,
logs, risks and vulnerability assessments).
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3. Security Management

Step 3b

Step 4

What is your organization currently

What is your organization currently not

How effectively is

doing well in this area?

doing well in this area?

your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

− 7KLVULVNHYDOXDWLRQLVD − :HKDYHDQLQDGHTXDWH

VWHSLQWKHULJKW
GLUHFWLRQ

EXGJHWIRUVHFXULW\

_ Red

− 6WDIIPHPEHUVDUH

FRPSODFHQWDERXW
VHFXULW\

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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4. Security Policies and Regulations

Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

The organization has a comprehensive set of
documented, current policies that are periodically
reviewed and updated.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There is a documented process for management of
security policies, including

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization has a documented process for
evaluating and ensuring compliance with information
security policies, applicable laws and regulations, and
insurance requirements.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization uniformly enforces its security
policies.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

•

creation

•

administration (including periodic reviews
and updates)

•

communication
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4. Security Policies and Regulations

Step 3b

Step 4

What is your organization currently

What is your organization currently not

How effectively is

doing well in this area?

doing well in this area?

your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

−

−

3ROLFLHVDQGSURFHGXUHV
H[LVW

−

7KHUHLVSRRU
FRPPXQLFDWLRQRI
SROLFLHV

7KHUHDUHHVWDEOLVKHG
LQFLGHQWKDQGOLQJ
− 3HRSOHGRQ·WDOZD\V
SROLFLHVDQGSURFHGXUHV
UHDGDQGIROORZSROLFLHV
DQGSURFHGXUHV

 Red

_ Yellow

− 7KHUHLVDODFNRI

IROORZXSRQUHSRUWHG
YLRODWLRQV

 Green

− :HGRQ·WHQIRUFHRXU

SROLFLHV
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 Not Applicable
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5. Collaborative Security Management

Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?
Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization documents information protection
requirements and explicitly communicates them to all
appropriate third parties.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization has formal mechanisms for verifying
that all third-party organizations, outsourced security
services, mechanisms, and technologies meet its needs
and requirements.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization has policies and procedures for
collaborating with all third-party organizations that

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization has policies and procedures for
protecting information when working with external
organizations (e.g., third parties, collaborators,
subcontractors, or partners), including
•

protecting information belonging to other
organizations

•

understanding the security polices and
procedures of external organizations

•

ending access to information by terminated
external personnel

•

provide security awareness and training
services

•

develop security policies for the organization

•

develop contingency plans for the
organization
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5. Collaborative Security Management

Step 3b

Step 4

What is your organization currently

What is your organization currently not

How effectively is

doing well in this area?

doing well in this area?

your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

− :HUHO\RQPRUHWKDQ

$%&6\VWHPVWR
VXSSRUWRXUQHWZRUNV

_ Red

− 7KHUHLVQRVLQJOHSRLQW

RIFRQWDFWIRUWKH
QHWZRUN7KLQJVJHW
FRQIXVHGVRPHWLPHV
− 0HG6LWHGRHVQRW

FRPPXQLFDWHLWV
VHFXULW\UHODWHG
UHTXLUHPHQWVIRU3,'6
WR$%&6\VWHPV
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 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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6. Contingency Planning/Disaster Recovery

Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

An analysis of operations, applications, and data
criticality has been performed.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization has documented, reviewed, and tested

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The contingency, disaster recovery, and business
continuity plans consider physical and electronic
access requirements and controls.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

All staff are

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

•

business continuity or emergency operation
plans

•

disaster recovery plan(s)

•

contingency plan(s) for responding to
emergencies

•

aware of the contingency, disaster recovery,
and business continuity plans

•

understand and are able to carry out their
responsibilities
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6. Contingency Planning/Disaster Recovery

Step 3b

Step 4

What is your organization currently

What is your organization currently not

How effectively is

doing well in this area?

doing well in this area?

your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

−

:HKDYHGLVDVWHU
UHFRYHU\SODQVIRU
QDWXUDOGLVDVWHUVDQG
VRPHHPHUJHQFLHV

− :HGRQ·WKDYHD

EXVLQHVVFRQWLQXLW\
SODQ

 Red

− :HGRQ·WKDYHGLVDVWHU

UHFRYHU\SODQVIRU
V\VWHPVDQGQHWZRUNV

_ Yellow

− :H·UHQRWVXUHKRZ

PXFKWHVWLQJKDVEHHQ
GRQHRIWKHSODQVZHGR
KDYH

 Green

 Not Applicable
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7. Physical Access Control

Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There are documented policies and procedures for
managing visitors.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There are documented policies and procedures for
controlling physical access to work areas and
hardware (computers, communication devices, etc.)
and software media.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Workstations and other components that allow
access to sensitive information are physically
safeguarded to prevent unauthorized access.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s requirements for physical access
control are formally communicated to all contractors
and service providers that control physical access to
the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware,
and software media.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
physical access control.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Facility security plans and procedures for
safeguarding the premises, buildings, and any
restricted areas are documented and tested.

If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
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7. Physical Access Control

Step 3b

Step 4

What is your organization currently

What is your organization currently not

How effectively is

doing well in this area?

doing well in this area?

your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

−

−

:HDUHUHTXLUHGWRORFN − 2QFHVHQVLWLYH
RXURIILFHVDWWKHHQG
LQIRUPDWLRQLVSULQWHG
RIWKHGD\
DQGGLVWULEXWHGLWLV
QRWSURSHUO\FRQWUROOHG
3K\VLFDOVHFXULW\IRU
RUKDQGOHG
RXUFRPSXWHUURRPLV
JRRG

 Red

_ Yellow

− 3K\VLFDOVHFXULW\LV

KDPSHUHGE\
o ORFDWLRQGLVWULEXWLRQ

 Green

RI3&V
o QHHGWRVKDUH3&V
o VKDUHGRIILFHVSDFH

 Not Applicable

o VKDULQJFRGHVWR

FLSKHUORFNV
o PXOWLSOHDFFHVV

SRLQWVWRURRPV
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8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security

Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

An individual’s or group’s actions, with respect to all
physically controlled media, can be accounted for.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Audit and monitoring records are routinely examined
for anomalies, and corrective action is taken as
needed.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s requirements for monitoring
physical security are formally communicated to all
contractors and service providers that monitor
physical access to the building and premises, work
areas, IT hardware, and software media.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
monitoring physical security.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Maintenance records are kept to document the
repairs and modifications of a facility’s physical
components.

If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
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8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security

Step 3b

Step 4

What is your organization currently

What is your organization currently not

How effectively is

doing well in this area?

doing well in this area?

your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

− $XGLWUHFRUGVDUH

VSRWW\:H·UHQRWVXUH
WKDWDQ\RQHUHYLHZV
WKHP

_ Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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9. System and Network Management
Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
There are documented and tested security plan(s) for
safeguarding the systems and networks.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Sensitive information is protected by secure storage (e.g.,
backups stored off site, discard process for sensitive
information).

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The integrity of installed software is regularly verified.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

All systems are up to date with respect to revisions,
patches, and recommendations in security advisories.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There is a documented and tested data backup plan for
backups of both software and data. All staff understand
their responsibilities under the backup plans.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Changes to IT hardware and software are planned,
controlled, and documented.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

IT staff members follow procedures when issuing,
changing, and terminating users’ passwords, accounts,
and privileges.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Only necessary services are running on systems – all
unnecessary services have been removed.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Tools and mechanisms for secure system and network
administration are used, and are routinely reviewed and
updated or replaced.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s security-related system and network
management requirements are formally communicated to
all contractors and service providers that maintain
systems and networks.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization formally verifies that contractors and
service providers have met the requirements for securityrelated system and network management.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

•

Unique user identification is required for all
information system users, including third-party
users.

•

Default accounts and default passwords have
been removed from systems.

If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
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9. System and Network Management

Step 3b

Step 4

What is your organization currently

What is your organization currently not

How effectively is

doing well in this area?

doing well in this area?

your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

−

−

−

$%&6\VWHPVKDVD
VHFXULW\SODQ

−

0HG6LWHKDVQR
GRFXPHQWHGVHFXULW\
SODQ

:HIRUFHXVHUVWR
FKDQJHWKHLUSDVVZRUGV − :HGRQ·WFOHDQXS
UHJXODUO\
LQKHULWHGDFFHVVULJKWV
YHU\ZHOO
$%&6\VWHPVKDV
UHSRUWHGYHU\IHZ
LQWUXVLRQV

−

−

6\VWHPVDUHZHOO
SURWHFWHGZLWK
SDVVZRUGV
$%&6\VWHPVUXQVWRROV
IURPWKHLUVLWH
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 Red

_ Yellow

− :H·UHQRWVXUH

ZKHWKHU$%&6\VWHPV
NHHSVXSZLWKVHFXULW\
QRWLFHV
− :HKDYHQ·WEHHQ

 Green

 Not Applicable

WUDLQHGLQWKHXVHRI
WKHODWHVWV\VWHP
DGPLQLVWUDWLRQWRROV
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10. Monitoring and Auditing IT Security

Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s requirements for monitoring
information technology security are formally
communicated to all contractors and service
providers that monitor systems and networks.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
monitoring information technology security.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

System and network monitoring and auditing tools
are routinely used by the organization. Unusual
activity is dealt with according to the appropriate
policy or procedure.
Firewall and other security components are
periodically audited for compliance with policy.
If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
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10. Monitoring and Auditing IT Security

Step 3b

Step 4

What is your organization currently

What is your organization currently not

How effectively is

doing well in this area?

doing well in this area?

your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

− $%&6\VWHPVGRHVDOO

,7DXGLWV
− $%&6\VWHPVUXQV

−

$%&6\VWHPVGRHVQRW
UHSRUWXQXVXDODFWLYLW\
WRDQ\RQHKHUH

 Red

PRQLWRULQJWRROV
_ Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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11. Authentication and Authorization

Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There are documented policies and procedures to
establish and terminate the right of access to
information for both individuals and groups.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Methods or mechanisms are provided to ensure that
sensitive information has not been accessed, altered,
or destroyed in an unauthorized manner. Methods or
mechanisms are periodically reviewed and verified.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization’s requirements for controlling
access to systems and information are formally
communicated to all contractors and service
providers that provide authentication and
authorization services.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
authentication and authorization.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Appropriate access controls and user authentication
(e.g., file permissions, network configuration)
consistent with policy are used to restrict user access
to information, sensitive systems, specific
applications and services, and network connections.

If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
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11. Authentication and Authorization

Step 3b

Step 4

What is your organization currently

What is your organization currently not

How effectively is

doing well in this area?

doing well in this area?

your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

− 7KHUHDUHSROLFLHVDQG

SURFHGXUHVIRUDFFHVV
DQGFRQWURO
SHUPLVVLRQV
− 6\VWHPVDUHSURWHFWHG

− :H·UHQRWXVLQJUROH

EDVHGPDQDJHPHQWRI
DFFRXQWV

_ Red

− 3HRSOHLQKHULWIDUWRR

PDQ\SULYLOHJHV

 Yellow

ZHOOXVLQJSDVVZRUGV
 Green

 Not Applicable
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12. Vulnerability Management

Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
There is a documented set of procedures for
managing vulnerabilities, including

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Vulnerability management procedures are followed
and are periodically reviewed and updated.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Technology vulnerability assessments are performed
on a periodic basis, and vulnerabilities are addressed
when they are identified.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

•

selecting vulnerability evaluation tools,
checklists, and scripts

•

keeping up to date with known vulnerability
types and attack methods

•

reviewing sources of information on
vulnerability announcements, security alerts,
and notices

•

identifying infrastructure components to be
evaluated

•

scheduling of vulnerability evaluations

•

interpreting and responding to the results

•

maintaining secure storage and disposition of
vulnerability data

If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
The organization’s vulnerability management
requirements are formally communicated to all
contractors and service providers that manage
technology vulnerabilities.
The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
vulnerability management.
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12. Vulnerability Management

Step 3b

Step 4

What is your organization currently

What is your organization currently not

How effectively is

doing well in this area?

doing well in this area?

your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

−

$%&6\VWHPVGRHVDOO
YXOQHUDELOLW\HYDOXDWLRQ
DQGPDQDJHPHQW

−

:HKDYHQ·WUHFHLYHG
WUDLQLQJDERXWKRZWR
LQWHUSUHWYXOQHUDELOLW\
UHSRUWV

_ Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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13. Encryption

Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Appropriate security controls are used to protect
sensitive information while in storage and during
transmission (e.g., data encryption, public key
infrastructure, virtual private network technology).
Encrypted protocols are used when remotely
managing systems, routers, and firewalls.
If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
The organization’s requirements for protecting
sensitive information are formally communicated to
all contractors and service providers that provide
encryption technologies.
The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
implementing encryption technologies.
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13. Encryption

Step 3b

Step 4

What is your organization currently

What is your organization currently not

How effectively is

doing well in this area?

doing well in this area?

your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

− :HGRQ·WSURWHFW

SDWLHQWLQIRUPDWLRQ
ZKHQZHVHQGLW
HOHFWURQLFDOO\WRWKLUG
SDUWLHV

_ Red

 Yellow

− :HGRQ·WNQRZZKHWKHU

$%&6\VWHPVSURWHFWV
SDWLHQWLQIRUPDWLRQ
XVLQJHQFU\SWLRQ7KH
WRSLFKDVQHYHUFRPH
XS
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 Green

 Not Applicable
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14. Security Architecture and Design

Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
System architecture and design for new and revised
systems include considerations for
•

security strategies, policies, and procedures

•

history of security compromises

•

results of security risk assessments

The organization has up-to-date diagrams that show
the enterprise-wide security architecture and network
topology.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
The organization’s security-related requirements are
formally communicated to all contractors and service
providers that design systems and networks.
The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
security architecture and design.
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14. Security Architecture and Design

Step 3b

Step 4

What is your organization currently

What is your organization currently not

How effectively is

doing well in this area?

doing well in this area?

your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

−

3,'6,,LVEHLQJ
GHYHORSHGDQGQRRQH
KDVWDONHGWRXVDERXW
VHFXULW\

_ Red

 Yellow

 Green

 Not Applicable
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15. Incident Management

Step 3a

Statement

To what extent is this statement reflected in your
organization?

If staff from your organization is responsible for this
area:
Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Incident management procedures are periodically
tested, verified, and updated.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

There are documented policies and procedures for
working with law enforcement agencies.

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Very Much

Somewhat

Not At All

Don’t Know

Documented procedures exist for identifying,
reporting, and responding to suspected security
incidents and violations.

If staff from a third party is responsible for this area:
The organization’s requirements for managing
incidents are formally communicated to all
contractors and service providers that provide
incident management services.
The organization formally verifies that contractors
and service providers have met the requirements for
managing incidents.
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15. Incident Management

Step 3b

Step 4

What is your organization currently

What is your organization currently not

How effectively is

doing well in this area?

doing well in this area?

your organization
implementing the
practices in this
area?

− 3URFHGXUHVH[LVWIRU

LQFLGHQWUHVSRQVH

− :HKDYHQHYHU

FRQVLGHUHGKRZWRGHDO
ZLWKODZHQIRUFHPHQW

 Red

− ,WLVQRWFOHDUKRZRU

ZKHUHZHVKRXOGUHSRUW
LQFLGHQWV

_ Yellow

− :HKDYHQHYHU

GLVFXVVHGLQFLGHQW
PDQDJHPHQWZLWK$%&
6\VWHPV

 Green

 Not Applicable
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Critical Asset Selection Worksheet

7 Critical Asset Selection Worksheet

Step 5
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Step 5
Questions to Consider:

Which assets will have a large adverse impact on the organization if
•

they are disclosed to unauthorized people?

•

they are modified without authorization?

•

they are lost or destroyed?

•

access to them is interrupted?

Critical Asset

1. 3DWLHQW,QIRUPDWLRQ'DWD6\VWHP

3,'6

2. 3DSHUPHGLFDOUHFRUGV

3. 3HUVRQDOFRPSXWHUV

4. $%&6\VWHPV

5. (PHUJHQF\'DWD&DUH6\VWHP
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Notes

:HDUHGHSHQGHQWRQ3,'6

7KHQXPEHURQHGDWDVRXUFHIRUSDWLHQWLQIRUPDWLRQLVSDSHU
PHGLFDOUHFRUGV
$OOVWDIIDFFHVVNH\PHGLFDOV\VWHPVXVLQJSHUVRQDOFRPSXWHUV

7KH\FRQWURORXUQHWZRUN

7KLVLVW\SLFDORIWKHIXQFWLRQDOV\VWHPVDW0HG6LWH
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Critical Asset Information Worksheet: Systems

8 Critical Asset Information Worksheet for
Systems

Steps 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11
Note that from this point on, most of the case scenario results are only for the critical asset PIDS.
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Step 6

Step 7

Critical Asset

Rationale for Selection

What is the critical system?

Why is this system critical to the organization?

3DWLHQW,QIRUPDWLRQ :HDUHGHSHQGHQWRQ3,'6IRUGHOLYHULQJSDWLHQW
'DWD6\VWHP 3,'6 FDUH

Step 9
Related Assets

Which assets are related to this system?

Information:

−

3DWLHQWPHGLFDOLQIRUPDWLRQ



Services and Applications:

− 'DWDEDVH
− (PDLO

Other:

− 3HUVRQDOFRPSXWHUV
− 3DSHUPHGLFDOUHFRUGV
− ,QWHUQHWFRQQHFWLYLW\
− $%&6\VWHPV
− ([WHUQDOUHODWLRQV
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Step 8
Description
Who uses the system?

Who is responsible for the system?

3URYLGHUVODEWHFKQLFLDQSKDUPDFLVWVDQGDSSRLQWPHQWVFKHGXOHUVDOOXVH3,'6(DFK
JURXSLVUHVSRQVLEOHIRUDVXEVHWRIWKHPHGLFDOLQIRUPDWLRQRQ3,'6$%&6\VWHPV
KDVSULPDU\UHVSRQVLELOLW\IRUPDLQWDLQLQJ3,'66RPHGD\WRGD\PDLQWHQDQFHZRUNLV
SHUIRUPHGE\RXU,7VWDII

Step 10

Step 11

Security Requirements

Most Important Security
Requirement

What are the security requirements for this system?
(Hint: Focus on what the security requirements should be for this system, not what they currently are.)

Which security requirement
is most important for this
system?

_ Confidentiality

Only authorized personnel can view information on
_____3,'6_______. ,QIRUPDWLRQVKRXOGEHUHVWULFWHGWR

_ Integrity

WKRVHZLWKD´QHHGWRNQRZµ,QIRUPDWLRQLVVXEMHFWWR
WKHSULYDF\DFW

 Integrity

Only authorized personnel can modify information on

_ Availability

_____3,'6______. 5HFRUGVPXVWEHFRPSOHWHDQGFRUUHFW

_ Availability

 Confidentiality

 Other

______B3,'6_____ must be available for personnel to perform their jobs.

$FFHVVWRLQIRUPDWLRQLVUHTXLUHG
Unavailability cannot exceed ______ hour(s) per every ______ hours.



Other

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
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Risk Profile Worksheets

9 Risk Profile Worksheets for Systems –
PIDS

Steps 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27
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9.1 Risk Profile Worksheet for PIDS – Human Actors
Using Network Access
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Human Actors Using Network Access

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the
asset? Mark these branches on the tree.
For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or no
possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

deliberate

3,'6

network

accidental

outside

deliberate

94

Other

inside

Impact Values

Safety

accidental

Outcome

Fines

Motive

Productivity

Actor

Financial

Access

Reputation

Asset

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable
area?

disclosure

0

0

/

0

/



modification

0

0

0

0

+



loss, destruction

0

0

+

0

+



interruption

0

0

+

0

+



disclosure

0

0

/

0

/



modification

0

0

0

0

+



loss, destruction

0

0

+

0

+



interruption

0

0

+

0

+



disclosure

+

+

/

0

/



modification

0

0

0

0

+



loss, destruction

0

0

+

0

+



interruption

0

0

+

0

+



disclosure

+

+

/

0

/



modification

0

0

0

0

+



loss, destruction

0

0

+

0

+



interruption

0

0

+

0

+
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Basic Risk Profile
Step 24

Human Actors Using Network Access
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

What is your
approach for
addressing each
risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

Confidence

Operational

_ 

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<



_ 

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<



_ 

/

|;----|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<



_ 

+

|;----|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<



 _

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<



 _

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<



 _

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<



 _

/

|------|----;|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<



_ 

/

|------|----;|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<



_ 

/

|------|----;|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<



_ 

/

|------|----;|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<



_ 

/

|------|----;|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<



 _

/

|------|----;|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<



 _

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<



 _

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<



 _
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Mitigate



Defer

<

Accept

5

15. Incident Mgmt

5

14. Sec Arch & Des

5

13. Encryption

5

12. Vul Mgmt

<

11. Authen & Auth

<

10. Monitor IT Sec



9. Sys & Net Mgmt



6. Cont Planning
<

5. Coll Sec Mgmt
5

4. Sec Policy & Reg
<

3. Sec Mgmt
5

2. Sec Strategy
5

1. Sec Training
5

Not At All

|;----|------|

Somewhat

+

Very Much

8. Monitor Phys Sec

Strategic

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

Value

Approach

Security Practice Areas

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

OCTAVE-S V1.0

Human Actors Using Network Access

Threat Context
Step 13
Threat Actors
Which actors pose the biggest threats to this
system via the network?

accidental

disclosure

Insiders acting accidentally:

modification

'DWDHQWU\SHUVRQQHOPHGLFDO
VWDIIGLVFXVVLQJVHQVLWLYH
LQIRUPDWLRQLQSXEOLFDUHDV

loss, destruction
inside

interruption

deliberate

3,'6

network

disclosure

Insiders acting deliberately:

modification

'LVJUXQWOHGHPSOR\HHVVWDII
PLVXVLQJ3,'6LQIRUPDWLRQIRU
QRQPDOLFLRXVUHDVRQV

loss, destruction
interruption

accidental

disclosure

Outsiders acting accidentally:

modification

$%&6\VWHPV

loss, destruction
outside

interruption

deliberate

disclosure

Outsiders acting deliberately:

modification

7HUURULVWVSLHVKDFNHUV

loss, destruction
interruption
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Threat Context

Human Actors Using Network Access

Step 14

Step 15

How accurate
are the data?

__ times in _____ years

_





_____ times in _____ years



_



_____ times in _____ years



_



_____ times in _____ years

_





Very

Not At All

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?

Not At All

Somewhat

How confident
are you in this
estimate?
Very Much

Low

Medium

High

How strong is
the actor’s
motive?

History

Somewhat

Motive



_





_



_____ times in _____ years

_









_



_



_____ times in _____ years



_







_



_



_____ times in _____ years



_







_



_



_____ times in _____ years



_



_____ times in _____ years





_

_____ times in _____ years





_

_____ times in _____ years





_

_____ times in _____ years





_





_



_



_____ times in _____ years





_





_



_



_____ times in _____ years





_





_



_



_____ times in _____ years



_







_



_



_____ times in _____ years



_
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Step 16

Human Actors Using Network Access

Areas of Concern

Insiders Using Network Access

Give examples of how
insiders acting accidentally



could use network access
to threaten this system.

Give examples of how
insiders acting deliberately

could use network access
to threaten this system.

6WDIIPHPEHUVZLWKOHJLWLPDWHDFFHVVWR3,'6VRPHWLPHVXVH
WKDWDFFHVVWRYLHZLQIRUPDWLRQWKDWWKH\VKRXOGQ·W HJPHGLFDO
UHFRUGVRIIULHQGV 7KLVLVDYLRODWLRQRIWKHSULYDF\DFW
'LVJUXQWOHGHPSOR\HHVDUHDFRQFHUQ7KHPRUHWKH\NQRZDERXW
LQIRUPDWLRQWHFKQRORJ\WKHPRUHGDQJHURXVWKH\DUH

Outsiders Using Network Access

Give examples of how
outsiders acting accidentally

could use network access
to threaten this system.

Give examples of how
outsiders acting deliberately

could use network access
to threaten this system.

$%&6\VWHPVKDVDFFHVVWR3,'6DQGWKHQHWZRUN$Q\GHOLEHUDWH
RUDFFLGHQWDODFWVE\WKHLUVWDIIFRXOGDIIHFWRXUDELOLW\WR
SURYLGHSDWLHQWFDUH.

7HUURULVWVDQGVSLHVDUHRIFRQFHUQ,IWKH\GLVUXSW3,'6WKH\
FRXOGVKXWGRZQ0HG6LWH

+DFNHUVDUHDOVRDFRQFHUQ,IWKH\GLVUXSW3,'6WKH\FRXOGVKXW
GRZQ0HG6LWH
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Areas of Concern
Insiders Using Network Access

5ROHEDVHGDFFHVVEXLOGVRYHUWLPH0DQ\VWDIIPHPEHUVKDYH
DFFHVVWRWRRPXFKLQIRUPDWLRQ

Outsiders Using Network Access

$%&6\VWHPVKDVDFFHVVWR3,'6DQGWKHQHWZRUN$Q\GHOLEHUDWH
RUDFFLGHQWDODFWVE\WKHLUVWDIIFRXOGDIIHFWRXUDELOLW\WRSURYLGH
SDWLHQWFDUHLIWKH\PRGLI\RUGHOHWHYLWDOLQIRUPDWLRQRQ

3,'6
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9.2 Risk Profile Worksheet for PIDS – Human Actors
Using Physical Access
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Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the
asset? Mark these branches on the tree.
For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or no
possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

deliberate

3,'6

physical

accidental

outside

deliberate

102

Other

inside

Impact Values

Safety

accidental

Outcome

Fines

Motive

Productivity

Actor

Financial

Access

Reputation

Asset

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable
area?

disclosure

0

0

/

0

/



modification

0

0

0

0

+



loss, destruction

0

0

+

0

+



interruption

0

0

+

0

+



disclosure

0

0

/

0

/



modification

0

0

0

0

+



loss, destruction

0

0

+

0

+



interruption

0

0

+

0

+



disclosure

+

+

/

0

/



modification

0

0

0

0

+



loss, destruction

0

0

+

0

+



interruption

0

0

+

0

+



disclosure

+

+

/

0

/



modification

0

0

0

0

+



loss, destruction

0

0

+

0

+



interruption

0

0

+

0

+
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Basic Risk Profile
Step 24

Human Actors Using Physical Access
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

Strategic

Operational







5

<



_ 

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5











5

<



_ 

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5











5

<



_ 

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5











5

<



_ 

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5











5

<



_ 

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5











5

<



 _

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5











5

<



 _

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5











5

<



 _

/

|------|----;|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5











5

<



_ 

/

|------|----;|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5











5

<



_ 

/

|------|----;|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5











5

<



_ 

/

|------|----;|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5











5

<



_ 

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5











5

<



 _

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5











5

<



 _

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5











5

<



 _

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5











5

<



 _
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Mitigate

13. Encryption



Defer

12. Vul Mgmt



Accept

11. Authen & Auth

5

15. Incident Mgmt

10. Monitor IT Sec

<

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

<

6. Cont Planning

5

5. Coll Sec Mgmt

<

3. Sec Mgmt
5

2. Sec Strategy
5

1. Sec Training
5

Not At All

|----;|------|

Somewhat

/

Very

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

Confidence

8. Monitor Phys Sec

Value

Approach
What is your
approach for
addressing each
risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

4. Sec Policy & Reg

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

OCTAVE-S V1.0

Human Actors Using Physical Access

Threat Context
Step 13
Threat Actors
Which actors pose the biggest threats to this
system via physical means?

accidental

disclosure

Insiders acting accidentally:

modification

6WDIIXVLQJRWKHUSHRSOH·V
FRPSXWHUV

loss, destruction
inside

interruption

deliberate

3,'6

physical

disclosure

Insiders acting deliberately:

modification

'LVJUXQWOHGHPSOR\HHV

loss, destruction
interruption

accidental

disclosure

Outsiders acting accidentally:

modification

$%&6\VWHPVSDWLHQWV

loss, destruction
outside

interruption

deliberate

disclosure

Outsiders acting deliberately:

modification

3DWLHQWVWHUURULVWVVSLHV
YDQGDOV

loss, destruction
interruption
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Threat Context

Human Actors Using Physical Access

Step 14

Step 15

How accurate
are the data?

_____ times in _____ years



_



_____ times in _____ years



_



_____ times in _____ years



_



_____ times in _____ years



_



Very

Not At All

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?

Not At All

Somewhat

How confident
are you in this
estimate?

Very

Low

Medium

High

How strong is
the actor’s
motive?

History

Somewhat

Motive



_





_



_____ times in _____ years





_





_



_



_____ times in _____ years





_





_



_



_____ times in _____ years





_





_



_



_____ times in _____ years





_

_____ times in _____ years





_

_____ times in _____ years





_

_____ times in _____ years





_

_____ times in _____ years





_





_



_



_____ times in _____ years



_







_



_



_____ times in _____ years



_







_



_



_____ times in _____ years



_







_



_



_____ times in _____ years



_
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Step 16

Human Actors Using Physical Access

Areas of Concern

Insiders Using Physical Access

Give examples of how
insiders acting accidentally

could use physical access
to threaten this system.

Give examples of how
insiders acting deliberately

could use physical access
to threaten this system.

$Q\VWDIIPHPEHUFDQJHWSK\VLFDODFFHVVWR3,'6E\XVLQJ3&V
OHIWXQDWWHQGHGLQH[DPURRPV3&VLQH[DPURRPVDUHW\SLFDOO\
OHIWORJJHGRQWR3,'6
2XUPDLQFRPSXWHUURRPLVRIWHQOHIWXQORFNHG$OVRWRRPDQ\
VWDIIPHPEHUVVHHPWRKDYHNH\VWRWKHURRP$Q\VWDIIPHPEHU
ZLWKPDOLFLRXVLQWHQWFRXOGJDLQDFFHVV

Outsiders Using Physical Access

Give examples of how
outsiders acting accidentally

could use physical access
to threaten this system.

$Q\SDWLHQWFRXOGDFFLGHQWDOO\VHH3,'6LQIRUPDWLRQZKHQWKH\DUH
OHIWDORQHLQH[DPURRPV7KH\FRXOGDOVRGHOLEHUDWHO\ORRNDW3,'6
LQIRUPDWLRQLIWKH\ZDQWHGWR
$%&6\VWHPVKDVSK\VLFDODFFHVVDOORIRXU,7HTXLSPHQW$Q\
GHOLEHUDWHRUDFFLGHQWDODFWVE\WKHLUVWDIIFRXOGDIIHFWRXU
DELOLW\WRSURYLGHSDWLHQWFDUH.

Give examples of how
outsiders acting deliberately

could use physical access
to threaten this system.

$Q\SDWLHQWFRXOGDFFLGHQWDOO\VHH3,'6LQIRUPDWLRQZKHQWKH\DUH
OHIWDORQHLQH[DPURRPV7KH\FRXOGDOVRGHOLEHUDWHO\ORRNDW3,'6
LQIRUPDWLRQLIWKH\ZDQWHGWR
$%&6\VWHPVKDVSK\VLFDODFFHVVDOORIRXU,7HTXLSPHQW$Q\
GHOLEHUDWHRUDFFLGHQWDODFWVE\WKHLUVWDIIFRXOGDIIHFWRXU
DELOLW\WRSURYLGHSDWLHQWFDUH.
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Areas of Concern
Insiders Using Physical Access

Outsiders Using Physical Access

7HUURULVWVDQGVSLHVFRXOGDWWHPSWWRSK\VLFDOO\DFFHVV3,'6MXVW
DVHDVLO\DVWKH\FRXOGWU\WRKDFNLW,IWKH\GLVUXSW3,'6WKH\
FRXOGVKXWGRZQ0HG6LWH
7KH3,'6VHUYHULVORFDWHGDW$%&6\VWHPV·VLWH,WVVWDIIKDV
SK\VLFDODFFHVVWR3,'67KHLUSK\VLFDOVHFXULW\IRUWKHVHUYHULVD
FRQFHUQ
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9.3 Risk Profile Worksheet for PIDS – System Problems
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System Problems

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the
asset? Mark these branches on the tree.
For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or no
possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Fines

Safety

Other

Impact Values
Productivity

Outcome

Financial

Actor

Reputation

Asset

What is the potential impact on
the organization in each
applicable area?

loss, destruction

0

0

+

0

+



interruption

0

0

+

0

+



loss, destruction

0

0

+

0

+



interruption

0

0

+

0

+



loss, destruction

0

0

+

0

+



interruption

0

0

+

0

+



disclosure

+

+

/

0

/



malicious code

modification

0

0

0

0

+



(virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door)

loss, destruction

0

0

+

0

+



interruption

0

0

+

0

+



disclosure
software defects

modification

disclosure
system crashes

3,'6

modification

disclosure
hardware defects
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Basic Risk Profile
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Mitigate

Defer

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational

5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

3. Sec Mgmt

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

What is your
approach for
addressing each
risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

Confidence

Very

Value

Approach

Security Practice Areas

How likely is the threat
to occur in the future?
How confident are you
in your estimate?

Accept

Step 24

Systems Problems

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

+ |----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<



5



5

<

 _ 

+ |;----|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<



5



5

<

 _ 

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

+ |----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5



5

<

 _ 

+ |;----|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5



5

<

 _ 

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

/

|;----|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<



5



5

<

 _ 

/

|;----|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<



5



5

<

 _ 

/

|------|----;|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<

 _ 

/

|------|----;|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<

 _ 

/

|----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<

 _ 

0 |----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<





<

<

5

5

5

5

<

 _ 
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System Problems

Threat Context
Step 15
History

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

___ times in _____ years



_



interruption

___ times in _____ years

_





disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

__ times in _____ years



_



interruption

__ times in _____ years

_





disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

_____ times in _____ years

_





interruption

_____ times in _____ years

_





disclosure

_____ times in _____ years





_

malicious code

modification

_____ times in _____ years





_

(virus, worm, Trojan
horse, back door)

loss, destruction

_____ times in _____ years



_



interruption

_____ times in _____ years



_



software defects

system crashes
3,'6

hardware defects
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Not At All

disclosure

Somewhat

How accurate
are the data?

Very

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?
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Risk Profile Worksheet for PIDS: System Problems

Threat Context

System Problems

Notes
What additional notes about each threat do you want to record?
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Step 16

System Problems
Software Defects
Give examples of how
software defects could
threaten this system.

System Crashes
Give examples of how system
crashes could threaten this
system.

Areas of Concern

7KH3,'6GDWDEDVHDSSOLFDWLRQORFNVXSSHULRGLFDOO\7RJHW3,'6
EDFNXSZHQHHGWRUHERRWWKHV\VWHP$Q\WLPH3,'6LVGRZQLW
DIIHFWV0HG6LWH·VDELOLW\WRSURYLGHSDWLHQWFDUH

3,'6KDVDKLVWRU\RIFUDVKLQJIRUDYDULHW\RIUHDVRQV$Q\WLPH
3,'6LVGRZQLWDIIHFWV0HG6LWH·VDELOLW\WRSURYLGHSDWLHQWFDUH

Hardware Defects
Give examples of how
hardware defects could
threaten this system.

Malicious Code
Give examples of how
malicious code could threaten
this system. (Consider
viruses, worms, Trojan
horses, back doors, others)
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$Q\YXOQHUDELOLW\FRXOGEHH[SORLWHGE\DYLUXVRURWKHUW\SHRI
PDOLFLRXVFRGH
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Risk Profile Worksheet for PIDS: System Problems

Areas of Concern
Software Defects

System Crashes

Hardware Defects

Malicious Code

9LUXVHVDUHDPDMRUFRQFHUQ3,'6ZDVVKXWGRZQWZLFHODVW\HDU
EHFDXVHRIYLUXVSUREOHPV
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Risk Profile Worksheet for PIDS: Other

9.4 Risk Profile Worksheet for PIDS – Other Problems
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Other Problems

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the
asset? Mark these branches on the tree.
For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or no
possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Productivity

Fines

Safety

Other

Outcome

Financial

Actor

Reputation

Asset

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable
area?

loss, destruction

0

0

+

0

+



interruption

0

0

+

0

+



0

0

+

0

+



interruption

0

0

+

0

+



disclosure

+

+

/

0

/



disclosure
power supply
problems

modification

disclosure

3,'6

telecommunications

modification

problems or
unavailability

loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure

118

third-party problems

modification

or unavailability of
third-party systems

loss, destruction

natural disasters

modification

(e.g., flood, fire,
tornado)

loss, destruction

0

0

+

0

+



interruption

0

0

+

0

+
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Basic Risk Profile
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Mitigate

Defer

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

3. Sec Mgmt

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

What is your
approach for
addressing each
risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

Confidence

Very

Value

Approach

Security Practice Areas

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Accept

Step 24

Other Problems

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

0 |----;|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5













<

 _ 

0 |;----|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5













<

 _ 

/

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|;----|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5













<

 _ 

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

0 |;----|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

















<

  _

/

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5















 _ 

|;----|------|

 _ 

|------|------|
/

|;----|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5















 _ 

/

|;----|------|

5

5

5

<

5

<

<

5















 _ 
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Other Problems

Threat Context
Step 15
History

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

_____ times in _____ years



_



interruption

_____ times in _____ years

_





disclosure

______ times in ______ years







telecommunications

modification

______ times in ______ years







problems or
unavailability

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

_____ times in _____ years

_





disclosure

______ times in ______ years







third-party problems

modification

______ times in ______ years







or unavailability of
third-party systems

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

_____ times in _____ years

_





disclosure

_____ times in _____ years

_





natural disasters

modification

______ times in ______ years







(e.g., flood, fire,
tornado)

loss, destruction

_____ times in _____ years

_





interruption

_____ times in _____ years

_





power supply
problems

3,'6

120

Not At All

disclosure

Somewhat

How accurate
are the data?

Very

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?
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Risk Profile Worksheet for PIDS: Other

Threat Context

Other Problems

Notes
What additional notes about each threat do you want to record?

3RZHUVXSSO\LVFRQWUROOHGE\WKHVLWHDQGLWVIDFLOLWLHVJURXS
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Step 16

Other Problems
Power Supply Problems
Give examples of how power
supply problems could
threaten this system.

Areas of Concern

3RZHUVXSSO\SUREOHPVFDQOHDGWRDGHQLDORIDFFHVVWR3,'62XU
EDFNXSSURFHGXUHVKDYHIDLOHGLQWKHSDVWVRWKLVLVDFRQFHUQ

Telecommunications Problems
Give examples of how
:HDFFHVV3,'6XVLQJWHOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQVOLQHV,IWKHUHLVD
telecommunications problems
SUREOHPZLWKDQ\WHOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQVHTXLSPHQWWKHQZHFRXOGQRW
could threaten this system.
DFFHVV3,'6

Third-Party Problems
Give examples of how thirdparty problems could threaten
this system.

Natural Disasters
Give examples of how
natural disasters could
threaten this system.

122

0HG6LWHLVQRWDSULRULW\IRU$%&6\VWHPV7KLVSURORQJV
GRZQWLPHIRU3,'6

0HG6LWHLVORFDWHGRQDIORRGSODQH:HKDYHKDGDKLVWRU\RI
IORRGVHVSHFLDOO\LQWKHSDVWILYH\HDUV$FFHVVWR3,'6ZDV
LQWHUUXSWHGHDFKWLPH
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Areas of Concern
Power Supply Problems

Telecommunications Problems

Third-Party Problems
$%&6\VWHPV·FRQILJXUDWLRQRIRXUILUHZDOOUHVWULFWVDFFHVVWR
LPSRUWDQW,QWHUQHWPHGLFDOVLWHV7KH\GRQRWXQGHUVWDQGRXU
UHTXLUHPHQWV

Natural Disasters
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Other Problems (cont.)

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to the
asset? Mark these branches on the tree.
For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or no
possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

physical configuration
or arrangement of
buildings, offices, or
equipment

Fines

Safety

Other

disclosure

Productivity

Outcome

Financial

Actor

Reputation

Asset

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable
area?

+

+

/

0

/



modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification

3,'6

loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption

124
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Basic Risk Profile
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas









<

Mitigate



Defer



15. Incident Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec
5

14. Sec Arch & Des

<

13. Encryption

<

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

5. Coll Sec Mgmt
5

12. Vul Mgmt

<

11. Authen & Auth

5

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy
5

10. Monitor IT Sec

5

Operational

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

+ |;----|------|

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

Approach
What is your
approach for
addressing each
risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Accept

Step 24

Other Problems (cont.)

 _ 

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|------|------|

  

|------|------|
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Other Problems (cont.)

Threat Context
Step 15
History

__ times in _____ years

_





physical configuration

modification

______ times in ______ years







or arrangement of
buildings, offices, or
equipment

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







3,'6

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years
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Not At All

disclosure

Somewhat

How accurate
are the data?

Very

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?
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Risk Profile Worksheet for PIDS: Other

Threat Context

Other Problems (cont.)

Notes
What additional notes about each threat do you want to record?
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Step 16

Other Problems (cont.)

Areas of Concern

Physical Configuration Problems
Give examples of how
3K\VLFDOFRQILJXUDWLRQRIZRUNDUHDVSHUPLWVXQDXWKRUL]HGYLHZLQJ
physical configuration of
RISULYDWHSDWLHQWLQIRUPDWLRQE\VWDIIPHPEHUVDVZHOODV
buildings, offices, or
equipment could threaten this RXWVLGHUV
system.

Give examples of how
________________________
could threaten this system.

Give examples of how
________________________
could threaten this system.

Give examples of how
________________________
could threaten this system.

128
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Areas of Concern
Physical Configuration Problems
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Risk Profile Worksheet for ABC Systems: Other

10 Risk Profile Worksheet for ABC Systems
– Other Problems
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Other Problems

Basic Risk Profile

Step 12

Step 22
Threat

Impact Values

For which branches is there a non-negligible possibility of a threat to
the asset? Mark these branches on the tree.

What is the potential impact on the
organization in each applicable area?

For which of the remaining branches is there a negligible possibility or
no possibility of a threat to the asset? Do not mark these branches.

Productivity

Fines

Safety

Other

Outcome

Financial

Actor

Reputation

Asset

/

/

/

/

/



disclosure
key people taking a

modification

temporary leave of
absence (e.g., due to
illness, disability)

loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
key people leaving the
$%&
6\VWHPV

organization
permanently
(e.g., retirement, other
opportunities)

modification
loss, destruction
interruption

disclosure
threats affecting

modification

a third-party or
service provider

loss, destruction

$%&6\VWHPV

interruption

disclosure
modification
loss, destruction
interruption

132
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Basic Risk Profile

Other Problems
Step 26

Step 27

Probability

Security Practice Areas

/

Mitigate

Accept

15. Incident Mgmt

14. Sec Arch & Des

13. Encryption

12. Vul Mgmt

11. Authen & Auth

10. Monitor IT Sec

9. Sys & Net Mgmt

8. Monitor Phys Sec

7. Phys Acc Cntrl

6. Cont Planning

Operational
5. Coll Sec Mgmt

4. Sec Policy & Reg

2. Sec Strategy

Strategic

1. Sec Training

Not At All

Somewhat

Confidence

Very

Value

Approach
What is your
approach for
addressing
each risk?

What is the stoplight status for each security practice area?

3. Sec Mgmt

How likely is the threat to
occur in the future? How
confident are you in your
estimate?

Defer

Step 24

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|------;|

5

5

5

<

_  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|

  

|--------|--------|
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Other Problems

Threat Context
Step 15
History

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







disclosure

______ times in ______ years







threats affecting

modification

______ times in ______ years







a third-party or
service provider

loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







$%&6\VWHPV

interruption

_____ times in _____ years





_

disclosure

______ times in ______ years







modification

______ times in ______ years







loss, destruction

______ times in ______ years







interruption

______ times in ______ years







key people taking a
temporary leave of
absence (e.g., due to
illness, disability)

key people leaving
the organization
permanently

$%&


6\VWHPV
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(e.g., retirement,
other opportunities)

Not At All

disclosure

Somewhat

How accurate
are the data?

Very

How often has this threat
occurred in the past?

CMU/SEI-2003-HB-003 Volume 10

Risk Profile Worksheet for ABC Systems: Other

Threat Context

Other Problems

Notes
What additional notes about each threat do you want to record?

7RRXUNQRZOHGJHWKHUHKDVEHHQRQHWLPHWKDWVHFXULW\LVVXHVDIIHFWHG$%&
6\VWHPV·VHUYLFHLQWKHODVW\HDUV
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Step 16

Other Problems

Areas of Concern

People Taking a Temporary Leave of Absence
Give examples of how key
people taking a temporary leave
of absence could affect the

ability of this person or group
of people to provide critical
services, skills, and
knowledge.

People Leaving the Organization Permanently
Give examples of how key
people leaving the organization
permanently could affect the

ability of this person or group
of people to provide critical
services, skills, and
knowledge.

Threats Affecting a Third-Party
Give examples of how threats
affecting a third party or service
provider could affect the ability

of that third party or service
provider to provide critical
services, skills, and
knowledge.

136

$%&6\VWHPVFRQILJXUHVDQGPDLQWDLQVDOOPDMRUV\VWHPVDQGWKH
QHWZRUNIRU0HG6LWH,I$%&6\VWHPVLVXQDEOHWRSURYLGH
VHUYLFHVWR0HG6LWHEHFDXVHRIWKUHDWVWRWKHLUV\VWHPVDQG
QHWZRUNV0HG6LWH·VRSHUDWLRQVFRXOGEHDIIHFWHG
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Risk Profile Worksheet for ABC Systems: Other

Areas of Concern
People Taking a Temporary Leave of Absence

People Leaving the Organization Permanently

Threats Affecting a Third-Party
,IWKHUHLVDSUREOHPZLWK3,'6RUWKHQHWZRUNDQG$%&6\VWHPV
LVXQDEOHWRUHVSRQGLQDWLPHO\PDQQHU0HG6LWH·VGRZQWLPHFRXOG
EHLQFUHDVHG
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Network Access Paths Worksheet

11 Network Access Paths Worksheet

Steps 17 and 18
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Step 17

System of Interest
What system or systems are most closely related to the critical asset?

3,'6 LVLWVRZQV\VWHPRILQWHUHVW

Access Points

System of
Interest

Intermediate
Access Points

Step 18a

Step 18b

System of Interest

Intermediate Access Points

Which of the following classes of
components are part of the system
of interest?

Which of the following classes of
components are used to transmit
information and applications from
the system of interest to people?
Which classes of components could
serve as intermediate access
points?

_ Servers
Server A

_ Internal Networks

 Internal Networks

_ External Networks

_ On-Site Workstations

 Others (list)

admin, physician, treatment room

 Others (list)

140
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Note: When you select a key class of components, make sure that you
also document any relevant subclasses or specific examples when
appropriate.
Access Points

Data Storage
Locations
System Access
by People
Other Systems/
Components

Step 18c

Step 18d

Step 18e

System Access by People

Data Storage Locations

Other Systems and Components

From which of the following
classes of components can people
(e.g., users, attackers) access the
system of interest?

On which classes of
components is information from
the system of interest stored for
backup purposes?

Which other systems access
information or applications from the
system of interest?

_ On-Site Workstations

_ Storage Devices
local backups, off-site tapes

_ _____(&'6____________

_ Laptops
admin, physicians, IT

 Others (list)

_ ____)5.6_____________

Consider access points both
internal and external to your
organization’s networks.

_ PDAs/Wireless Components

Which other classes of components
can be used to access critical
information or applications from the
system of interest?

_ 0RVWRIWKHRWKHUV\VWHPV

_ Home/External Workstations
physicians, senior admin
 Others (list)
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Infrastructure Review Worksheet

12 Infrastructure Review Worksheets

Steps 19, 20, and 21
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Step 19a

Step 20

Which critical assets are
related to each class?

3,'6

(Document any relevant
subclasses or specific
examples when appropriate.)

Responsibility
Who is responsible for
maintaining and securing
each class of component?

(&'6

Which classes of components
are related to one or more
critical assets?

$%&6\VWHPV

Critical Assets

3&V

Class

SDSHUPHGUHFV

Note
In Step 19a,
mark the path to
each class
selected in Steps
18a-18e.

Step 19b

Servers
6HUYHU$

9

9

$%&6\VWHPV

9

9

$%&6\VWHPV

9

9

9

$%&6\VWHPV RXU,7

$GPLQ

9

9

9

$%&6\VWHPV RXU,7

3K\VLFLDQV

9

9

9

$%&6\VWHPV RXU,7

3DWLHQWWUHDWPHQWURRPV

9

9

9

$%&6\VWHPV RXU,7

$GPLQ

9

9

9

$%&6\VWHPV RXU,7

3K\VLFLDQV

9

9

9

$%&6\VWHPV RXU,7

,7

9

9

9

$%&6\VWHPV RXU,7

6HUYHU%

Internal Networks
$OO

On-Site Workstations

Laptops

PDAs/Wireless Components
3K\VLFLDQV

9

$%&6\VWHPV RXU,7

2WKHUV

9

$%&6\VWHPV RXU,7
$%&6\VWHPV RXU,7
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Step 21

Protection

Other







|-------------|---------------|

_







|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|------;-------|





_



|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|----------;-|---------------|





_



|-------------|--;-----------|





_



|-------------|--;-----------|





_



|-------------|---------------|

_







|-------------|--;-----------|





_



|--;---------|---------------|





_



,7GRHVDORWRIH[WUDVRQWKHLURZQ3&V

1RRQHKDVSDLGDWWHQWLRQWRWKLV

Not At All

_

Somewhat

|-------------|---------------|

Very Much

Informal Means

What additional information do you want to record?

Formal Techniques

How do you
know?

Don’t Know

To what extent is security
considered when configuring
and maintaining each class of
component?

Notes/Issues

Servers

Internal Networks
,7GRHVVRPHLWHPVRQWKHVH

On-Site Workstations
,7IRFXVHVRQ$GPLQ·VZRUNVWDWLRQV

Laptops

PDAs/Wireless Components
|-------------|-------------;|





_



|-------------|-------------;|





_



|-------------|---------------|
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Step 19a

Step 20

Responsibility
Who is responsible for
maintaining and securing
each class of component?

(&'6

3,'6

(Document any relevant
subclasses or specific
examples when appropriate.)

$%&6\VWHPV

Critical Assets
Which critical assets are
related to each class?

3&V

Class
Which classes of components
are related to one or more
critical assets?

SDSHUPHGUHFV

Note
In Step 19a,
mark the path to
each class
selected in Steps
18a-18e.

Step 19b

Other Systems

9

9

9

$%&6\VWHPVDQGRXU,7

/RFDOEDFNXS

9

9

9

$%&6\VWHPVDQGRXU,7

2IIVLWHWDSHV

9

9

1RWVXUH

$OORWKHUV\VWHPV

Storage Devices

External Networks
$OO

9

8QNQRZQ

9

,QGLYLGXDO

Home/External Workstations
Physicians, senior admin.

Other _________________
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Step 21

Protection

Other



_



|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|

_







|-------------|---------------|

_







|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|

_







|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









Not At All



Somewhat

|-------------|---------;----|

Very Much

Informal Means

What additional information do you want to record?

Formal Techniques

How do you
know?

Don’t Know

To what extent is security
considered when configuring
and maintaining each class of
component?

Notes/Issues

Other Systems

Storage Devices
0LJKWEHRXWVRXUFHGIURP$%&6\VWHPV

External Networks

Home/External Workstations
|-------------|---------------|

_







|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









8SWRRZQHUWRPDQDJH

Other _________________
|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|









|-------------|---------------|
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Probability Evaluation Criteria Worksheet

13 Probability Evaluation Criteria Worksheet

Step 23
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Step 23
Frequency-Based Criteria
1.

Think about what constitutes a high, medium, and low likelihood of occurrence for
threats to your organization’s critical assets.

+LJK

0HGLXP
7LPHV
3HU<HDU

Time Between

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Events

Annualized
Frequency

150

365

52

12

Four Times Per

Two Times Per

Year

Year

4

2
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2.

Draw lines that separate high from medium and medium from low.

0HGLXP

/RZ
7LPH3HU
<HDU

One Time Per

Once Every

Once Every

Once Every 10

Once Every 20

Once Every 50

Year

Two Years

Five Years

Years

Years

Years

1

0.5

0.2

0.1

0.05

0.02
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Protection Strategy Worksheet

14 Protection Strategy Worksheet

Steps 25, 29
This section includes an excerpt of the entire protection strategy for MedSite. Two types of
practice areas are included: the selected mitigation areas and a few of the other practice areas with
general, strategic improvements.
The mitigation areas reflect corporate or strategic-level changes driven primarily by the
mitigation plans for specific risks to critical assets. The mitigation areas are
•

Security awareness and training

•

Collaborative security management

•

Monitoring and auditing physical security

•

Authentication and authorization

Strategic level changes were also identified for the rest of the security practice areas. The other
areas with strategic changes included here are security policies and regulations.
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Protection Strategy for Security Awareness and Training

14.1 Protection Strategy for Security Awareness and
Training
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Stoplight Status

1. Security Awareness and Training

5

Step 25: How formal is your organization’s training strategy?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change your training strategy?
Do you want to make any additional changes to your training strategy?

Training Strategy

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has a documented training strategy that includes security
awareness training and security-related training for supported technologies.

 Current

 Change

The organization has an informal and undocumented training strategy.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: How often is security awareness training provided?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how often security awareness training is provided?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how often security awareness training is provided?

Security Awareness Training

Step 25

Step 29

Periodic security awareness training is provided for all employees
________time(s) every ________ years.

 Current

_ Change

Security awareness training is provided for new staff members as part of their
orientation activities.

_ Current

 Change

The organization does not provide security awareness training. Staff members
learn about security issues on their own.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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1. Security Awareness and Training
Step 25: To what extent are IT staff members required to attend security-related training?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the requirement for attending security-related training?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the requirement for attending security-related training?

Security-Related Training for Supported Technologies

Step 25

Step 29

Information technology staff members are required to attend security-related
training for any technologies that they support.

 Current

 Change

Information technology staff members can attend security-related training for
any technologies that they support if they request it.

 Current

_ Change

The organization generally does not provide opportunities for information
technology staff members to attend security-related training for supported
technologies. Information technology staff members learn about security-related
issues on their own.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: How formal is your organization’s mechanism for providing periodic security updates?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change your mechanism for providing periodic security updates?
Do you want to make any additional changes to your mechanism for providing periodic security updates?

Periodic Security Updates

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has a formal mechanism LQFOXGLQJFRRUGLQDWLRQZLWK$%&
6\VWHPV for providing staff members with periodic updates/bulletins about
important security issues.

 Current

_ Change

The organization does not have a mechanism for providing staff members with
periodic updates/bulletins about important security issues.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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Stoplight Status

1. Security Awareness and Training

5

Step 25: How formal is your organization’s mechanism for verifying that staff receives training?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change your mechanism for verifying that staff receives training?
Do you want to make any additional changes to your mechanism for verifying that staff receives training?

Training Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formal mechanisms for tracking and verifying that staff
members receive appropriate security-related training.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal mechanisms for tracking and verifying that staff
members receive appropriate security-related training.

 Current

_ Change

The organization has no mechanisms for tracking and verifying that staff
members receive appropriate security-related training.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: What additional characteristic of your current approach to security awareness and training do you want to
record?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change this characteristic?
Do you want to make any additional changes to this characteristic?

Other:

Step 25

Step 29

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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14.2 Protection Strategy for Collaborative Security
Management
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Stoplight Status

5. Collaborative Security Management

5

Step 25: How formal are your organization’s policies and procedures for protecting information when working with
collaborators and partners?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the policies and procedures for protecting information when working with
collaborators and partners?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the policies and procedures for protecting information when
working with collaborators and partners?

Collaborators and Partners

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has documented policies and procedures for protecting
information when working with collaborators and partners.

 Current

 Change

The organization has documented policies and procedures for protecting certain
information when working with collaborators and partners. The organization has
informal and undocumented policies and procedures for protecting other types of
information when working with collaborators and partners.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented policies and procedures for
protecting information when working with collaborators and partners.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: How formal are your organization’s policies and procedures for protecting information when working with
contractors and subcontractors?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the policies and procedures for protecting information when working with
contractors and subcontractors?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the policies and procedures for protecting information when
working with contractors and subcontractors?

Contractors and Subcontractors

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has documented policies and procedures for protecting
information when working with contractors and subcontractors.

 Current

 Change

The organization has documented policies and procedures for protecting certain
information when working with contractors and subcontractors. The organization
has informal and undocumented policies and procedures for protecting other
types of information when working with contractors and subcontractors.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented policies and procedures for
protecting information when working with contractors and subcontractors.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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5. Collaborative Security Management
Step 25: How formal are your organization’s policies and procedures for protecting information when working with service
providers?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the policies and procedures for protecting information when working with
service providers?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the policies and procedures for protecting information when
working with service providers?

Service Providers

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has documented policies and procedures for protecting
information when working with service providers.

 Current

 Change

The organization has documented policies and procedures for protecting certain
information when working with service providers. The organization has informal
and undocumented policies and procedures for protecting other types of
information when working with service providers.

 Current

 Change

The organization has informal and undocumented policies and procedures for
protecting information when working with service providers.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its information protection requirements to third
parties?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its information protection requirements
to third parties?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how your organization communicates its information protection
requirements to third parties?

Requirements

Step 25

Step 29

The organization documents information protection requirements and explicitly
communicates them to all appropriate third parties.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally communicates information protection requirements
to all appropriate third parties. )DFLOLWLHV0DQDJHPHQWDQG$%&6\VWHPV

 Current

_ Change

The organization does not communicate information protection requirements to
third parties.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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5. Collaborative Security Management

5

Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that third parties are addressing information protection
requirements?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change verification mechanisms?
Do you want to make any additional changes to verification mechanisms?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formal mechanisms for verifying that all third-party
organizations, outsourced security services, mechanisms, and technologies meet
its needs and requirements.

 Current

 Change

)DFLOLWLHV0DQDJHPHQWDQG$%&6\VWHPV
The organization has informal mechanisms for verifying that all third-party
organizations, outsourced security services, mechanisms, and technologies meet
its needs and requirements.

 Current

_ Change

The organization has no mechanisms for verifying that all third-party
organizations, outsourced security services, mechanisms, and technologies meet
its needs and requirements.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your security-awareness training program include information about collaborative security
management?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the content of your security awareness training to include information about
collaborative security management?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the content of your security awareness training?

Staff Awareness

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s security-awareness training program includes information
about the organization’s collaborative security management policies and
procedures. This training is provided for all employees _________time(s) every
_________ years.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-awareness training program includes information
about the organization’s collaborative security management policies and
procedures. This training is provided for new staff members as part of their
orientation activities.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-awareness training program does not include
information about the organization’s collaborative security management policies
and procedures. Staff members learn about collaborative security management
policies and procedures on their own.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change
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5. Collaborative Security Management
Step 25: What additional characteristic of your current approach to collaborative security management do you want to
record?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change this characteristic?
Do you want to make any additional changes to this characteristic?

Other:

Step 25

Step 29

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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14.3 Protection Strategy for Monitoring and Auditing
Physical Security
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Stoplight Status

8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security

5

Step 25: Who is currently responsible for monitoring and auditing physical security?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change responsibility for monitoring and auditing physical security?
Do you want to make any additional changes affecting responsibility for monitoring and auditing physical security?

External

Combined

 Change

Internal

_ Current
Combined

Step 29

External

Step 25

Internal

Responsibility

Keeping maintenance records to document repairs and modifications to IT
hardware





_







Monitoring physical access to controlled IT hardware





_







Monitoring physical access to controlled IT software media





_







Monitoring physical access to restricted work areas





_







Reviewing monitoring records on a periodic basis





_







Investigating and addressing any unusual activity that is identified





_







_____________________________________________________________













_____________________________________________________________













_____________________________________________________________













_____________________________________________________________
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8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security
Step 25: To what extent are procedures for this area formally documented?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which procedures are formally documented for this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how procedures are documented for this area?

Procedures

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formally documented plans and procedures for
monitoring physical access to the building and premises, work areas, IT
hardware, and software media.

 Current

 Change

The organization has some formally documented policies and procedures for
monitoring physical access to the building and premises, work areas, IT
hardware, and software media. Some policies and procedures in this area are
informal and undocumented.

 Current

_ Change

The organization has informal and undocumented plans and procedures for
monitoring physical access to the building and premises, work areas, IT
hardware, and software media.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
Step 25: To what extent are staff members required to attend training in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the requirement for attending training in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the requirement for attending training in this area?

Training

Step 25

Step 29

Designated staff members are required to attend training for monitoring
physical access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and
software media.

 Current

 Change

Designated staff members can attend training for monitoring physical access
to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software media if
they request it.

 Current

 Change

The organization generally does not provide opportunities for designated staff
members to attend training for monitoring physical access to the building and
premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software media. Designated staff
members learn about monitoring physical access on their own.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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Stoplight Status

8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security

5

Third Party A:_)DFLOLWLHV0DQDJHPHQW_______________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s requirements for monitoring physical security are formally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that monitor physical
access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software
media.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for monitoring physical security are
informally communicated to all contractors and service providers that monitor
physical access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and
software media.

 Current

_ Change

The organization’s requirements for monitoring physical security are not
communicated to all contractors and service providers that monitor physical
access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software
media.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for monitoring physical security.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for monitoring physical security.

 Current

_ Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for monitoring physical security.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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8. Monitoring and Auditing Physical Security
Third Party B:____________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s requirements for monitoring physical security are formally
communicated to all contractors and service providers that monitor physical
access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software
media.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for monitoring physical security are
informally communicated to all contractors and service providers that monitor
physical access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and
software media.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for monitoring physical security are not
communicated to all contractors and service providers that monitor physical
access to the building and premises, work areas, IT hardware, and software
media.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for monitoring physical security.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for monitoring physical security.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for monitoring physical security.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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14.4 Protection Strategy for Authentication and
Authorization
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11. Authentication and Authorization

5

Step 25: Who is currently responsible for authentication and authorization?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change responsibility for authentication and authorization?
Do you want to make any additional changes affecting responsibility for authentication and authorization?

External

Combined

_ Change

Internal

_ Current
Combined

Step 29

External

Step 25

Internal

Responsibility

Implementing access controls (e.g., file permissions, network
configuration) to restrict user access to information, sensitive systems,
specific applications and services, and network connections



_







_

Implementing user authentication (e.g., passwords, biometrics) to restrict
user access to information, sensitive systems, specific applications and
services, and network connections



_







_

Establishing and terminating access to systems and information for both
individuals and groups





_





_

_____________________________________________________________













_____________________________________________________________













_____________________________________________________________













_____________________________________________________________













_____________________________________________________________













_____________________________________________________________













_____________________________________________________________
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11. Authentication and Authorization
Step 25: To what extent are procedures for this area formally documented?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which procedures are formally documented for this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how procedures are documented for this area?

Procedures

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formally documented authorization and authentication
procedures for restricting user access to information, sensitive systems,
specific applications and services, and network connections.

 Current

 Change

The organization has some formally documented authorization and
authentication procedures for restricting user access to information, sensitive
systems, specific applications and services, and network connections. Some
procedures in this area are informal and undocumented.

 Current

_ Change

The organization has informal and undocumented authorization and
authentication procedures for restricting user access to information, sensitive
systems, specific applications and services, and network connections.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
Step 25: To what extent are staff members required to attend training in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the requirement for attending training in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the requirement for attending training in this area?

Training

Step 25

Step 29

Information technology staff members are required to attend training for
implementing technological measures to restrict user access to information,
sensitive systems, specific applications and services, and network
connections.

 Current

 Change

Information technology staff members can attend training for implementing
technological measures to restrict user access to information, sensitive
systems, specific applications and services, and network connections if they
request it.

 Current

_ Change

The organization generally does not provide opportunities for information
technology staff members to attend training for implementing technological
measures to restrict user access to information, sensitive systems, specific
applications and services, and network connections. Information technology
staff members learn about authentication and authorization on their own.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from your organization is partly or completely responsible for this area:
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11. Authentication and Authorization

5

Third Party A:_$%&6\VWHPV_______________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s requirements for controlling access to systems and
information are formally communicated to all contractors and service
providers that provide authentication and authorization services.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for controlling access to systems and
information are informally communicated to all contractors and service
providers that monitor systems and networks.

 Current

_ Change

The organization’s requirements for controlling access to systems and
information are not communicated to all contractors and service providers
that monitor systems and networks.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for authentication and authorization.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for authentication and authorization.

 Current

_ Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for authentication and authorization.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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11. Authentication and Authorization
Third Party B:____________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization formally communicate its requirements in this area to this third party?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization communicates its requirements to this third party?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how you communicate requirements to this third party?

Collaborative Issues

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s requirements for controlling access to systems and
information are formally communicated to all contractors and service
providers that provide authentication and authorization services.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for controlling access to systems and
information are informally communicated to all contractors and service
providers that monitor systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s requirements for controlling access to systems and
information are not communicated to all contractors and service providers
that monitor systems and networks.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
Step 25: To what extent does your organization verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how you verify that this third party is addressing requirements in this area?
Do you want to make any additional changes to you verify that requirements are being met?

Verification

Step 25

Step 29

The organization formally verifies that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for authentication and authorization.

 Current

 Change

The organization informally verifies that contractors and service providers
have met the requirements for authentication and authorization.

 Current

 Change

The organization does not verify that contractors and service providers have
met the requirements for authentication and authorization.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

If staff from a third party is partly or completely responsible for this area:

_____________________________________________________________
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14.5 Protection Strategy for Security Policies and
Regulations
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4. Security Policies and Regulations

<

Step 25: To what extent are your organization’s security-related policies formally documented?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the extent to which your security-related policies are formally documented?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the extent to which your security-related policies are formally
documented?

Documented Policies

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has a comprehensive set of formally documented securityrelated policies.

 Current

 Change

The organization has a partial set of formally documented security-related
policies. Some security-related policies are informal and undocumented.

_ Current

 Change

The organization’s security-related policies are informal and undocumented.

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: How formal is your organization’s mechanism for creating and updating its security-related policies?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your security-related policies are created and updated?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how your security-related policies are created and updated?

Policy Management

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has a formal mechanism for creating and updating its securityrelated policies.

 Current

 Change

The organization has a formal mechanism for creating its security-related
policies. The organization has an informal and undocumented mechanism for
updating its security-related policies.

 Current

 Change

The organization has an informal and undocumented mechanism for creating and
updating its security-related policies.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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4. Security Policies and Regulations
Step 25: How formal are your organization’s procedures for enforcing its security-related policies?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how security-related policies are enforced?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how security-related policies are enforced?

Policy Enforcement

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formal procedures for enforcing its security-related
policies. Enforcement procedures are consistently followed.

 Current

 Change

The organization has formal procedures for enforcing its security-related
policies. Enforcement procedures are inconsistently followed.

 Current

_ Change

The organization has informal and undocumented procedures for enforcing its
security-related policies.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: To what extent does your security-awareness training program include information about the organization’s
security policies and regulations?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change the content of your security awareness training to include security policy and
regulation information?
Do you want to make any additional changes to the content of your security awareness training?

Staff Awareness

Step 25

Step 29

The organization’s security-awareness training program includes information
about the organization’s security policies and regulations. This training is
provided for all employees ________time(s) every ________ years.

 Current

_ Change

The organization’s security-awareness training program includes information
about the organization’s security policies and regulations. This training is
provided for new staff members as part of their orientation activities.

 Current

 Change

The organization’s security-awareness training program does not include
information about the organization’s security policies and regulations. Staff
members learn about security policies and regulations on their own.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
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Stoplight Status

4. Security Policies and Regulations

<

Step 25: How formal are your organization’s procedures for complying with security-related policies and regulations?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change how your organization complies with security-related policies and
regulations?
Do you want to make any additional changes to how your organization complies with security-related policies and
regulations?

Policy and Regulation Compliance

Step 25

Step 29

The organization has formal procedures for complying with information security
policies, applicable laws and regulations, and insurance requirements.

 Current

 Change

The organization has formal procedures for complying with certain information
security policies, applicable laws and regulations, and insurance requirements.
Some procedures in this area are informal and undocumented.

 Current

_ Change

The organization has informal and undocumented procedures for complying with
information security policies, applicable laws and regulations, and insurance
requirements.

_ Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________

Step 25: What additional characteristic of your current approach to security policies and regulations do you want to
record?
Step 29: Will any mitigation activities change this characteristic?
Do you want to make any additional changes to this characteristic?

Other:

Step 25

Step 29

_____________________________________________________________

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

 Current

 Change

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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15 Mitigation Plan Worksheet

Step 28
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Mitigation Area: __6HFXULW\$ZDUHQHVVDQG7UDLQLQJ_________________________
Step 28
Mitigation Activity

Rationale

Which mitigation activities are you going to implement in this
security practice area?

Why did you select each activity?

3URYLGHSHULRGLFVHFXULW\DZDUHQHVVWUDLQLQJIRUDOO
HPSOR\HHVRQFHD\HDU

0HG6LWH·VFXUUHQWSROLF\LVWRSURYLGHDZDUHQHVV
WUDLQLQJIRUQHZHPSOR\HHVRQO\7KLVLV
LQDGHTXDWH6HFXULW\DZDUHQHVVWUDLQLQJVKRXOGEH
SURYLGHGRQDSHULRGLFEDVLV


1RWH7KLVZLOOFKDQJH0HG6LWH·VSURWHFWLRQVWUDWHJ\







(QDEOH,7VWDIIPHPEHUVWRDWWHQGVHFXULW\UHODWHG
WUDLQLQJIRUDQ\WHFKQRORJLHVWKDWWKH\VXSSRUW


7KHVHFXULW\SUDFWLFHVVXUYH\LQGLFDWHGWKDW
WKHUHLVDODFNRIWUDLQLQJIRU,7VWDIIDW
0HG6LWH






7KHPDQDJHULQHDFKGHSDUWPHQWZLOONHHSDOLVWRI
SHRSOHZKRKDYHUHFHLYHGVHFXULW\DZDUHQHVVWUDLQLQJ
DQGZKHQWKH\UHFHLYHGLW

:HPXVWVHWXSDWUDFNLQJPHFKDQLVPLIZH
LQWHQGWRLPSURYHRXUWUDLQLQJUHODWHGWRVHFXULW\
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Mitigation Responsibility

Additional Support

Who needs to be involved in implementing each activity?
Why?

What additional support will be needed when
implementing each activity (e.g., funding, commitment of
staff, sponsorship)?

0HG6LWH·VVHQLRUPDQDJHPHQWWHDPDQGWKH
WUDLQLQJGHSDUWPHQWPDQDJHU



,QFUHDVLQJWKHIUHTXHQF\RIVHFXULW\DZDUHQHVV
WUDLQLQJUHTXLUHVFRPPLWPHQWDQGIXQGLQJIURP
VHQLRUPDQDJHPHQW,WZLOODOVRUHTXLUHD
FRPPLWPHQWIURP0HG6LWH·V7UDLQLQJ
'HSDUWPHQW














0HG6LWH·V,7PDQDJHUPXVWWDNHUHVSRQVLELOLW\
IRULPSOHPHQWLQJWKLVPLWLJDWLRQDFWLYLW\

0HG6LWH·VVHQLRUPDQDJHUVPXVWDSSURYHDQGILQG
IXQGLQJIRUWKLVDFWLYLW\0HG6LWH·V&,2QHHGVWR
VSRQVRULPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIWKLVDFWLYLW\








7KHPDQDJHULQHDFK0HG6LWHGHSDUWPHQW













(DFKGHSDUWPHQWPDQDJHUPXVWSDUWLFLSDWHLQWKLV
DFWLYLW\6HQLRUPDQDJHUVQHHGWRPDNHWKLVD
UHTXLUHPHQWIRULWWRZRUN
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Mitigation Area: __&ROODERUDWLYH6HFXULW\0DQDJHPHQW____________________
Step 28
Mitigation Activity

Rationale

Which mitigation activities are you going to implement in this
security practice area?

Why did you select each activity?

'HVLJQDWHDQ,7VWDIIPHPEHUDVSRLQWRIFRQWDFWWR
FRPPXQLFDWHRXUUHTXLUHPHQWVIRUSURWHFWLQJ3,'6
LQIRUPDWLRQWR$%&6\VWHPV

:HDUHFXUUHQWO\GRLQJQRWKLQJZLWKUHVSHFWWR
FRPPXQLFDWLQJVHFXULW\UHTXLUHPHQWVWR$%&
6\VWHPVDQGWKH)DFLOLWLHV0DQDJHPHQW*URXS
(VWDEOLVKLQJDSRLQWRIFRQWDFWIRUHDFK
RUJDQL]DWLRQVKRXOGLPSURYHFRPPXQLFDWLRQRIRXU
UHTXLUHPHQWV

'HVLJQDWHVWDIIPHPEHUIURPWKH0DLQWHQDQFH
'HSDUWPHQWWRFRPPXQLFDWHRXUSK\VLFDOVHFXULW\
UHTXLUHPHQWVIRUEXLOGLQJVHFXULW\WRWKH)DFLOLWLHV
0DQDJHPHQW*URXS




1RWH7KLVZLOOFKDQJH0HG6LWH·VSURWHFWLRQVWUDWHJ\

7KH,7SRLQWRIFRQWDFWZLOOYHULI\WKDWUHTXLUHPHQWV
IRUSURWHFWLQJ3,'6LQIRUPDWLRQDUHPHWE\$%&
6\VWHPV
7KH0DLQWHQDQFH'HSDUWPHQWSRLQWRIFRQWDFWZLOO
YHULI\WKDWUHTXLUHPHQWVIRUSK\VLFDOVHFXULW\DUHPHW
E\WKH)DFLOLWLHV0DQDJHPHQW*URXSIRUWKHEXLOGLQJ

,IZHDUHHVWDEOLVKLQJDPHDQVWRFRPPXQLFDWH
RXUUHTXLUHPHQWVWR$%&6\VWHPVDQGWKH
)DFLOLWLHV0DQDJHPHQW*URXSWKHQZHQHHGWKH
SRLQWVRIFRQWDFWWRPDNHVXUHWKDWWKRVH
UHTXLUHPHQWVKDYHEHHQPHW



1RWH7KLVZLOOFKDQJH0HG6LWH·VSURWHFWLRQVWUDWHJ\

&RQWUDFWZLWK$%&6\VWHPVWRVHQGVHFXULW\EXOOHWLQV
WR0HG6LWH·V,7SRLQWRIFRQWDFWZKRZLOOIRUZDUGWKH
EXOOHWLQVWR0HG6LWH·VVWDII

0HG6LWH·VVWDIILVQRWUHFHLYLQJLQIRUPDWLRQ
DERXWVHFXULW\SUREOHPVVXFKDVYLUXVHV
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Mitigation Responsibility

Additional Support

Who needs to be involved in implementing each activity?
Why?

What additional support will be needed when
implementing each activity (e.g., funding, commitment of
staff, sponsorship)?

7%'²5HVSRQVLELOLW\PXVWEHDVVLJQHGE\
0HG6LWH·V&,2DQGWKHPDQDJHURIWKH
0DLQWHQDQFH'HSDUWPHQW

0HG6LWH·VVHQLRUPDQDJHPHQWWHDPPXVWVSRQVRU
WKLVDFWLYLW\7KH&,2DQGPDQDJHURIWKH
0DLQWHQDQFH'HSDUWPHQWPXVWDVVLJQWKHSRLQWV
RIFRQWDFW













7%'²$SRLQWRIFRQWDFWPXVWEHDVVLJQHGWR
ZRUNZLWK$%&6\VWHPV$SRLQWRIFRQWDFWPXVW
EHDVVLJQHGWRZRUNZLWKWKH)DFLOLWLHV
0DQDJHPHQW*URXS

0HG6LWH·VVHQLRUPDQDJHPHQWWHDPPXVWVSRQVRU
WKLVDFWLYLW\7KH&,2DQGPDQDJHURIWKH
0DLQWHQDQFH'HSDUWPHQWPXVWDVVLJQWKHSRLQWV
RIFRQWDFW









7%'²$SRLQWRIFRQWDFWPXVWEHDVVLJQHGWR
ZRUNZLWK$%&6\VWHPV



0HG6LWH·VVHQLRUPDQDJHPHQWWHDPPXVWVSRQVRU
WKLVDFWLYLW\7KH&,2PXVWDVVLJQWKHSRLQWRI
FRQWDFW
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Mitigation Area: __0RQLWRULQJDQG$XGLWLQJ3K\VLFDO6HFXULW\_____________
Step 28
Mitigation Activity

Rationale

Which mitigation activities are you going to implement in this
security practice area?

Why did you select each activity?

'RFXPHQWIRUPDOSURFHGXUHVIRUPRQLWRULQJSK\VLFDO
DFFHVVWRDOO,7KDUGZDUHDQGVRIWZDUHPHGLD



6RPHVWDIIPHPEHUVIURP0HG6LWH·V,7
GHSDUWPHQWLQIRUPDOO\PRQLWRUWKHSK\VLFDO
VHFXULW\RI,7KDUGZDUHDQGVRIWZDUH
)RUPDOL]LQJWKHSURFHGXUHVZRXOGKHOSWRHQVXUH
WKDWWKH\DUHFRQVLVWHQWO\DSSOLHGE\DOO,7VWDII
PHPEHUV









1RWH7KLVZLOOFKDQJH0HG6LWH·VSURWHFWLRQVWUDWHJ\


$VVLJQDSRLQWRIFRQWDFWIURP0HG6LWHWRZRUNZLWK
WKH)DFLOLWLHV0DQDJHPHQW*URXSWRPRQLWRUSK\VLFDO
DFFHVVWRWKHEXLOGLQJDQGSUHPLVHV7KHSRLQWRI
FRQWDFWZLOOEHUHVSRQVLEOHIRUFRPPXQLFDWLQJ
0HG6LWH·VUHTXLUHPHQWVIRUPRQLWRULQJSK\VLFDO
VHFXULW\DQGIRUYHULI\LQJWKDWWKHUHTXLUHPHQWVKDYH
EHHQPHW
1RWH7KLVZLOOFKDQJH0HG6LWH·VSURWHFWLRQVWUDWHJ\

5HVSRQVLELOLW\IRUPRQLWRULQJDQGDXGLWLQJSK\VLFDO
VHFXULW\LVDVVLJQHGWRWKH)DFLOLWLHV0DQDJHPHQW
*URXSDQG0HG6LWH$FWLYLWLHVDUHQRW
FRRUGLQDWHGDPRQJWKHWZRRUJDQL]DWLRQV
(VWDEOLVKLQJSRLQWVRIFRQWDFWDW0HG6LWHWRZRUN
ZLWKVWDIIIURPWKH)DFLOLWLHV0DQDJHPHQW*URXS
VKRXOGLPSURYHFRPPXQLFDWLRQRIRXU
UHTXLUHPHQWVDQGLPSURYHKRZSK\VLFDOVHFXULW\LV
PDQDJHG
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Mitigation Responsibility

Additional Support

Who needs to be involved in implementing each activity?
Why?

What additional support will be needed when
implementing each activity (e.g., funding, commitment of
staff, sponsorship)?

7%'²$VPDOOWHDPWRGRFXPHQWWKHSURFHGXUHV
PXVWEHDVVLJQHGE\0HG6LWH·V&,2DQGRU,7
PDQDJHU

0HG6LWH·V&,2PXVWVSRQVRUWKLVDFWLYLW\DQG
DVVLJQDVPDOOWHDPWRGRFXPHQWWKHSURFHGXUHV














7%'²$SRLQWRIFRQWDFWPXVWEHDVVLJQHGWR
ZRUNZLWK)DFLOLWLHV0DQDJHPHQW*URXS



0HG6LWH·VVHQLRUPDQDJHPHQWWHDPPXVWVSRQVRU
WKLVDFWLYLW\7KHPDQDJHURIWKH0DLQWHQDQFH
'HSDUWPHQWPXVWDVVLJQWKHSRLQWVRIFRQWDFW
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Mitigation Area: __$XWKHQWLFDWLRQDQG$XWKRUL]DWLRQ__________________
Step 28
Mitigation Activity

Rationale

Which mitigation activities are you going to implement in this
security practice area?

Why did you select each activity?

$VVLJQMRLQWUHVSRQVLELOLW\IRUWKHIROORZLQJWR
0HG6LWHDQG$%&6\VWHPV

3HRSOHIURP0HG6LWH·V,7GHSDUWPHQWPXVW
SDUWLFLSDWHLQFRQWUROOLQJDFFHVVWR3,'66WDII
DW$%&6\VWHPVGRQRWNQRZZKRVKRXOGKDYH
OHJLWLPDWHDFFHVVWRZKDW

−

LPSOHPHQWLQJDFFHVVFRQWUROVIRU3,'6

−

LPSOHPHQWLQJXVHUDXWKHQWLFDWLRQIRU3,'6


1RWH7KLVZLOOFKDQJH0HG6LWH·VSURWHFWLRQVWUDWHJ\


'RFXPHQWSURFHGXUHVIRUFRQWUROOLQJDFFHVVWR3,'6

1RWH7KLVZLOOFKDQJH0HG6LWH·VSURWHFWLRQVWUDWHJ\

5HVWULFWLQJXVHUDFFHVVLVFXUUHQWO\GRQHLQDQDG
KRFPDQQHU0HG6LWH·V,7GHSDUWPHQWPXVW
GHYHORSIRUPDOL]HGSURFHGXUHVIRUUHVWULFWLQJ
XVHUDFFHVVWRHQVXUHWKDWWKH\DUHFRQVLVWHQWO\
DSSOLHGE\DOO,7VWDIIPHPEHUV3URFHGXUHVIRU
LPSOHPHQWLQJDFFHVVFRQWUROVPXVWVSHFLI\KRZWR
ZRUNZLWKVWDIIIURP$%&6\VWHPV



$VVLJQDSRLQWRIFRQWDFWIURP0HG6LWHWRZRUNZLWK
$%&6\VWHPVWRFRQWURODFFHVVWR3,'67KHSRLQWRI
FRQWDFWZLOOEHUHVSRQVLEOHIRUFRPPXQLFDWLQJ
0HG6LWH·VUHTXLUHPHQWVIRUFRQWUROOLQJDFFHVVWR3,'6
DQGIRUYHULI\LQJWKDWWKHUHTXLUHPHQWVKDYHEHHQ
PHW

:HDUHFXUUHQWO\GRLQJQRWKLQJZLWKUHVSHFWWR
FRPPXQLFDWLQJUHTXLUHPHQWVWR$%&6\VWHPVIRU
FRQWUROOLQJDFFHVVWRLQIRUPDWLRQDQGV\VWHPV
(VWDEOLVKLQJDSRLQWRIFRQWDFWIURP0HG6LWH·V,7
GHSDUWPHQWVKRXOGLPSURYHFRPPXQLFDWLRQRIRXU
UHTXLUHPHQWV

1RWH7KLVZLOOFKDQJH0HG6LWH·VSURWHFWLRQVWUDWHJ\
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Mitigation Responsibility

Additional Support

Who needs to be involved in implementing each activity?
Why?

What additional support will be needed when
implementing each activity (e.g., funding, commitment of
staff, sponsorship)?

7%'²$SRLQWRIFRQWDFWPXVWEHDVVLJQHGWR
ZRUNZLWK$%&6\VWHPV

0HG6LWH·VVHQLRUPDQDJHPHQWWHDPPXVWVSRQVRU
WKLVDFWLYLW\7KH&,2PXVWDVVLJQVWDIIWRZRUN
ZLWK$%&6\VWHPV










7%'²$VPDOOWHDPWRGRFXPHQWWKHSURFHGXUHV
PXVWEHDVVLJQHGE\0HG6LWH·V&,2DQGRU,7
PDQDJHU7KHWHDPVKRXOGLQFOXGHUHSUHVHQWDWLRQ
IURPWKH,7GHSDUWPHQWDQGWKHSRLQWRIFRQWDFW
IRU$%&6\VWHPV



0HG6LWH·VVHQLRUPDQDJHPHQWWHDPPXVWVSRQVRU
WKLVDFWLYLW\0HG6LWH·V&,2PXVWVSRQVRUWKLV
DFWLYLW\DQGDVVLJQDVPDOOWHDPWRGRFXPHQWWKH
SURFHGXUHV





7%'²$SRLQWRIFRQWDFWPXVWEHDVVLJQHGWR
ZRUNZLWK$%&6\VWHPV



0HG6LWH·VVHQLRUPDQDJHPHQWWHDPPXVWVSRQVRU
WKLVDFWLYLW\7KH&,2PXVWDVVLJQWKHSRLQWRI
FRQWDFW
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Mitigation Area: __$XWKHQWLFDWLRQDQG$XWKRUL]DWLRQB FRQW BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
Step 28
Mitigation Activity

Rationale

Which mitigation activities are you going to implement in this
security practice area?

Why did you select each activity?

&KHFNDOO3,'6ZRUNVWDWLRQVLQWUHDWPHQWURRPVWR
7RRPDQ\SHRSOHERWKVWDIIDQGSDWLHQWVKDYH
HQVXUHWKDWDFFHVVWRWKRVHZRUNVWDWLRQVDXWRPDWLFDOO\ SK\VLFDODFFHVVWR3,'6IURPZRUNVWDWLRQVLQ
WLPHVRXWDIWHUDGHVLJQDWHGSHULRGRIWLPH
WUHDWPHQWURRPV8QDXWKRUL]HGSHRSOHFRXOGXVH
WKLVDFFHVVWRYLHZDSDWLHQW·VPHGLFDOUHFRUGV

GHOLEHUDWHO\2UDSDWLHQWFRXOGDFFLGHQWDOO\VHH

DQRWKHUSDWLHQW·VPHGLFDOUHFRUGV3ULYDF\
UHJXODWLRQVPDNHVWKLVDQLPSRUWDQWLVVXH
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Mitigation Responsibility

Additional Support

Who needs to be involved in implementing each activity?
Why?

What additional support will be needed when
implementing each activity (e.g., funding, commitment of
staff, sponsorship)?

7%'²0HG6LWH·V&,2DQGRU,7PDQDJHUZLOO
LGHQWLI\WKH,7VWDIIZKRZLOOLPSOHPHQWWKLV
DFWLYLW\'HVLJQDWHGVWDIIZLOOKDYHWRZRUNZLWK
VWDIIIURP$%&6\VWHPVWRVHWDXWRPDWLF
WLPHRXWV

0HG6LWH·VVHQLRUPDQDJHPHQWWHDPPXVWVSRQVRU
WKLVDFWLYLW\0HG6LWH·V&,2PXVWVSRQVRUWKLV
DFWLYLW\DQGDVVLJQDVWDIIWRVHWDXWRPDWLF
WLPHRXWV
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Mitigation Area: __6HFXULW\3ROLFLHVDQG5HJXODWLRQV____________________
Step 28
Mitigation Activity

Rationale

Which mitigation activities are you going to implement in this
security practice area?

Why did you select each activity?

&UHDWHSURFHGXUHVIRUFRPSO\LQJZLWK+,3$$GDWD
VHFXULW\UHJXODWLRQV

0HG6LWHKDVWZR\HDUVLQZKLFKWREHLQ
FRPSOLDQFHZLWKWKH+,3$$GDWDVHFXULW\
UHTXLUHPHQWV

1RWH7KLVZLOOFKDQJH0HG6LWH·VSURWHFWLRQVWUDWHJ\

1RWH7KLVDFWLYLW\LVGULYHQE\WKHUHJXODWLRQV
UDWKHUWKDQDQ\VSHFLILFULVN


,QFOXGHLQIRUPDWLRQDERXW0HG6LWH·VVHFXULW\UHODWHG
SROLFLHVDQGSURFHGXUHVLQWKHQHZVHFXULW\DZDUHQHVV
WUDLQLQJ

)HZVWDIIPHPEHUVDUHDZDUHRIRUXQGHUVWDQG
0HG6LWH·VVHFXULW\UHODWHGSROLFLHV7KLV
LQIRUPDWLRQPXVWEHIHDWXUHGLQDZDUHQHVV
WUDLQLQJ

1RWH7KLVZLOOFKDQJH0HG6LWH·VSURWHFWLRQVWUDWHJ\

1RWH7KLVDFWLYLW\LVGULYHQE\JHQHUDOFRQFHUQV
UDWKHUWKDQDQ\VSHFLILFULVN



3URFHGXUHVIRUHQIRUFLQJ0HG6LWH·VVHFXULW\UHODWHG
SROLFLHVPXVWEHFUHDWHG

1RWH7KLVZLOOFKDQJH0HG6LWH·VSURWHFWLRQVWUDWHJ\


3HRSOH·VEHKDYLRUVUHODWHGWRVHFXULW\ZLOORQO\
FKDQJHLIWKH\XQGHUVWDQGWKDWPDQDJHPHQW
VWULFWO\HQIRUFHV0HG6LWH·VVHFXULW\SROLFLHV
1RWH7KLVDFWLYLW\LVGULYHQE\JHQHUDOFRQFHUQV
UDWKHUWKDQDQ\VSHFLILFULVN
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Mitigation Responsibility

Additional Support

Who needs to be involved in implementing each activity?
Why?

What additional support will be needed when
implementing each activity (e.g., funding, commitment of
staff, sponsorship)?

7%'²5HVSRQVLELOLW\PXVWEHDVVLJQHGE\
0HG6LWH·VVHQLRUPDQDJHPHQWWHDP

0HG6LWH·VVHQLRUPDQDJHPHQWWHDPPXVWVSRQVRU
WKLVDFWLYLW\














0HG6LWH·VVHQLRUPDQDJHPHQWWHDPDQGWKH
7UDLQLQJ'HSDUWPHQWPDQDJHU



8SGDWLQJWKHFRQWHQWRIVHFXULW\DZDUHQHVV
WUDLQLQJUHTXLUHVFRPPLWPHQWDQGIXQGLQJIURP
VHQLRUPDQDJHPHQW,WZLOODOVRUHTXLUHD
FRPPLWPHQWIURP0HG6LWH·V7UDLQLQJ
'HSDUWPHQW














0HG6LWH·VVHQLRUPDQDJHPHQWWHDP

0HG6LWH·VVHQLRUPDQDJHPHQWWHDPPXVWVSRQVRU
WKLVDFWLYLW\
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16 Next Steps Worksheet

Step 30
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Step 30
Management Sponsorship for Security Improvement
What must management do to support the implementation of OCTAVE-S results?
Consider:
•

Contribute funds to information security activities.

•

Assign staff to information security activities.

•

Ensure that staff members have sufficient time allocated to information security activities.

•

Enable staff to receive training about information security.

•

Make information security a strategic priority.

07)PDQDJHPHQWPXVW
− DOORFDWHIXQGVWRLPSOHPHQWWKHPLWLJDWLRQSODQV
− PDNHLQIRUPDWLRQVHFXULW\DVWUDWHJLFSULRULW\

$OOIXQFWLRQDOPDQDJHUVPXVWHQVXUHWKDWVWDIIPHPEHUVKDYHVXIILFLHQW
WLPHWRSDUWLFLSDWHLQDQ\VHFXULW\UHODWHGDFWLYLWLHVWRZKLFKWKH\DUH
DVVLJQHG
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Monitoring Implementation
What will the organization do to track progress and ensure that the results of this evaluation are
implemented?

(DFKWHDPDVVLJQHGUHVSRQVLELOLW\IRUDULVNPLWLJDWLRQSODQZLOOEH
UHVSRQVLEOHIRUVFKHGXOLQJDQGLPSOHPHQWLQJWKDWSODQ(DFKWHDPZLOOSURYLGH
DZULWWHQVWDWXVUHSRUWSULRUWRWKHPRQWKO\PDQDJHPHQWWHDPPHHWLQJ





Expanding the Current Information Security Risk Evaluation
Will you expand the current OCTAVE-S evaluation to include additional critical assets? Which ones?

1REXWZHZLOOUHYLHZDOOGHIHUUHGULVNVZLWKLQWKHQH[WGD\VWRVHHLI
DQ\WKLQJHOVHQHHGVWREHGRQHIRUWKHP:HZLOODOVRGRDJDSDQDO\VLV
EHWZHHQWKHUHVXOWVRI2&7$9(6DQGFXUUHQWUHJXODWLRQV LQFOXGLQJ
+,3$$ DQGVHHLIWKHUHDUHDQ\RWKHUUHTXLUHGSUDFWLFHVWKDWZHVKRXOG
FRQVLGHUGXULQJDQRWKHUURXQGRIUHVRXUFHDOORFDWLRQVLQWKHQH[WTXDUWHU

Next Information Security Risk Evaluation
When will the organization conduct its next OCTAVE-S evaluation?

7KHQH[W2&7$9(6HYDOXDWLRQZLOOEHSHUIRUPHGPRQWKVIURPQRZ
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